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Abstract

The continuum of desirable leadership skills and attributes ranges from long-term vision
to short-term control. It takes a exceptional person to cover such a broad span, yet both
leadership and entrepreneurship literature tend to focus on the single leader as super-
person'. On the other hand, organisational literature of both growth and survival draws
our attention to the potential management crisis occurring when initial entrepreneurial
leadership proves inadequate to manage the transition into a more mature organisation
thus necessitating either a change of leadership or the demise of the organisation. The
need to move between entrepreneurial and conservative management styles which Slevin
& Covin (1990) call 'cycling', aptly describes this paradox but their model again
concentrates on the individual. Personal observation suggested there were many
incidences ofa altemative model of successful leadership cycling, namely the founding
and leading ofa organisation by two people, either affective couples or work associates,
thus avoiding the need for changes of leadership as the organisation grows.

There has been little empirical research as to whether this is a appropriate model of
entrepreneurship/leadership even though this could result in a model of the full leadership
continuum. This research attempts to remedy this, focusing on the relationship between
joint founder/leaders of organisations, and investigating the effectiveness of this unit of
management in relation to the leadership paradox. As statistics indicate that 5 years seems
to be the watershed in the sun/ival of new organisations, this study looks at companies
founded and managed by two people which have continued and developed beyond that
period and seeks to understand what elements in the dyadic relationships may have
contributed to the business' continuance. It has as its aim the building of a model of
cyclical dyadic leadership which, while set here within the context of business start-up,
may well have application within the wider corporate setting. The focus is on the people
who choose to work in partnership and their evolving relationship: how and why such a
relationship is fonned, what were their initial intentions for founding and the effect of that
relationship on the organisation.

This nal thesis is presented as a journey through the process of doing research: it
aims to report on and analyse both the ndings and elements of the actual research
g the way of doing research thus giving insights into both a appropriate way of
doing research and also into the chosen subject matter. This stems from a intrinsic
belief that research ndings and methodology are imiately linked and thus of equal
relevance. The research employed a realist ontology and used a grounded theory
approach, using a series of longitudinal case studies which employed a variety of
methods which were adapted and rened as the themes emerged.

The nal proposed dyadic leadership model themes can be outlined as follows:

Intimacy: The working relationship between the dyad , whether based on marriage,
work or friendship, is a intimate relationship and as such introduces emotional
elements into the work environment which result in a specic dyadic culture; it is this
relationship which is the reason for founding.

Commonality: The choice ofpartner drives the decision to found and it is the
commonality of interests, intent and values which is a prerequisite in the choice of
partner; commonality drives the later choices ofbusiness strategy, and provides the
ground rules for the business.
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Complementarity: Complementarity of skills is a important factor in the decision to
found and the early part of the business as it forms the basis for the choice of business
activity and the initial allocation of roles; initial allocation of roles is thus based on
content skills rather than management skills, and as the business grows, fully
complementary roles are needed to sustain the organisation; inappropriate behaviour
results from both inappropriate allocation of roles and from problems as the intimate
dyadic relationship operates within a work enviromnent; the subsequent development
of complementary behaviour and management styles become important for the
suvival of the organisation.

Covergence/Divergence: The initial intentions of the dyad shapes the organisational
development by either limiting or facilitating growth; divergence from the original
common intent can be disruptive as the organisation develops; divergence can also
result in the social context as married couple's relationships become closer both at
work and socially while work associates increasingly disassociate work from social
activities.

Organisational Survival: Dyadic founder/manager relationships result in singular
organisations which are strongly inuenced by both the emotional and rational
elements of the relationship; the dyadic start-up can become a extremely successful
organisation when successful cycling of the leadership role takes place between the
partners.
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1. INITIATING THE JOURNEY: THE RESEARCH BACKGROUND

This introductory chapter has four main purposes
0 To introduce the concept of the research journey
0 To describe the pre-start background to the research project in order to set the

context for the research content, design and methods
0 To summarise the gap in the knowledge in order to validate the choice of subject
0 To describe the framework of the thesis and give chapter summaries

1.í. The Journey
Excellent research can be characterised equally by interesting results and by the
clarity of the trail of evidence which the research process uncovers during the journey
of discovery. The image of a joumey, and its associated language, is thus a common
thread throughout this thesis, used in tracking both the voyage towards understanding
the meaning of the ndings of the research, and also the discovery of a way of doing
research which was both appropriate for the subject and for my personal style. In
addition, the actual process of logging and writing up the research in a form suitable
both for the academic and practitioner audience was a journey of learning in itself. As
Partington states, Managers ty to learn om academics.......On the other hand,
practitioner demand for knowledge is accompanied by a equivalent academic desire
for empirical data°. (Partington 1998 p.3) The research journey therefore exists on
three levels (Fig.l. a.) and has three distinct audiences.

Levels of Research Research Destination

:@2§si:2iIessz1zs;§±ºfaizexzxa Managefsandi
Bnepfenews

PhD Students/Researchers

Figure 1 a Levels ofResearch project

1.ií Personal interest in the research project

1.íi.i Background
The start of the research journey was long before the actual PhD project commenced.
I 1981 I started a company to design and sell men's clothing. It was a era of great
entrepreneurial activity in the textile sector and I came across many other people who
had started similar operations but who had, unlike myself, done so in conjunction with
a partner. At the time, I did not consciously register this fact but later, when designing
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the clothes as well as nmning the business became increasingly difcult, I began to
wonder whether the partnership solution to business start-up was a viable alternative,
one which might provide complementary skills and roles along with mutual support.

My own solution was to recruit a business manager but when I was later obliged to
sell the majority ofmy company to ensure its continuing existence, I noted that many
of these 'partnership' companies were still operating apparently as before. This
reinforced my interest in the co-preneurial approach as a possible way of ensuring
organisational survival. Since then I have been mentally ling away instances of
'creative couples' in many other industries and wondering whether there were any
connnon factors to be identied. The questions started to forn: was the choice of
partner intuitive or conscious, emotional or practical? Did each recognise something
similar in each other or consciously look for something different? Did intimate
partners (married or not) cany their intimate relations into their business relations?
Were their skills and attitudes complementary? And, most relevant of all, why did
they start a company together as opposed to on their own or not at all?

These questions led me to think about such organisations and whether a couple-
generated organisation might be distinctive and thus might represent a viable model of
business start-up and organisational growth. Were the kinds of organisation that they
formed different from those of sole founder/managers? Did the organisation survive
because they were partners or because they were a particular set ofpartners? Was the
fact of partnership largely extraneous to the growth of company and were other
elements such as the product and extemal enviromnent of greater importance? If the
partnership structure worked in some cases, how does any organisation come to
possess the right structure?

Before I embarked on this piece of research I had already investigated organisational
life cycles as part ofmy MBS dissetation through management writers such as
Flamholz (1990) and Greiner (1972). It was thought that owner/founder companies
tended to suffer from a 'adolescent' stage, a period when initial enthusiasm and
impetus needed to be tempered by the realities ofprofessional management in order
for the organisation to sLu'vive. Were there complementary elements in a partnership
which could provide a solution to this organisational crisis? And if this partnership
survived and grew, did the joint running of the company solve that leadership
paradox of vision and control, that master of two ends of the spectrum: ideas at the
highest level of abstraction and actions at the most mundane level of detail' as Peters
and Waterman (1985 p.3 l 8) call it: if creativity and control represented the two ends
of a spectrum, and were deemed difcult to nd in one person, would not a couple-
run organisation perhaps supply both?

The decision to initiate this research joumey was thus based on a long-standing
personal interest and fuelled by the belief that the pull/push relationship between
creativity and control is ndamental to the survival of all businesses. Coming from
what was initially a set of practitioner questions, the project had both a practical and
academic aim of generating a model ofbusiness start-up and survival, one that could
be used by both budding entrepreneurs to help avoid some of the pitfalls of start-up
and also by academic researchers to further thought leadership in the entrepreneurial
sector: as has been previously stated, the intention of the research project was to both
build academic theory but also to provide insights which were of practical use to
managers. There has been increasing questioning of the relevance of academic
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management research (e.g. Da & Lewin 1990) which uses active management
processes on which to base its ndings but which, at completion, has little practical
usage, either being couched in a language which is not easily accessible or being
conned to a small academic readership. It is evident, shown by the increasing ow of
popular management books, that there is a audience for management theory in a
palatable form and this project attempts to ll a gap in providing accessible material
based on empirical data rather than purely popular conceptions.

l.íi.ii Personal methodologícal preferences
I had however a problem in initiating my PhD research. Following my MBA, I
realised that the enj oyment of accomplishing my researched dissertation on leadership
of creative companies such as design consultancies came not only from the subject
matter which opened the way towards related areas of research, and thus my PhD
subject, but also towards the actual process of research which I found absorbing and
fullling. The MBA dissertation thus marks the true beginning of this research
_oumey.

The dissertation however also enabled me to realise that the traditional hypothetical
deductive approach to the subject neither was completely sympathetic to my own
more inductive way ofworking nor was a quantitative approach likely to generate the
depth and richness of data that I needed to elicit a understanding of the relationship
of these two people. As Partington (1998 p.7) says, Theoretical sensitívity......comes
not from the following ofprocedures but 'om a combination of the sociologist's
innate ability to conceptualise and formulate theories, from his or her personality and
temperament, and from the knowledge ofhis or her area of research. I addition, it
becane increasingly obvious that this was a area where theory needed creating, not
proving: my discovery of the existence of grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss 1967)
allowed me to nd a way into my PhD research and work both in a marmer which I
found appropriate and also in a way that allowed rigorous generation of theory.

The research project covered a period of seven years with two periods of de- ~
registration. The problems caused by part-time research are already many, even
without stopping completely for periods of up to one year: the difculty of retting
'the research hat' aer a days work; the fact that I discovered that about 3 days of
thorough irnmersion is needed before productive thought or work emerges; the need to
create a atmosphere of academic rigour in non-conducive places ofwork such as
hotel rooms while on client projects; and, above all, the constant need for self-
motivation in order to continue. Inevitably, research which is perpetually started and
then put on long-term hold causes even more problems of dislocation and de-
motivation. These problems ofpart-time research were patially alleviated by the
grounded theory approach: a more linear manner ofworking such as the traditional
hypotheses-proof-deduction methodology would have been difcult to maintain. Each
new start entailed a reappraisal ofwhat had previously happened or had previously
been written, and this enforced iterative approach allowed me to turn what could have
been a major barrier into something positive by allowing me to constantly revisit and
thus familiarise myself intimately with my data, enabling generation of categories and
themes which were constantly pared down and expanded as greater insight resulted. It
also allowed me also to keep thoughts simmering in the back ofmy mind and to hone
them mentally before committing to a particular direction .
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My preference in my consulting work has always been to work in a action learning
environment where a new situations arise, the outcomes are assimilated before being
tried out, modied and ultimately either accepted or rejected before building the
learning into the next loop'. This preference ts well with the research process which
is essentially iterative and which I have attempted to express in Figure l.b a a loop'
process rather than the more usual linear schematic. While initially instinctive, as the
research progressed the process became gradually formalised and structured with a
increasing use of relational databases and key-word tracking through computer word-
processing programmes. A good example of this process was the way the initial
literature search enabled the gradual siing of research paradigms, which led to the
discovery of a personal research philosophy, which led to different areas of literature
search and thus to the relevant research methodology and theoretical sampling process
which eventually led to the rst ndings which started the loop again. This reects
the grounded theory approach of Glaser and Strauss (1967) in using theoretical
sampling which loops' in decreasing circles until theoretical saturation is arrived at.
As in all active learning processes, the logging of the activities through a research
diary was ofprime importance, and the existence ofmilestones which enabled either a
paradigm shi: or the connnation of the current activities were the impetus for
successful completion of the project.

Thesis Chapter 1 Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Chapter 4 Chapter 5-7 Chapter 8 & 9
Framework

- 0rgaisatior'l'teory. phüowphy of ° Social BehaviourScience WW _ _ _- Sociolnßical ' E"W°"°h'P ' "mm°"l"ymw mama: Theory _ :bmw - Research netlods nm. Gmundcd 1-hm.-y ~ Leadership Theory ' ßimlllfy ' Corqutet manuals 'minus

' D5\lP¦|'VíS°f - Pilot Interviews /Ca ~ Second review - Can Sn.díq5& - Final mäÃstudiesl&2 ~CaseStud.ies3& 6 ~ `Milestones f=\=°S11ttº _ Ä vmv v ~ Potquestonnare Stratege review/Case studies 1 S 2

Literature

I'irr K l r l ` t `t

Objectves/ _
Activities - Establish - Revisitphilosophi ~ Rene research ~ - Transribe ~ Cross-caseepistermlogy assurptiorts questiom ntervews interviews eonparisonsad ontology - Generate raearch - Design ttseatcl ' Learn Nudist - Analysis of ~ Dene model~ Make personal qustions methods ~ Start analysis of interviews ad ad theorypreferences ~ Cnnrmpin ` tri ad questionniree ° Revisitr e:

explicit htnwledge questionnaitea ~ Reñne energing litaature review- Stan t reject all - Absort exking - First cut emerging teories - Finatise thesisthe ^ yeat ideas' tere theories - Stan ending ad framework ad° Reñne interview sh-coding write up ñnlschedule - Dene potential version~ Rene categries ~ Dene potentialqreationnaire - Rene interview future researchschedule~ Write BAM paper- First attempt atframig thesisstructure

Figure 1 .b Schematíc ofthe Research Process

1.íií The importance of the research project

The oigins of this research sit within many theoretical bodies. As with all research,
there were many false starts and much ofwhat was read was abandoned or consigned
to background understanding: it is however as important that these dead-end routes
are charted as it is to chart the theories which were deemed relevant, and Chapter 3
deals with this. I have emphasised the extent to which the whole research process was
a journey and that though the research was extended over seven years due to the part-
time nature of the research and work commitments which was not ideal, this enabled
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me to take a longitudinal approach and to use grounded theory to build up information
in order to focus on what was really relevant. The main theories which were used as a
starting point for the research are as follows:

1.iii.i Pre-organisational intentíonality
There is a new school of thought, stemming from the growing body of entrepreneurial
research, which claims that the factors of intentíonality prior to, and at new Venture
creation can have far-reaching consequences on the form, and thus survival, of the
organisation (e.g. Bird 1988). As Bird says, The founder's intentions determine the
form and direction ofa organisation at its inception. Subsequent organisational
success, development.. . ..., growth and change are based on these intentions, which are
either modied, elaborated, embodied or transfonned. Thus, intentions affect a
venture°s success. _ here dened as the rm's survival and growth.'(l988, p.444) It
is within the context of intentíonality that it is intended to look at organisational
survival of two-person organisations.

Using this theory, the couple is thus important for three main reasons:
0 Firstly, the phenomena of two people starting a company is very different from

one person or several people doing so and the kind of company they form will be
very different. If one believes in the importance of intentíonality and pre-
organisational factors in organisational survival, any variance in the founding
context is a important element.

0 Secondly, if the individuals recognise their strengths and weaknesses and
construct their partnership accordingly, the resulting unit could be the answer to
many of the organisational weaknesses such as lack of control and lack of vision
associated with organisational failure.

0 Thirdly, the fact that they are two may highlight reasons for starting businesses
which are not commonly understood.

1.iii.íi. Entrepreneuríal typology
In most management literature, when reference is made to the personalities associated
with leadership or entrepreneurship, the reference is singular, as in the founder, the
entrepreneur' or 'the leader'. When mention ís made of teams or groups, it tends to be
within a vertical context such as superior-subordinate or as a team within a existing
organisation, as shown in a increasing body of literature (e.g. Kakabadse 1991). The
shift in power and authority away from the individual and towards a team owes
something to the climate of our times. Individual power is seen as compting and
undesirable; wide-spread higher education has increased the number ofpeople
wanting to manage and management has become a profession; morally and
intellectually it is difcult to accept individual authoritarianism; the sheer complexity
of the business world with new technology, competition and legalities means that few,
if any, lone operators can embrace them all. As Belbin (1981 p.ix) points out, The
management team has become the stable altemative, a means of running a company
effectively so long as the right combination ofpeople can be found. However, while
the theory of team effectiveness is increasingly widely embraced, the possibility of a
management team of two people starting a company together is rarely addressed.

A team or partnership founding structure is one of the most common in new business
Ventures: for instance, it has been estimated that 57% of technology-based start-ups in
the US were begun by groups (Bird 1989). It is difcult to ascetain exactly how
many organisations are started by two people as many companies are not registered,
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but personal observation suggests that it is a common occurrence. The recent spate of
new high-technology ventures, where the need for varying technical skills is great, has
led to some interest in research into team enterprise but very little research has been
conducted into the couple enterprise except into mom n'pop businesses (Cooper 1970)
and into certain professional partnership Ventures (Timmons, Smollen & Dingee
1977): the majority of entrepreneurship research assumes the sole founder. In addition
research conducted into entrepreneurial activity typology has identied nine sub-sets
(Kunkel 1998):

Transformation and strategic renewal of an organisation through the1 .Corporate
Tumaround

radical restructuring of the organisation's portfolio of businesses
units.

2.Intrepreneuring Forming new ventures from within an existing organisation.

3.Business Tumaround Transformation of an existing business unit through the radícally
restructuring of the business unit's strategic direction

4.Product/Process
Development

Transfom1ation or radical restructuring of a functional unit within an
existing business unit through the development of new products,
processes or modes of doing business.

5.Need Driven A high growth-potential, independent new venture started for the
purpose of fullling a perceived market need.

Independent New
Venture

A high growth-potential, independent new venture, started for the
purpose of commercialising a particular technology.6.Technology Driven

Independent New
Venture

A'mom 'n' pop,' low growth-potential, independent new venture
intended to replace the income that one or more individuals could
have eamed from gainful employment.

7.Income Substitution
New Venture

8_Inc0me A new business started to create extra income on a part-time basis.
Supplementing New
Venture

A venture for which making a prot is not a primary motive in the
founding but that is, instead, founded for the purpose of allowing the
entrepreneur to pursue a hobby or lifestyle that would not be
possible or economical

9.Hobby / Lifestyle
New Venture

Figure 1.c. Kunkel 's Typology ofEntrepreneuríal Actívijy

While it could be argued that co-preneurship could include elements from each of the
sub-sets (particularly 8 and 9), there are indications that two-person organisations may
form the basis of yet another sub-set for whom the style and place ofworking within
their life overrides other imperatives ofprot or commerciality _

1.iii.iii. The dyadic relationship as a model of organisational survival.
New rms account for the majority of all business enterprises, so the subject of their
failure or survival is important. The statistics for company mortality in both the US
and the U are devastating: it is estimated that 54% of businesses in the US do not
survive longer than 1 and a half years (Quirm & Cameron 1983) and approximately
50% of businesses in the U do not survive 5 years (Department of Employment
1992). The social and economic cost is great.

Both academics and practitioners have been concemed to develop a understanding of
the factors leading to organisational survival. It is a area of research which has grown
in topicality in the late l970s and 1980s as a result of the increase in business failures,
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bankruptcies and hostile take-overs (Cameron, Sutton & Whetton 1988, Whetten
1987). This contrasts with the research of the 1960s and early 1970s which tended to
focus on organisational success (Goodman & Pennings 1977). The prevailing thust
appears to be that the probability of organisational survival can be increased by
possessing the right form of organisation, as Hunt, Baliga & Peterson (1988 p.6l)
describe it, a combination of strategies, structure and processes' _

The search for theoretical models of the right form has tended to fall into two schools:
the population ecological approach (e.g. Hannan & Freeman 1989), which argues that
the right fomi is selected by enviromnental forces, and the strategic choice approach
(e.g. Mintzberg 1983), which argues that it is the fonnulation of strategy which affects
organisational outcomes. Much of this work tends to be cross sectional and static
rather than dynamic and longitudinal and tends to ignore the historical aspects of the
organisation which mould its structures, strategies and processes. As Hunt, Baliga and
Peterson (1988 p.62) say, it is as if a photograph rather than a motion picture were
used to represent reality'.

There is a growing popularity in practitioner literature on the importance of teams and
working relations within corporate life ( e.g. Belbin 1981). While it has echoes of the
contingency and right t' theories of leadership (e.g. Adair 1983), the emphasis on
relationships in entrepreneurial stat-ups has not been a feature of this body of
research though relationships in the workplace in general such as linking pinâ
relationships(Likert 1961) or more general organisational theory ( e.g. Weick 1979)
have been important. Research that leads to any prescriptive results would thus be
valuable. The review of the literature indicated that, in order to provide new insights,
it would not be sufcient to ne-tune existing theories or simply to focus on a new
interpretation of existing data. The fact that little empirical research exists in the elds
of intentionality and team entrepreneurship indicated the need to theory-build rather
than theory-prove, and this had implications for the choice ofmethodology.

The anticipated contribution to theoretical knowledge will therefore be in the areas of
1. Pre-organisational intentionality: the value of common intent in organisational

start-up

2. The addition to the work of entrepreneurial typology in identifying a new kind of
start-up

3. Dyadic complementarity: the identication of complementary attributes,
behaviours and roles which may lead to the leadership couple as a model of
organisational survival.

l.iii.iv. Grounded theory
In addition, the fourth area of knowledge relates to the manner of doing research. It is
fundamental to this research that it was undertaken within a realist ontology and
epistemology and conducted within the general approach of grounded theory. This
research is thus both a joumey of discovery in both the way of researching and also
the understanding of the data uncovered. While grounded theory is becoming
increasingly accepted as a research model, particularly in the medical eld in the
USA, the body ofmanagement research which uses this technique is relatively in its
infancy and any example of its constructive use can only serve to increase its
credibility. It is for this reason that I consider the articulation of the experiences of the
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research of importance, albeit secondary to the content. My way of reporting is thus
essentially narrative and the framework of this report charts this double voyage of
discovery: it is thus in parallel a document about how grounded theory can work and a
report ofmy ndings which generate a proposed model of dyadic leadership.

The fouth area of knowledge enhancement will thus be in the area of
4. Grounded theory: to demonstrate the value of the grounded theory approach to this

kind of research..

1.iv. The Thesis Framework

Tlroughout this paper references to couples', *partners* or 'co-preneurs' indicate the
two person founder/manager unit. The denition of the 'couple' is two people,
whether married or not, of either gender and of any age, who come together to found
and run a organisation. 'Founder/Manager refers to the dual roles ofboth
individuals. Companies which were started by one person and then employed the
other were excluded (unless the business changed direction as a result of the second
person joining and they were equal partners) as the concept of equality was important
in order to elicit their reasons for, and mode of, business start-up. The *organisation*
studied needed to have survived for at least 5 years and to operate for prot and
growth within a national or intemational context (which excludes local mom n'pop'
businesses such as comer shops etc.) The survival of the organisation refers to the
continuing existence of the organisation with the continuing presence of the two
founder/managers and implies no criteria for success or failure. A organisation which
fullled these criteria but which has been sold or changed organisationally in some
way is deemed to have survived.

This thesis therefore follows the chronological structure of the research which will in
parallel unravel a new part of the theoretical argument being made' (Yin 1989 p.l39),
point out the usefulness for practitioners, and relate how the process of research
unfolded.

The following is a précis of the chapters and the material they cover: the thesis is
divided into two parts, the rst covering the background to the research, and the
second, the actual research ndings.

PART 1: Organising the Journey
Chapter 1 (this chapter) sets out the background and the reasons for initiating the
research journey including a summary of the gaps in the current knowledge which this
thesis attempts to ll. The methodological position is outlined as are the research
design, principal ndings and thesis structure. It is the only chapter which is not
strictly chronological as the aim of this chapter is to summarise and to demonstrate
the thesis framework which ofnecessity must take place at the end of the piece of
research.

Chapter 2 expands on the research methodology. The rst steps in reviewing any
literature were in order to understand the philosophical framework. Discovering the
alternatives to what were initially a extremely limited knowledge of the philosophies
of science and their associated methodologies opened new avenues and was a key
milestone in the development of the research. It changed the direction for the content
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literature search into areas of cognitive and behavioural science which I had not
previously contemplated following. This chapter gives a explanation of the realist
ontology and epistemology at the heart of the research and how the use of grounded
theory was thus a appropriate way of conducting the research.

Chapter 3 is a review of the wide body of literature on leadership theory,
organisational and survival theory, entrepreneurial theory, and relationship and team
theory. The review seeks to outline the current knowledge in these elds and show
how theories were accepted or rej ected as part of the research joumey. It is argued that
research into co-preneurship is limited, tending to concentrate on the processes of
organisation rather than the relationship, and is rarely empirical. It also builds on the
work ofBird (1988) and entrepreneurial intentionality in looking at the organisation
from point of conception through survival. The review leads to the fonnulation of a
main research question which asks whether a continuing dyadic relationship can full
the leadership needs of a changing organisation thus contributing to its sLu'vival. This
question provided the framework for the design of the empirical study.

Chapter 4 describes the research methodology undetaken a a result of the
conclusíons drawn from the philosophical review and literature search. It describes
how the step processes of grounded theory were used and adapted and details of case
selection, data collection and analysis procedures are described. In addition, it
addresses the practical limitations of doing research within a limited time scale and
also analyses the choice of computer package. It outlines nally the emerging themes
and how they were arrived at.

PART 2: the Journey
Chapter 5 is the rst of the three chapters which deal with the ndings of the
research. Originally the chapters were organised in a strictly chronological order by
case study but the material proving repetitive (happily for the generalisation of the
research and unhappily for the reader), I decided for structural reasons to reorganise
the chapters into how the main ndings/concepts or categories were exposed and built
on chronologically. This chapter deals how and why the partners chose each other
within the concept/category of Commonality, and how commonality of intentions,
values and interests denes the relationship as intimate, inuences the culture and
strategy of the new organisation, and detennines the behaviour of the ongoing
relationship.

Chapter 6 deals with the category of Complementarity. It looks at the
complementary °content' skills which drive the decision to found and the initial
allocation of roles; it analyses the management skills necessary for a organisation
and looks at the way that the couples coped by developing complementary roles; and
it denes the reasons for negative behaviour which must be translated into
complementary behaviour if the organisation is to survive. It also deals with the
phenomenon of Projection as part of the paradox of intimate relationship/working
enviromnent.

Chapter 7 covers the ndings on the context of the organisation, comparing the
variables between the case studies, looking at the possible ramications for
entrepreneurial typology of the dyad, and investigating whether the fact of being two
has allowed the organisation to survive through the rst phase of the organisational
life cycle.
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Chapter 8 brings together the ndings from the previous six case studies and shows
how they contribute towards the building of the model ofDyadic survíval. The model
attempts to show the linkage between initial choice ofpartner and the outcome of the
dyadic behaviour in organisational terms. It deals with the concept of
convergence/divergence within the dyad, following the growth of either convergent or
divergent behaviour from the initial decision to found, through the continuing
relationships and nally, predicates the likely outcome of the relationship. It offers a
model which has applications both for academic researchers and practitioners.

Chapter 9 draws conclusions from the study, both with regard to the way of doing
research and with regard to the content. It looks at the way that the research was
ordered and written up and recommends best practice' for future researchers. It
acknowledges the drawbacks of the actual piece of research, draws implications for
future research and reiterates the contribution to knowledge which the research has
made both for academic and practitioner use.

The References include all quoted and referenced material.
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2. BEGINNING THE JOURNEY: THE RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY

This chapter restates and amplies the aim of the research and how it undepins the
underlying assumptions of the research philosophy. The need to dene the
philosophical issues as a precursor to undertaking research, and how the choices
generated by these philosophical issues dene the ontological and epistemological
stances thus shaping both the research questions and the research methods, are
discussed. The appropriateness of a realist perspective and its antecedents are dened
and argued in relation to the subject of the research and linked to the grounded theory
approach to theory building which is more completely described in Chapter 4, as are
the associated research methods. The way that the philosophical stance informed the
literature search is summarised as a introduction to Chapter 3.

2.i The Aim of the Research: Theory and Model Building

The question ofwhy the research has been undertaken has been touched on in sections
l.ii and 1.iii (pp 13-18). It can be argued that all research must have as its aim some
benet to society. In organisational research, this can be further rened as specically
beneting the business community while, at the same time fullling such academic
criteria as rigour and demonstration of reasoning . However, the majority of academic
organisational research remains outside the general awareness ofmanagers even
though management education is becoming increasing the norm for either entrants to
corporate life or as on-the-job' training. In addition, the increasing use of extemal
consultants within companies is expanding both the vocabulary and the theoretical
knowledge ofpractitioners. However, this knowledge tends to come from more
popularist writings and, when empirical research i used as a basis for decision
making, this tends to be taken from within the functionalist paradigm, where the
emphasis is on prediction and control (Morgan 1990). As Daft & Lewin (1990 p. 1)
state, the body of knowledge published in academic journals has practically no
audience in business and government, thus challenging the link between validity and
usefulness.

That there is a desire for, and a need to make available, more and different academic
research for the practitioner is shown by the increased subscription levels from
managers to publications such as Harvard Business Review and the growth of the
management guru such as Tom Peters. What these sources have in common is
twofold: rstly, a ability to communicate in a non-academic language which is
understandable and practical, and secondly, a increasing emphasis on the behavioural
aspects of organisational theory away from the predictive. The increasing importance
of behavioural research can be illustrated by the growth towards the cognitive
perspective which emphasises the mediating role of the manager between
enviromnental stimulus and behavioural response. There is increasingly recognition of
the centrality of emotions and feelings in the every day experience ofworking in a
organisation. (Fineman 1996). Tenbrunsel et al (1996 p.13) asserts that 'the shift
towards the cognitive perspective has aisen from the pressure to develop
psychological theories which address the activities and interests ofmanagers and
which provide managers with more levers for change°.

If one therefore accepts the premise that organisational research holds little value if it
has no practical application, it can thus be argued that the current dominance of
theory-proving research holds little value for the practitioner and that theory-building
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thus becomes of increasing value. As Partington (1998 p.3)) states, Writers such as
Mintzberg (1979), Eisenhardt (1989), Parkhe (1993) and Burrell (1996) argue that
pre-paradigmatic, evolving status of research into organisational processes makes it
appropriate for researchers to put more effort into building new theories from
empirical data'. Broadly speaking, the argument of these writers is that too much
organisational research is deductive and theory testing, characterised by the
premature application of quantitative methods, and not enough is inductive and
theory-building, using more qualitative approaches'(Partington 1998).

Parkhe (1993), in particular, argues that as organisation research is in a adolescent
stage, no one research tradition is well enough established to claim dominance and it
is therefore appropriate to challenge paradigms and build new theories 'om empirical
data. The fundamental methodological issue of the relative precedence of data over
theory or vice-versa is thus, it is argued, necessarily in favour of starting with a clean
slate' approach to allow theoretical exibility in what is basically a emerging
research area. This research adopts this stance but believes that even in theory
building it is necessary to have a starting framework. This framework should be
driven by a clear philosophical stance which predicates the research questions and
design.

2.ii. The need for philosophical clarity

As Hughes (1990 p.11) says, The relevance of the philosophical issues.... arises from
the fact that every research tool or procedure is inextricably embedded in
comrnitments to particular versions of the world and knowing that world. Thus the
research question and methodology can only be established within a clear, personal,
philosophical stance. The journey to discover what ontology tted best with my
personal preferences and also with the subject of the research was oen tortuous but
ultimately rewarding. For many researchers, as for myself, the wish to undertake
research starts oen with fairly inarticulate and woolly expressions ofwhat exactly
are our personal philosophies. It was therefore necessary to research and understand
the literature of the philosophy of science prior to undertaking any content' literature
research.

Blaikie (1993) claies the various philosophical stances and suggests that there are
various pragmatic choices which may be made based on often unconscious
preferences of ideological and religious beliefs and values, or more conscious
inuences such as the constraints or preferences imposed by academic institutions or
subject discipline. Though this may have the ultimate effect of reducing, and
simplifying choices, he stills argues that attention must be given to issues such as how
theories are generated and tested in order to defend a particular research strategy.
Easterby-Smith, Thorpe & Lowe (1991) are prescriptive in their rationale for the need
to understand philosophical issues: rstly, in order to clarify research design and its
attendant questions of data and its interpretations; secondly, in order to understand
practical limitations ofparticular approaches; and thirdly, in order to allow researchers
to work in domains which may be outside their practical experience. The necessity of
clarity in how one interprets the world, and how one translates that into meaning is of
absolute importance in order to anchor a piece of research within a meaningl
framework.
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2.iii The Ontological and Epistemological Stance

The growth of Social Science as a entity separate from the natural sciences has
entailed a questioning of the traditional ontological and epistemological stances. This
questioning has led to a focus on two main opposing ontological assumptions:
0 That social reality exists independently of the observer and thus, objectively, it is

subject to laws of cause and effect in much the same way as the natural world. It
consists of individuals views of reality, and thus the researcher's task is to
reinterpret and reconstruct those meanings.

0 That there is a subjective domain of meanings and interpretations created by social
actors, substantially different from the world of nature in which reality exists
extemally and independently of the observer and thus the researcher's task is to
identify causal explanation and basic laws.

These opposing stances are variously described as 'German idealism' and 'sociological
positivism' (Burrell & Morgan 1979), 'naturalistic' and 'rationalistic' (Guba 1990),
phenomenology' and *positivism* (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe & Lowe 1991) and 'the
interpretative altemative' and 'the positivist orthodoxy'(Hughes (1990). These two
polar views of social reality are associated with different epistemologies: for the
interpretivist, knowledge is educed from the meanings and concepts used by social
actors themselves and, for the positivist, phenomena which are directly observable are
the only things which can be truly known. They are thus oen linked with different
research methods, as their approaches to how this knowledge about the social world
can be obtained also differ: interpretivism with the qualitative methods used, for
example, by anthropologists and positivism with the quantitative methods mainly
used in the natural sciences. Quantitative research, carried out within a positivist
paradigm, is still the favoured method in management research though increasingly
qualitative research, within the interpretative tradition, is gaining favour as the
question of the appropriateness of the rules of scientic method to the study ofpeople
is increasingly raised. As Blaikie (1983) says,° the major task of Interpretative social
science is to discover why people do what they do by uncovering the largely tacit,
mutual knowledge, the symbolic meanings, intentions and rules, which provide the
orientations for their actions. (p. 1 76)

Within the context of the broadest denition ofmy research topic - the phenomenon
of co-preneurial start-ups - the personal preference for qualitative research through
personal contact with the actors enabled me to make some initial decisions: the
research could have taken the direction of a quantitative study of like start-ups
through broad survey techniques involving statistical analysis which would have
become a totally different piece of research and one in which I was neither personally
interested or technically competent to undertake. In addition, the prevailing
methodological tendency amongst my immediate contemporaries was towards
cognitive studies. My subject for research, with its emphasis on the interaction of the
dyad within a dened context, therefore initially seemed to t well with the work of
the symbolic interactionists, the movement started by Mead (1934). Symbolic
interactionism, an explicitly social science approach to the study of social life'
(Bryman 1988) is one of the main schools within interpretivist ontology. The main
aims of the original symbolic interactionist school were:
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0 To attempt to explore and describe experience within society, treating
consciousness, language, communication and meaning as emergents from the
social process

0 To re-approach to the same phenomena in terms of subjectivity, treating the given
in experience as arising epistemologically and experientially within what Mead
calls the 'act'

0 To attempt to describe what is given in experience by means of a radical theory of
temporality which takes the present as the locus of reality.

Sociological social psychology is particularly linked with synbolic interactionism,
and as the research increasingly focused on the relationship of the dyads rather than
their context, it seemed a appropriate approach. As Stryker & Serpe (1982 p.200)
says, The most general and theoretical propositions of symbolic interactionism assert
that stnctured role relationships impact on self and through self on social behaviour,
and that there is a reciprocity in the direction of impact'. McCall & Simmons (1991)
believe that to understand any episode ofhuman interactions is thus to comprehend
the multi-layered meaning ofa interchange ofmessages, as Mead (1934) calls it a
conversation of gestures'. They suggest that analysis at multiple levels is increasingly
valid in dealing with multi-layers as it looks at the holistic situation and any single-
level analysis of interaction necessarily strips away the contextual inuences of
higher-level social units' (p. 60). This seemed particularly relevant for this research
which touches primarily on three levels: the individual, the dyad and the organisation.
McCall & Simmons do however sound a note of warning, rare is the data base that
permits rigorous, nomothetic analyses at different levels' (p.77) and point out that
multiple level analysis is difcult to generalise, a fact which also led me towards the
category saturation method of grounded theory.

However, there is a fouth level or layer ofmy research which looks at the actors and
their social interaction within a dened context, that of the organisation that has
survived: there is thus both a subjective and a objective reality. It was this need to
address this potential conict which drove my search for a ontology which better
tted both my preferences, my subject and eventually the research design. Within the
interpretivist tradition, there exist different perspectives and within those perspectives,
different theoretical frameworks and within the symbolic interactionist perspective,
there exists several schools which diverge radically. Denzin points out symbolic
interactionism comes in multiple varieties (1991) and the original denitions of
Meade and his close followers lack a layer ofmeaning which has been addressed by
others such as Bhaskar (1975) and Harré (1986) and which has developed into
realism. For instance, Blumer (1969 p.60) developed a variety of
interpretivistepistemologywhich anticipates realism and expresses the view that there is a world
of reality out there that stands over and against the humanbeing; that this
realitybecomesknown and changes through the actions ofhuman beings on and towards it;
and that the resistance of that world to perceptions of it is the test of validity of the
perceptions'; he also developed methods of investigating which covered both
qualitative and quantitative methods. Outhwaite (1987) argues, however, that treating
realism purely as a different epistemological stance is not sufcient and that realism
requires a different ontological view, which can be seen as a bridge between the
positivist and interpretivist standpoint. It is important here to underline that this realist
approach dened here is sometimes referred to as new realism, or transcendental
realism'. Pawson & Tilley (1997) dene the difference as making the leap from
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scientic realist explanation to realist social explanation.........realist social scientists
have forced their gaze down from the initial, rather metatheoretical concems to the
workaday practicalities of doing empirical work. (p.56)

Thus Bryman°s (1988) description of symbolic interaction is too simplistic: within the
overall framework, researcher's such as Denzin have continued within a essentially
interpretivist ontology, whilst Layder, as a example, have developed a realist
ontology. This symbolic interactionist view within a realist ontology is that social
order is viewed as the product ofa interplay between system parts representing a
negotiated order, and a examination of the practices and interactional pattems
through which people come to build up and develop relationships and pattems of
organisation, a description which seemed to t the research subject well. The focus
..........is clearly on the biographical elements of social experience and represents
another aspect of the link between individual identity and experience and the
situations and settings that are the stuff of everyday social life. (Layder 1993 p.77)

Outhwaite (1987) states, Realism is a common-sense ontology, in the sense that it
takes seriously the existence of the things, structures and mechanisms revealed at
different levels of reality'. (p.l9) He argues that there must be a relationship between
the social sciences and common-sense social knowledge, and that this common-sense
approach enables us to have intuitions about social processes which provide a good
starting point into the subject matter. As he says, The social scientist directs his or
her attention to a object of inquiry which is already dened in certain ways in the
world of everyday life and language.... [he or she]will typically seek to re-describe
this object so as to bring out its complexity, the way in which it is determined by its
internal and extemal environment as a outcome of a multiplicity of interacting
tendencies°. (p.56) While research within a positivist ontology starts with well-dened
hypotheses, research within a realist ontology is therefore necessarily tentative and
nally non-prescriptive. Building on the work ofBhaskar (1975), it emphasises the
need to look at the relations between social structures and the activities they govem,
distinguishing between causal interdependence (between social structures and human
representations of them) and existential intransivity.

Bhaskar (1975) argues that reality exists in three overlapping domains: the empirical
(experiences or observed events), the actual (events whether observed or not) and the
real (underlying tendencies or mechanisms which may or may not give rise to events).
Outhwaite (1983 p.322, emphasis in the original) illustrated this by his much-quoted
example of a watch: My watch has a mechanism in virtue ofwhich it has the power
to, as we say, tell the time. But for this to happen there are three main conditions.
First, the mechanism must have its causal powers intact: it must not be for example
broken'. Second, the mechanism must be activated: I must remember to keep my
watch wound up and set to the correct time zone. And third, although the watch will,
if these conditions are satised, tell the time' 24 hours a day whether or not I observe
it, it will only tell me the time if I observe the event of the hands pointing to 11.15, a
event produced by a latent stncture or mechanism '.

This logic may be applied to the research: the watch is the dyad which is activated by
the start-up of their organisation. Their relationship will continue and will form a
series of events but will have no reality for me unless I choose to observe or
experience it. Thus as Tsoukas suggests, the researcher°s task is to try to merge the
real and the actual domains through the process of research (1989). The basis of the
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realist approach is thus the concentration on the organic linkage between macro and
micro levels of analysis. Viewing society or social reality as a series of
interdependent levels each with its own distinctive characteristics enables the
researcher to be sensitive to the different units and time-scales that are involved in
social processes and social changes°, states Layder (1993 p.8), emphasising the
importance ofboth subjective and objective reality and the need to make sense of this
by model building.

The subject ofmy research, with its complex linkages (both between the individual
and the dyad, and the organisation and the context, the Whole situated within different
timescales) and its aim ofmodel building ts well into the realist framework. From a
philosophical perspective, therefore, a mixed methodological approach in the realist
ontological tradition from a realist symbolic interactionist epistemological viewpoint
offers the best means of gaining knowledge about the social world in which the
research questions have been posed and thereby answering the questions. It matches
Layder,s (1993) realist denition in that the focus here is clearly on the biographical
elements of social experience and represents another aspect of the link between
individual identity and experience and the situations and settings that are the essence
of everyday social life.

This research therefore adopts a realist ontology and epistemology which allows a
multi-layered approach to the research, both in its subject matter and also in the mixed
quantitative/qualitative methods used. As the theory of organisations is still in a
relatively embryonic stage, in particular with regards to behavioural cognitive
research, a theory building approach passing through the stages of exploration,
description and explanation (Blaikie 1993) will be used. The starting point of theory
building research should be a set of research questions informed by an exhaustive
literature research which will also shape the research framework.
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3. CONSULTING THE GUIDE BOOKS: THE RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

3.i Introduction and background

The ideas which are frequently the starting point for grounded theory research projects
are oen little more than instinctive and intuitive, with little empirical basis. It is not
clear whether they are genuinely insightful or merely personally revelatory and they
have little or no points of reference other than personal experience. Among the rst
steps of a research journey are therefore the systematic trawling of all, and any,
seemingly relevant texts.

The continual search and rejection of theories is a vital pat of any research journey
and the logging of this pilgrimage, at rst in a haphazard and then increasingly
rigorous fashion, enabled the creation of a trail of evidence which is essential to
excellent research. I initially kept a database on my PC in which I logged each book
or article that I had read under the author, title and key words plus a short summary.
As my search through the literature became increasingly vast, reading' was replaced
by skimming° with notes to myself to retum to particular areas of interest which
inevitably became less and less frequent. It was the discipline of focus which enabled
me to exit the forest of data and start making sense of it and translating it into
infonnation. The iterative process of discovery, enthusiasm, disenchantment and
rej ection enabled previously meaningless studies to be revisited when they suddenly
revealed themselves to be the missing link in the gradual piecing together of the
research j igsaw. I started linking pieces of reading together and writing up my own
thoughts so that when the time came to present some conclusions, some of the work
had already been done. Oen the frustration of seemingly wasted hours pursuing
some fertile route only to nd that it was apparently irrelevant, and then to recall that
work some time later, is ultimately one of the most satisfying aspects of research.

Much of a sociologist's work involves reading and interpreting the writing of others.
When embarking on a literature search for a research project, it is initially difcult to
make judgements as to whether a article or a study has relevance, either in the
content or in the methods used in relating the evidence to the theory. At one end of
the continuum there is within management literature a increasing tendency for
guu'-driven articles and books which have apparently little empirical referent. At the
other end, there are the refereed journals of impeccable reputation and, in between, a
signicant proportion of reports based on empirical research but which are necessarily
presented in a highly condensed format, and thus it is often difcult to ascertain
whether the methodology used is robust or indeed appropriate. The need for expertise
in 'deciphering° the research is thus essential.

Rose (1982) provides a framework which proved invaluable when starting the project.
It is pimarily developed for studies which have theory-testing as their aim, and
comprises what he calls the A, B,C,D,E method. It can be argued, however, that his
framework is less applicable to research which has as theory-building as its aim,
though he would argue that theory-construction inevitably entails a initial act of
imagination which is then checked by testing.......[and] it is relevant to ask whether
the constant comparative method [of grounded theory] really avoids all elements of
theory testing' (p. 126). It is suggested, however, that it is relatively simple to adjust
the model to incoporate both theory testing and theory building research (Figure 3.a)
and it is the second model which was used throughout this project.
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Theory: a explanatory statement
about social phenomena

Theoretlcal propositlons: speciñc
propositions t be investigated in
the study

Operationalisation: decisions
made on how to carry out
enpirical work; technique of data
collection; sampling; concepts and
indicators; variables; units
Field-work: collecting data,
practical problems of
implementing Stage C decisions

Results: data analysis leads to
findings; interpretation feeds back
to C, B, A

Assumptions: Either a tentative
idea or theory

Research questions: specific
propositions to be investigated in
the study

Operationalisatíon: decisions
made on how to carry out
empirical work; technique of data
collection; samplíng; concepts and
indicators; variables; mits
Field-work: collecting data,
practical problems of
implementing Stage C decisions

Results: data analysis leads to
findings; interpretation feeds back
t C, B, A

Rose`s Model of Deciphering Sociological An alternative Model of Deciphering Sociological
Theory-testing Research Theory-testing and Theory-building Research

Figure 3.a Dec`pher`ng Sociological Research (After Rose 1982)

My joumey took me down many false roads.
0 I initially concentrated on organisational theoy which led to the study of

leadershíp (section 3.ii.), particularly that of transformational and transactional
leadershíp and the difference between leadershíp and management, which helped
me clarify both my understanding of the role of leader/manager and also provide
me with one ofmy research tools. I also looked at the trends in leadershíp
research, in paticular the increasing emphasis on behavioural aspects. While this
also proved valuable in discovering the vast body of literature that existed and in
clarifying the different roles needed within organisations, it seemed to have little
relevance to the context of the nascent organisation, being mainly predicated upon
large organisations with highly structured forms.

0 It did reveal however the literature on organisational life stage (section 3.iii.)and
situational leadershíp which proved helpful in organising my thoughts on why and
how organisations survived.

0 At this stage, my research was still focusing on the organisation rather than the
personalities involved, and it was the review of the entrepreneuríal literature
(section 3.iv.) with a focus on entrepreneurial personality research which enabled
me to focus on the behavioural aspects ofmy subject.

0 This led to a study of relationships (section 3.v.), concentrating on the theories of
social exchange, social networks and interpersonal relationships which eventually
proved to be the most relevant to my subject. This last section is also covered in
some detail in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

3.ii Leadership Theory and Literature

Research and popularist statements on theories ofwhat constitutes management and
leadershíp are amongst the most popular areas of interest in orgarisational inquiry.
Management theory has been evolving since Taylor and scientic management (1912)
nearly a century ago. Parallel to the attempts at dening what managers do, and what
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management is, were various attempts at dening whether leadership and
management were synonymous. From Taylor onwards, the work developed through
Fayol (1916) and classic management, to the human resource theories of the 40's and
50's, the Contingency theories of the 60's and 70's and the situational leadership and
personality theories of the 80's. A review of the literature on managerial leadership
undertaken by Yukl (1989) evaluated the major theories and sumrnarised the major
empirical ndings, showing that the then current major topics and controversies in the
eld ofmanagerial leadership research were topics such as leadership versus
management and the importance of leadership for organisational effectiveness. The
review indicated that signjcant progress has been made in the eighties in explaining
managerial leadership, with a increase in the scope of inquiry and the variety of
methodology used.

In the nineties, a more balanced theoretical perspective has arisen, replacing the
extreme situationalism of the l980s, and, as Chemers & Ayman (1993) suggest,
emphasising the behavioural areas of leadership research such as the ethical
considerations of leadership, the concept of leadership as a shared process within a
team and greater emphasis on elucidating the cognitive, affective, and intepersonal
processes in leadership. It is interesting to compare the two lists: that of the eighties is
primarily concemed with macro issues while that of the nineties with increasingly
micro studies with a behavioural slant. However, whatever the topic, most of the
leadership literature deals with large corporations and must therefore be treated with
caution within the context ofbusiness start-up.

3.ii.i. The concept of leadership as a shared process within a team
Managerial team or group research exists within two main bodies of literature, that of
organisational or leadership research and that of entrepreneurial start-up. The
organisational aspect will be dealt with here and the entrepreneurial aspect in section
3.v.i. In addition, behavioural research into teams outside the managerial context will
be dealt with in section 3.v.ii.

As Ilgen et al (1993) show, the research into teams in a managerial context has
developed through the ies and sixties with research into the way groups interact,
through a period of relative inaction in the sixties and early seventies until Steiner
(1974) predicted a new resurgence of interest which eventually manifested itself in the
late eighties with studies such as Hackman (1990) and Bettenhausen (1991). Ilgen et
al, building on work done by Steiner (1986) and McGrath (1984), dene a team as
having four characteristics: rstly, a consisting of two or more individuals; secondly,
as interacting with one another; thirdly, being interdependent in some way; and
nally, having shared goals. They also call attention to the differences between larger
teams and dyads: as a example, coalition formation is not relevant in dyads and they
also question the concept of leadership in a partnership. Where the concept has been
touched on, for instance, in Graen°s dyadic theory of leadership (Dansereau et al
1975; Graen & Scandura 1987), it focuses on leader/follower dyadic relationships
within a team where there is more than one relationship. As they show within their
literature review, Ilgen et al suggest that the current state of team research, and
particularly the aspect of leadership within it, has started to shift to that of developing
theory rather than developing solutions to problems facing teams in on-going
situations. '

McGrath & Gruenfeld (1993) suggest that there are six main formulations of theory
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which exist in team or small-group research and which treats groups in a dynamic and
systemic manner, as typied by these research examples. All have marginal relevance
to my research in that they touch on aspects of either methodology or idea-generation.
0 A Time, Interaction and Performance (TIP) Theory of Groups (McGrath &

Gruenfeld 1993). This theory argues that groups make contributions along three
dimensions; the organisation or system in which they are embedded; their
component parts; and the group itself as a continuing social structure. In other
words, at both macro and micro levels: this layering° aspects ts well within the
realist approach and provided assurance that my approach had validity.

0 Decision Development and Adaptive Structuration in Groups (Poole &
DeSanctis 1989). Poole argues that situational contingencies lead groups of
different types, perfonning different tasks, to follow different decision paths.
While the situational aspect ofmy research has not been emphasised, the concept
of right t' again provided a theoretical benchnark against which to compare my
ndings.

0 Punctuated Equilibrium and Time-based Transitions in Groups (Gersick
1989). This research follows the organisational survival body of theory which
suggests that a group's development follows a pattem of °normal' plus
°transitional' periods ofwork which drives the strategy and direction of the group.
This has relevance to the project and Gersick's work, oen using grounded theory,
is again referred to in section 3.ii. The element of change over time is crucial to
the development of the theory of dyadic survival as will be shown in the ndings.

0 Patterns and Determinants of Group Socialisation (Moreland & Levine 1982).
Working within a group's life span, this research addresses the pattem of group
activity situated within the maintenance of the group as a social unit, thus
providing the means for determining not only what groups do and which paths
they choose or construct but also how the group itself changes as it navigates these
paths. The theory indicated some possible areas of generalisation for the research.

0 Life Cycles of Behaviour Settings (Wicker & King 1988). Wicker proposes four
stages of a life cycle ofbehaviour settings (preconvergence, convergence,
continued existence and divergence) all ofwhich are characterised by different
resources and different dynamics. Their focus is on the setting or context rather
than the intemal qualities of the groups. This research, though not replicating the
punctuated equilibrium approach, also has relevance to the research project as it
mirrors the stages of organisational, and therefore relational, development.

0 Transactionalism in Community Contexts (Altman & Rogoff 1987). This
macro theory treats the relation between individual and community as a dialectic
that pevades human activity and experience and puts special emphasis on the
holistic nature ofpeople and psychological processes, their physical and social
enviromnents, and a variety of temporal qualities. While the context is not directly
replicable, the emphasis on the holistic view was a indicator for my research.

All the above quoted researchers argue that all other bodies of group and team theory
omit the dimension of time which, they argue is fundamental to this type of research
and which has previously been neglected. This ts well within the realist approach
and all six theories are relevant to this study, albeit conducted with larger groups than
dyads. However, this research tends to ignore, or treat in a minor way, the dynamics
of leadership within the group. None are either directly or totally relevant, and as with
much of the literature read during this project, are interesting either for ideas on
methodology or as conrmation that while associated research exists, the behavioural
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aspect of the project is unique.

The subject of leadership within small groups tends to be le to those involved with
entrepreneurial research and, yet, there are indications that the subject is one of great
and current interest as the incidences within the business pages ofnewspapers and
other less empirically based articles show. Typical of this is a article written by Kur
(1997) indicating that what he calls team leadership is by inference the new kid on
the block, though the implications of the article are not clear.(Figure 3.b) Today°s
climate is for consensual leadership as demonstrated by the outcry against Tony Blair
for what is perceived to be a increasingly autocratic stance over policy matters and
rumours that the cabinet is increasingly excluded from decision making. It is argued
that studies of leadership in small groups within the body of organisational research is
of great value, both for small companies where it is crucial, and for teams within large
corporations where increasingly project teams are becoming the norm in moving the
business forward.

Task One task Multiple tasks Mission, purpose, vision,
strategy

Paticipant One person Team or group Organisation or community

Situation One situation Several simultaneous situations Many simultaneous situations

Timeframe Immediate Timeframe Intermediate Timeframe Long Timeframe

Focus Leader focuses on follower Leader focuses on success of
task acomplishment team

Leader focuses on survival and
success of organisation

Behaviour Psychological Social-Psychological,
group dynamics

Political, historical,
sociological

Typical Model: Typical Model:
Hersey & Blanchard Kur (1995)
(1988)

Typical Model:
Kouzes & Posner (1987)

Figure 3.b A contínuum ofLeadership Choices (Kur 1997)

3.ii.ii. Leadership over time: situational determinants of leadership and
leadership style
The second area of leadership research which is relevant to the subject of the research
is the wide subject of leadership style and the situational detenninants of that style in
order to understand the role that potential cycling (Slevin & Covin 1990) can play
within the dual leadership role. It has been suggested that situational theories have
been replaced by a revival of universalistic theories which reassert the existence ofa
overriding *best* leadership style' (Chemers & Ayman 1993 p.xvii). However, there is
little empirical evidence that this true. There are two main streams to this body of
research; the rst attempts to dene what leaders/managers do and the second
attempts to dene their characteristics and style. Both streams demonstrate a
extremely varied set of opinions, much not sternming from empirical work.

If one denes management in the macro sense as the all encompassing science of
running companies with the functions ofplanning, organising, controlling and
directing, it can be argued that leadership is a part, albeit a important one, of that
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whole. This is a important point within the context of this research. If there is clear
differentiation between varying management skills, activities and behaviours and if
there is a demonstrated clear need for these different attributes in different
circumstances, whether organisationally, economically or politically, then the real
value of dyadic leadership model building becomes more evident. There is still much
discussion ofwhat exactly constitutes management and/or leadership by many
exponents ofmanagement theory, albeit lack of consensus as to whether these roles
can be carried out by one person. The leader/manager as one person is typied by
Mintzberg (1971) who suggests that the role of leader is only one facet of the ten roles
encompassing all managerial work, albeit the most widely recognised, and Leavitt
(1978) who views the managerial process as threefold: path-nding (creation,
entrepreneurship and leadership), decision making (the rational approach) and
implementation (people orientated).

One the other hand, there is a approach which suggests that the roles and activities
are different. Zaleznik (1977 p.71-72) is very clear, Leaders and managers díffer in
their conceptions. Managers tend to view work as a enabling process involving some
combination ofpeople and ideas...........leaders work from high-risk positions, indeed
are temperamentally disposed to seek out risk and danger°, and he is backed up by
researchers such as Kanter (1984) and Stevenson & Gumpet (1985). These arguments
are linked to the transformational/transactional approach with adherents such as Bass
& Avolio (1993), House & Shamir (1993), and Avolio, Waldman, & Yammarino
(1991). One could argue that the advantages of combining transactional and
transfonnational leadership styles and attributes into a overall framework of
leadership/management, whether in the guise of one or more people, covers all the
requirements for leading and managing a organisation.

In addition, it is useful to understand if there are leadership traits which can be
identied and isolated in order to understand whether the co-preneurs researched
tted any leadership/management pattem. The historical concept of leadership has
gone through various stages: leadership, up until this century, was largely perceived to
be military or political with the industrial revolution ushering in the captains of
industry' as the third main area. The main difference between the rst two and the last
was the assumption of leadership by those born into the appropriate ranks and the
more recent idea of self-made man': pre-industrial revolution, the majority of leaders
came from the upper classes and this automatic assumption of leadership through birth
and upbringing still continues today though better and more widely available
education and the recognition that management can be taught are gradually eroding
the system. These historical precedents have fuelled the bom or bred° debate as
typied by William James (1958). This assumption of leaders being born is called
trait theory. It was initially popular in the l930's and subsequently became
unfashionable. However, there has been a resurgence of interest in the idea that certain
characteristics or traits can be isolated in successful managers through the work of
such researchers as Maccobi (1981) who took a more antlropological approach,
suggesting that there are four main character types which make successful managers:
the craftsman (master-builder, self-contained); the jungle ghter (power); the
company man (service); the gamesman (risk-taker).These categories t in neatly into
the four types of organisational culture as described by Handy(l976): task, power,
role and person. However, as the dyad represents a combination ofpersonalities,
neither of the partners may demonstrate any of these traits and, even if they do, they
may be irrelevant.
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There is another dimension in the leadership debate, that of style which focuses on
autocracy v democracy. This debate has been continuing for many years (e.g. Hersey
& Blanchard 1985, Blake and Mouton 1964). Most studies opt for the democratic or
supportive style of leadership as resulting in reduction of conict and higher morale
but little evidence has been produced to show that this necessarily results in improved
productivity and in fact, in repetitive work, a autocratic or structured style has been
shown to be more effective. After the style theories, which are now seen as a reaction
to autocratic management in America, there grew up the contingency approach, which
admits the ndings of the style theorists but allows the management style to change
according to extemal elements. Fiedler (1967) developed this further by looking at
how the variables should be treated in different contexts: he put forward the theory
that a directive style of management was appropriate either when the situation was
good ( i.e. the leader well-liked, the task clear, the power base respected) or bad(vice-
versa). The interim situation responded more favourably to a more supportive
democratic style. Charles Handy(l976) assembled the elements most researchers
suggested as being required for successful leadership and produced what he called the
best t' option. (Figure 3.c).

STYLE

DIRECTIVE CONSULTATIVE
4 âº
TIGHT FLEXIBLE

LEADER

LED

TASK

CONTEXT

Fígure 3.c The Best Fit Option ofLeadership (aer Handy 1976)

He suggests that if the elements do not t, there has to be change, either in the leader
(i.e. in value system, condence in subordinates, habitual style, personal contribution
etc.), the people making up the group( i.e. psychological contract, interest, tolerance,
cultural factors etc.), the nature or definition of the task( type of task, time-scale,
complexity, importance etc.), the context or organisation( power bases, relationships,
structure, technology, etc.). This is important in terms of the growth of the
organisations studied over time, and, as the aim of the study is a model of dyadic
organisation, the best t model using a cycling between two styles may well be
appropriate.

In terms of leadership, it becomes clear that the necessity to be exible is ofprime
importance. A study ofUSA top managers in 1982 (Lillebo) revealed traits common
to all successful managers. While originally divided originally into intellectual,
entrepreneurial, socio-emotional and interpersonal groupings, a arbitrary sub-
division into transfonnational and transactional groups, setting the two groups in
opposition allows the building of a possible model for use in the eldwork. (Figure
3.d)
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TRANSFORMATIONAL TRANSACTIONAL
Conceptualisation Logical Thought
Diagnostic Use of concepts Efficiency Orientation
Pro-activity Self-control
Spontaneity Perceptual Objectivity
Self-assessment Team member
Stamina and adaptability Status Orientation
Self-condence Oral Communication
Unilateral power Socialised power
Self-regard Group co-operation

Figure 3.d Transformational and Transactional management characteristics (after
Lillebo 1982)

This is not to say that there are not successful manager/leaders combining both sets of
characteristics, but it is rare to nd them. lt is for this reason that empirical research
into two people management/leadership situations is important. The balance ofpower
can alter according to enviromnental circumstances and using 'the best t' theory, one
leader will correspond better to different circumstances and cultures: one only has to
look at Thatcher (the transformer/leader) and Major (the transactor/manager). Slevin
& Covin (1990) have developed this into their theory of *cycling* between leadership
styles according to situational circumstances, albeit within a large corporation context.
It is proposed to take this concept a further step forward by developing the idea into a
cycling not only of styles, but a cycling of the two people concemed as appropriate for
the circumstances.

What became clear aer reading through the evolution of theories of leadership and
management was that these theories were relevant to my research only in that they
could help analyse the activities and attributes ofmy subjects and for that reason I
needed to dene my management/leadership tenninology. Eventually, I decided on
the following terms: leadership would be considered as a aspect of management and,
by giving the tenn °transfonnational management' to that aspect and 'transactional
management' to all other aspects, I would able to identify what was the full panoply
of skills, activities and behaviours necessary to complete the perfect business
manager. This I would then be able to use as a basis for analysing whether my couples
had, together, the raw material to achieve that perfection. As Peters (1982 p.287 )
says, An effective leader must be master of two ends of the spectrum: ideas at the
highest level of abstraction and actions at the most mundane level of detail. Therein
lies one of the foci of this research. If the complete spectrum of leadership and
management skills can be demonstrated to be covered within two people, this could
have implications for the survival of organisations and for a dyadic model of
leadership. It can therefore also be inferred that the transactional or managerial skills
are those which come into play as a later stage. The inference is that those
organisations who do not make the necessary organisational adjustments to allow for
different skills, are those who will not sun/ive.

3.ii.iíi. The cognítive, affectíve, and ínterpersonal processes in leadership
Leadership theories typically portray the leadership processes as rational and logical
as in Vroom & Yetton's model of normative decision making (1973). Similarly,
House's path-goal theory (1971) assumes a rational sequence ofbehaviour from
leader to follower. These and other theories do not take into account the emotional
dimension of leadership though some of the trait theories list some emotional
characteristics such as inspiration and motivation. The assumption is however that
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leaders are predisposed to respond in ways which are limited and habitual. For
instance, the task-motivated leader is likely to respond with positive affect to diligent,
hard-working subordinates and vice-versa (Fieldler & Chemers 1984). There is
increasingly a awareness of this cognitive aspect in leadership research, portraying
the leader as more spontaneous, perhaps disorganised and, in the tenninology of the
prior research, irrational. For instance, Chemer's integrative model of leadership
(1993) presupposes that a leader's sense of efcacy is dependent on pervasive self-
condence and optimism that arises from personality-situation match which is as
much perception as reality' (p.330). He believes that behaviour is strongly inuenced
by unconscious orientations and motivations, and that when the leaders responds to
followers' reactions, strong emotions like the 'relationship-motivated person's fear of
conict may energise the leaders reactions without careful, rational assessment'
(p.330). In these respects, Chemers is reecting the insights from the transformational
models of leadership where the leader/follower relationship is dened by a strong
emotional response. While much of this research is in its infancy, it is clear that there
is a direction in leadership theory towards capturing the strong affective relations that
are part of social, and therefore organisational life, and recognise the interactions of
emotion, cognition and behaviour in group activity.

Within a leadership dyad the interpersonal processes are ofprime importance and it
might be argued that more time is spent in dealing with these dimensions than with
any rational procedures, though a set of decisions or activities would still be the
outcome. The literature which currently addresses these concepts, albeit not in a
managerial context, is to be found within the social psychology and psychology
disciplines and will be covered in section 3.iii.i. The ndings will also demonstrate
that the relationship at the heart of this research conforms to a intimate model like
that of a mariage rather than the 'role' model which is typically assumed to be that of
the workplace and that therefore much of the managerial research is often irrelevant.

3.iii Organisational and Survival Theory and Literature

This review begins with an examination of the development of the literature of
survival with particular reference to the life cycle theory of organisations, which will
be expanded on in Chapter 7. It evaluates the current research in the light ofpre-
organisational intent and examines organisational paradoxes inherent in the
management of organisational change with particular reference to the part that the
couple founding structure has to play.

The emphasis on survival (Cameron & Whetten1988; Meyer 1988; Whetten 1987)
corresponds with contemporary business concerns during the period of the eighties
and nineties as opposed to the organisational research of the sixties and seventies
which emphasised success and development particularly in large organisations. As
Meyer & Zucker (1989) pointed out, many of these large organisations survived
during the 30 years ofunintempted growth even though they performed consistently
poorly. What Stinchcombe (1965) calls the liability of newness' is shown in the
declining motality rate of organisations over time ( Carroll & Delacroix 1982).
Fichman & Levinthal (1991) argue that, like relationships, organisations can start with
a initial stock of assets such as prior beliefs, trust, goodwill or psychological
commitment. If a relationship starts with a initial stock of assets, the isk of the
relationship dissolving at its inception is reduced.' (p.444) It has been suggested that
survival and success depend on a organisation's ability to adapt its intemal structures
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to external contingencies: in other words, adaptable organisations with leaders with
the right psychological traits, experience and skills to accomplish both the
entrepreneurial and managerial tasks necessary are more likely to survive (Cummings
1988). All these ndings t well with the concept ofpre-organisational intent as a
major component of organisational structure.

Within the context of this study, organisational survival starts the moment that the
organisation has formed: the test of survival is the organisation°s continued existence.
This means that aer the pre-organisational phase when the initial structure, processes
and aims are set, the organisation becomes subject to outside inuences not
previously experienced, so that the experience of change starts immediately. These
inuences can vary from nancial exigencies, employment policy, re-location, and
new clients, to cite a few, and a exible organisation is needed which is able to take
all the strategic decisions necessary to cope with those changes.

Organisational birth, growth and survival are subjects which are touched on,
implicitly or explicitly, in most management research. However, much of the work on
organisational survival tends to ignore the importance of the circumstances ofbirth
and the key variable ofmultiple founders. Much of the research on organisational
growth has been theoretical rather than empirical and Kamm & Nurick (1993) have
grouped the theories into three schools of literature of organisational growth, the
population ecologists°, the 'state' theorists and the *stage* theorists.

The 'population ecology' school (e.g. Hamian & Freeman l989)assunes that
organisations do not have much control over their survival or failure and that the
enviromnental characteristics surrounding their fonnation explain their survival. It
takes the population of organisations as its unit of analysis and examines the
structural, political and economic conditions in the enviromnent that give rise to the
creation and dissolution of various forms of organisation. The ecological approach
tends to be macro-social and tends to ignore the micro perspective of organisations.
As Van de Ven (1980 p.87) points out, what is needed is a more balanced viewpoint
on the relative importance of enviromnental conditions versus human choices and
behaviour in shaping the structures and processes ofnew organisations. Researchers
such as Pfeiffer & Salancik (1978), Cumrnings (1988) and Kalleberg & Leicht (1991)
suggest that those organisations which survive best are those that best adapt to t the
opportunities and threats of their environments, and which are particularly dependent
on 'the leaders' 'psycho1ogicaltraits, experience, and skills needed to accomplish the
entrepreneurial and managerial tasks necessary for organizational survival and
growth. (Kalleberg & Leicht 1991 p138).

The 'state' school suggests that a organisations existence at any given point of time
can be described as a dynamic equilibrium. (e.g.. Gersick 1991, Miller & Friesen
1984, Tushman & Romanelli 1985). Punctuated equilibrium theorists differ from
'stage' theorists in their belief that change does not always result in forward
movement and that it is not possible to predict a commonality of development
between individual systems of the same type. While the fundamental theses of 'stage'
and 'state' schools are radically different, their ndings are not dissimilar: both
assume that crisis has to follow stability.

The 'stage' school suggests that organisations develop in a evolutionary manner
following a a priori sequence of transitions (Flamholz 1990, Novelli & Tullar 1988,
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Quinn & Cameron 1983, Kimberly 1979, Greiner 1972). These stages are variously
described but Greiner's (1972) schema is indicative (Figure 3.e)
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Fígure 3.e e Life Stage Model ofOrganisations (Greiner 1972)

There has been much work on the organisational life-stage concept, and there is
general agreement among the theorists that a number of stages, nonnally between ve
and seven are involved: generally speaking, all the models suggest that organisations
may progress sequentially through major stages of development though there is much
debate as to the scales of time and size during which these changes occur. There is
also debate as to the validity of this school due to the initially anecdotal, rather than
empirical, nature of the ndings but researchers such as Novelli & Tullar (1988) are
lending respectability to the life stage theory with data based research.

The stage' theory of organisational growth has proved attractive to researchers and
practitioners alike as it neatly compartmentalises each period of transition. Much of
this work is theoretical though longitudinal studies such as Van de Ven (1980) go
some way to providing a new empirical direction. It is also not clear exactly when and
how this crisis happens and this will be discussed in relation to the choice of sample.
Despite this limitation, there is much to be leamed from the extant work in that it
provides a basis for model building: what is useful is the notion of the necessity of
change according to context and it is from this point of view that it will be used in the
research.

3.iii.í Surviving the crisis of leadership
A central theme in Greiner (1972) is that the type ofperson who can create a
organisation is different in many respects from the type that can manage it at
subsequent stages of growth. Flamholz (1990) agrees with this, ...at some stage
'entrepreneurship° is not sufcient and the nature of the organization must
change.......[while] management is often not a decisive factor in the early stages of a
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new Venture success, it is essential if a rm is to continue to grow successfully and
protably throughout its life cyc1e.°(p.18)

For example Flamholz (1990 p.274) describes, ... two different sets of leadership
tasks that must be performed in organisations. One of these can be termed the 'macro'
tasks of leadership.......These include establishing a strategic vision for the rm,
monitoring and managing the process of organisational development, and managing
the corporate culture. The other set are *micro* tasks. These are the tasks of
operational leadership, which include all of the day-to-day things that must be
performed to inuence people to produce the products and services that the
organisation offers to the marketplace°. This is echoed by Zaleznik (1977), Bass
(1990), and Tichy & Devanna (1990) in their work on transformation and
transactional leadership. Belbin (1981 page 44);'While Plant [creative] managers are
relatively uncorrnnon in secure and established rns and organisations, they are much
in evidence in newly formed companies. Abilities and qualities needed to stat a nrÄ±
are very different from those that enable a rm to consolidate its success. A brilliant
entrepreneur may therefore become both the reason for a rm's rise and the cause of
its downfall.' If this is the case, two people founding and managing a company could
manage to full all those tasks, either by division of tasks and roles, or by having a
complementarity of skills and personal attributes used at different times and in
different functions. The identication of these individual tasks and roles, and skills
and attributes are thus key to this research.

Kalleberg & Leicht (1991) also maintain that an organisational life cycle model of
leadership needs to accepts that top level leadership requirements vary across different
stages ofa organisation's life cycle. They describe these stages and relevant
requirements as follows:
a) birth, with the need to create an organisational vision to develop a viable strategy,
and to acquire necessary resources for establishing the organisation;
b) growth, with the need to maintain stakeholder condence, to acquire additional
resources, and to build commitment;
c) maturity, with the need to renew organisational commitment and to develop
strategies for organisational revitalisation without substantial adverse impact on
ongoing operations.

In addition, some of these models suggest that each stage of development is associated
with a unique set ofproblems. Kuratko and Hodgetts (1989) suggest that marketing
and nancial problems are characteristic of start-up while the growth stage is
associated with problems related to organisational design and general management
issues. Kazanjian (1988), in his study of 100 rms in various stages of growth,
identied 18 types ofproblem ofwhich some, such as sales and marketing and
strategic positioning were commonly important at all stages, while some, such as
extemal relations (nancial resources and backing) were more dominant at start up
and some, such a organisational systems (including administration, nancial systems,
structure and information systems) were more dominant at growth stage and beyond.
All the studies indicate the need for exible and expert leadership.

If the intentions of the founders shape the birth ofa organisation, the fom in which
it grows and the likelihood of its survival, then the phenomenon of dual founders
should have a profound effect on this transition stage. The previous section (3.ii.)
indicates that complementary skills and attributes are necessary to provide effective
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leadership, and it is possible that, as most organisational growth literature argues for
the replacement of the founder by a professional manager at a transitional stage of
growth in order to ensure survival, that dual founders (whose organisations have
survived) may be sufciently exible and have sufcient breadth of expertise to
sustain both these roles and thus survive the transition. This is one of the major areas
to be explored in the research.

3.íii.íi Identifyíng the crisis
As the studies on organisational growth are normally retrospective, the identication
of organisational crisis is normally after the event. One would like to think that it
would be possible to identify these crises before they happen using a number of
specied criteria and practitioners such as Adizes claim to do this to great popular
acclaim and great personal prot. Daily & Dalton (1992) have coined the expression,
the threshold m1', for the company which appears to have outgrown theexpetise
and resources of the entrepreneur-founder. This implies both a rebirth and a loss of
control of the organisation as a whole and may imply a change ofboth culture and of
strategic vision. The threshold nn is often described in case studies and thus must be
a common occurrence. If it is common, there should be symptoms, which can be
identied, and remedies put in place before the crisis happens, the transition then
either passing unnoticed or with relative ease. However, such identication appears to
be problematical, the criteria ranging from size to age to tumover to external factors:
my ndings on this matter are addressed in Chapter 7.

Throughout all the studies there is thus the central idea that companies need different
managerial styles as they grow so that the entrepreneur must either undergo a style
change or be replaced, but again the concept of team management is rarely, if ever,
mentioned as a solution.

The need to cycle between differing management styles has links to the theory that
organisational transformation occurs through the interplay of paradoxical tendencies
(Ford and Backoff 1988): paradoxes are important because they reect the
underlying tensions that generate and energise organisational change ' ( 82 ). Quinn
& Cameron (1988) argue that organisational effectiveness is inherently paradoxical
and that to be effective, a organisation must possess attributes that are
simultaneously contradictory, even mutually exclusive. They cite research showing
that organisations which recovered successfully showed the following paradoxical,
though one could argue complementary, characteristics:
1. Proactive entrepreneurial behaviour directed towards long-term growth and
conservative, self-protection mechanisms for short-term survival
2. Simultaneous concentration on the external environment and intemal resource
3. Leadership attention to symbol as well as substance
4. Domain defence-limiting stakeholder inuence- as well as domain offence-
inuencing important stakeholders
5. Core culture reinforced while innovation helped changed character of organisation.

They also identify similar paradoxes such as loose and tight coupling, role
specialisation and role generality, continuity of leadership along with insion ofnew
power, deviation-amplifying and deviation-reducing processes, expanded versus
reduced infonnation for making decisions, disengagement with past strategies and
reinforcement of roots. The fundamental issues of entrepreneurship, creativity and
control, also represent a organisational paradox: one implies freedom to have and

Â«
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develop ideas, the other direction and disciplíne. Within a organisation they are
deemed to be equally necessary and should therefore be complementary: there are
implications in this for the management of organisations. The dyadic solution to
management is a potentially viable way of dealing with the paradox.

3.iv Entrepreneurial Theory and Literature

This review begins with a examination of the development of the concept of
intentionality in organisational and entrepreneurial literature. Issues of definition are
addressed and the relevance of this concept to couple founding is discussed in the
light of recent work. It then reviews the different fields of entrepreneurial research,
many ofwhich are relatively recent.

3.iv.i Entrepreneurial Intentionality: Its Origins, Development and Definition
Quim & Cameron (1983) suggest that, as 54% of all businesses in the USA fail
within one and a half years of inception and that the median age of all rms is only
seven years, that it would seem that increased understanding of the design and
development of the new organisation might be signicant for both theoretical and
practical reasons. Just a psychologists contend that many of the pattems of adult life
are due to childhood experiences and conditioning, so one can also look at the birth
and growth ofa organisation in the same manner. However, many researchers tend
only to involve themselves with a organisation at one particular period and the
implications that the conditions surrounding the organisation's birth and early
development may have for levels of success or effectiveness later on are rarely
considered. (Kimberly 1979). Stinchcombe (1965), Kimberly (1979) and Van de Ven
(1980) argue that the early development of organisations has profound inuence on
their form and Katz & Gartner (1988) state that life cycle models of organisations......
would benet from a expanded description of the variables characterizing
organisational birth? ( 435) . Bygrave (1989) links founding conditions to chaos
theory when a tiny change in the initial conditions produces a big, unexpected change
in the nal outcome and suggests that it is useful as a reminder that non-linear
systems, such as those we might expect to nd in entrepreneurship, are potentially
fraught with problems ifwe try to make predictions about their future
behaviour'(p.28).

The effects of environmental and organisational founding characteristics on
organisational growth and mortality are explored within the eld of organisational
behaviour by Tucker, Singh & Meinhard (1990). Using Stinchcombe's theory of
imprinting (1965) - that organisations constmct their social systems with the social
resources available at the time of their founding and that they tend to retain the
characteristics they acquired at founding over the course of their life spans - they
suggest that 'organisations founded under different environmental conditions, and
with different initial characteristics, would exhibit different rates of change' Q 183).
Empiical studies supporting this have been undertaken by researchers such as
Kimberly (1979) who found that the characteristics of the founding members have
strong inuences on the organisation's development and survival. In 1985, in the
entrepreneurial eld, Gartner (1985) used work done by social psychologist Weick
(1979) on organisations to challenge current entrepreneurial research which
concentrated on studies of the individual entrepreneur and the entrepreneurial context.
He suggested that behaviour during the creation of a new venture is fundamental to
the definition of the fonn of that organisation and that, during that time, the intentions,
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resources and network exchanges are established which will deñne the emerging
organisation.

Most of the above deal with the stage immediately following the birth ofa
organisation and there is a neglect ofwhat Hansen & Wortman (1989), Katz &
Gartner (1988), and Van de Ven, Hudson & Schroeder (1984) call the pre-
organisation, the stage of organisational growth which precedes the actual formation,
which crystallises the entrepreneurs' intentions and lays down the roots of its future
development. Learned (1992 p.4l) describes it as follows, °initially they [the new
ventures] exist only as thoughts, as ideas, as dreams of the individual. Through the
organizing process, the founder's thoughts are sometimes (but not always) translated
into a pre-organisation (an attempt to found) and then sometimes (but not always), a
organisation (a successful attempt to found).â

The suggestion that there is a state prior to actual founding is important both from the
conceptual point of view and also because it represents a major change of direction in
entrepreneurial research towards areas underpinned by social psychology, such as the
complex relationship between entrepreneurial ideas and their consequences. It leads to
questions about how entrepreneurs create, sustain and transfonn their organisations
and, as Gartner, Bird & Starr (1992) suggest, as a result, the study of entrepreneurship
has become the exploration of how specific pattems of interlocked behaviour are
generated.â

In 1988, Bird took the work a stage forward by directing attention to entrepreneurial
intention within pre-organisation and building a behavioural model ofwhat she calls
'the contexts of intentionality' (Figure 3.f) which is relevant both for looking at the

Social, Personal History,
Political & Current Personality

Economic Context & Abilities

Rational Intuitive
Analytical Holistic

Cause-E`ect Contextual
Thinking Tikr±

Intentionality

Figure 3.f I7e Contexts ofIntentíonality (Bird 1988)

pre-organisational stage and the developing organisation. As Bird (p. 442) states,
°Intentionality is a state of mind directing a person's attention (and therefore
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experience and action) towards a specic object (goal) or a path in order to achieve
something (means) _ . . . Entrepreneurs intentions guide their goal setting,
communication, commitment, organisation. This model is useful as a framework for
studying intention because of its emphasis not only on the personal and enviromnental
context, but also its recognition of the different kind of thought processes involved.
Bird claims that the subject of entrepreneurial intentionality is very important,
...because the creating, structuring and sustaining of organisations are based on
entrepreneur's personal ideas and experiences, rather than formal theories of
management and organisation, these entrepreneurs create organisational theories that
may later be discovered and analyzed' (p.451).

The implications of this statement are far reaching for entrepreneurial research: as a
relatively young discipline, entrepreneurship is ideally placed as a subject for theory
building and yet much research over the past few years has been embedded in
working with theories from within general organisational behaviour. Despite the
important contribution ofBird's work to the understanding ofpre-organisational
intent there remains an important aspect which her theory fails to address, that of the
possibility of team or partnership founding. It is suggested that the fact ofbeing two
inevitably renders the situation more complex and dynamic and, by the fact that there
is not only a single stream of intentions, the potential for discord and failure is great.

3.iv.ií Entrepreneuríal Activity
Many studies have explicitly or implicitly acknowledged the fact that there are
different types of entrepreneurial activities and that these different types should not all
be lumped together in empirical research (Sandberg 1984, 86; McDougall 1987;
Birch 1987 ; Woo, Cooper & Dunkelberg 1991; et al). Kunkel (1998) suggests that
because of the different environments within which entrepreneurial activities can take
place and the different motivations of the entrepreneurs, the goals and performance of
organisations inuenced by entrepreneurship may be signicantly different between
diverse classes of entrepreneurial activities. He poses questions as to whether general
research into entrepreneurship should treat these different kinds of start-up as discrete
variables, or whether the nature of entrepreneurship per se should allow them to be
treated in the same manner for research purposes. The existence ofa attempt at
producing a typology based on intentionality has signicance for the choice of case
studies in this research. If, as is suggested, intentionality is paramount in dening the
shape of the future organisation, then it could be argued that there should perhaps be
an initial screening to ascertain which potential respondents confonn to the same type.
However, for the purpose of this study, the focus is not oní the intentions are, but
whether they are explicit and common between the co-preneurs.

However, sequential to this argument is whether, as the intentions are coming from a
dual source, there perhaps exists a further type of entrepreneurial activity, which
because it is started by more than one person (but is explicitly not mom n,pop), is
fundamentally different from the suggested typology while having elements of the
other sub-sets. While this is not a prime focus of the research, there may well be
valuable indications which could add to the body of knowledge. In summary, it
suggested that within these classications of entrepreneurial types there are
differences in personal characteristics, motivation, preference for certain activities and
style of management. In the context of the two-person founder/manager relationship,
it is thus the combination and complementarity of the individual attributes which are
relevant and how they contribute initially to the commonality of entrepreneurial
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intent, the reciprocity of the actions and subsequently to the behaviour of the
organisation, both during creation and subsequent survival .

3.iv.iii. Founder Traits and Characterístícs
Indeed, one of the major schools of entrepreneurial research is based on identifying
individual traits and behaviours (e.g. Sandberg & Hofer 1986) or their difference to
other organisational beings (e.g. Olson 1987), though there is disagreement as to its
validity (Gartner 1989). Empirical attempts to measure entrepreneurial traits and
behaviour have yielded conicting results. As Shaver & Scott (1991 p.39) state,
'through the years, most of these personalogical characteristics have been discarded,
debunked, or, at least, found to have been measured ineffectivelyf l a eld where no
common denition exists of either entrepreneur or enterprise, it is not surprising that
evidence is oen suspect. However, as Leamed (1992) suggests, the emphasis should
not have been on establishing differences between entrepreneurs and other people but
rather on establishing whether there are personal characteristics which lead, rstly, to
a intention to found and, secondly, to a successful founding. Sapienza & Grimm
(1997) have taken this route to predict organisational performance, building on the
work of researchers such as McDougall, Covin, Robinson & Herron (1994) who argue
for a integrated approach ( a combination of some or all elements: entrepreneurial
characteristics, strategy, industry structure, founding conditions). They suggest that
the following characteristics variables are predictors of survival:

parental background (entrepreneurial).
education(relatively high level).
experience (within the sector).
orientation (entrepreneurial).
age (younger) have gained sufcient empirical or theoretical support.

In addition, they suggest that during the start-up phase, there are process variables
which are also positive predictors:

planning (extensive).
outside help (extensive).
perceived opportunity (pull).
multiple founders (team)

Both the process and characteristic variables will be revisited in Chapter 7, in order to
ascertain whether the same indications hold good with regard to the dyad founding
under analysis.

Chell, Hawoth & Brearley (1991) also challenge the idea of using a traditional trait
approach in entrepreneurial research, citing the accumulation of conicting evidence.
They maintain that exploration of cognitive structures of individuals through accounts
of their behaviour is 'crucially important in examining relationships between
behaviour and the stage of development of the business' (p.153) and agree with
Timmons (1978, 1977) that entrepreneurial types can be distinguished by attributes
and behaviour shaped by different role and task demands.

A way of addressing the paradox of sole entrepreneur versus team member, as
personied by the dyad, can perhaps be found within this entrepreneurial
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characteristics typology literature ( e.g. Smith 1967; Timmons 1978; Smith and Miner
1983; Cooper & Dunkelberg 1986; Woo; Cooper & Durkelberg 1991; Miner, Smith
& Bracker 1992). There is general consensus on two distinct types, the craftsman or
inventor( e.g. highly principled, limited business skills, long term vision) and the
oppotunist or promoter ( e.g. fast buck artist, super salesman, boom-and-bust) as
typied by Smith & Miner (1983) It is possible to use this typology in two ways.-
rstly, to compare the individuals characteristics within the dyad in order to identify if
the dyad confonns to the typical entrepreneurial type. Secondly, the typology can be
used to identify a highly creative entrepreneurial type who lacks management skills by
comparing the characteristics to those of the professional manager: whenever
individual attributes are described as being necessary for management, leadership etc.
or for organisational tasks, there tend to be two sets of opposing or complementary
constructs.. If one examines the description of the inventor and compares it with
descriptions of creative individuals (e.g. Amabile 1988, MacKirmon 1962), the
similarity is striking. All entrepreneurs can be termed creative as the act of
entrepreneurship is the act of creating a organisation (Gartner, Bird & Starr1992) but
it would seem likely that a ideal entrepreneurial partnership represents both the
inventor/highly creative and the professional manager/less creative.

McClelland & Burnham (1976) and Weiner (1969) suggest that individuals such as
entrepreneurs who have high achievement-related needs tend to initiate achievement
oriented activities but it is possible that those achievements can be intrinsic as well as
extrinsic. They suggest that while entrepreneurs as a total group are intensely goal
oriented, the goals for creative people relate to intemal achievement as opposed to
extemal. If a highly creative person decides that starting a business is way of
exercising his creativity and need for freedom while a more opportunistic,
management type recognises that this is a opportunity to ll his goals ofmaking
money and securing a future, the combination of the two in a partnership would seem
ideal. However, within the context of intentionality, the combination of differential
goals might be potentially conicting.

Rubenson & Gupta (1996) have attempted to conceptualise the understanding of the
interplay between the evolving organisation and the unique characteristics of the
particular founder in order to better understand this disconnect in organisational
growth. They acknowledge that there is liable to be a crisis in the new organisation
when the founder leaves. 'Most corporate leaders equate relinquishing

orgmisationavcontrol with death........while others in the rm look forward to a new era °(p.21).

I suggest that their original model (shadowed boxes) may be adapted to the dyadic
model by the addition of three elements (bold boxes).(Figure 3.g) This research grew
out of life-cycle approach where typically, the initial succession was prescribed late in
the take-off stage and before the high-growth stage. Clifford (1973) asserted that the
initial succession was needed at this relatively early point because the founder usually
cannot adapt to the more complex needs of the maturing organisation.. Hofer &
Charan (1984) chart the fact that whatever the process and whatever the outcome it is
usually a sticky affair. Even though this research is again predicated on a single
founder, the relevance to this project is in the holistic attitude to the variables, though
there is a emphasis on rational rather than emotional elements.
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It is also possible to make a distinction in the way that highly creative and less
creative people think. There is recognition that there is a difference between the two
sides of the brain (Omstein 1977) which results in different types of activity: on one
hand, logical, analytic thinking and on the other creative, synthetic thinking. Referring
to Bird's contexts of intentionality' diagram (1988, Figure 3.g), one notes the
division of types of thinking which in a organisation created by two people, could
perhaps be analogous with the two types ofpeople. Creativity in the context of this
project is thus not only the description of a personal set of characteristics, skills and
motivations, but also the outcome of a partnership between two differently-oriented
people. It could be argued that only the couple together is truly creative as they act as
enabling agents for the creative process and that the kind of organisation that they
form is ideal for nurturing creativity. As Kao (1989) says, Logic without passion is
sterile, while inspiration without analysis is oen arbitrary or misguided. The
bureaucrat without the taste for change and innovation is as stuck as the entrepreneur
with brilliant ideas but limited management skills'

The problem with researching entrepreneurial intention is that intentions change over
time and within different circumstances particularly in a developing organisation _ It is
possible that entrepreneurs interviewed retrospectively will have modied their goals
so that it would be difcult to elicit their prior feelings. One of the advantages of
researching the couple is that the original intentions will tend to have been articulated
and so more easily remembered, and one partner can act as a control for the other.

3.iv.iv. The team-founded Organisation
A entrepreneurial team or partnership has been described as two or more individuals
who jointly establish a business in which they have a equity interest' (Kamm,
Shuman, Seeger & Nurick 1990 p.7), and as involving a business context where two
or more peers share ownership and responsibility and as one where partners are
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involved in creating new value through a start-up venture or in the transformation of a
going concem°(Bird 1989) . Brown (1988) cites Reichs use of the term collective
entrepreneurship* describing a team of specialists operating within a horizontal
management hierarchy to transform ideas quickly into better products (p.20). Bird
(1989) makes the point that many ambiguities arise in any discussion ofpartnership in
that, apart from the difculty of obtaining statistics, there is also the question of
timing -pre-or post start-up-, and whether there are outside partners who have at one
extreme a equity position but no input and at the other a supportive role (i.e.., a
spouse) with no concrete organisational involvement. The simplest team is composed
of two people and involves two personalities, two sets of abilities and motivations,
and two careers (Bird 1989) and it is this team which is the subject of this research.
Teams are signicant for both researchers and entrepreneurs in that they are a more
cormnon occurrence than the entrepreneurship literature leads one to expect and they
affect their rms performance.

There is very little recognition in the literature of entrepreneurship that a partnership
or team is a valid structure for a new business Venture. Most literature concentrates on
individual entrepreneurs, their traits and behaviour (Gartner 1985, Hofer & Sandberg
1987), the difference between them and non-entrepreneurs(McGrath, MacMillan &
Scheinberg 1992) and their place in the business environment (Olson 1987). As Bird
(1989) suggests, what research does exist is sparse, mostly anecdotal, and lacks a
theoretical base. As Kamm, Shuman, Seeger & Nurick (1990 p.7) state, Systematic,
descriptive research is needed to dene the dimensions of entrepreneurial teams, to
identify the costs and problems of identifying these teams, and to identify successful
strategies for resolving the problems' However, there is a strong indication from
peripheral infonnation from other studies, from personal experience and from the
popular press, that teams and partnerships are a common form of business start-up and
as such are a valid subject for research. lt is impossible to determine the number of
businesses started by multiple founders rather than by a individual but estimates
indicate that the incidence is signicant. The American census of 1977 (Birch)
reported that 8% (l,l53,000) of existing businesses were partnerships and one can
reasonably assume that many more began as partnerships and changed format.
Hatman's (1986) study ofInc. top 500 rms found that over two-thirds to have been
started as a partnership which implies not only a high incidence ofmultiple founding
but also a indication of their survival and success. Bird (1989) also touches on
whether multiple entrepreneurship is more or less successful than individually
founded companies, while acknowledging that the denition of success is difcult.
For instance, Baty (1974) suggests that they are more likely to succeed and Collins &
Moore(l964) that they are not; Teach, Tarpley & Schwartz (1986) report that the
number of founders correlates with volume of sales. In the UK, the team
founder/managed organisation has a higher chance of survival than a sole trader
according to the Enterprise Allowance Scheme Report (1987) and, according to the
same source, half the new enterprises in the U registered for VAT will not last
beyond 5 years. In America, a 1988 Venture study of the 100 best performing nns,
newly launched on the stock market, indicated that 56% of them were team ventures.
It is difcult to analyse much of this data as it is based on different denitions of

teams and partnerships, and survival, but the indications are that multiply founded
ventures are signicant both in their numbers and in their ability to survive, though
not necessarily to succeed.
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Recent work done on high technology start-ups (e.g. Cooper & Dunkelberg 1986,
Feeser & Willard 1990) suggests that in this sector teams seem to be a common
founding element. If the skills, abilities, and experiences of the entrepreneur
constitute a valuable asset for the new nn, those contemplating entry into industries
where demands for those assets are likely to be high might seek to supplement their
own skills, abilities and experiences with those of others by assembling a team of
individuals to undetake the new Venture. Indeed, there is strong empirical evidence
that high technology rms are most often started by teams' (Feeser & Willard 1990).

Shapero (1972) indicated that 57% of technology start-ups in a small geographical
area were begun by groups but 27% ofnon-technical companies also had multiple
founders. Cooper (1973) found that 59% ofhigh technology nns ina wide
geographical area were started by two or more people. Reviewing Cooper's study,
Gartner (1985) suggested that high technology companies, with their emphasis on
highly specialised skills which one individual is unlikely to embrace, are distinctive in
their need to call on others in order to form a organisation. In a later study, Cooper &
Durkelberg(1986) suggest that team Ventures are sector related quoting past studies of
high-technology rms where the percentage of team founded companies ranged
between 48% and 61% whereas team founded nns represented only 15% in the retail
and service sector. Roberts' (reported in Brown 1992) studies suggest that many high-
tech companies are fonned by groups of individuals who are looking more for
independence than for further achievement and that companies started by teams are
more likely to be successful than companies started by single founders because team
members are more likely to have complementary skills. Bird (1989) suggests that
founder-teams seem to be most important when resources are scattered as they are in
high-tech or in third world situations and this point could have relevance for design-
led industries. However, all the quoted studies investigated high-tech companies
which is indicative of their recent growth and economic importance, while other
industry sectors have rarely been monitored for the incidence of team fomding.
Indeed a study of 122 female entrepreneurs (DeCarol & Lyons 1979) showed that
38% of all respondents started their business with partners and that few of these were
in the high-tech sector and thus there may be no real indication that industry, gender
or location has a signicant part to play.

It is surprising that little research has been undertaken into the couple, as distinct from
a larger team, as a unit of organisational start-up. Anecdotal evidence and personal
experience indicate that the couple is a common forn of group enterprise: Marks &
Spencer, Rolls & Royce and Mappin & Webb are three well-known examples. The
research literature rarely mentions the specic type of organisation a couple would
establish or the different couple types such as married or intimate (either heterosexual
or homosexual), family relatives, iendships rom other contexts or existing co-
workers. It is inevitable that the fact ofbeing two rather than one or three or ten etc.
will have a major effect and, as such, is important in dening the organisation's future
survival.

Couples are mentioned in research into family Ventures but rarely as the central issue.
The family nns researched are usually low-growth, Mom n'Pop' types (Kepner
1983) which, when at least 75% of all American corporations are family-owned or -
controlled and generate half the US GNP and employ half the Workforce (Kennesaw
State College Family Enterprise Center 1988), should indicate a difference of
emphasis for ture research. In Kepner's research, the couple is generally married,
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the spouse suffering from the entrepreneurial activities ofhis or her mate: the social
demands of the business may seriously intrude on the energy and time available to the
couple alone' (Kepner 1983 p.66). Handler (1990) addresses the nature of sequential
entrepreneurship in family business succession and suggests that it can be
conceptualised as a mutual role adjustment between entrepreneur and next-generation
family members. The development of a workable entrepreneurial team and effective
working relationships with subordinates is critical not only to the creation of a new
venture, but also to the role adjustment associated with the ture succession of the
organisation. This study also provides a theoretical framework for mapping the
entrepreneur's role in the succession process over time and also treats parent/child or
sibling relationships. Married or intimate couples who found companies other than
mom n'pop types tend to be treated anecdotally as in Bums and Kippenburger's
study(l988) or as a sub-issue as in Chell et al (1991). Homosexual couples are rarely
treated as married couples but as iends or co-workers and their homosexuality is
rarely addressed. However, press reports and personal experience suggest that, along
with heterosexual couples, such entrepreneurial teams are not unusual: whether this is
a important variable is another matter and is debatable.

The importance of gender in entrepreneurial teams is rarely a central issue: as in most
entrepreneurial research, the emphasis is on the sole entrepreneur. The position of
women in business has been studied recently, and as more women have seen self-
employment as a possibility has the development ofwomen as entrepreneurs (e.g..
Hisrich & Brush 1984). According to Ue State ofSmall Business report (US
Government 1986 ) the number of female sole proprietorships grew by 6.9% against
3.7% of all proprietorships. This does not take account of any group foundings
including women though Scott (1986) mentions that 16% of her female respondents
had gone into business with a relative, usually a husband. There is however little
empirical evidence on how gender differences affect entrepreneurial organisational
perfonnance. As Kalleberg & Leicht (1991) state, Few studies have directly
compared male and female entrepreneurs, and we were unable to locate any studies
that examined the determinants of organisational survival and success separately for
businesses headed by men and women.°(p. 137) Received wisdom has it that women
are disadvantaged in business, whether entrepreneurial or corporate, by such factors as
socialisation processes, educational experiences, family roles and lack of business
networks. Kalleberg & Leicht's (1991) work on male and female entrepreneurs in
Indiana showed that, contrary to commonly held views, there was little difference in
success and survival between the genders. As with all research into survival, it is
difcult to sample failed businesses so that, as is implied by the research undertaken
into women in corporate life, perhaps only the exceptional women survived.

Scott (1986), believes that the US will be seeing more women creating billion-dollar
businesses because women's attitude to team building and consensus is more
applicable to being a leader during the growth stages ofbusinesses than those ofmen.
Stevenson (1986) states that a increasing number ofprofessional women are joining
or starting family companies, seeking either opportunities not readily available
elsewhere (a better chance to break through the glass ceiling and reach the top
position), or more exible schedules while they are raising small children. However,
there is little empirical evidence to support this. The eld of research in the area of
entrepreneurial gender differentiation is wide open, particularly in the area of
entrepreneurial team building, though this is not the focus of this research.
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In summary, the existing literature on teams is a mixture of empirical and anecdotal,
corporate and entrepreneurial, psychological and sociological. The new thinking on
intentionality is exciting in that it provides a way of advancing entrepreneurial
research beyond descriptive studies, and is particularly relevant in discussing the
impact of dyadic founder/managers on organisational form and survival.

There are thus indications that the team approach to new business ventures is:

a) ofhigh incidence and increasing
b) particularly adapted to highly creative activities
c) needs complementary skills and characteristics of members to avoid problems
d) can prove effective for the survival of the enterprise
e) is ofprime importance in establishing entrepreneurial intentions

3.v Relationship and Group Theory and Literature

One of the main debates in organisation theory concems whether organisations are
functionally rational, technically restrained systems, or whether they are socially
constructed, subjectively meaningful embodiments of individual action. The
voluntaristic (as opposed to the detenninistic stance) suggests that individuals and
their created organisations are 'autonomous, pro-active, self-directing agents...
individuals are seen as the basic unit of analysis and source of change in
organisational life' (Astley & Van de Ven 1983 p.247). This ts with the notion of
intentionality as a major inuence on organisational structure and suggests that the
key to the right form' is the founders themselves and the reasons they have for
founding which become manifest in the organisation.

Stinchcombe (1965) puts forward the following reasons that people start
organisations:
1. They need to express alternate ways of doing things which are not easily done in
existing circumstances or organisations
2. They believe that the organisation built will be sufciently effective to warrant the
initial effort and resources
3. They will receive benets, either intrinsic or extrinsic, from the better way of doing
things
4. They can get hold of the resources of money, power and legitimacy needed to build
the organisation
5. They can defeat or avoid being defeated by their opponents

Since the unit under discussion is the dyad, one could add,
6. They believe that starting a organisation together will have advantages over
starting it alone.

The advantages of the two-person business are the subject of this research. Having
established the common intention of founding the business, it is necessary to establish
what kind of organisation they intend to found.

3.v.i Individual behaviour and intentions leading to the formation of the dyad
If as Bird ( 1988 p.445) says, the intentional process begins with the entrepreneur's
personal needs, values, wants, habits and beliefs', then the personality of the
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entrepreneur is a important element of organisational intentionality, and
subsequently, survival. Those individuals with entrepreneurial intentions are generally
acknowledged to be overwhelmingly different from non-entrepreneurs. (Olson 1987)
In terms of goal setting, for instance, a entrepreneur uniquely initiates, directs and
organises the new Venture with the freedom to structure the Venture according to
personal preferences. The only founding situation different to this is when a couple or
team decides to found and intentions have to be negotiated and co-ordinated.

A pre-organisational stage with dual founders has, to my knowledge, never been
studied in depth. Kamm & Nurick (1993), in their study of team Venture formation,
devote a paragraph to the discussion of the generation of ideas by a lead
entrepreneur as opposed to a group approach, the former referring to when a
individual recognises an opportunity and gathers a support network, and the latter to
individuals more motivated by the perception of the benets derived from the
relationship than from the benets of the task accomplishment'.(p. 1 8) They make no
references to similarity or differences in aims or goals. It should be emphasised that
the couple founding situation is fundamentally different from the normally cited one
of the sole entrepreneur and the individual intentions ofboth partners need to be made
clear both as to why they have chosen to act together rather than separately and why
they both wish to fonn a organisation.

Any treatment of dyads in organisational research tends to be hierarchical - superior/
subordinate relationships (e.g. Barry & Bateman 1992; Graen & Scandura 1987;
Likert 1961; Simon 1957; Bamard 1938) or inter-organisation network dyads (Larson
1992). In entrepreneurial literature, the tendency is to refer to small-size family rn
mom n'pop' businesses (Handler 1990). Bamard (1938) was the rst to propose a
theory of dyadic organisational behaviour which put forward co-operation as the
essence of organising, with the dyadic relationships being a balance of inducements
and contibutions. Simon (1957) used this theory as a basis for his theory of
organisational equilibrium' which uses the process ofnegotiation in which personally
valued inducements are made available to participants in exchange for
organisationally valued contributions, a theory which is reminiscent of social
exchange theory: he considers that this reciprocity is a essential factor in a
organisation's survival. This is also reminiscent of social network theory (e.g.
Granovetter 1985; Wasserman & Galaskiewicz 1994). Basic to this approach is the
assumption that organisational actors are embedded within a network of relationships.
These ongoing relationships provide the constraints and opportunities that, in
combination with characteristics of individuals, issues and organisations, help to
explain behaviour in organisations. A social network is a set of actors and the set of
ties representing some relationship between the actors. Granovetter (1973) has
developed the concept of the strength' of a relationship which refers to the frequency,
reciprocity, emotional intensity and intimacy of that relationship and which is very
relevant to this research. However, all the above are either based on vertical, multiple
or extra organisational relationships which, if the essence of a dyadic relationship is
inuence and authority (Leavitt 1978), differ radically in these elements from those
found in a partnership and therefore have little relevance to the horizontal
founder/manager relationship.

While there has been little research into couples in a entrepreneurial or managerial
context, there is a large body of research into dyads (e.g.. marriage partners, doctor-
patient relationships etc.) within other disciplines. The elds ofpsychology and social
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psychology are rich in material on the individual, the dyad and the group and, though
much of it is beyond the scope of this research, it is within these elds that the most
interesting literature on dyadic relationships occurs which will be drawn upon during
the ndings as referential points(Chapters 5 and 6). These studies tend to look at the
relationships in tenns of common, reciprocal or complementary behaviour, with the
added complication ofprojection between dyadic members, and can be grouped under
the general heading of 'compatible relationship' theory. (e.g. Ickes 1985; Berscheid
1985; Clarke 1985; Reis 1985)

3.v.ii. Commonality and Projection
The unconscious process ofproj ection, exemplied when we recognise some
comrnonality of personal aspect in another person, is thought to initiate relationships
ofmany sorts and is a key concept in psychology (Bird 1989). If it occurs in affective
relationships, one can assume that it also occurs at the entrepreneurial and
organisational level though little work has been done on the subject; Hodgson,
Levinson & Zaleznik (1965) studied the 'dominant coalition' of top executives and
found that projection took place. The result of proj ection is often conict, which
arises through distotion of individual perceptions and emotions leading to rivalry,
avoidance, tension and ultimately a power struggle. Interestingly, much of the
practitioner literature on business partnerships focuses on internal conict and
ultimate dissolution. It would seem that being the same type of person within a
partnership, or to project that similarity, is problematic and this was thus one of the
main foci during the eldwork for this project.

On the one hand, it is self-evident that we prefer to work with people we can trust,
which implies a similarity of attitude. There is a increasing interest in trust within the
organisational context leading to issues of ethics.(e.g. Vetlesen 1994, Jones 1991)
Using Granovetters terminology, in a °strong relationship, co-operation, trust,
intimacy and empathy develop between two people: interaction is frequent and each
party reciprocates the trust and positive affect of the other. Similarity of race, age,
gender, education etc. also leads to more comfortable, less complicated situations: the
greater the difference, the more difcult the communication and the harder to nd
common values and eventual agreement. On the other hand, a recognition ofpersonal
strengths and weaknesses can lead to identifying complementary partners who can
provide the missing attributes and skills. According to interpersonal theory (Campbell
1980; Middlebrook 1980), some combination ofve qualities predicts the choice of
affective partner:
1. objective likeability (i.e.., physical attractiveness, competence, resources)
2. proximity (i.e.., geographical or easy comnunications)
3. nding the other person rewarding or pleasant to be with
4. similarity of attitudes, interests, and personalities
5. some complementarity of characteristics [my emphasis]

The choice of business partner tends to reect the same elements, bome out by
Tirmnons (1978) who found the choice ofpartners idiosyncratic and emotional rather
than rational, Ladd, Kanter & Wigan (1980) who studied partnerships coming 'om
existing friendships and Handler (1990) on family relationships. It is the paradox of
similar or common versus complementary which needs to be examined: the denition
from the start of what needs to be common and what needs to be complementary in
the relationship.
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Weick goes some way in providing a amework for this problem and conments
(1979 p.9l), ... people converge rst on issues of means rather than on issues of ends.
Individuals come together because each wants to perform some act and needs the
other person to do certain things in order to make performance possible. People don't
have to agree on goals to act col1ectively.....Patners in a collective structure share
space, time and energy but they need not share visions, aspirations or intentionsf He
suggests that as groups fonn, the emphasis is rst on common means, though not
necessarily towards common ends, interdependence being perceived as mutually
valuable. He states (1979 p.92), perhaps the most important consequence of treating
the developmental sequence as starting with diverse ends -------> common means is
that it presen/es the crucial point that people create social structure. .......Once the
members converge on interlocked behaviours as the means to pursue diverse ends,
there occurs a subtle shift away from diverse towards common ends. The diverse ends
remain, but they become subordinated to a emerging set of shared ends. This shift is
one of the most striking that occurs in group life and is exceedingly complex? This is
illustrated in Figure 3.h and has already been put forward as a preliminary premise by
this researcher, Jarvis (1997) This is a extremely important distinction in the
discussion of dyadic intent as a rst reaction would suggest that if Bird's ideas on
intentionality are correct, the reverse is true and that the diagram should begin with
common ends. (Figure 3.i)

1. Diverse ends º 2.Common means

4. Diverse means 4 3. Common ends

Figure 3.h A Model ofGroup Development (Weick 1979)

l.Common ends P 2.Common means

4. Diverse means 4 3. Diverse ends

Figure 3.i An Alternative Model ofGroup Development

Little work has been undertaken to explore what takes place during the negotiation
and co-ordination of intent prior to, and the shift that takes place after, organisational
formation: this shift is central to this research.

3.v.iií Reciprocity
Another important point in the discussion of the common or complementary aspects
of dyadic relationships is the concept of reciprocity. 'We can dene relationships as
situations in which individuals seek mutually to satisfy needs'. says Leavitt (1978
p.114). Reciprocity thus incoporates commonality of purpose but complementarity of
effort and should be looked at as part of the negotiation and co-ordination of intent.
Social exchange theory attempts to explain social life in terms of exchange principles
by analysing the reciprocal processes composing exchange.......An individual who
supplies rewarding services to another obligates him. To discharge this obligation, the
second must fumish benets to the rst in turn. Ifboth individuals value what they
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receive from the other, both are prone to supply more of their own services to provide
incentives for the other to increase his supply and to avoid becoming indebted to himâ
(Blau 1992 p.ix). While this theory originally had many critics as being both
psychologically reductionist and confused in its mixture of economic and social
applications (Emerson 1990), it is now accepted as the major theory applying to the
uniquely dyadic relationship and focuses on the benets accruing from the
relationship. This will be used extensively within the ndings.

While Blau was working within the eld of social psychology, his ideas have been
used within organisations. For instance, Cohen & Bradford (1989) have developed a
law of reciprocity' within organisations, describing it as a way that inuence can be
generally acquired without formal authority but which could also apply specically to
partnerships. They put forward a taxonomy of connnonly traded currencies' which
include those related to:-
Inspiration vision, excellence and moral/ethical correctness
Task-related resources, assistance, Cupertino and information
Position-related advancement, recognition, visibility, reputation,

importance/insidemess, and network/contacts
Relationship-related acceptance/inclusion, personal support, and understanding
Personal-related self-concept, challenge/leaming, ownership/involvement, and

gratitude

Allport's work on collective structures (1962) also illuminates this concept ofmutual
benet. There is aº pluralistic situation in which for a individual ...to perform some
act...that he 'desires° to perform .....it is necessary that another person....perform
certain acts (either similar or different and complementary to his own), we have what
can be called a fact of collective structure. (Allport 1962 p. 17). The two-person
relationship is thus predicated on dependency, mutual need and reciprocal rewards:
before their organisation can exist, these relational aspects have to be addressed. As
Leavitt (1978 p.114 ) says, Relationships are characterised by dependency; and
dependent situations are likely......to be dynamic and ambivalent'. The dynanism can
be the reason for organisational survival but the ambivalence can be the reason for its
downfall. The organisation, in the context of this research, is the chosen situation in
which individuals seek mutually to satisfy needs, to reiterate Leavitt (1978), and as
such has a inuence on the kind of relationship developed.

The major difference between the business relationship, as opposed to the affective
relationship, is that it tends to be task-oriented rather than relationslip-oriented. Task
orientation requires a instrumental, reciprocal relationship so that the relationship
itself is a tool for the accomplishrnent of a task or goal. Steele (1979) lists some of the
purposes of instrumental relationships as follows:
0 they allow complex tasks to be broken down among individuals with diverse

skills. As Brown (1988 p.88) states, Role differentiation can facilitate division of
labour in the group as well as contribute to people's identities'.

0 for some people with strong needs for afliation, doing work in a relationship is
intrinsically more satisfying than working alone.

0 fonning interdependent goal-oriented relationships can help to reduce competition
between parties. As Brown (1988 p. 219) says, If conictual goal relationships
generate hostility and competition, then common or superordinate goals should
lead to friendliness and cooperation'.
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It is thus indicated that instrumental relationships need a balance of commonality of
intent, reciprocity of effort and complementarity of tasks and roles. In addition, the
non-hierarchical nature of the partner relationship is essentially one of equality in
status, despite differences in capital commitment, expertise, function, personality,
motivation and control. However, the assumption is that the dyadic founder/manager
relationship, as it exists within a business context, is a instrumental, task-oriented
relationship, whether affective or not, and the indications from this research is that
this is not the case.

3.v.iv Complementarity
There is a opinion that commonality, apart from the fundamental intent and
recognition of reciprocal need, is not desirable for founder/managers. It is not unusual
to nd dire wamings as to the viability of partnerships (Bird 1989, Kamm, Shuman,
Seeger & Nurick 1990). As Tinmons (1979) points out, when writing about his
consultative experiences with entrepreneurs, founding partners may be initially tied
together by friendship or working association plus a enthusiasm for the new project
and that this may not be sufcient to carry the organisation beyond its initial phase. ;
He suggests that one of the major reasons for this is the existence of similar rather Â°
than complementay experience and capabilities among founding partners. (p202) =
He also suggests that other major points of conict are attempts to maintain equality
of shareholding and effort, difference of goals and values, inadequate reasons for
starting a business, ethical conicts and a lack of personal awareness of strengths and
weaknesses. The process of nding partners can be haphazard or casually arrived at
(Timmons 1978, Silver 1983) and Timmons(l979) states that, as a result, substantial
disaffection ........ becomes a problem for the founding partners within ve years of
launching a venture'(p. 197).

Most of the partnership manuals, albeit mainly directed at professional partnerships
such as lawyers, are thus generally pessimistic, talking about avoidance of conict
rather than structuring synergy. The question of synergy in a partnership is important
in any discussion of the dyad as an organisational structure. Using the denition of
synergy as, 'the working together of unlike elements to create desirable results
unobtainable from any combination of independent efforts' (Craig & Craig 1974 p.2),
Bird (1989 pp.230-231) looks at partnership synergy as the transfonnation of
individual contributions into a product that is greater than the sun of the separate
contributions. The degree or quality of partnership synergy is a function of the
expertise, background, resources, and character of the individuals, the
complementarity of their differences, and how these differences are organized and
orchestrated.' As Kenny and Kashy (1991) suggest, people in dyadic social interaction
co-ordinate their thoughts, feelings, and behaviour. At the extreme, this co-ordination
represents a 'merging' of two people into one as people transcend their own identities
and become something together that never was before.

Feeser & Willard (1990 ) looks at a team approach to founding which permits
individuals to bring their own particular expertise to the start-up, whether it is
teclmology, nance, or management. In addition, they suggest, the pooling of capital,
the sharing ofpersonal risks, and the psychological support of knowing that others are
in the same boat' may enhance the prospects for subsequent performance: synergy
may very well result. Weick continues this argument, (1979 p.89-90), 'Organising is
accomplished by processes.....Processes contain individual behaviours that are
interlocked among two or more peop1e..... the behaviours of one person are contingent
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on the behaviours of another person(s) .......The structure that determines how a
organisation acts and how it appears is the sane structure that is established by regular
pattems of interlocked behaviour.â

The question of synergy is also addressed by Belbin (1981) in his seminal work on
dening team roles, where he suggests that what is needed in a well-nctioning team
is not well-balanced individuals but individuals who balance well with one another.
Beckhard (1980) on optimising team-building efforts, Macmillan, Siegel &
Narasimha (1985) on team member's functional expertise and Timnons (1979) on
team members management skills and decision-making styles, all indicate that teams
which consist of members with either different approaches or skills, or experiences or
backgrounds, make for the most creative and productive units and avoid 'groupthink'
(Janis 1971). However, most team research has focused on teams within corporations
and it is necessary to establish whether entrepreneurial teams are different. As Brown
(1988) suggests, becoming a team is not necessarily a natural result ofworking
together. A team implies a meshing of purposes, people listening to one another, and
group decisions: fuzzy role denitions, diffused priorities, miscommunication and
disruptive personal styles can mean the breakdown of the team. When a group is
committed to the same mission, when members of the group are appreciated for their
special qualities, and when members care about the perfonnance of their fellow
members as much as they care about their own, then there is a team? (p.20) The
identication of complementary attributes of individuals within partnerships thus
seems to be key towards the understanding of which team-founded Ventures survive:
as Bird (1989 pp.222-223) says'....we would expect the most effective entrepreneurial
teams to include complementary skills, as well as differences in experience, style,
resource networks, and so forth.Â°

Bird (1989), drawing on research undertaken by Timmons (1978), Macmillan, Siegel
& Narasin1ha(1985) and Goslin & Barge (1986) into attitudes of Venture capitalists
towards investment decisions in start-up companies, suggests that perhaps the people
who choose to become partners or team entrepreneurs are radically different from the
general image of the individualist entrepreneur, not confonning to the generally
agreed entrepreneurial characteristics of low needs for afliation, moderate social
skills, strong need for autonomy etc. As she says, Entrepreneurs in general do not
sound like team players or team builders' (Bird 1989 p.206). This is a important
point and one which is rarely addressed in entrepreneurial literature, which tends to
make the assumption that entrepreneurs act alone.

3.vi. Research questions and framework
The literature research thus enables the researcher to identify and summarise the main
theories which are relevant to the research. As has been previously stated, a initial
'trawl' through the literature allowed me to form the view that this research would be
theory building rather than theory proving, and the extensive in-depth reading which
was undertaken reinforced this point of view:

0 The relevant theories within the leadership literature indicated that while there
were supporting theories ofwhat constituted effective leaders and managers which
would enable me to compare the effectiveness of those being studied, they were
undertaken within research into larger corporations which thus provided a
different context, and they also focused on individual rather than dyadic
leadership. However, Leavitt°s description(1978) of managerial processes, path-
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nding (creation, entrepreneurship and leadership), decision making (the rational
approach) and implementation (people orientated), has been taken as a basis for
the design of a generic model of skills, roles, and associated tasks which can be
used to measure the presence or absence of complementary skills. In addition,
there was evidence that there was increasing focus on the behavioural aspects of
leadership, and research into subjects such as time, interaction and perfonnance
theory of groups( McGrath & Gruenfeld 1993) and decision development and
adaptive structuration in groups (Poole & DeSanctis 1989) provided indications of
useful directions of research of leadership in groups, albeit larger ones.

0 The organisational survival literature proved more directional. Organisational
life cycle theories (e.g. Greiner 1972), albeit tending to be more anecdotal rather
than empirical, the situational leadership theory of cycling (Slevin & Covin 1990)
and the work of the punctuated equilibrists (e.g. Gersick 1991), all provided
direction and focus on how to develop the research into the aspect of the
organisation over time. Comparative reference will be made to both Greiner°s and
Slevin & Covin's models. Again, the proviso must be made that they were
developed within the context of large organisations and are therefore not directly
applicable.

0 Entrepreneurship literature was also fruitful. As the study of entrepreneurs is
currently in relative infancy, particularly with regard to the study of intentionality
and typology, much of the research is still tentative and either at early theory
building stage ( e.g. Rubenson & Gupta 1996) or concemed with reviewing what
little theory exists with the aim of stimulating further research (e.g. Karmn,
Shuma, Seeger & Nurick 1990). This has the effect ofproducing much idea
generation which was stimulating and led me in new directions. In particular, the
work of Bird (1988) on intentionality and Chell et al (1991) on entrepreneurial
characteristics was helpful, enabling me to develop embyo ideas into mier
concepts. Again, proviso must be made that much entrepreneurial research ts the
model of single or lead entrepreneur which not only is not the case here, but, it is
argued, some of the conclusions reached on that basis will be shown to be invalid
or partially so in the case of equal dyadic partnership.

0 The relationship literature came almost entirely from outside management
research, in the elds ofpsychology and social psychology. The review conducted
here touches on the major theories of interpersonal relations such a commonality,
complementarity, reciprocity and proj ection, and in-depth reference will be made
to more specic studies in chapters 5 and 6 in order to avoid repetition. In
addition, the debate on what type of relationship working dyads have will be
addressed. The literature on team entrepreneurship was also reviewed but was
found to be limited and therefore useful only in as much as it dened the gap in
the existing knowledge of dyadic start-ups.

In summary, the literature review enabled me to dene and rene my research
questions. Because this research focuses on the relationship between two people
within a organisational context, these research questions need to aticulate both the
behavioural and structural aspects. Eiserhardt (1989) stresses the importance of the
initial denition, at least in broad terms, of research questions, and the articulation and
re-articulation of these over the period of the research has proved crucial in dening
its direction. The literature search, while lengthy and encompassing many theoretical
bodies and content sectors, proved invaluable in helping to focus.

Two sub-questions were dened, leading to the main research question:
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1. Do the individual intentions, values and interests of the prospective partners
inuence the type of organisation founded?

The subject of intentionality, while relatively new, is crucial in dening the context of
the emergent organisation and in providing the framework for subsequent activities
and outcomes.

2. Is there a specic combination of complementary skills and behaviours which
predicates both the decision to found and also the roles they assume in the
organisation which ensures the continuation of the relationship?

The denition of a set of characteristics, skills or behaviours was one of the main
outcomes of the literature search, both in leadership/management and entrepreneurial
tenns, in order to provide a framework against which to compare the dyads.

3. Can that continuing dyadic relationship fulfil the leadership/management
needs of a changing organisation thus contributing to its survival?

The combination of the two sub-questions and the knowledge gained from the
literature search on leadership/management and organisational survival will enable the
main research question to be answered. The answer will enable a model of
organisational dyadic survival to be built.
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4. Deciding the route: The Research Design and Methodology

4.i. The Research Design

Having established a clear philosophical stance and dened the research questions,
certain directions of the actual research become established and the route that the
research should take becomes clearer: at this point in the research journey, it is not so
much knowing what one is going to do but what one is not. There are still options left
to be settled one way or another: the decision to theory build rather than theory prove
has been made but the way to go about it needs determining; while it is clear that the
research will be qualitative rather than quantitative in nature, the most appropriate
methodology needs to be decided; the research questions have been dened but who
or what is the unit of analysis has yet to be resolved; the eventual data must be
analysed but what approach should be taken and whether a software package should
be used is still not clear.

At this point of the research project, the subject of grounded theory became of great
importance. Personal preferences for exible approaches and action leaming made the
discovery of grounded theory initially very seductive. Further investigation showed
that not only was its general approach attractive but it also provided a disciplined
framework in which to carry out rigorous research. I addition, readings of actual
pieces of grounded theory discovery by researchers such as Orona and Star &
Bowker (all quoted in Strauss & Corbin eds. 1997), were among the rst pieces of
empirical research which I found genuinely exciting and stimulating to read. The
actual presentation of the research showed that academic research could be readable
and presented in such a way that researcher and practitioner alike could understand
and use the ndings. The discovery of grounded theory was a dening moment in the
research.

4.i.i The Research Approach: Grounded Theory
Grounded theory was developed by Glaser & Strauss in the l960s and grew out of
the Chicago school of symbolic interactionist research when they felt the need to
provide a counter-balance to the accepted doctrine of logico-deductive theories in
sociological research, which they argued demonstrated a embarrassing gap between
theory and empirical research (Glaser & Strauss 1967 p.vii). In contrast, grounded
theories were developed directly from empirical data thus tting what they considered
to be the four basic elements ofusel theory: they would t the real world, they
would work across a range of contexts, they would be relevant to the people
concemed, and they would be readily modiable. They initially set out their ideas in
Ihe Discovery ofGrounded Theory (1967) which developed the dual concepts of
theoretical sampling', whereby the process of data collection is controlled by
emerging theory, which was linked with the constant comparison method ofjoint
data coding and analysis. As Partington (1998 p. 6) summarises well(italics are used
for Glaser & Strauss' own terminology), Incidents of phenomena in the data are
coded into categories. By comparing each incident with the previous incidents in the
same category, the researcher develops theoretical properties of categories, and the
dimensions of those properties. As the study progresses the focus changes from
comparing incidents with one another to comparing incidents with properties of the
category that resulted from initial comparisons of incidents. The theoretical sampling
and constant comparison processes lead towards the theoretical saturatíon of a
reduced set of categories within the boundaries of the emerging theory. Memos -
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records of ideas relating to categories - and the categories themselves, fonn the basis
ofwritten theory. Explored in different eld settings and broader contexts, substantive
theory may be developed into more abstract formal theory '.

Initially their ideas were seen as guidelines rather than rules for carrying out research,
based on the premise that researchers have quite different investigatory styles, talents
and preferences, so that a standardisation ofmethodology would only constrain and
stie social researchers' best efforts. However, Strauss continued to develop the
approach with partners such as Corbin (1990) and developed a more prescriptive step-
by-step approach which is often daunting and complex for the novice researcher, as
personal experience has shown. In addition, much of the research which is undertaken
following the strict °paradigm model' of Strauss & Corbin is rmly situated within
the syrnbolic interactionist school which nonnally works within a participant
observationalist research strategy, which, as will be seen, is neither the main research
method employed within the realist stance nor is used for this particular subject
matter.

Other researchers have also developed personal views of grounded theory. For
instance, Blaikie (1993) views grounded theory as a abductive research strategy, in
other words one concerned with achieving explanation rather than simply description,
rather than as a purely inductive process as originally described by Glaser & Strauss
(1967). The description of the process of theory generation is one of trial and error in
which tentative hypotheses are entertained and infonnally tested in the context of the
continuing data gathering (Blaikie 1993 p. 192). The process is normally both
sequential, shiing in emphasis from data gathering, during the early stages of
research, to coding and analysis in later stages though, as the categories become
clearer, gathering and analysis become virtually simultaneous. However Turner
(1981) argues that grounded theory draws upon some of the basic ingredients of
analytic induction: the chief components according to Tumer arez-
1. After some initial data collection, 'categories' are introduced which t the data.
2. These categories are then 'saturated' to ensure their relevance and range is suitable.
3. The categories are then redened more conceptually and more generally, specifying
the inclusion criteria
4. These general denitions act as a guide for further research and to further category
sub-summation
5. Hypotheses are formed about the connections between categories and under what
conditions thus fonning a emergent theoretical framework
6. The emerging relationships are tested under extreme conditions.

As Bryman (1988 p. 84). describes it, This approach........allows theory to emerge
from data, so that it does not lose touch with its empirical referent; it provides a
framework for the qualitative researcher to cope with the unstructured complexity of
social reality and so render it manageable; and it allows the development of theories
and categories which are meaningful to the subjects of the research, a important
virtue ifa investigation is meant to have a practical pay-off.' As previously stated, it
is important that this research is concemed with the real world, both from the actors
and the practitioner point of view: the true spirit of grounded theory holds that it is
advantageous to avoid a contextualist bias in order to allow the research to become
applicable to other settings, in other words to move from substantive to fonnal theory.
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As exibility was one of the original cornerstones of the concept, it is thus perhaps
inevitable that looser versions of grounded theory have been developed and used by
researchers such as Gersick (1994), which retain the distinctive avour of the concept
while being a personal version. The approach in this piece of research was to take the
fundamental premises as originally developed by Glaser & Strauss, use Glaser's more
prescriptive method as a referent, and then to tailor the process to t my way of
working and my research, using as the ultimate criteria simplicity and consensual
validity'(Gouldner 1970). As Partington (1998) concludes, If......a researcher is
willing to address the particular implications of applying grounded theory in this
study, with these assunptions, using this data, the study is more likely to reach a
successful conclusion' (p.l7)

4.íí. Research Methodology

The choice of research method stems from 'an allegiance to a distinctive position in
relation to how social reality ought to be studied'.(Bryman 1988 p.118). The
methodology is therefore predicated by the philosophical stance but also by the
subject matter. The major areas of this research are team entrepreneurship and
organisational intentionality as a function of survival, and, as has been noted, all are
sectors with little previous theory. In particular, Kamm, Shuma, Seeger & Nurick
(1990) point out, qualitative methodology is needed at the relatively low level of
knowledge about the formation of entrepreneurial teams. Theory building is thus
required. As previously stated, Bird (1989 p. 451) suggests that,'[because] the
creating, structuring and sustaining oforganisations are based on entrepreneurs'
personal ideas and experiences, rather than fonnal theories of management and
organisation, these entrepreneurs create organisational theories that later may be
discovered and analysed'. As the aim of this research is to build a theory of dyadic
survival, a research strategy is therefore needed which is particularly applicable to this
kind of research which encompasses all the stages of exploration, description and
explanation (Blaikie 1993) and which is in an area where little or no previous work
exists so that the researcher is required to develop theoretical ideas as well as gather
empirical information.

4.íi.i. The Research Map
Having established theory building as the aim and grounded theory as the approach,
the actual design of the way of doing the research or the methodology needs to be
dened. The subject is complex in nature and therefore the research design needs to
simplify the complexity in such a way as to help the emergence of the richest possible
data . Firstly, there are the individual skills and behaviours which have a bearing on
the fonnation of the dyadic relationship; secondly, there is the development of that
relationship through time; thirdly, that relationship through time happens within the
context of the emergent organisation; and lastly, the whole is situated within the
extemal context. Layder (1993 p.7-8), Writing from a realist standpoint, makes the
point that as social reality i complex, there needs to be a way of capturing the
interwoven nature of different levels and dimensions of social reality. . . . . ...the realist
approach attempts to address this complexity by offering a layered or °stratiedâ
model of society which includes macro (structural, institutional) phenomena as well as
the more micro phenomena of interaction and behaviour. He suggests a research
map' framework which relates to the problems ofbringing macro and micro analyses
closer together. (Figure 4.a). The bases of this map are four elements: the self
(biographical experience and social involvement), the situated activity (dynamics of
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face-to-face interaction), the setting (immediate enviromnent of social activity) and
the context (macro social forms such as class and gender), all situated within the
wider dimension ofhistory as a dimension applicable to them all. He suggests that
using this map as a framework for the research design will have two effects; rstly, to
enable the researcher to establish organic links between the macro and micro
dimensions, and secondly, to sensitise the researcher to different units and time-scales
that are involved in social processes. In addition, it enabled the clarication of
focusing the research.

Research element Research Focus
Extemal economic
conditions
Political situationCONTEXT Market Competition
Legal strictures
Familial Considerations

The YVOTK pl3CCOutside work
Relationship of two people
R l t` h' 'th t l

SITUATED hå: ions pw ex ma
ACTIVITY Relationships with

employees
span of control

SELF Individual emotions
Individual behaviours
Individual skills
Individual life history
Individual career history

Fígure 4.a Personal Research Map/Research Focus (after Layder 1993)

HISTORY

Layder°s map became an important referent throughout the research process and, as
will be seen (Figures 4. e, 1 was used as a framework for dening both the type of
method and the constituency it addressed. It was also used as a check on the process
ofwriting up the ndings in order to ensure that all elements of the original research
design had been followed.

4.ii.ii. The Research Methods
It was thus necessary to ascertain which of the various research methods was most
appropriate. The main research strategies relevant to a social science study include
experiments, action research, surveys, histories, analysis of archival information, case
studies and ethnographies (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe & Lowe 1991). Each strategy has
various ways of collecting and analysing data and each has its own inherent strengths
and weaknesses. There is a school of thought that suggests that some strategies are
more appropriate than others for particular types of research such as case studies for
exploration, surveys and histories for description and experiments for explanation, but
as Yin (1989) points out, much research encompasses many approaches. As a realist
approach accepts the validity ofboth subjective and objective evidence, so differing
strategies may be appropriate. However, there are differing points of view and
typologies as can be illustrated by Wolcott (1992, Figure 4.b) and Tesch & Stewart
(1990, Figure 4.c). Wolcott takes the denitions of the aim of research, experiencing,
enquiing and examining, as stated by Blaikie (1993) and links the major methods to
each of the aims. It can be argued that by dividing them on this basis, no one method
is specically linked to a ontology or epistemology and thus if the aims of the
research are multiple as in this case, the use of various methods within a study is
permissible.
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Tesch & Stewart (Figure 4.c), as another example of qualitative research method
typologies, take the point of view that specic methods are linked to specic stances.
What however is attractive about their typology is the starting point of the research
interest. I this case, it can be argued that the research has the multiple aims of
discovering regularities both in the identication of elements and the disceming of
pattems as well as the comprehension of the meaning of text and actions through
interpretation. If one uses the typology, this would mean the use of Event Structure
analysis through grounded theory and the use of case studies and life history. It can be
argued that like many typologies, it is too prescriptive and misses the links and
multiple possibilities of a varied approach to methods. Furthennore, one could argue
that by classifying only qualitative methods rather than including also those aligned to
quantitative research is also too stringent as well as emphasising the great divide.
Morgan (1983) points out the dangers ofbeing too prescriptive and rigid in the
classication of strategies as this can have a constraining effect. For instance, the
unique path of transcendental realism to event structure to grounded theory has no
links to symbolic interactionism and therefore to the various participant techniques
which are at the heart ofmuch of grounded theory.

However, some strategies @ be discarded as unsuitable. For instance, a classic
experimental design would be inappropriate for this research as the subject is the
interaction of two people over a period of time which would be impossible to replicate
in a controlled experiment. However, a type of experimental technique was considered
in order to establish the current state of interaction. Ickes & Tooke (1988) put forward
a observational method called the dyadic interaction paradigm which they used to
study both the overt behaviour and covert feelings of dyadic member during a period
of unstructured interaction. This involves covert videotaping of a ve minute period
of interaction, with subsequent individual viewing and commenting on specic
moments of that interaction, followed by joint viewing and comment. They put it
forward as particularly applicable to metaperspective taking, intersubjectivity, and
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empathetic accuracy.° (p.97) The complicated physical conditions needed for this
method make this inapplicable to multi-organisational research. The elements ofjoint
discussion within this methodology proved however to be a useful guide and were
used within this research.
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A survey is also inappropriate due to the difculties of accessing data on the numbers
of companies set up by dual founder/managers. It is also not indicated for in-depth
research where behavioural aspects are ofprime importance. However, existing social
survey material on pattems of employment was investigated in order to examine the
incidence ofpartnerships and their outcomes and a mini-questionraire was used in
order to elicit demographic data and to save time during interviews. Within this mini-
questionnaire, a scaled comparison tool was used to ascertain the feelings ofpartners
towards their own abilities and to that of their partners. The use of histories is to a
certain extent implied as the interviews and mini-questionnaire involves retrospection
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and the use of a longitudinal approach inevitably involves reconstruction of events.
There is debate about the use of longitudinal research as it involves the reconstruction
of events, but in this case not only was it inevitable but also desirable as it encouraged
the actors' own interpretation of events and also mirrored the view of social life in
processual terms' as Bryman (1988) advocates.

Participant observation, which is the basis of qualitative research, often displays the
tendency for participant observers to bring into play a number of data gathering
methods' (Bryman 1988) and this was here the case. The methods summaised by
Silvennan (1993) as suitable for qualitative data gathering: observation, analysing
texts and docunents, interviews, and recording and transcribing were all used in part
for answering the research questions posed here: the analysis of documents only
fonned a small part of the contextual study a has been demonstrated in the literature
review (Chapter 3). The difference between the methods is that either the researcher
acts as a passive observer of social life (through observing or recording situations
relevant to the questions being researched, or by analysing relevant texts), or acts as a
more active participant through interviewing. In this case, the *passive* methods were
used as a way of understanding the context and setting and, by establishing factual'
data in advance, allowed the researcher more eedom to explore more abstract
concepts. In addition, use of the questiomaire enabled comparisons to be made
between couples even on relatively non-contentious data, and revealed surprising
anomalies.

The case study was thus chosen as the most appropriate method, being most suitable
for in-depth investigation of a longitudinal nature and most appropriate for the
generation of qualitative data. Yin (1989 p.23) denes the case study as follows: 'an
empirical enquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within a real life
context.........in which multiple sources of evidence are used. Each case study
within this research encompassed a relationship within a business start-up and
continuation context. Evidence was adduced from histories, interviews, participant
observation and comparison tools. Yin also denes ve important components of a
case study research design:
A. The study's questions. The research questions are concemed with exploring,
describing and explaining whether a dyadic relationship can contribute to the survival
of their organisation. The specic questions with regard to the dyads' intentions and
skills and behaviours expect to form the basis of emergent theoretical propositions.

B. The study's propositions, if any. As has been previously stated, hypotheses are
not necessary, or even desirable, for this type of research. However, research which is
totally propositionless should not be purposeless as its aim should be to develop
propositions. Typically, grounded theory research starts at least with intuitions or
tendencies which draw on personal experience as is the case here (see Chapter 1 pages
1 3 - 1 5).

C. The studys units of analysis. The dangers of not dening the unit of analysis are
dangerous, leading to lack of clarity during the actual eldwork and the subsequent
analysis. The choice within this research could have been the organisation, the
individual entrepreneur, the start-up or the relationship between the two people
starting the organisation. As the project developed, deciding on the dyadic
relationship as the key unit of analysis was ftmdamental to establishing the focus
particularly as the aim was to theory build through cross-case comparability.
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D. The logic linking the propositions. See 4.i.i. for a description of the grounded
theory method of constant comparison, which in the absence of a positivist, deductive
strategy starting from hypotheses, develops the relationship between the research
agenda, the data and the emerging propositions which are eventually developed into a
theory or model.

E. The criteria for ínterpreting the findings. Again a typical positivist piece of
research relying on quantitative data has highly developed criteria for establishing that
multiple occurrences of variables have statistical signicance. As has been previously
argued, the type of ontology, epistemology, and therefore methodology, which have
been deemed suitable for the subject of this research, do not have as its aim the
quantication of variables. There is however a necessity to have a clear set of criteria
in order to demonstrate a rigorous trail of evidence. The criteria used here are again
based on the constant comparison method which allows concepts to be developed as
the research journey pennits the acquisition of more data which either indicate
saturation or rejection of those concepts. These concepts are gradually developed into
classications which should be parsimonious, capable of describing comparable
situations within the dened unit of analysis and should be gathered from the actors'
own accounts.

Research element Research Method
Documentary evidence- economy & politicsCONTEXT Semi-structured interview- familial- competitive
Participant observationSETTING - workplace- outside work

HISTORY Background questionnaireSITUATED - perception of partnerCase smdy ACTIVITY Semi-structured interview- relationshipDual group discussion- relationship through time
Background questionnaire- childhood characteristicsSELF '- personal perceptonSemi-structured interviews- emotional responses- behavioural itendencies

Figure 4.d Personal Research Map/Research Methods (after Layder 1993)

There are a number of practical and technical issues which need to be addressed in
selecting the number and type of case studies. The subject of the research is the
relationship of the couple within their organisation. In this research therefore, the
sample consisted of teams of two people who have been together long enough to
experience both start-up and growth phases but, in the pursuit of accuracy, should not
be too far removed from the nns' beginnings. It would not therefore have been
appropriate to engage in a single case study, though Yin (1989) states that this can be
undertaken either when the case study is to be used to test a well-formulated theory, or
when the case is unique and therefore has no comparators, or when the case presents
a exceptional opportunity to study a particular phenomenon which is not the case
here. He thus distinguishes between 'sampling logic' of survey designs and
replication logic' ofmultiple case studies which is analogous to series of cross-
experiments.
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A case study approach with a combination of participative observation, semi-
structured interviewing, self-administered questionnaires, examination of
documentary material and, nally, dyadic discussion was used. Using the research
map framework (Figure 4.e), the various methods were aligned with the macro and
micro layers of the research.

4.ii.iií. Case
SelectionTheaim of qualitative research is to collect the richest data possible'(Loand &

\Loand 1971), typically using techniques such as in-depth interviewing with small
samples of people: to work with larger samples would be unduly time-consuming and
would threaten the success of the research with data °overload', or as Miles &
Huberman (1984) put it, Social processes have a logic and coherence that random
sampling of events or treatments usually reduces to uninterpretable sawdust.' Given
that the aim of qualitative research is not to secure statistical signicance but rather,
as Glaser & Strauss (1967) advocate, to accomplish theoretical sampling', it is only
necessary to select sufcient numbers ofpeople, situations etc. which constitute case
studies in order to achieve saturation' of the developed categories.

From the point of view of the validity of the research it was however necessary to
have sufcient case studies which could be compared. Within the grounded theory
approach, the number of case studies can be dened by the rapidity with which
similaities occur between ndings which lead to theory saturation: it is of necessity
an open ended question when starting the research as the ndings of the rst case can
lead to the selection of the second and so on. Layder (1993 p.44) reinforces this by
stating , the researcher must select comparison groups according to their theoretical
relevance in furtheing the development of emerging categories, properties,
hypotheses and integration of theory. The constant selection and control over
comparison groups is part of the dynamic and emergent design of the research process
and encourages the development ofproperly grounded theory. However, as Miles &
Hubennan (1984) point out, though there is advantage and logic in this way of
working, too loose a research design can be unfocused and umnanageable. Accepting
that this is true, it is argued that as the groundwork, research questions and approach
for this research were sufciently rigorous and well-documented thus providing a
disciplined framework, the advantage of exibility and the need for theory building
through saturation justied the grounded theory approach to choosing cases.

The number of case studies also depends on a number of other factors. There are
practical considerations of time and availability of organisations to be studied: in this
research, it was difcult to identify organisations which corresponded to the criteria of
having been started and led by two people. This was because many of them were still
relatively small and therefore tended not to be registered as limited companies. In
addition, where public records existed, there were oen registered directors who
played no part in the business and yet, because of their existence, hid the fact of dual
leadership. It was necessary therefore to rely on personal knowledge or joumalistic
identication of organisations such as articles on specic pairings, which had the
effect of limiting the possible number of case studies. Sometimes identifying one
organisation led to identication of others as there seemed to be a informal network
of such companies.
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The aim therefore of the case study selection for this research was to seek diversity
through different situations in order to get a rounded view, it not being necessary to
generalise in order to build models or theories. Given this wide scope, deciding on the
selected population was not simple: the choice of the situation, the kind of actors, and
the total number to be involved has been complex and iterative. For instance, to have
limited the couples in question to only those who were previously work associates
would have led to missing a large pool of experience from those who started
businesses while married. Conversely, allowing too great a difference in age of
business could have been potentially difcult. However, it is necessary to have a
sampling logic and the starting point for the choice of the rst case study was twofold
and simple; rstly, that the organisation under investigation should have been started
and run by two people; secondly, that the organisation should have been started over
ve year's ago thus enabling a period of sustained existence to be studied which is
important within the context of survival.

As with any grounded theory approach, undertaking the rst set of interviews and
analysis, allowed the redenition of the choice criteria. Rather than narrow the scope,
the choice was made to broaden the description and to encompass the four dimensions
of the research map (Figure 4.e). For instance, the two person start-up was broadened
to include any logical continuation of a single person's activity as proved to be the
case in the rst case study. In addition, the business started was dened as being 'for
prot° as it was important that this was a commercial operation when dening the
intentions of the co-preneurs.

Research element| Selection variables
Period- Started in l980s or before
In t ntves e- Any

CONTEXT

Type ofbusiness
-Any U 'for-prot'A fb 'ge o usness

SE-1--1-ING -Between 5 - 40 years oldSize of business
-Any (intentions of partners)Form of start-up
-Any legal form
Type of start-up- Two people involved inSITUATED start-up ofstart-up ofACTIVITY current business even ifa
logicalcontinuation of
single person's activity

HISTORY

Type ofpartners
SELF -Any combination, any

background
Age ofpartners
-Any age

Figure 4.e Personal Research map/Selection Variables (aer Layder 1993)

In all, eight sets of relationships were studied which were sufcient to give strong
indicators of the theoretical concepts. As the case studies progressed so the criteria
were again rened and the explanation and rationale for each expanded. The nal set
of criteria are as follows:

A. Age of organisation - 5 years or more which allowed for the organisation to have
survived the initially difcult years of start-up
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B. Type of industry - any type as it was not considered to be relevant whether the
organisation operated in the service or manufacturing sector. In the end, all case
studies were in the service sector due to coincidence rather than choice
C. Size of organisation- any size as it was argued that according to the different
intentions of the co-preneurs, the organisations might develop in many different ways
D. A for-prot organisation as public sector or charitable organisations were unlikely
to be formed by co-preneurs
E. U based for practical reasons
F. No gender or age criteria were applied initially to the choice of couple but as the
research continued, it became necessary to include examples of both affective and
non-affective couples as differences between these couple types emerged.

Initially, the selection was made according to the above criteria from candidate
organisations already known to me: access was thus not a problem, neither was
continuing access for the purpose of obsevation and longitudinal study. As the
subject matter of the research was of great interest to the actors, there was both little
resistance to it and also active encouragement. This enthusiasm tended to become
problematical in cases where the interviewees were well-known to the researcher,
when it occasionally proved difcult to remain neutral. Of the eight case studies, three
of the couples/organisations were known to me and formed the rst wave. The other
ve came through more circuitous routes such as through articles mainly found in the
business sections of the broadsheets and through friends of friends, and in this way, a
list of thirty potential cases were chosen. Each company was written to explaining the
nature of the research and requesting approximately 2 hours of their time. Of the thirty
communicated to, ve written resals were received and, eventually, after
telephoning several times to the remaining twenty ve, two additional co-
preneurs/organisations agreed to see me. The remaining three came from
serendipitous meetings with acquaintances or business colleagues who knew
someone who would exactly t the bill.Â

°

3 Year gap

Figure 4.fResearch Schedule
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The same research methods were used in both the pilot and subsequent studies in this
research project, though focus changed as categories emerged. The pilot study was
intended to both demonstrate the efcacy of these methods and the appropriateness of
the methodology and also to provide the rst building blocks for theory generation.
As a result of each research intervention, modications have been made both to the
techniques and their content and also to the subsequent codication and analysis. The
pilot study consisted of the complete menu ofmethods: 2 questionnaires, 2
interviews, observation, and documentary study. The couple were revisited three years
later as part of the follow-up study and at that point, were interviewed together.
Immediately following rst analysis of the rst case study, two further case studies
were conducted, again with a follow-up joint interview to complete the case. (Figure
4.1)

Having chosen the case studies, all were either sent a questiornaire or informed that it
would be brought at the same time as the interview. Sending the questiomaires was
not a good idea as they tended to be lost as neither was leaving questionnaires behind
to be lled in after the interview as they never got completed without constant
reminder. All meetings were conrmed by telephone the day before and the
participants reminded of the reason for the interview and how long it would take.
Most impotantly, they were asked to provide a quiet room and to stop all telephone
calls for the duration of the interview, both ofwhich all respondents found extremely
difcult.

The Co-preneurs eventually chosen, their relationship and their organisations were as
follows (the names have been changed):

Co-Preneurs Status Business Sector

Case Study 1
Case Study 2
Case Study 3
Case Study 4
Case Study 5
Case Study 6
Case Study 7
Case Study 8

Mike & Joy
Tim & Hilary
Roger & Ben
Giles & Kit
Matt & Kelly
Geoff & Colin
John & Chris
Mandy & Gill

Married
Married
Work Associates
Work Associates
College Friends
Work Associates
Work Associates
Social Friends

Training Consutants
Material and Design Consultants
Publishers
Architects
Fashion Designers
Management Consultants
Graphic Artists
Fashion Designers

4.ii.iv Data Gathering
In this section, the set of data gathering tools (questionnaires, semi-structured
interviews, participant observation, and documentary studies) is detailed and the links
between the various methods are explained in order to validate the research
framework as illustrated by the research map (Figure 4.a).

4.ii.iv.i Questionnaire Design
The questionnaire was originally conceived as a way of saving time during the
interview by previously establishing demographic data and factual information about
the joint company. It was later expanded to include two typologies: the rst, a
childhood characteristic survey based on the typology used by the Minnesota Test of
Creative Thinking (1967) in order to understand the correlation, if any, with the
original results; the second, a Managerial/Leadership Perception Tool (MLPC) was
designed using ideas taken from a variety of sources (i.e. Henry & Walker 1991,
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Lillebo 1982) in order to understand personal and partner perceptions of each other. It
was not designed with the view of gaining responses which had any statistical
signicance, but one of the surprising results was the biased unanimity of responses to
many questions which was beyond the possibility of coincidence.

The rst section covered the period ofpre-work (Figure 4.g) and included the
childhood typology and information about family position, hobbies and education. `
Since the questionnaire was written (1991/2), further research on childhood inuences
on entrepreneurs has been published e.g. Cooper & Gascon (1992) on positive
inuence of higher education, which might have led to a richer set of questions but it
was decided in the interest of having comparable data not to expand the questiomaaire.
The data was used to understand whether there the respondents proles matched those
of single entrepreneurs.

THE QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire fomis the basis of academic research into the characteristics of dual founder/managersof organisations. It will be followed up by an interview. 'Ihe questions asked here are to establish family
background and other relevant demographic data which may also relate to the organisation of which youare a founder. This questionnaire and interview are being used for research for a Ph.D. dissertation. lt
would preferable to be able to quote your name and the name of your organisation if using data from the
questionnaire and interview but if you would prefer to remain anonymous please indicate this below.

Background
l. What position were you in your family'?(C'rcle First bom (only child) First bom (other siblings)one only) Second bom Other
2. These are some descriptions of children. Which ones would you consider to be descriptive of yourself asa child? (Circle all applicable)
Over-active physically and/or mentally(delete as applicable)
Has Annoyíng cun`osity Had a serious illness
Good sense of humour Reads rather than plays
Enjoys nature Likes to work alone
Uncommunicative Daydreams
Observes others Feels left out of things
Persistent, won't give up Non-conformingConstructs and builds Doesn't mind being different
Few friends Respect for father
Affection from mother Positive sibling relationships
Enjoyment of competitive sports Independent
3. What fom1 of education did you follow?(Please ring one 'n each educational level)
PRIMARY: Local Primary Private Prep Other
SECONDARY: Secondary Modern Grammar Day Public

Boarding School Technical School Other
HIGHER: University Art College Teacher Training

Polytechnic Other None
FURTHER: Management Course Other None
4. When did you decide what career path you would follow?(Circle one only)
Early childhood (before l0 years) Adolescence (up till 16 years)
Early adulthood(up to 22 years) Later
5. What was the major inuence in choosing your career?(Circle one)
Family School Friends Other's work Own ability
Other (Please

speciº)...............................................6.What were your hobbies and recreatíonal interests while at schoolícírcle all applicable)
Participative sport Spectator sport Craft oriented activities Group Activities
Other (Please spec)....................................................................._.

Figure 4.g Questionnaíre section 1/Pre-work
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The second section covered the work period including work experience prior to
starting the company and information about the start-up of the company itself.
lnfonnation was obtained on the tumover, size, form and age of the company and the
nancial backing which it had received. (Figure 4.h) This section proved useful when
comparing the respondents in order to analyse whether there was a common profile.

Career
7. What was your rst employment? (Circle one)
Large Company Small Company Own Company Self-employed Other
8. How did you nance your organisation's start-up? (Circle all applicable)

Bank loan Family money Govemment Grant Own savings Other

9. When did you and your partner start the organisation? (Circle One)
5+ years ago 10+ years ago 15+ years ago 20+ years ago 25+ years ago

10. What was your relationship with your partner prior to starting the organisation? (Circle One)
Married or co.-habiting Friends outside work Work associates Other
ll. How would you describe the growth of your organisation? (Circle One)
Gradual/incremental Fits and Starts Meteoric Other

12. When you started the company, how many people were employed? (Circle One)
1-5 6-10 ll-20 21-50 More

13. How many people are now employed ? (Circle One)
1-5 6-10 11-20 21-50 More

14. What is your company's current tumover ? (Circle One)
Under E500,000 2500,00-Elm Elm-52.5 52.5-E5 å5m+

15. How would you describe the position your company is currently in along the continuum below? (Circle one
position)
Thriving Just Surviving
/ / / / / /

16. What reason would you give for this position of your company?
(Circle all applicable)
Extemal Economic Financial Management People Management
Expansion Clients Changing Market
Competition Personal attributes Technology
Leadership Creativity Unions
Others (Please specr)................................................................................

Figure 4.h Questionnaire section 2/Work

The nal part of the part of the questionnaire covered the MLPC and was the most
surprising of all in tenns of richness of response. (Figure 4.i.) The expectations were
that partners in a couple would show a tendency to opposing characteristics and that
would feed ideas on the likely complementarity of the co-preneurs. However, the
elicited data enabled the research to develop a major category which fomed one of
the pillars of the model built and directed the research into areas of social psychology
and social network theory previously not explored. In terms of a grounded theory
approach to research, it is a good example of the way that having a framework for the
research gives the study structure but allows the researcher to be open-minded and not
closed off to possible new directions in the research. In the pilot study, care was given
to ensuring that all terns were clearly understood by going through the list with the
respondent aer the questionnaire had been completed and replacing words with
synonyms where there was not complete understanding.
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17. The following are a list of words placed in opposition. Please mark your current perception of yourself on a scale of 6
(relating highly t left-hand concept) through to l (relating highly to right-hand concept). Please . Please ty and do so
spontaneously and without too much reection.(Please circle one number on evegg line)

6 5 4 3 2 lLong Term
Financial Proñt
Status Quo
Career building
People
Systems
Verbal
Numerical
Serialist
Linear
Listener
Analysis
Problem oriented
Pessirnistic
Adaptive
Conformity
Cautious
Transact
Straightforward
Static
Laissez-faire
Pragmatist
Authority
Accepting
Logícal Thought
Reactive
Objectivity
Team member
Socialised
Financial reward

18. I would now like to ask you t repeat this exercise but now in relationship to your current perccption of your business
partner. Please mark your partner on a scale of 6 (relating highly to left-hand concept) through t l (relating highly to rght-

6 5
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1
Short Term
Intrinsic satisfacton
Growth
One off Project
Things
Environments
Visual
Spatial
I-Iolist
Lateal
Talker
Synthesis
Solution led
Optimistic
Innovative
Diversity
Experimental
TransfomÄ±
Complex
Fluent
Persistent
Idealist
Persuasion
Critical
Imagination
Proactivity
Spontaneity
Independent
Unilateral
Intrinsic reward

hand concept). Please ty and do so spontaneously a before (Please circle one number on evegy line)
6 5 4 2 lLong Term

Financial Prot
Status Quo
Career building
People
Systems
Verbal
Numerical
Serialist
Linear
Listener
Analysis
Problem oriented
Pessimistic
Adaptive
Conformity
Cautious
Transact
Straightforward
Static
Laissez-faire
Pragmatist
Authority
Accepting
Logícal Thought
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1
Short Term
Intrinsic satisfacton
Growth
One off Project
Things
Environments
Visual
Spatial
Holist
Lateral
Talker
Synthesis
Solution led
Optimistic
Innovative
Diversity
Experimental
Transform
Complex
Fluent
Persistent
Idealist
Persuasion
Critical
Imagination

Figure 4.1' Questionnaire section 3/Manageríal/Leadership Perceptíon Tool

4.íi.iv.ii Interview Schedules
Understanding founder-managers' own conceptions of relationship and organisation
requires a 'intern/entionist' research method. It was decided therefore to use
interviewing as the main method of gathering data for this research project.
Structured interviews were discounted from the start as restraining interviewees'
responses in much the same way as a questionnaire, while totally unstructured
interviews were considered equally inappropriate for providing too little focus: it was
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important to provide a life-stage framework for each interviewee in order to
understand any differences and changes taking place through the life of the
organisation. Carrying out semi-structured interviews, incorporating a number of
specic prompts and open-ended questions, appeared to be the best way of
minimising these problems. While allowing interviewees to 'ramble', the method
allows the interviewee in rambling [to move] into areas which interest him or her.
The interviewer is losing some control over the interview......but the pay-off is that the
researcher reaches the data that is central to the client' (Measor 1985).

Kamm, Shuman, Seeger & Nurick (1990), in their research into entrepreneurial teams,
suggest that individual in-depth interviews should ideally be conducted with all
partners and also with a extemal observer who is familiar with the team such as
banker or lawyer: both partners were interviewed separately but the selection of an
external observer has proved problematic, particularly in those instances of
organisations which have maintained their original status ofjust two people. In
addition, the study called for the actor's own responses rather than other people°s
perception. However, as previously mentioned Ickes & Tooke (1988) put forward a
observational method called the dyadic interaction paradigm which they used to study
both the overt behaviour and covet feelings of dyadic members during a period of
unstructured interaction which while not simulated exactly here was adapted to
become the joint interview. It enabled both the ndings of the original interviews to
be veried, further comparisons to be made, and also allowed for direct observation of
the dyad's interaction.

Subject matter such as organisational survival lends itself ideally to longitudinal
research. Initially, it was not thought possible to carry out longitudinal studies, but
outside pressure enforced a period of PhD de-registration, and utilisation of this time
enabled the second interview to be undertaken. While not conforming to the strict
denition of longitudinal study, which tends to take place continuously over a period
such as three years, the gap in time enabled a more continuous view over time which
can be termed as longitudinal within Brymans denition (1988): there is often a
implicit longitudinal element built into much qualitative research which Bryman
explains as both the symptom and the cause of viewing social life in processual
terms'.(p.65) He continues, The emphasis on process can be seen as a response to the
qualitative researcher°s concem to reect the reality of everyday life which, they tend
to argue, takes the form of streams of interconnecting events. Further, [they] argue
that this is precisely how people experience social reality, so that the inclination to
emphasise process is in part a product of [their] commitment to participantsâ
perspectives.Â

°

A open-ended approach was used to generate the initial data on their opinions,
attitudes to each other, characteristics and skills. From this it was hoped to develop a
classication of complementary attributes and to generate a comprehensive though
not necessarily exhaustive classication scheme which might be theoretically and
practically useful. The classications might provide a basis for theory and research
related specically to survival of entrepreneurial start-ups. The results of these
interviews would be used to draw conclusions on the role of the co-preneurs'
relationship on the particular organisation's survival.
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The development of the research meant that three similar interviews were developed.
The rst, which was used in the rst three case studies, was conducted sequentially
with the individual entrepreneurs, so that there was no conferring. (Figure 4.j)

InterviewSchedule l
Individual Interview

Thank you for agreeing to talk to me. I am looking at a number of companies which were founded and managed by two
people. The purpose of my research is to look at why people start companies together and what part their working
relationship has in the success of the company. The purpose of this particular interview is to ask you about the actual
founding of the company and your relationship with your partner and how, if a t all, the company and your rela tionshiphas changed today. I will be conducting the same interview with your partner and then arranging a session when we canall sit down togetherEverything you say to me will remain condential and not attributable to you without your priorconsent.
I am going tobegin byasking you about starting your company [previously established demographic details via ll-in
questionnaire]
1. Can you remember what were your reasons, stated or
unstated, for starting the company?

2. On reection, do those reasons reect what you feel
now about having started the company?
3. What do you think were your partner's reasons for
starting the company?

4. On reection, do those reasons reect what you feelnow about having started the company?
5. What do you feel were the strengths that you brought
to the partnership ? The weaknesses?

6. What do you feel were the strengths that your partner
brought to the partnership ? The weaknesses?

7. Did you feel co-equal with your partner when
starting the company?
8. Do you feel the same today?

9. Do you think that being two has helped or hinderedthe growth of the company? Why?
10. Did you allot yourselves specic roles at the
beginning?What were they?

l 1. Has that changed today?-low?

12. Did you initially instítute any formal structures?
What?

l3. l-las that changed today?

14. Would you describe your relationship as
harmonious? Why (why not)?
15. Looking back is there anything you would changein the way the company started and has grown?

Probeszparticular employment circumstances meeting
other person
casual/formal discussions
existence of business plan
extrinsic/intrinsie
Probes:crysta1isation/ diversication of intent

Probes: amount and kind of discussion
amount and kind of stated intent
conflict/agreement
same as yours
Probeszcrystalisation/ diversication of intent

Probes: attributes
skills
other relationships
money
Probesattributes
skills
other relationships
money
Probes: emotionally
equity
Probes: emotionally
equity
Probes: support
skills
Probes: lead entrepreneur
unilateral/bilateral
functional/skill roles
emotionally based
Probes: fonnal/informal
other senior people
relationship with them
Probeszdescribe how you go about making majordecisions
titles
decision making rules
regular meetings
Probes: different roles
success or failure
Probesxlescribe last major disagreement
out of work relationship
Probes: relationship, lifestage
structure
being two

Fígure 4.j Interview 1/Individual
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Each interview took approximately a hour and a half and while the interviews were
semi-stmctured, they all covered the same areas and tended to follow the same order.
The pilot interview was more Structured, having chronological sections which the
respondents found difcult to follow and repetitive to answer: this was subsimied into
a shorter sectionless interview for later use which went backwards and forwards in
time. The rationale however behind the schedule was as follows:

l) The rst part of the interview covered the decision to start the business (Q1-Q4).
The main purpose of this section was to elicit information about the interviewees'
plans and intentions and, as in all questions, there was emphasis on both the work and
out-ofwork contexts. Questions were asked in order to have both a personal response
and a opinion as to the patners response. This was done in order to be able to
understand both the closeness of the relationship by comparison of the responses and
also to begin a understanding of any potential conicts.

2) The second and third parts of the interview originally dealt with the birth and rst
years of the organisation. In reality, it was difcult to keep these apart: the sequential
fonn of the interview was perhaps alien to the interviewees and, in the subsequent
coding, these were subsumed under a growth heading . This section sought the
interviewees' views on what was important to them about their business and their
relationship (Q5-Q14).

3) In the nal section of the interview, each partner was originally asked explicitly
about the life stage of the business (Flamholz 1990), asked to reect on any changes
affecting the current position and what effect the changing circumstances had on their
relationship. The pilot interviewees had initial difculty with the concept of 'life
stage, but eventually warmed to it and thus in the nal form, rather than fonn a
specic question, it became part of the probes. The nal question (Ql5) thus became
more general in terms which allowed the respondent to reect, and ramble°, which
elicited many rich and, often Lmprompted, thoughts about the nature of organisational
growth.

The second interview (Figure 4.k) was conducted with the ve remaining couples.
They were interviewed together rather than individually for several reasons. Firstly,
for practical reasons: as they were people/organisations that were not known to me
personally, it was difcult to obtain two hours of their time rather than the six which a
full set of interviews would have probably taken. Secondly, having undertaken the
rst of the joint interviews, the riclmess of the data gained and the lack of inhibition
compensated for any potential lack of intimate detail which might have been gained in
a individual interview. Thirdly, the ability to study their interaction proved
invaluable, and as I had not previously met them separately, I had no prior knowledge
ofhow they might act. And nally, and most importantly, as the subject and unit of
analysis was the relationship, I felt that the change in method was not only justied
but preferable.

The interview thus followed the rationale of the individual interview - intentionÃ¥
relationshipô organisational growth/survival - but was tailored to the requirements of
dealing with two people. It still followed a chronology ofpre-start, birth and
growth/now but was stuctured in such a way to allow discussion between partners.
The technique and the role of the interviewer/researcher was thus subtly but radically
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changed as there was no longer a direct question/response mechanism. (This will be
dscussed more fully in section 4.ii.iv.iii. Participant Observation.)

Interview Schedule 2: Joint Interview
Pairs not previously interviewed separately
Thank you for agreeing to talk to me. I am looking at a number of companies which were founded and managed by two
people. The purpose of my research is to look at why people start companies together and what part their working
relationship has in the success of the company. The purpose of this particular discussion is to ask you about the actual
founding of the company and your relationship with your partner and how, if at all, the company and your relationship
has changed today.I shall encourage you to be as frank as possible and if there is anything you would prefer not to say
in 'ont of your partner, we can arrange a separate interview at another timeEverythíng you say to me will remain
conñdential and not attributable to you without your prior consent.
l. Can you tell me about how you rst got to know one
another?

2. Did you envisage working together from the start?

3. Can you remember what were your reasons, stated or
unstated, for starting the company?

4. On reection, do those reasons reect what you now feel
you want out of the company?
5. What do you both feel were the strengths that you
brought to the partnership ? The wealcnesses?

6. Did you feel co-equal with your partner when
starting the company? And today? Why?

7. Do you think your relationship changed during the
period you have been working together?

8. Would you describe your relationship as
complementary?

9. Do you think that being two has helped or hindered
the growth of the company? Why?

10. Would you describe your relationship asharmonious? Why (why not)?

l 1. Looking back is there anything you would change
in the way the company started and has grown?

Probe: First meeting
Circumstance
Emotions
Business/personal
Duration
Probe: Complementary skills
Complementary behaviours
Attraction

Probes: particular employment circumstancesmeeting
other person
casual/fomal discussions
existence of business plan
extiinsic/intrinsic
Probes: cystalisation/ diversiñcation of intent

Probesattributes
skills
other relationships
money
Probeszemotíonally
equity

Probes: Lifecycle of organisation
Lifecycle of relationship
Personal v Work
Roles
Responsibilities
Probes: Two parts of whole
Completing picture
Synergy
Probes: support, functional/skill roles
emotionally based
formal structures
unilateral/bilateral
Probes: describe last major disagreement
out of work relationship
Probes: relationship
structure
lessons leamt

Figure 4.kInterv'ew 2/Couples not previously interviewed índividually

The third interview or mini-group discussion (Figure 4.j.) took place 2/3 years later
with the co-preneurs of cases 1, 2 and 3. There was the same procedure for contacting
the interviewees but the request was made for a joint interview. No-one objected to
this format but it was interesting that all respondents opted for the discussion to take
place in the work situation presumably as being less intimate. In each case, the format
did not appear to be inhibiting and had the added advantage of allowing obsen/ation
of the pair's dynanics and relationship (see 4.ii.iv.iii Participant Observation). The
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fonnat was again semi-structured but was deliberately even less structured than before
with emphasis being placed only on the themes of organisational growth and changing
relationship. It built on the experience gained from interviewing the previous couples
together.

Interview Schedule 3
Joint Interview: Couples previously interviewed separately
When we last talked, nearly threeyears ago, you described to me how you had set up and grown yourbusiness together. What I would like to do today is to revisit the lasthree years and ñnd out if anythinghas changed.
1. Firstly, has anything fundamental changed
about the structure of the business?

2. And has anything changed in the content of
your work?

3. And has this changed your business's income
level/structure?

4. You may remember that I asked you last time
about the life stage of your business, whether it
was a child, adolescent, mature etc? What do
you feel now?

5. What about the way you work together? Has
your formal relationship changed?

6. And what about your personal relationship,
has that changed?

7. And finally, what do you think are the most
important lessons leamed that you would use to
advise someone else starting a business?

Probe: nancial
legal
board
outside help
staff
premises
Probe: new clients
difference of approach
intemational
new areas of expertise

Probe:progression/regression
new directors
reason for increase/decrease

Probezfundamental differences in
feeling towards the business
whether thought of selling/getting out
whether as enthusiastic

Probe:Roles and responsibilities
strengths v weaknessesway t e day s spent
formal meetíngs
different tasks
different power balance
managing v doing

Probeztime spent together
more or less amicable
decision making
Probe: anything would have changed in
the way the business started and has
grown
partnership a good idea.

Fígure 4.l Interview 3/Couples previously ínterviewed indivídually

In all cases, the interviews were taped and transcribed in full as soon as was possible
after the interview. In addition to the data collected, observation notes were made
about each interview immediately aer it ended. These were used to give added
insights, to help interpret what the interviewees had said and, above all, to log the
observations of the relationship dynamics

4.ii.1v. Participant Observation
Participant Observation is one of the basic methods of qualitative research. However
as Bryman (1988) observes, participant observers are rarely simply participant
observers: they often conduct unstructured interviews, examine documentary
materials, and even cany out structured interview and postal questionnaire surveys.
One reason for the employment of a variety of techniques is that it allows inferences
or 'leads' drawn from one data source to be corroborated or followed up in
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another. . . _ . [and it incorporates] the need to address another layer of reality through
a auxiliary method'.(p.47-48) Participant observant was used here as the auxiliary
technique, as a supporting tool to corroborate and enrich the data gained from the
other sources with regards to the relationship between the co-preneurs. The difculty
ofmaintaining contact and having access to all relevant situations and processes was
not possible within multiple case studies and over three years.

The role and activities of the participant observer can vary greatly. Bryman (1988)
uses a example ofwhat is entitled total researcher'(no involvement in the researched
activities as for example as a silent member ofa audience), 'researcher participant' (
as with unstructured interviews), and total participant' (where the researcher acts
spontaneously as a iend or advisor). The debate in participant observation involves
the interaction of the researcher and the researched and at what point the researcher
stops being objective and starts to inuence the research data. It is a ne line to
negotiate the change between researcher participant' and 'total participant' as the
study proved. In case studies 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, where the respondents were unknown to
me and were interviewed as a couple, I experienced great difculty in maintaining
neutrality, in particular when appealed to for my opinion during the discussion.
Eventually, I developed a technique of nishing the discussion in researcher
participant' mode and deliberately and explicitly switching to total participant mode
for a separate session of advice, and in some cases, feedback. These post-interview
sessions had two advantages: rstly, they enabled me to continue observation of the
couples' interaction, albeit in a different situation; and secondly, they enabled me to
make some kind of pay-back' for the time spent by the co-preneurs which made for a
mutually satisfying conclusion.

The observation of the couples allowed me to note data such as their body language,
the seating position during the interview, the precedence of one or other in answering
questions, the tone they used in speaking to one another and the way that discussion
developed between them. These data, while not fundamental to the analysis process,
proved invaluable in supporting the emergent concepts of comrnonality and
complementarity in the theory building process.

4.ií.iv.iv. Documentary Studies
At the start of the research it had been intended to study many documents during the
research in order to gain background and insight into the couples* way ofworking.
However, as the research developed it became evident that rstly, it was going to be
extremely difcult to obtain relevant documentation, and secondly, that the
importance of this documentation diminished as the research focused increasingly on
the relationship rather than the organisational context. The type of documents
originally looked for were business plans, terms of agreements, budgets, memos and
letters: the lack of these in all organisations used as case studies was universal. What
became evident was that one of the features of a co-preneurial organisation was its
infonnality at least between partners: requests for such documentation elicited
surprise rather than embarrassment.

The other possible route in documentary studies is the life history method which
entails the reconstruction of lives of the individuals involved in the research, usually
from diaries and autobiographies. This was considered at the start of the research but
was rejected as major focus of the research would then have become the co-preneurial
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characteristics rather than the relationship but elements of their life history was
elicited from the questionnaire and analysed as appropriate.

4.ii.v. Coding and Data Analysis
Writers on qualitative methods agree that the basic processing of data involves
moving from the raw data, by means of coding, to more general categories, from
which are developed higher level theoretical concepts, thus enabling the framework of
the theory itself to be built. Bryman & Burgess (1994) observe that analysis in
qualitative research is continuous in that it interweaves with other aspects of the
research process and researchers vary in tenns ofhow soon they engage in explicit
data analysis. The development from the original research concepts through the
coding process into clarication of core categories has been instructive and this
research project has been a iterative process with constant revision of all elements.
In particular, the development ofa hierarchical taxonomy whereby the interview data
can be coded has been a important step in the analysis process used and is a
fundamental concept of grotmded theory.

As has been previously mentioned, Strauss(l987) developed a ten step process of
qualitative analysis which has been argued is too prescriptivez- l. The concept-
indicator model; 2. Data collection; 3. Coding; 4. Core categories; 5. Theoretícal
sampling; 6. Comparisons; 7. Theoretícal saturation; 8. Integration of the theory; 9.
Theoretícal memos; 10. Theoretícal sorting. The specic analysis process for this
project has followed the steps closely but has adapted them when expedient to do so.

The adapted process worked as follows:

1. Conceptual Framework (1 .Strauss/The concept-indicator model)
The generation ofbackground concepts provided provisional pointers to relevance°s
in the data. As Layder (1993) points out, the main requirement of a concept within the
realist framework is that it should be two-sided and therefore capable of referring to
both subjective and objective aspects of the social world. The starting point for the
empirical study was ontological and epistemological assumptions and the theoretical
underpinnings which in tum generated the open-ended research questions, which
made a simple conceptual framework. The concepts generated were individual
intentionality, dyadic complementarity' or being two', and organisational survival
through partnership, the third ofwhich also has the added dimension of the notion of
time and space, which, according to Layder, can further enhance their utility (1993).
Within Strauss' form, the indicators associated with the concepts were the different
fonns of interaction, the types of intentionality expressed and the different types of
relationship through time. This step can be described as follows:
Conceptual Framework(C) = philosophical stance(P) + theoretical antecedents(T) +
research questions(Q).

2. Research Strategy. (No corresponding step in Strauss)
The conceptual framework enabled the denition of the unit of analysis, in this case
the co-preneurs' relationship, which in turn enabled the denition of the research
methods and population. This link is important in that together step 1 and 2 dene the
pre-eldwork phase of the research which in grotmded theory research tends to go
either unreported or is minimised (e.g. Kram & Isabella 1985).
Research Strategy( R) = unit of analysis(A) + research methods(M) + informants(I)
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3. Data Collection
The second step of data collection has already been covered and matches Strauss.

4. Development of Categories (Strauss/3. Coding and 4. Core Categories)
Strauss third and fourth steps were subsumed under one heading of Development of
Categories' as the use of a software package made the activities iterative and therefore
difcult to separate. In addition, much of the highly procedural detail was abandoned
as being too complex but was actually used though not explicitly. For instance, the `
use of the terms open coding (fragmenting data), axial coding (putting data back
together in new ways), and selectíve coding (selecting the core category and relating it
to others) were abandoned, though the methods themselves were actually used
through the way that the software worked. They were accomplished with the help of
QSR NUDIST (Non-numeical Unstructured Data Indexing Searching and
Theorising). This is a computer-aided qualitative analysis software package which has
the advantage of avoiding the need for a paper-based ling system to accornrnodate
coding, of facilitating structured coding of the interview data by means of a tree'
index system, of allowing searches of the index system and cross reference codes
easily and quickly, and ofpennitting the creation ofmemos whenever necessary to
chart the development of analysis of the data. The tree structure ofNUDIST is
particularly useful as it allows visual reminders of the proliferation or otherwise of
codes and facilitates the ordering and re-ordering of concepts: it can become a map
of the project, altered and elaborated on as the project proceeds' (Richards & Richards
1994). NUDIST is invaluable in helping prepare a trail of evidence illustrating the
logic and soundness of the analysis of the data by the use of the tree-structured index.
This helps the researcher consider broader categories within which the coded data
may t, and thereby aids the progression of the analysis process towards what Strauss
calls theoretical sampling and saturation, in other words, identifying categories whichÂ»

pull together the data, and developing theoretical concepts from them. However, while
using NUDIST assists greatly in the storage and manipulation of data and codes, and
the exploration of relationships within the data, it has its limitations. Computers can
help in the indexing and retrieval functions of qualitative data management but they
cannot perform the creative and intellectual task of devising categories, or of deciding
which categories or types of data are relevant to the process being investigated.

Using the rst case study data, (individual interview, questionnaire, paticipant
observation and documentary evidence), the pilot data were rst coded into categories
which were generated by the text: each code used in the analysis of the data became a
*node* in the NUDIST system which were either subdivided into rther categories,
which in tum generated new branches in this structure, or they were grouped under
senior nodes. The use of the computer thesaurus was invaluable for looking for related
text: for instance, starting with the concept 'irritation', the thesaurus suggested words
such as exasperation', anger', vexation° and °stress° which then became in
themselves starting points for word searches until the subject was exhausted.

Initially, in order to make rst sense of the data, two general groupings were used.
The rst was Base Data where the complete interviews were coded according to
gender, plus the details taken from the questiormaire under appropriate codes such as
family position, rst employment. This is illustrated in Figure 4.m and was retained
throughout all the subsequent iterations. The concept of the Base Data grouping is
fundamental to the use ofNUDIST where cross comparisons and correlations can then
be made which then resemble a quantied approach to analysis if required.
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The second grouping was *Time* which encompassed the various stages of the
organisation in imitation of the initial life-stage concept of the original interview. This
grouping was divided into 'Before' or pre-organisation, Growing° or start-up, and
Now, allowing cross reference between the general categories and the corresponding
period of time. (Figure 4.n) Initially, this approach seemed to be logical, providing a
sequential approach to both the relationship and the organisation.

The categorisation and coding proved to be time consuming, and several approaches
were made before a acceptable rst solution was found: it was accepted that several
more iterations and much renement would be needed in order to structure the tree in
the most efcient and fertile marmer. The learning process of using NUDIST was
lengthy and, at times, only a determination to persevere overcame many initial
difculties ofboth understanding the programme's logic and its mechanisms. At
times, the process seemed mechanical and to remove the immediacy and liveliness of
the data which was at the heart of this kind of study. Other contemporaries who
embarked on the use ofNUDIST abandoned it in favour of using the word search
facility in word processing computer programmes and, at times, this alternative
seemed preferable with its direct links to the writing-up process. However, during the
process of research, a updated version ofNUDIST was released which addressed
many of the frustrations of the initial package, making it visually easier to understand
and providing faster and easier search mechanisms. During the initial coding of the
data for this project a total of 156 nodes were created.
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Figure 4.n 'Time ' Coding

As further case studies were completed, and as the unit of analysis and focus of the
research became established, several further iterations of the coding were carried out
and an attempt was made to simplify the structure. The Base Data' coding was kept,
as was the 'Time' coding as a point of reference though all the previous coding was
copied and realigned within the new categories. As coding was completed, cross
references were undertaken in order to understand the relationships between coding
and gradually, a third set of categories with direct reference to the emerged. The basis
of this coding was the emergent categories ofwhat was common' and what was
'complementary' in the partners with the resultant understanding what were the
common threads which could lead to a model ofwhat constituted a divergent or
convergent relationship. By this time, the data was extremely familiar and the coding
process therefore simpler in tracing the relevant data but more complicated as the
understanding became deeper. The ability ofNUDIST to write memos for the original
coding allowed the trail of evidence to be retraced in order to understand not only the
mechanics of the coding but also the logic of the thinking behind it. Several iterations
took place which resulted in several different groupings of codings, but gradually the
saturation of the concepts enabled a nalised version.
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This is demonstrated here by a logical framework which, while not showing the often
torturous route and previous iterations, pulls together the resultant groupings and
show the basis for the resultant model (Figure 4.0). What also became obvious is that
not only was there a grouping of individual categories which fonned the basis of the
theory building, but also, equally importantly, a sequential linkage over time of events
as demonstrated by the growth of the °complementary skills' category in section 6.ii.
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Complementarty Negative behavours

- oppositeProjected

Figure 4.0 Final Model ofCoding based on Relationship

Orona (1997 p.l79-180) describes her experience of coding: I did line-by-line
coding, rst quickly to get impressions and then, once again but this time slowly to
test my impressions and to raise each impression to a higher conceptual level...........I
then went back and more slowly reread the interviews to see ifmy 'impressions' t
and to conceptualise the data........I found all my notations on [a particular set of]
statements were somehow related to time and so, when I went back to the second
coding, I re-labelled them as temporality', writing a memo to myself about the
subj ective and objective elements of [the subject].' My experience was very similar,
particularly in the iterative way ofworking and the use of memos to which Orona
gives four uses: unblocking, integration, crystallisation or blue skying'. She also
mentions the use of diagrams (to both show process, depict lines of action and to
integrate the relationship between them) which she believes are the least utilised tool
in the analytical process yet can yield great understanding of the conceptualisation
being developed. If the researcher is unable to graphically depict what all is going on
here', he or she is probably not genuinely clear of the process yet' (p.l81) My
personal preference has always been to demonstrate a concept graphically as well as
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using copious diagrams in the way she suggested, I also used them as a way to
validate a description.

Step 5. Deriving Theory through Comparisons (Strauss/5. Theoretical Sampling
and 6. Comparisons)
Strauss' h and sixth steps, theoretical sampling and comparisons, are fundamental
to grounded theory. Theoretical sampling implies constant comparisons between the
data covered in the research .....and such comparisons will force the researcher to ask
questions about whether the observed events or activities are different or the same as
the ones they are compared with, and why, and thus will help to clarify analytic
distinctions in emergent theory? (Layder 1993 p.139)) This is the rst stage in
identifying typologies which will aid in model building: examples of this will be
covered in the ndings.

Strauss' fth and sixth steps were subsurned into one as, it can be argued, they are
mutually inclusive. NUDIST is ideally designed for this stage as the search
mechanism as its various tools are able to replicate the systematised cause-and-effect
schema or paradigm model which is the core of Strauss and Corbin°s paradigm model
(1990). However, their recormnendation of using a conditional matrix in order to trace
relationships through eight levels of situation ( international, national, community,
organisational and institutional, sub-organisational and sub-institutional,
group/individual/collective, interaction through to action) was not used, the preferred
route being to use the four levels or layers suggested by Layder (see section 4.ii.i),
context, setting, situated activity and self. The comparisons were made between
situations, organisations, individuals, and couples in order to generate similarities.

Step 6. Theory Denition (Strauss/ 7. Theoretical saturation, 8. Integration of the
theory, 9. Theoretical memos, and 10. Theoretical sorting)
As with previous steps, it was difcult to separate each ofhis steps into discrete
activities and therefore they are included under the more generalised heading of
theory denition. Chapters 5, 6 and 7 on the ndings will illustrate the process in
action.

Theoretical saturation was arrived at more quickly than expected: from the second
case study, pattems already started to emerge and subsequent case studies allowed the
renement of the comparisons. By the sixth case study, clear theoretical building
blocks emerged and the nal two case studies added little in terms ofnew conceptual
thinking. It could be argued that this was due to novice research and relatively closed
thinking, thus enabling avenues of research to be closed down too quickly, but every
effort was made to ensure that this was not the case. The converse was demonstrated
by the fact that several new concepts were generated which were outside any prior
assumptions, a important strength of grounded theory. As Orona (1997 p.177))
states, ° . . ..although I had entered the project with a [particular] interest. . ..., I found
myself drawn to, and surprised by, categories that had nothing to do with [my original
interest].Â

°

The process of theoretical integration, memos and sorting was achieved in much the
same way as the original coding and categorisation except at the theoretical level. One
of the strengths of grounded theory is that it is essentially a non-linear process. As
Orona describes the way ofworking (p.178-182): I wrote, sometimes several pages,
sometimes only paragraphs, but always following the grounded theory approach. That
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is, I wrote as the thoughts came to me with no need to be orderly or linear. The only
mandate was to write what was emerging from the data. I did not ty to make any
sense of anything yet. Instead, I let the data talk to me.........I believe the beauty and
strength of the grounded theory approach is that it is not linear. Instead, the approach
allows for the emergence of concepts out of the data - in a schema that allows for
introspection, intuition, ruminating as well as analysis in the traditional° mode.
.Merelydescribing the techniques seems insufcient. Intertwined to the utilisation of
the technique......is how the individual person interprets and makes use of them.'

In summary therefore, a simplied grounded theory approach was taken to the
analysis process which, while taking into account the step-processes suggested by
Strauss, uses them in a way that ts the realist ontological and epistemological
approach, the research focus and my preferred style ofworking. (Figure 4.p)

Step 1. Step 2. Step 3. Step 6.

Figure 4.p A Simplified Grounded Theory Approach

Layder (1993) commenting on grounded theory suggests that ' Glaser and Strausss
position insulates itself from the possibility of a convergence of aims and interests
between humanist and more objective or scientic forms of research and theory. This
is just the sort of convergence that is envisaged by some versions of realism°.......
Glaser and Strauss's conception of grounded theory needs to be prised open to
accommodate this kind of dialogue between positions. (p.54). It is hoped that this
simplied approach allows this to happen by adopting a more exible process which
encourages mixing discovery° methods in order to elicit both subjective and objective
reality. It also adopts a more exible approach in both its acknowledgement that
awareness of extant theory rules out the totally blank sheet' approach originally
advocated, and also allows a far from stict adherence to the originally suggested
sequence of data collection through to theory generation, while, it is argued, keeping
the spirit and rigour of grounded theory.

The ndings presented in the next three chapters are thus the outcome of a simplied
grounded approach as a result of applying a new realist' position by adapting
previous approaches to one which suited my personal style and preferences. They
encompass analysis of data drawn not only from interviews and paticipant
observation, but also from statistical comparison of questionnaire responses. This has
enabled a riclmess ofmeaning to be uncovered which operates at multi-levels of
context, setting, activity and self, all within the concept of growth over time
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PART II: THE JOURNEY



Chapter 5. ITINERARY 1: COMMONALITY

5.i. Introduction

Such is the nature of grounded theory, that the actual research journey starts even as
the planning is underway. Since this is the case, a disciplined structure is necessary to
keep on track. The personal versions of Layder°s research map (1993) introduced in
Chapter 4, that were used to frame the research strategy and the direction of the
eldwork, were thus helpful both at the conclusion of the eldwork to conrm that all
aspects of the eldwork had been covered, and at the start of the ndings report to
provide a framework (Figure 5.a)
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Figure 5.a Fieldwork Map(combinatíon ofFígures 4. a,d and ,e)

This chapter thus starts with a overview of the ndings framework and the summary
of the chapters which form part of Part II.

5.i.i. Findings framework
The analysis proved complex, the complexity being generated by the multiple
dimensions of the research: the individuals, the pair, the organisation and temporality.
Thus the individual responses contribute to the dyadic relationship, which in itself
forms part of the organisational structure, the whole being situated within the context
of time. The research map format has thus proved useful in ensuring that the process
ofboth the analysis and ndings was rigorous: each category has been mapped
against the fonnat, and this map has been used to illustrate the framework of the
ndings with a sub-category map at the beginning of each section to clarify the logic
of the process. Just how complex is illustrated by the ndings matrix (Figure 5.b)
which takes all the individual ndings maps (Figures 5. c, g, i, j, m, n),and plots them
on the axes of *time* and the elements of the relationship'. It can be seen that the
categories relating to that which is common in the relationship are focused at the
beginning of the time span, particularly in the pre-start-up phase, while those relating
to what is complementary in the relationship are focused at the organisational stage of
the relationship: there are inevitably overlaps as neither set of categories are entirely
discrete. The matrix however enables not only the demonstration of the discipline
exercised in the way that the ndings were developed, but also illustrates the causal
links between the categories and sub-categories laterally (how the choice was made
and how the relationship developed), and vertically (in each discrete time slice during
the development ofboth the relationship and the organisation). The use of this type of
diagram was essential on different levels: initially to help understand how to organise
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the ndings, secondly to help make sense of those ndings, and thirdly, in helping to
nd a coherent way to conmunicate the process of the research. This last highlighted
a choice that needed to be made: whether the ndings should be presented
sequentially within a theme as in common intentions/choice ofpartner and decision
to found' followed by common intentions/organisation start-up' or alternatively,
whether they should be presented by discrete time slice as in 'common
intentions/values/interests within choice ofpartner and decision to found'. The
argument can be made for the former in terms of the richness of comparing one
category over time, and for the latter in terms of using the reality of temporal division
over the imposed categories of intentions/values/interests in a way which could
demonstrate the causal links between categories. Either argument is valid but, after
several false starts, nally I opted for the fonner as being less repetitive and thus
potentially more coherent, both for the reader but also in developing the argument.
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The ndings chapter framework and logic is as follows:
Chapter 5: this chapter aims to answer the rst research question, whether the
individual intentions, values and interests of the prospective partners inuence the
type of organisation founded. Recalling interpersonal theory (Campbell 1980), the
category of commonality was therefore looked at in order to answer this rst
question. The coding process searched rstly in the period ofpre-organisation by
analysing what process was used in choosing the partner, and thereafter traced the
effect of that choice on the relationship and the organisation..

The intentions (5.ii) of the individuals in starting a business together were
dissected to ascetain whether they were similar or dissimilar within each
partnership and eventually to provide evidence that commonality in the choice of
partner and the decision to found was fundamental to the longevity of the
continuing partnership. The various intentions were grouped under the headings
compatibility, control, stimulation, money and fame, and market opportunities
These intentions were then analysed in the context of the continuing relationship
and growth of the organisation by seeking what effect they had on the
development of the organisation.
the values (5.iii) of the individuals were analysed both during the pre-
organisational choice stage and later during the organisation's development in
order to interpret their effect on the organisation and the development of the
relationship.
the interests (5.iv) of both individuals were studied in order to establish whether
alike or not, both in their work and their social settings.
nally, all the ndings were combined (5.v) with the aim of establishing the
theme of commonality in the various relationships in order to answer the rst
research question, and secondly, to show the importance and the place of this
theme in the eventual model. In addition, the subject of common intentions was
looked at in the context of the strategy of the continuing organisation. The
objective was not to show whether all couples had the same intentions, values and
interests and therefore can be compared one couple to another, but that each
couple demonstrated whether they, as two individuals, had similar intentions,
values and interests.

Chapter 6: this chapter aims to answer the second research question, whether there is
a specic combination of complementary skills and behaviours which predicates both
the decision to found and also the roles the partners assume in the organisation which
thus ensures the continuation of the relationship. This covers the second part of
Campbell's theory, and the complementarity (6.i) of the partners throughout the
relationship was analysed in order to determine whether this was fundamental to the
relationship, and to answer the second question.

their skills (6.ii) were analysed as to whether they Were complementary and in
what way, and were related to their organisational roles
the roles (6.iii), both allocated and assumed by the couples, were studied
throughout the organisational life span, particular attention being paid as to how
they were allocated, whether they changed and why. The subject ofproj ection in
roles and behaviours is also analysed
their behaviour (6.iv) throughout the relationship was dissected in order to
establish positive and negative behaviours and to track both cause and effect.
nally, the ndings were summarised (6.v) both in order to answer the question
and also to demonstrate the place of complementarity within the eventual model.
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Unlike the ndings on commonality, the couples were compared one to another in
order to ascertain whether the complete range of complementary attributes and
characteristics existed which would potentially conform to the cyclical theory of
leadership and management within the life cycle of the organisation.

Chapter 7: this chapter aims to answer the third research question, whether the
continuing dyadic relationship ll the leadership needs of a changing organisation
thus contributing to its survival. The changing context of the organisation through
time was thus analysed and linked with the changing relationship in order to provide
the macro view of the research.
0 different variables (7.ii)in the case studies such as type of start-up, age, gender

and size of organisation were studied and a opinion is reached as to whether they
were contributing factors in how the various organisations had grown over time

0 the life cycles (7.iii) of the various organisations were considered and compared,
and a opinion is given as to whether their crisis of leadership had been reached
and successfully dealt with and whether the dyadic relationship had contributed to
that success and how.

0 within this context, the question ofwhether the dyadic organisation fullled the
criteria sufcient to develop a new entrepreneurial typology (7.iv) is debated and
an argument put forward for a new category.

0 nally, the ndings (7.v) were summarised both in order to answer the question
and also to demonstrate their place within the eventual model.

Chapter 8: Finally, all the ndings were linked together in order to build a theory and
model of dyadic leadership as a continuous element of organisational survival.
0 it explores whether the factors of commonality (choice ofpartner), and

complementarity (working relationship) are the prime contributors to convergent,
or ultimately divergent, sets of relationships and organisations, and relates the
factors to Weick's model of common/divergent aims/means (8.i)

0 it relates the ndings to recommendations for practitioners (8.ii)
0 the 3 Cs' model is presented 8.iii). The aim of this model, as previously stated, is

as a expression of the theory of dyadic organisational survival for the academic
community. W

Chapter 9: This nal chapter steps back from the ndings and looks to the future.
0 it explores the implications of the ndings for future research, suggesting some of

the most fnitful avenues to be explored (9.i)
0 it summarises the contribution made to knowledge by this research and analyses

its shotcomings which may impair its validity if not addressed (9.ii)
0 it offers a concluding thought as to the usefulness of the research (9.iii).

A short biography of each couple is included to provide the context of the ndings:
detailed analysis of this context will take place in Chapter 7. As previously stated, the
co-partners researched have had their names changed in order to protect their
condentiality. All couples llled the criteria ofbeing equal founder/managers of
their organisations except Mike & Joy whose equally owned company was rst
started by Mike, although the direction changed when Joy joined.
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Co-Preneurs Status Business Sector
Case Study 1
Case Study 2:
Case Study 3
Case Study 4
Case Study 5
Case Study 6
Case Study 7
Case Study 8

Mike & Joy
Tim & Hilary
Roger & Ben
Giles & Kit
Matt & Kelly
Geoff & Colin
John & Chris
Mandy & Gill

Married
Married
Work Associates
Work Associates
College Friends
Work Associates
Work Associates
Social Friends

Training Consutants
Material and Design Consultants
Publishers
Architects
Fashion Designers
Management Consultants
Graphic Artists
Fashion Designers

Mike & Joy are a married couple who started their training consultancy in 1985 when
Mike started on his own after engineering a desired redundancy from a senior
personnel role in a large organisation. Joy at that time was still at work within a large
corporation in a senior Human Resources function and joined the company in 1989.
They had met at Business School during a MBA programme when Joy was in her
late thirties and Mike in his late forties and had married soon aer having both been
previously married. They have no children together. Their organisation had developed
over time into other related activities such as training manuals and writing related
books but it essentially remained a two-man band throughout the period of research.
External help was recruited as the business grew, but in administrative roles rather
than in additional help in fullling the core competency of the organisation. They
work in both a national and intemational arena and generate income in the region of
fl00k-.E500k.

Tim & Hilary are also a childless married couple who started a design consultancy in
1987 after having both worked separately as freelance consultants in their individual
specialisation of retail design and colour consultancy. Tim had always been self-
employed while Hilary has worked for a number of intemationally renowned
organisations in various senior roles. They were both in their late thirties when
starting to work together, both had at school training and, when rst interviewed, the
business was generating less than .El00k with no employees other than the partners.
They had originally met through mutual iends and had been living together and
working separately for approximately 3 years before deciding to work together. While
initially maintaining their original specialisation, working together enabled them to
develop into other areas of the design market and their current activity can now be
described as materials consultancy. The company now employees administrative help
and several extemal collaborators, generating in the region of E100-500k, including
royalty and licensing agreements.

On the other hand, Roger & Ben, were originally work associates as editor and deputy
editor on a monthly computer magazine, were also social iends, and had been made
fortuitously redundant together which enabled them to start their long-planned
company in 1988. Roger was in his mid-thirties and Ben in his early forties when they
started, both had university backgrounds and had been working as business joumalists
for some years previously. Ben had experience of starting his own company
previously, a magazine which had folded due to lack of nance, but Roger had always
been employed. Starting as a two-man band initially, at the time of the rst interview
six years aer start-up, the company activities had developed from pure publishing
into conference organising and other business services, and was generating around
;E1.5m, had 8 employees and they had just brought in a outside chainnan on a part-
time basis. Currently, their tumover is in excess of 25m with 24 employees and
several extemal collaborators. Both are married, Ben with children.
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Giles & Kit are architects of international renown. They had made a certain reputation
separately before deciding to form a partnership in 1987 in order to cope more easily
with large projects. Both had experienced forms of collaborative partnerships
previously but on a ad-hoc basis for particular projects. Both were in their late
thirties when fonning their partnership and had originally enjoyed a social association
as well as having professional links. Both are married with children. Currently, their
practice employees in excess of thity people and has a tumover of between 52.5-5m.

Matt & Kelly met at college where he was studying fashion and she was taking a ne
at course in 1988. He is homosexual and she is heterosexual and they have a
particularly close relationship, having shared not only all work and social activities
since college, but also a house together until recently when he formed a permanent
relationship: they are thus classied a primarily affective partners. Neither have
worked for other companies other than in casual employment and their business has
grown out of the clothes they started to make together and sell at college when both
were in their early twenties. Their business has been both phenomenally successful on
the international stage, and has also experienced near-bankruptcy. They currently
employ in excess of ten employees and have recently expanded into retail, as well as
Wholesale fashion, generating tumover in excess of ;E1m.

Geoff & Colin are management consultants who met when working for one of the
large practices and who eventually were made redundant in a cycle of down-sizing in
1991. They had however been previously working together in other organisations and
thus their partnership was, to a certain extent, pre-formed. Their partnership is the
only one which has no joint physical entity, though they have at times hired a serviced
ofce and worked with other extemal collaborators. They are both married, Geoff
with children and Colin is childless with a successl wife working in nancial
services. Geoff is in his ies and Colin in his thirties and they generate together
income ofbetween 5100-500k.

Mike & John are graphic designers with a international clientele. They met socially
when both operating as independent free-lancers, and worked together loosely before
starting their current company in 1990. Both are at school trained and were in their
thirties when starting to work together. Mike is married with one child while John is
umnarried. Their graphic design studio currently employs three other people and they
work with a number of external collaborators. They generate a tumover of between
.E100-500k.

Mandy & Gill also work together as designers, but ofwomen's clothes at a couture
level. They started their business in 1987 having met originally on a pattern cutting
course, and re-met accidentally which precipitated their working together. Their
business has a high reputation, making clothes for royalty among others. They are
both manied, Mandy with a small child. They currently employ around twenty people
and are the only couple which have their own production unit as well as being a
primarily service company. They generate over Elm tmnover.

It is important in the grounded theory approach to research that, where possible, the
respondent's own words tell their own story as it is their words which demonstrate the
richness and the relevance of the data to the theory which is being built. For this
reason, extensive use is made of quotations from the interviews. Codes are used in the
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identification of the source: [J] after a quote indicates that it comes from a joint
interview and [S] from a individual interview. In addition where comments on the
respondents' words are made during the quotation they are enclosed in [ ] and are
made in regular type rather than the italics of the quotations. The notations [A] for
affective and [W] for work are also used to define the type ofpartnership where
appropriate.

It is also important to note here the marmer in which the quotations and graphs have
been used. In some cases where it was important to demonstrate the like-mindedness
of each couple, quotations have been used from both partners in order to establish this
commonality. In other cases, quotations are included from each couple rather than
each partner whether there is the necessity of demonstrating comparability between
sets of partners. In yet other cases, where it was deemed that using quotations from
each couple was repetitious, a selection or example is used as being illustrative of a
common theme. The same criteria applies to the questionnaire material From a strict
grounded theory point of view, it could be argued that the use of a complete set of
data (all partners, all couples) should be used in order to indicate the soundness of the
theory saturation. However, it was decided to use only sufficient quotations needed to
demonstrate a point in order to maintain a logical ow and make the argument easier
to follow.

In providing a ndings framework for this research, it is also imperative to dene
what kind of relationship it is that co-preneurs have, as that sets the basic context for
the research.. A arbitrary division into affective and work-based couples was made at
the start of the research when deciding on the sample. However, there is a broad
division within social psychological research into three main types of relationship:
between studies of role relationships (i.e. employer-employee, doctor-patient etc.)
where people do not know one another that intimately; intimate relationships where
the basis is love, usually in a familial situation; and lastly, non-intimate relationships
which are based on acquaintance. This last is irrelevant to the relationships under
discussion, but it could be argued that, depending on whether the co-preneurs came
'om a work associated or affective route, that both the role ('exchange' relationship,
Clark 1985) and the intimate (communal° relationship, Clark 1985) type of
relationship is under investigation here. Clark (1985) provides a useful behaviour
typology according to type of relationship which will be used as a checklist in order to
assess/connn the type of relationship. (Figure 5.c)

Behaviour Type ofRelationship
Exchange Communal

1. Prompt repayment for specic benefits -
2. Gíving and receiving comparable benefits 7
3. Requesting repayment -
4. Keeping track of individual inputs into joint tasks -
5. Helping
6. Accepting/seeking help
7. Distributing rewards according to needs
8. Use of concensus rather than majority rule as a

decision strategy
9. Responsiveness to emotions ? +
10. Taking the other's perspective ? +

Figure 5.cDerent`al behavíours in 'exchange'and 'communal '
relationshps (after Clark 1985)
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I believe that one of the ndings of this research is that the relationship under study is
fundamentally a intimate relationship, whatever the entry route (though the degree of
intimacy may change). It should be thus treated as such throughout the ndings, and
any reference to extant theory thus will come from elds not normally associated with
management research. In a striking demonstration of this, al couples, as shown by
these examples, make reference to their working relationship as a form ofmarriage:

Giles [W]: ......._. that's why we've survived now afterfive years, probation period, we 're comparing
this to marriage, this partnership, to begin with we propped each other up, you have to
have this trust in each other, you also have to know because we have to understand the
direction, iwe're deviating...then you tell each other.

Colin [W]: .........my_rst loyalty is to Geoand will continue to be so, and the intimacy will always
be there in some way between us. In a sense, the relationship has gonefrom being co-
conspirators against the world, to really working together, and therefore Geoffs lot is
tied up in mine, for better or worse.........

Kelly [A]: No, it 's notjust a business, it 's about something which is our life, we think together, we
go out together, we work together, we live together... ..

Roger[W]: It's a bit like a marriage, yes we probably spend more time together than a married
couple iyou add up the hours.

John [W].' It 's like marriage without the dirty socks.........

Mandy[W]: _. my relationship with Gill is the only long term relationship I have had outside my
family and my husband.....to have a relationship with a iend which is that long and that
deep, as family, in a funny way, it 's a very good dry runfor marriage when you 're
talking about getting on with someone on a day to day basis

Tim[A] : .....it's not two like-mindedpeople going down the same track, it's totally complementay.
We 've developed this code ofbehaviour where we automatically reinforce each other's
weaknesses andyou would never achieve that without working so closely together, even
though we 're married.

Joy [A]: I think our personal relationship has been strengthened out ofit, it has actually gone
hand in hand and it is actually nice working together, our interests are totally common.

If then we are talking about essentially intimate relationships, the basis for both
starting and running the business becomes different from other businesses. However,
there is the added complication that these intimate relationships are existing in a
working enviromnent where there is nonnally a task culture which could prove to be
threatening to the relationship. It is this paradox of emotional v. rational which lies
behind the ndings and which will addressed in the model.

5.ii. Common intentions

Sager(l976), from the family therapist perspective, suggests the concept of a contract
within each maniage is a usel one to use to make sense of the relationship, as . . ..it
refers to a person's expressed and unexpressed, conscious, and beyond awareness
concepts of his obligations within the marita] relationship, and to the benets he
expects to derive from marriage in general and from his spouse in particular' (pp.4-5)
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The marriage contract
What we are contracted for:
The common intentions
Within what context (methaphysical):
The common values
Within what context (physical):
The common interests

NOISEICINOI.1.V.I,'EII/\lE["IcIWI

How we are going to achieve it:
The complementary skills

By working in what way together:
The complementafy roles

By reacting to each other in what way:
The complementary behaviours

Figure 5.d The dyadic 'marríage ' contract

The concept of a marriage contract is a useful tool in which to frame the ndings.
(Figure 5.d) It will be argued that a initially well designed, and ultimately well-
executed, marriage contract will be a major reason why the relationship, and thus the
organisation, have survived.

The intentions of the couple are therefore the basis of the contract. The importance of
intentionality has been dened previously; in the words ofBird (1988), intentionality
is a state ofmind directing a person's attention (and therefore experience and action)
towards a specic object (goal) or a path in order to achieve something (means)

_ _ _ . Entrepreneurs' intentions guide their goal setting, communication,
connnitment, organisation. (p. 442) Used in management terms, they are the
equivalent to long range strategic planning within a entrepreneurial setting, but even
more importantly in this research, used in terms of the dyadic marriage* contract,
they set the common rules of engagement which guide their future direction. In some
ways, the concept of intentionality is the overarching context of the research: the other
concepts within commonality, those of values and interests are, to some extent, sub-
sets of intentionality, as can be argued, are those of complementarity of skills, roles,
and behaviours, contributing as they do to the realisation of the original intentions. It
is argued therefore that the articulation of common intentions within the dyad is
essential for the long term survival of the organisation as, by dening the end-game,
they shape the structure of the business, the rate and type of growth, the culture and
ways ofworking.

5.íi.i. Common intentions: choice of partner and decision to found
The common intentions of the co-preneurs were analysed using the research map
(Figure 5.e).The context of this section of the ndings was within the decision to
found and the setting was the choice ofpartner. The categories and sub-categories
were developed as seen below, with a sub-set of coding beneath the various categories
which encompassed the wording used by the respondents. This section on
intentionality has been divided into time divisions as it is important to understand if
initial decisions or discussions changed over time.
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Research element Layers of Analysis

CQNTEXT Decision to found

SETTING Choice of Partner

HISTORY

SITUATED Identication of
ACTIVITY Commonintentions

Intrinsic
° satisfaction

SELF °stimulation
Extrinsic
'money
~fame

Figure 5.e The context ofcommonality: initial aims and intentions

Choosing a partner is not simple and nding one who is compatible over a long time
is even more difcult. As Reis (1985) says, The choice of acquaintances and the
development of iendship is a complex process characterised by systematic
differences in social inference, recursive pattems of inuence and reaction, and
progressive assessments of rewards and alternatives......most, if not all, of these
factors tend to operate without the actors° conscious awareness, and the process is
difcult to perceive in action because relevant covariation information is not readily
accessible (p.209) The respondents demonstrated this by being inarticulate about the
reason for choice ofworking partner particularly, as in most cases, there had not
apparently been a dening moment of decision or one that was conscious or
seemingly deliberate, there being instead a sense of inevitability in the choice of
partner. This is particularly so within the affective partners as their choice of each
other had already been made previously and not in the context of co-founding a
organisation. For example, Matt & Kelly [A] and Tim & Hilary both described their
choice of each other as being inevitable:

Matt: Well. we both started at art college at the same time, I was doing fashion and Kelly was
doing Fine Art and I think we sat together on thefirst day in the canteen

Kelly: I was really shy and quiet, Ifound things really diicult...
Matt: Yes, we were both really outsiders, didn 't reallyfit in and rightfrom the beginning, wejust

sort ofstarted to do everything together and then we shared a house with other people and I
used to dress Kellyforparties and she started to do the printsfor my clothes and basicalhâº
wejust did everything together... ._ [J]

Tim: Wejust sort ofdr`fted into it: we ended up both doing what we had been doing previously and
doing it together......_. Our business andpersonal relationship is one and the same. It would
be interesting to wind back and see how our personal relationship would have developed 'we
hadn 't worked together and the other way round...... [S]

Many elements of comrnonality (Campbell 1980) were found within the interviews
indicating that the choice of partners with whom to start companies is little different
from those in affective relationships. The choice of organisational partner occurs
within two main situations, which both full the rst and second affective criteria of
objective likeability and proximity; rstly, situated within a affective relationship,
and secondly, situated within a work relationship either within a college setting, a
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PJ:
Giles:
Kit:

PJ:
Chris:

John:

PJ:
Gill:
Mandy
Gill:
Mandy
Gill:
Mandy- Gill:

Gill:

Colin:

PJ:
Colin:

Mandy:

Mandy:

similar business sector, or within the same company. The findings indicate that there
were two intertwined toutes in the choice ofworking partner: that of the affective
partners (Tim & Hilary and Matt & Kelly) who were predominantly led by initially
emotional factors followed by rational factors, and that of the work associates (Roger
& Ben, Giles & Kit, Geoff & Colin, Chn`s & John and Mandy & Gill) who were
initially driven by more rational motives and then emotional factors. The difference in
approach can be understood by comparing the previous affective couples' statements
to that of Giles & Kit's [W] description which is rational and pragmatic, though
already with overtones of emotion:

Didyoufeel a kind ofrecognition when you met one another?
I think we had respectfor each otherfrom a workpoint ofview.
We were both interested in the arts, both fairly passionate, Giles had been working a great
deal in the arts and I'd been working in some quite centralprojects in the arts, or interiors, so
that was a common thread and was a good basis, it was an area where we could really
develop but, I suppose there was also the element ofrecognition from the point ofview of I
suppose, sort of liking one another. [J]

Chris & Jolm, Mandy & Gill and Geoff & Colin [W] both showed the same
rationality in the choice ofpartner, and also demonstrate the same, almost casual,
attitude. As Reis (1985) says, the systematic pattems that would highlight people°s
roles in active constructors of their social lives are usually obscure° (p.210):

Didyou have a sense ofrecognition when you met one another?
I think it 's a bit strong to say that, it sounds almost like a thunderbolt, looks across a crowded
room that sort ofthing, and I don 't think it was like that but yes we laughed at the same
things, hated the same things that sort ofstuff
I would agree, a kind ofshared response to sítuations, I don 't mean in the business sense but
more personally. [J

Why don 't we start at the beginning, how didyou meet?
We went to the same college to leam pattern cutting

We didn 't know each other before, we didn 't really know each other there
Mandy knew everybody

...and Gill was the chicest person there, so.... [kissesngers]
But we didn 't really mix with each other
No, it was about 6 months later, Peter Jones
No, John Lewis
We bumped into each other, had a coee, started to chat
And six months later... ..
No, Gill, it wasn 't six months, it was straight away, though we started oicially later. I invited
you, we had a good old gossip, you came round next week, I 'dforgotten, was in my pyjamas,
panicking as I had to finish somethingfor a client, and you helped, yes you did, you helped me
nish thatjacketfor a client. .what! oh we 've got something here [J]

We were told that there was a retrenchment and that a number ofpeople were to be made
redundant. Geo'and I were both made redundant within twenty minutes ofone another so
we looked around and.... Geosuggested we might set up a business..
What, immediately?
Yes, we wentfor lunch, our old oices werejust off Victoria Street and we went to Parliament
Gardens by Millbank and sat there looking at the Thames and had a chat. He said "look, lets
give ita go "........Frankly, I didn 't have a great deal ofother options at the time so we decided
to give it a go. I knew the score in as much as it would be diicult to get anotherjob as
consultancies were laying o'people and I'd worked with Geoffand got on reasonably well
with him so it seemed reasonable giving ita shot. That was about it, there was about an
hour's discussion and we'd sort out the details as we went along. [S]
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Geof' It seemed the right thing to do. The alternatives were quitefrankly limited and we had been
called in together and wefound ourselves together afterwards and, almost surprisingb/for
me as I 'm not known as making decisions quickßº, I realise now that I had probabb/ had this
model in mindfor some time. [S]

The ndings therefore agreed with Bird (1988) in her model of the contexts of
intentionality developed on the basis of single or lead entrepreneurship: the
development of the model to incorporate the element of the dyad adds the difference
in the emphasis given to either the emotional or the rational route of the choice of
partner depending on the kind of couple. (Figure 5.1) The only Variation which
seemed to make a difference to the way the working partner was chosen was the
single person impetus start-up within an affective relationship (Mike & Joy): this
could almost be classied as a classic lead entrepreneurial start-up and thus outside
the remit for this research, but it is included as the organisation did not take on its
continuing form until the entrance of the second partner.(this will be investigated in
Chapter 7 in order to understand whether the Variation was indeed fundamental).

Social, Personal History,
Political & Current Personality

Economic Context & Abilities

' tona Intutve
Analytical Holistic

Cause-Effect C0nleXIu81
Thinking Thinking

Intentionality

Figure 5.fDi'erent routes ofaffective and working couples in the choice ofpartner
(after Bird 1988)

On the other hand, Mike & Joy ñt Bird°s original model: the decision to join forces
was a mixture of the rational and emotional, complicated by the fact that Joy was
essentially joining in a business that Mike had started albeit with support from Joy,
both in helping with the administration and in supporting psychologically with advice
and encouragement. Both quotes are continuous speech and demonstrate both the
emotional and the rational within them.

Mike: During the period oftime when I was on my own, iJoy hadn't been earning then we couldn 't
have survived and she was very supportive psychologically at that time she would
come home and we would have a laugh and nobody would call and nobody would ring and
nobody that I was trying to contact wanted to talk to me and when I think back what did I
actually do all day, literally I would sometimes take the telephone o"the hook to see iit
was still connected and to see that it worked, I would dial TIM, just to hear another voice... ._
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[Emotion] Well, being two has helped in a number ofways, one is that although we have
separate particular areas ofskill there is a broad area ofoverlap now.... You can get the
chemistry going with two people, but there have been occasions before Joy came in the
business I would have theu or something like that and I would still go and do the business
whereas I really ought to have been in bed and then _fones partner is known to the client this
is very important. Andyou know yourselfthat they can deliver whatever it is to about the
same order that's been that's really been very good, you bring in a separate person then
there is all manner ofproblems. So it has been very goodfrom thatpoint ofview....._ so we
have genuinely gonefrom essentially a one man band to a two person band although it is
actually more than two because one plus one is more than two in fact. [Rationality] [S]

PJ: So going to the point where you actually decided to come into the business, why was that?
Joy: Well these things are a sort ofmixture ofpush andpullfor me I think there is no doubt about

it that a major event which is something that would be completely unusual to this situation but
I lost a baby, I had a baby daughter and that was an extremely traumatic eventfor me and
after thatploughing ones way up through my organisation 's hierarchy was totally
meaningless. And a thing like that makes you really step back in your lfe and look at it and
say what do you want out ofyour lfe and I at that stage I looked at my life and thought my
God what am I doing, do I really want to do thisfor the next 20 years and I said to myselfno.
And it took a while because I realised thatprobabbº I had to give it some time a_fter losing the
baby to get myselfback into any sort ofnormal state. [Emotion] I stayed on and it gradualbâº
evolved that what I wanted to do was to leave and I didn 't want to go into another
organisation, but I wanted a different sort of lifestyle and that combined with at the time the
business was doing very well, the business had begun to take of it was clear that there was
work there that I could go and do. I think Mike was slightly ambivalent about it. Ifelt at that
stage that I was in a dicultposition, maybe because again I wasn 't going in as an underling,
I wouldn 't havefound it easy to take a sort ofsecondary position, I did actually ty quite hard,
I think hefelt' how could she possibly come in and want to be an equal at this point, I've been
running it she's not really done a lot '. I think he had a sort ofconcem about who was really
going to be running the business at thatpoint. [Rationality] [S]

Therefore it would appear that the choice ofperson is based on the combination of
what Bird (1988) calls 'the rational, analytical, cause and effect thinking' and the
°intuitive, holistic, contextual thinking. Both elements come into play, the work
associates need some emotional factors to add to the rational and conversely, the
affective partners needing rational motives to add to the emotional. When it comes to
the actual decision to found, the same rational and emotional forces come into play in
the same sequence. For instance, the comparison between Geoff & Colin [W] and Tim
& Hilary [A] indicates that once they had, in effect, chosen one another, both types of
thinking contributed to the decision to found.

Colin: The idea was initially a case oflet's.... survival is not quite the right word, but what we
wanted to do was make a living. This was not a good time to do anything much so it was
"we're in business together because it's much easier". Geo' is a sociable person in the sense
that he needs someone, he's commented on that recently, he needs someone to work with and
to share things with because he's not a loner. I'm more the loner but I knew that I couldn 't
succeed on my own so it was good... he valued some ofthe things that I had, he rated my
intellect and my abilities as a consultant and therefore, was very keen to work with me. [S]

Geo: I think I realised that you need that kind ofrelationship, I find it very dicult, I mean, I do it
sometimes, I do go oand do work on my own. ButI nd it very, very diícult. [S]

Tim: We didn't really plan it, we didn 't think about the ramications ofliving working
together. It actually happened by incremental bits ofwork: I was doingjobs separately at the
beginning. We got them started and Hilary helped me on some bits and then I helped her
when she set up on her own. I helped her with some things and gradually we thought we could
actually make more money doing something along her line. [S]
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Hilary: We were already living together and it seemed, why not, we get on well together. I was
working on my own, he was working on his own and it was our own project and then we kind
ofcame together on another project and it developedfrom there that maybe there were other
things that we could do together that we hadn 't yet thought of [S]

The same mixture can be seen in Giles & Kit, Chris & John and Mandy & Gill.

Giles:

Kit:
Giles:

PJ:
Kit:

Chris:

John:

PJ:
Gill:

Mandy:

What happened was that Kit there was working abroad, and the possibility ofajob came up
in this country, with a consultancy which was lookingfor a broad understanding, I think you
were then seriously trying tofind work basically in London, so you came back and came to me
and said, shall we go in together as a team for this consultancy work so we did actually sit
side by side on that on that project ......... But that was really thefirst time we sat down
together and started talking about a philosophy, yes, most probably, it was the key. There
was also one, wasn 't there at the Hayward? `
Yes, you suggested to the Hayward that I got involved with them.
I was asked to work on something, I had a lot ofwork on and they said to me, ithere's
anybody I'd like to work with, and I though ofthe person who I'd metfairly recently, but I
couldn 't take it on myself That's how we got in touch, basically.
But did you start the dialogue immediately about the possibility ofbecoming partners?
No nothing happenedfor a while, it was actually aboutfouryears before we set up together, it
was like passing ships... it wasn 't love atrst sight. [J]

Well, I had been workingfreelance as had John though in slightly derentelds ofdesign -
he was more into cartoons and the actual 'arty' side ofgraphics where I was very much into
layout and that sort of thing- and, when we met at a party,( through you actually, iyou
rememberl), we were both at a point where we were both lookingfor oices and both had
clients who were wanting more than we could do for them, and itjust seemedpractical to get
together though we obviously líked one another as well, that was part of it.
Yes, he seemed like a good bloke and it seemed a sensible thing to do. [J]

Didyou think it was going to work?
Absolutely, I think I had my moments when I worried but basically, we didn 'tplan, wejust
said let 's start a business and we did, let 's work together rather and it 's grown into a
business, we 've gotfourteen ofus now, and it 's quitefrightening, you don 't think about it,
because iyou didyou 'd run away
I didn 't give a damn, I was twenty one and having a good time [J]

The emotional aspect of the partnership is a important one, and as has been
previously suggested, one which has not been a focus of academic research into
managerial relationships generally. It indicates that in the dyadic start-up the
relationship is a intimate one and for that reason, a unique one within a work
situation. As Berscheid (1985) suggests, in order to be compatible the emotional
tenor of the relationship should be generally harmonious° (p. 149). The emotional
nature of these dyadic relations has a fmdamental effect on the type ofbusinesses
they grow.

The third of Campbell's criteria, nding the other person rewarding or pleasant to be
with, is thus fullled in a different sequence according whether the relationship is
fundamentally affective or work-associated: the micro-factors of choice are linked
both to the behaviour and emotional responses, and to the attributes and skills of the
two people concemed. On a pragmatic level, similarity of race, age, gender, education
etc. leads to more comfortable, less complicated situations. There was much similarity
ofbackground for the couples and any major variants such a age only surfaced as
problems later. For instance, even in the family hierarchy, three out of the eight
couples had exactly the same position. (Figure 5.g)
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Figure 5.g Comparison offamily birth positions

In addition, research into creativity has indicated that a high proportion ofhighly
creative people are rst bom, in particular only children, and 50% of the respondents
ll the rst bom criteria, albeit only two out of sixteen were only children. Very little
of the creativity research, which concentrates on artists, scientists, musicians etc. has
been used to investigate the entrepreneurial personality and this is a area of research
which may be uitful.

Educationally all the respondents were very similar, the majority having followed a
classic English state educational route from primary school to grammar school
(mostly pre-comprehensive respondents) through to some fonn of tertiary education.
All respondents went on to some form of tertiary education varying from university
(8), at school (7) and ballet school (l). However, the only four respondents with
MBA°s were Geoff & Colin and Mike & Joy, and only Roger indicated that he had
been on some form of management training. This is a important point generally
within this research as will be seen when the need to switch into management roles
rather than content roles becomes important. In addition, of the sixteen people
interviewed, eight, which did not include the four MBAs, had only worked for small
companies previously, in which there was little likelihood of management training.
The couples themselves had roughly similar educational backgrounds, the only
differences being, for instance, Tim having gone to prep school and Hilary to primary
(Figure 5.h)
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Twelve out of the sixteen chose their career on the basis of their own ability, and as
can be seen (figure 5.i), most of them made that choice relatively late.
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Both these points are important, not only from the similarity point of view, but also as
a indicator of the kind of people who become involved in dyadic entrepreneurial set-
ups. The indications have already been that the decision to found is not made by one
person who then looks for the other person in order to found, but instead the nding
of that person is in itself the reason to found. This would suggest that dyadic
entrepreneurs do not necessarily follow the pattems of single entrepreneurs who can
be driven by market opportunities and personal need for self-aggrandisement.

It can therefore be seen that all couples demonstrate compatibility both on the rational
and the emotional level, and have sufciently similar backgrounds. As Berschied
(1985) states, people prefer others who validate their point of view, and Reis (1985)
agrees with this stating, dyadic functioning is enhanced ifboth individuals perceive
reality similarly, as many activities require consensual decisionsf (p.227) This also
reinforces Clark's intimate relationship model previously cited.

As previously stated, in 1988, Bird expanded on prior entrepreneurial research by
directing attention to entrepreneurial intention within pre-organisation, stating,
°Entrepreneurs' intentions guide their goal setting, communication, commitment,
organisation. Having chosen one another and made the decision to found, the
interviewees explicit intentions in starting the company are therefore of great
importance and central to the model of dyadic survival. These aims and objectives
stemmed variously from emotional feelings such a of feeling the need to be in
control, of not being appreciated in a prior workplace, or of searching for something
often undefined that was missing in their life, in other words intrinsic reasons or the
need for personal satisfaction. This corresponds to the hierarchy theory of needs -
existence, relatedness and growth - which suggests that creative people relate to the
higher intrinsic needs more than the lower extrinsic ones.

For instance, all respondents indicated that a major reason for founding a business was
a strong desire for control, even though there was little clarity either about what that
would look like or what the necessary processes were in order to achieve that control.
In addition, the control was expressed by all partners as a unied concept; there is no
evidence of unequal power or desire for individual supremacy in their expression of
intentionality. (see also section 5.iii. on social equity and reciprocity). This
corresponds to Clark's differential behavioural model (1985), reinforcing the concept
of the co-preneurial couple as essentially a intimate relationship. This desire for
control shaped the initial start-up phase but also has had strong implications in the
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structure of the organisation going forward. For example, Roger & Ben [W], Mike &
Joy [A], Colin & Geoff [W], Tim & Hilary [A] and Matt & Kelly [A] are very explicit
about how important the control factor was, in Roger & Ben°s case the prime
motivation.

Roger: .for about a year before the magazine actuallyfolded we began to explore ways of
actually setting up. In fact both ofus were oflike minds in that we didn 't want to set up a
company which we didn 't control. And thefact ofthe matter is that iyou don 't have any
capital ofyour own it is extremely diicult to start a company and maintain control. So we
spent six to nine months having a series ofdiscussions with a variety ofpartners,....._ and in
most cases the problem was that we had no track record or that we were determined to
maintain control ofthe company. We had this sort ofsimile going at the time that we kept
insisting that we wanted to choose the colour ofthe curtains. [S]

Ben: ......such a big area which could be exploited through multi-media publishing conferences,
and videos and reports and so on and so forth. We were both interested in, we were very
interested in the research base side of it, in other words we didn 'tjust want to be the kind of
publisher thatprovides packagingfor otherpeople's ideas and materials we wanted to
generate and control the whole caboodle ourselves. [S]

Mike: [Before we started]There was a guy Iforget to mention that we had a very close relationship
with, we had his name and details on our headedpaper and vice versa and the intentíon was
that we should actually combine and that we would buy, Joy used to call it bankruptcy hall,
we would buy a training centre initially here but then he got the idea ofbuying a chateau in
France which he actually did but at the time, Joy toldyou about the baby, well itjust wasn 't
comfortable to go into a venture that wasn 't totally in our own control. [S]

Joy: We are both also quite strongpersonalities I would have said and we both like our own
way. I think iyou have been senior managers in organisations liking ones own way is
necessarily an attribute and having one 's own business, I think you want confidence in what
you want, in what is required and also the drive to push it through so I think both ofus were
rather good at that and the ability to exercise that was, I think, one ofthe motivationsfor the
business [S]

Colin: It gave us much greater control, it gave us much morefrustration workingfor somebody else,
particularly ifthey're notparticularly competent or have unrealistic expectations ofwhat can
and can 't be done. So there was the control issue. [S]

Geo' Yes. We don't have anything extemal in the sense that a public company is going to have the
stock market, or there's an owner, you know... we don 't have thatpressure. I must say that the
securefeeling oforganising our own life and having thefreedom to make decisions about
whether to take ajob or work with a particularperson was seductive. [S]

Tim: Iyou have to live in London, or iyou have to live in England, iyou have to live somewhere
andfeedyourself you might as well do it in the way that gives you the most stimulation and
pleasure and allows you a certain control over your own lives. [S]

Hilary: I think it is a luxury to do somethingyou enjoy with somebody you like to be with and where
you can envisage where it might go andyou are in control. [S]

Matt: Rightfrom the start we wanted to have something which was ours, working in our own special
way, not beholden to other people

Kelly: Yes, without spelling it out to ourselves at the time, that's always been the basis ofour
working together, doing what we want in our way an extension ofwhat our lives are together
[J]
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Control of the business was less explicit in Giles & Kit [W], Chris & John [W] and
Mandy & Gill's [W] motivation in deciding to start the business but it is implicit in
their need to use their business to achieve common aims. For instance, Giles & Kit
insistence on quality is a forn of control in itself, as is Roger's.

Giles: I think that the one common thing is that we totalblfocused on was quality, that's most
probably not goodfor business, so it was that striving to produce pefectionism, ithere was
any philosophical idea. So that's directed us in a lot of things in actually pushing to get the
best out ofa project.

Kit: Yes, in order to achieve that perfectionism, you need to have a handle on everything that's
going on for instance the cost, you know when you're spending money and when you're not.
[J]

Roger: That was iyou like our big idea, our big advantage, we developed a series ofevents, titles for
conferences, reports to putforward which they werejust better than anything else in the
marketplace, wefocused and understood the concerns that the audience had and eventually
we got a kind ofa high groundposition in the market because producing high quality events,
the conferences and reports we decided would be very high quality, this wasn 't a strategy
driven decision it was really reective oflike the values David and I had but it proved in
retrospect to be a sound decision. Whereas in the marketplace in which we operate,
particularly in terms ofconferences, there are a lot oflow cost, cheap and cheerfulproviders
and I think one ofthe reasons why we perform better in the recession than our competitors
would, I think, we have succeeded in building a certain amount ofcustomer loyalty and quite
a reasonable sort ofbrand reputation but it didn 't go through a Michael Porter-like sort of
analogy, we're not going to be a low cost player we are going to be a high value added itjust
added to the value statement we had we didn 't like to be associated with market bon marchÃ©
activities. [S]

Chris & John and Mandy & Gill saw the concept of control in the choices that they
made in terns of the way ofworking.

Chris: There 's the old adage about starting a business in order to have thefreedom to run one 's life
in a way you want and ofcourse, it 's never like that, in fact, you work longer hours, up all
night because its yours but then at least you make that choice....._.

.Iohn: We certainly work harder together than we did apart, at least I certainly do
Chris: Me too
John: But, you 're right it 's our choice [J]

Gill: I had done a short spell in someone else 's workroom, and I never ever wanted to workfor
anybody else again ......

Mandy: Yes, wejust wanted to work the way we wanted to work

If the desire for control is fundamental to both partners, it can be assumed that as the
business starts to grow that this will become a issue. As will be seen, this is one of
the main drivers of organisational structure going forward.

In some cases there are also explicit statements of the need for stimulation in the
decision to found, both in the sheer enjoyment of starting up, but also in the sense of
idea generation: this can be compared later to what all the respondents felt ofhaving
worked together for some time when the aspects ofbeing two and using each other as
a sounding board or support came truly into play. (section 5.ii)

Ben: Oh, it was quite, it was really quite stimulating to decide to gofor it ,it was quite exciting
because there was so much going on, sort oftaking of nothing that we did went wrong so it
was very nice [S]

we thought we knew what we were doing. ...... the reason for doing it was because we
thought we could do itpretty well. I think I was asfed up with workingforpublishing houses I
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think everyone workingfor their employer they, its a pretty narrow existence,... it is all sort of
partly an indictment ofthe limitations that are placed on them in that area in that way so the
prospect ofbecoming a pensioned spade did not appeal attractive to either ofus. [S]

Roger: Do I think Ben would have done it on his own, no I don 't, I think we rather egged each other
on....... it was therst time I had ever started up a company so my goodness I haven 't done
this before this is incredibly new that's quite nice iyou are in a rut this is new and very
challenging so yes [S]

Well, because it was extremelyfrustrating to work on the area that we were involved in
because we knew there werefar more opportunities than the magazine was seizing......... Ben
and I were somewhat sceptical about the quality ofthe consultancies, we thought we could do
better ourselves....._ we did it much morefor intrinsic satisfaction -curiosity, change of
approach in terms ofbeing a journalist, fresh challenges and so forth. [S]

Chris: I suppose part ofthe starting up together was the charge that I gotfrom getting together with
someone else. Before every decision was made on my own, every move I made dependea'
solely on me and had ramications solebr on my life and, yes there was the responsibility, but
that also was positive, there was thefeeling that it really mattered now, that we could spark
o'each other

PJ: You originally mentioned that the original impetus was more practical, that it was more about
finding an oice, using each otherfor clients, did that change?

John: Yes, what Chris is saying is true, it almost surprised me, a sort ofadded benefit, unexpected
but suddenly horizons widened, things which maybe one hadn 't envisaged before became a
possibility, yes we denitelyfound there was a dierent dimension. rightfrom the start [J]

Mike: I had had a reasonably good career but as I got promoted more and more Ifound myself
getting moved awayfrom the actual sharp end ofthe organisation that I was workingfor and
I actually enjoyed what I was doing but as I become more senior I did less of it, which is not
unusual and then at the same time Ifound myselfgetting locked in the organisation I was
workingfor which was not a huge organisation, I mean big enough but it would not have
oered me it wasn 't offering me the opportunity to either diversijy within the organisation or
it proved not to be an easy pointfrom which to move at that age. Ifelt very pleased to start the
business and I was almost schoolboyish ,delight at getting my letterheadprinted. Business
cards printed with my name, silly things like that. So there was the almost schoolboyish joy i
having this new toy which was the business. .[S]

Joy: I had worked in three sets of industries I have very strong management background and
also very strong perspective on business because I had worked at all sorts ofdifferent levels, I
had worked at spaced strategic levels in head oice but also worked very much at the
operational levels in organisations so my span ofexperience is remarkably good and I have
always wanted in my career which was why I have had several derent careers in many
respects because I alwaysfelt as a young manager to have wanted to do all these derent
things. Ijust simply wanted to do them all, I wanted to ty them all out and one ofthejoys of
starting your own business, it enabled me, I suddenly developed into very much an area ofmy
own and a lot ofwork had come and is coming out ofthat which is very much and I think
Mike would accept is an area that wouldn 't have developed without me being in the business
at all. .[S]

It seems therefore that excitement and change are necessary to these dyads and that
one of their intentions in starting a organisation is to full that need.

From the extrinsic point of view, the desire for money or fame are the prime
motivations for starting a business. As has been suggested, entrepreneurs are normally
seen as a group which are intensely goal oriented which seems not to be the case here
other than perhaps Roger & Ben [W]: it may be that the mutual need for a partner
suggests that the classic entrepreneurial stereotype does not t and that other less
obvious goals such as not wanting to remain a employee, or ofwanting to use skills
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which they felt were better than those currently available in the marketplace are more
ofa extrinsic motivation for the start-up.

For instance, all respondents other than Roger & Ben were emphatic that money was
not part of the joint intention in starting the business, though all recognised the need
to be protable.

Tim

Hilary

Joy:

Mike:

Kelly:

PJ:
Kelly:
Matt:

John:

Chris:

Giles:

Kit:

Geo":

PJ:

Colin:
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IMoney is part ofthe motivation though we didn tset it up to make money. For us, it is the
creative act and we don 't like the 25% ofadmin. work which takes us awayfrom the main
activity...........I don 't think that either ofus thought about becoming millionaires, it was more
a case ofdoing what we wanted and making some money out of it, money to survive rather to
empire build. [S]

No, we didn 't think we were going to build an empire or become millionaires. We needed to
earn a living because that is what we needed to do and but it was primarily to do the things
which really interested us. [S]

I have no great desire to be a millionaire, never have been as long as I have enough money to
do what I want to do that is quite suicientfor me [S]

No not really thefinancial side was really not that important and ianything I was lookingfor
the business to make suicient to live as we wanted [S]

What we 're interested in is the money we can make through selling our work to enable us to
continue with our work.
So you never set oin the beginning thinking we're going to make a million pounds?
Never.
It's never been about that. The problem we would have is that we would have to introduce
that thirdperson to be that business person, who would actually know and want to structure it
to make a lot ofmoney. And ultimately we're incredibly selfish people in that we will work
and talk and go through it until to bring in a thirdperson would almost stifle it, you know,
we've had that, we've hadpeople that have come and it's like . ....no way [J]

God, we are the last people to talk about wanting to make large sums ofmoney, it 's kind of
not within our make-up, we would have been doing dierent things, been dierentpeople
There 's a kind ofaspect here ofbeingperennial students, there 's something about English
college life which iyou don 't get early into the marriage, kids, mortgage syndrome, seems to
setyour views on life, the way you live it. [J]

So what's directed us in a lot ofthings is actually pushing to get the best out ofa project. I
think that would come before yachts, so that we aspire to produce good quality work, not to
aspire to buy mansions in the country..
No-one makes great money in the arts, thatß' the one thing, anyone who makes money in the
arts is not truly creative..... Ifyou're dealing with a client... you know, it's a wonderful world
that we have it, it's desirable, last minute, it's about... it's not necessarily about seriously
gearíng things to churn things out, they take a lot ofeffort and dedication _. [J]

As long as we're making enough money, living comfortabbº and enjoying what we do we don 't
have thatpressure, that external pressure that demands that someone grabs it by the scrujj'of
the neck and tries to manage it.
Let's say something came along like an enormous contract where you were actuallyforced
into a situation where you might have to bring more people in and it did become a really
money-making business.......
I suppose there 's potentially a situation where a large company comes along and oers a two
year contract that will make people something. I'd like to think it's possible but I think it's



more ofa wish or a dream than reality given where we are and what we 're actually pítching
and the strengths that we have. It's never been an idea ofmaking it rich or creating empires,
just 'let's just make a go ofthis thing '. Very low expectations in terms ofwhat we wanted out
ofthe business. No sense ofsize, no sense ofwhich sectors, we werejust thinking about being
general management consultants .[J]

PJ: So didyou start the business to become millíonaires?
Mandy: No
Gill: No
Mandy: No
Gill: We 've lurchedfromfinancial problems to nancial problems depending on the time ofthe

year, but we believe that the important thing is to make perfect clothes, to send our clients
home perfectly happy, that's what is more important

Mandy: So we aren 't very good at making money, and as the business gets bigger, we make more
money but we spend more

Ben: .........well, we didn 't have specicnancial goals but we did have expectations and it has
always been, well, its a standingjoke now but the aims were sort ofa yacht in the south of
France, [S]

Roger: I think speaking personally I am sure Ben and I both harboured or cheríshed ambitions the
thing would work so well and take o'that within five or ten years we would be on our yacht
in the West Indies [S]

Fame was not mentioned at all as a spur for starting the business though all
partnerships were started either to operate in international arenas, or the partners were
already doing so separately. It is therefore evident that peer or potential client
recognition would be a prime necessity for growth or survival. That this aspect of
peer respect underlies the decision to found comes more from the previous statements
about quality (Giles & Kit) and mention of the kind of clients that working together
has enable them to work with, as for instance with Tim & Hilary [A] or the need to be
known for business reasons as with Chris & John [W] . Peer recognition becomes
more important a the business becomes more established as will be shown later
(section 5.ii.i)

PJ: And did the type ofclient changed when you started working together?
Tim: One previous small customer became our biggest because ofthe kind ofwork that we could

do for him together
Hilary: Not really, we 've always worked with global corporations, they've always been big players in

theireld. The only thing that has changed is our ability to be even moreexible as the
business environment changes. [J]

PJ: Imoney wasn 't important, what was?
Chris: Well, rich andfamous always seem to go together and it certainly wasn 't my aim to become

famous.........
John: Mine neither
Chris: .........though obviously there 'sfame andfame. I don 't think we expected to be suddenly

featured in 'Campaign' or 'Design Weekly' but it would obviously have been in the back of
our minds that we needed to get known otherwise there would have been no work. .[J]

Some of the couples, but not all, recognised untapped market opportunities, the '
classic entrepreneurial springboard, but they recognised them because they had the
right skills to exploit them. With all couples there is no sense of either partner being
unsure about their abilities or questioning whether this was the right course;
uncertainty about the their own content skills or about starting the businesses was
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never expressed by any couple in descibing the decision to found. One explanation
for this is that being two has a mutual support mction and this will be explored
further when investigating complementarity (Chapter 6).

Tim:

PJ:
Hilary:

Ben:

Roger:

Matt:

Kelbrs

Kit."

PJ:
Giles:

Mike:

1 12

The market we were in was changing radically and doing badly so we perceived an
opportunity. We both knew that we couldn't, and didn 't want, to stay as we were. lt wasjust
that it was us and afortuitous combination where we both had skills that camefrom derent
areas which when combined were applicable to the niche which to our knowledge at that time
was one that didn 't really exist anyway. The market was there but no one had trawled it.
Has working together changedyour way ofworking?
I think it'sfundamentally altered our way ofworking' it's now about getting product to market
and we are implicated in many more aspects ofour client's business than before. [J]

..it was obvious that there was a huge gap in the marketplacefor information about what
people were doing and how they could do, how they could make much more use of
information technology in business terms...... and as I said earlier the reasonfor doing it was
because we thought we could do it pretty well when we knew as well as or better than others
aboutparticular areas ofbusiness that we had seen a lot ofover the previous five years of
what we knewfrom that area we thought we knew what we were doing. [S]

[when we were working at the magazine we organised a conference] and then marketed it and
it was a roaríng success......_. S0 that set us thinking. We had also in 87 got involved in
researching a report which we published through the magazine on strategic IT consultancy.
Again through the magazine we did quite a lot ofwork looking at how companies were
developing ITstrategies and why in many cases they seemed to fail and there were a lot of
consultingfirms who were offering services in the marketplace. Ben and I were somewhat
sceptical about the quality ofthe consultancies..........so we took our ideas to the publisher to
research a report a directory ofconsultants in this area plus several chapters ofadvice on
how to choose and use a management consultantproject and he was deeply unconvinced
about the viability ofthe whole thing and I think in fact he onlyforecast that we would sell 35
copies. In the event we printed 100 and we sold themfor f400 and we sold them all within
about 6 months and so that also I think confirmed that that there were certainly a niche, seem
to have a market, so we began in part to exploit that opportunity, secondly we were
disenchanted with the magazine and the management ofthe company which wefelt didn 't
understood this particular marketplace and we had demonstrated that we knew better. [J]

Well. you were working at Harrods, and we used to see all this stu'coming in and we always
used to say that we could do better and then we put together a small collection and took it
around the shops nearyour mum 's house in Brighton...
...and one shop took the whole lot so we had to rush home to make some more and then they
sold out and we had to keep on making and, thank god, my mum helped out by lending us
some money and giving us their old car and suddenly we both had to give up ourjobs and we
started selling to otherpeople and David Jones at the Hackney Fashion centre helped us and
suddenly we were up and running [J]

We met working on a project at the Tate Gallery, Giles was designing an exhibition and I was
working on a tent pavilion outside, which was all part ofthe same event.
Didyou have to work together?
We did, notparticularly that closehr, it wasjust thefirst time we started talking together, we
liked each others work, I think we respected each other, actually thought we were both rather
good at what we do [J]

Well, we discussed itfor quite a long time and I think there was a spur on this with a
situation which came about when a colleague asked me to set up a public sectorpart ofhis
business in consultancy and when without explanation he withdrew that oer at very short
notice and my sense to get in touch with him was thwarted by his aggressive attitude and I
liked the idea ofwhat he had suggested and I had done quite a bit ofthinking as to how I



would set up the part ofhis organisation and it seemed natural to take those ideas and do
them without him, the skills were there inot better [S]

Joy: ........ I developed into the role [ofa consultant] much better than I anticipated and
probably Mike anticipated, though he has always been a great, one ofthe marvellous things
about Mike is that hes a great challenger he always says he can to it, don 't worry about it you
can do it, you can do it better than mostpeople and in that sense he has always brought that
condence to work but he has alwaysfelt that I could have gone on and done bigger and
better things and actually it 's true, we go from strength to strength [S]

John: I don 't think that we approached working together by saying there 's a gap in the market, a
real opportunity, as we said before, it was more a pragmatic solution, but obviously we must
have thought it through to an extent that there were opportunities otherwise it wouldn 't have
been sensible to start anything

Chris: I think it was more thefeeling that 'I 'm quite good at what I do ', he 's quite good at what he
does, we need to work, why not together [J]

Colin: We rened it as we went along but there was a clear sense ofwhere we shouldposition
ourselves, depending on other consultancies, the idea was to have complementarity with the
other consultants in as much as they thought themselves to be project management experts
we'd be the strategy experts, and where they thought themselves to be strategy experts we
would be the project management experts [S]

Geo' We basically work as a team, it's the two heads are better than one in this game, and we
structure it, we divide it up and we come back together in order to make our
recommendations, how you 're going to present it and how do we gofrom there, we 've both
been in the consulting gamefor a long time, so we know what we are doing . [S]

In summary, the common intentions and aims of the couples can be grouped under
the following headings: rational and emotional recognition of like thinking; the desire
to control their own lives; intrinsic needs of satisfaction and stimulation rather than
extrinsic needs of money and fame; the desire to use perceived skills to develop their
market. These ndings reinforce the initial contra-indications (Jarvis 1997) of
Weick's (1979) theory of group development which states that people come together
in the rst place because the other person(s) enables them to achieve a certain act, in
other words converging on means rather than ends. To restate his own words, people
don't have to agree on goals to act collectively....Partners in a collective structure
share space, time and energy but they need not share Visions, aspirations or
intentions. (p.91) The ndings here indicate that the creation of social structure is
achieved precisely because the aims are common, not the reverse: the research
indicates that the couples had common goals with the conmon means as a sub-
dominant theme. All parties brought clear personal goals to the partnerships; it is clear
that the organisations are seen a vehicles for personal ends.

There is thus here a indication that one of the major reasons for continuing
entrepreneurial dyadic organisations is this commonality of aims or intent. To reiterate
Brown (1988 p.2l9), if conictual goal relationships generate hostility and
competition, then common or superordinate goals should lead to iendliness and co-
operation°. It is therefore not surprising that so many partnerships fail as the process
of choice, as indicated by the study so far, is far from rational though that element
comes into play during the process of founding.

Recalling Bird (1988 p.444) who said that, the founder's intentions detennine the
form and direction ofa organisation at its inception. Subsequent organisational
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success, deve1opment..., growth and change are based on these intentions, which are
either modied, elaborated, embodied or transformed', it can be seen that the
cornmonality of intent during the period of dyadic entrepreneurial start-up is a prime
building block for building the dyadic suvival model.

5.ii.íi. Common intentions: continuing relationship
The effect of these common intentions has also been analysed within the context of
the continuing relationship of the couples (Figure 5.j). Following the same sequence
as the ndings of the previous section, the descriptions used by the respondents in the
interviews illustrate that their intentions wlich had played a part in the choice of
partner and also in the decision to found were fundamental to the way that their
organisations developed over time.

Research element Layers of Analysis

CQNTEXT Organisation Start-up

SETTING Continuing relationship

I-IISTORY

SITUATED Demonstration of
ACTIVITY Common intentions

Intrinsic
° satisfaction

SELF ° stimulation
Extrinsic
° money
~ fame

Figure 5.j The context ofcommonality: continuing aíms and intentions

The rational and emotional recognition of continuing like thinking or compatibílity is
demonstrated by the descriptions of their ways ofworking together and the evidence
ofgrowing interdependency. As Reis (1985) says, compatibílity can therefore be
regarded as the extent to which the relationship helps both partners to full their
needs.......this suggests the importance of interdependence, and, in particular, of
transformational tendencies. . ..in which the other's outcomes are taken into account'
(p.226) This again, reinforces Clark°s model of intimate role behaviours (see page 97)

Matt: It's not a conventional way ofworking, we don't know anybody else who well we don't
know how other people work.

PJ: Do youfeel thatyou have ínvented a way ofworking which is particularly yours?
Kelly: When we have had a kind ofproblem and we think ofa solution and it works, I quite like that.

[J]

Hilary: I don 't think we could have done it iwe hadn 't been together. All the stepsforward have been
an extension ofourjoint skills ana'for each step we have supported each other....._.

Tim: I don 't think either ofus would have been able to start a business that would have developed
like it has. We would not have ended up doing what we were doing now iwe had started
separately.

Hilary: I think the way we worked before, and that is the way we were carrying on, so the work that
we were choosing to do was not necessaríly changing, it was thefact that working together
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Kit:

Giles:

Kit:

John:

Chris:

Colin:

Geof'

Mandy:

Gill:

Roland:

...... Probably iworking together, although I don 't know how much ofthat we thought at the
time but iworking together would have let us reach areas ofwork that we couldn 't have
reached separately which certainly has been the case so that was really part ofit at the time
but I don't think we thought that through deliberately . [J]

In the secondyear ofsetting up we 'd won a few competitions but we 'd never had thatproblem
[organising and managingj, that came overnight with ourfirst big project, straight away but I
still remember, a friend came here, we chatted upstairs, Kit and I and thefriend, ana' he said
'I like your work but which one ofyou is the tough guy, because you've got to have a tough
guy. 'I think it was the worst thing about Kit and I was that we lacked that..... although we're
dierent characters in the way in which we approach the work neither ofus have that, the
business sense, we've both come in from a creative background though we 've tried to be more
business like...
It was in the sense that we 'd started to work together with this clearphilosophy, quality in
everything we do, and with a large project we realised that there were other elements, we had
to get organised.........I certainly entered this partnership without any great organisational
skill. Although having run my own show I'd never worked in a bigger office but Kit has.
Whereas I've always been workingfor myself And that's what I think Kit brought to the
practice - the knowledge about a big practice. I was based on a solitary existence. Butyou're
not notedfor you managerial skills either... ..
[laughter] [J]

It was very clear rightfrom the start that we iwe wanted to make a go ofthis we had to
establish a common sort of identity, remember we had only worked separately before and
while we both knew the kind ofthings we both did, I suppose it wasn 't obvious that what we
did would click, I don 't mean in the way ofworking, I think we had both sussed that we were
workaholics, I think you are f you arefreelance, or even that we would react to things in the
same way but it was amazing, rightfrom the start it was sort ofseamless even though we did
derentparts ofthings
Yes, that surprised me, neither ofus are talkers, well you know that, so a lot ofthings were
never said outríght, I don 't know but we 're probably saying some ofthemfor thefirst time
with you, a kind oftherapy......._ but wejust seemed tofall into a way ofdoing things which
suited us both. [J]

......we were each other's port ofcall in terms ofany information, help, thoughts about the
business, and in the sense that, although we worked with other companies, we certainly didn 't
conde in them, people in those companies in terms ofwhat we were planning to do, hoped to
do. We did our work and kept quiet.......but we do share things with each other and we do
talk about developments, ideas, initiatives, stresses, strains and business and therefore it has a
certain amount of the intimacy..
Well I explained how you were the signal box ofthe outt so I certainlyfeel that when we
decided we needed to bring in otherpeople so I certainlyfelt myselfto be oslightly, away
from the centre when that happened, but then ultimately the strong relationship is us. [J]

....equal with responsibility, equal with emotion but I think that why it works so brilliantly,
I 've heard ofpartnerships where it 's not equal, and that's just notfair and someone gets more
say, and that'sjust not on.
Yes, and when one ofus is under pressure, one ofus is low and tired, the other one steps in

It has also been very good, she has had a very steep learning curve but in areas that I would
previously have regarded as very much my own professional area I think she has caught up
within certain areas and I think she has probably surpassed me in some so we have genuinely
gonefrom essentially a one man band to a two person band although it is actually more than
two because one plus one is more than two in fact. [S]
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Joy: Yes I think it does allow you to broaden your horizons and we move into areas that one ofus
will have some strength in and therefore one will see opportunities for the other so that's
where it allfeeds o'itselfand what has been to have a combination I think ofwell between
the two ofus we have got a very strong combination ofskills. I think that's what it is, each
one ofus on his own is missing some and once you've got that range itjust opens so many
more doors makes you so much moreexible I think now in this respect I regret notjoining
the business earlier, looking back I can 't see what would have made one do it, where I was in
my thinking career I didn 't but I think because ofthe way we have seen the eects ofboth of
us being in the business doing to the business it would have actually brought the development
forward had I been in earlier _ [S]

7

Ben: Yes I think there were some ventures which would have happened or not have happened i
one or other ofus had been running it which may or may not have walked in and been
developed into somethingfairly similar. I think there is no doubt that it would have been
ended up as derent animals and balance ofthe actions wellperhaps not so much in the way
that they were run I don 't know, interesting, we were, tweedledum and tweedledee basically
because we did everything together, we literally made ajoint decision. Nothing was made, no
single decision or anything was made unilaterally. [S]

Roger: It meant in the early days when most ofyour success is getting the product into the
marketplace, I meant there were two ofus to do it and it also meant that we would have a very
fruiul discussion so the product would be refined andpruned through a process of
discussion. We spent a lot oftime in the early days working together on the same product
which is something which has changed subsequently so the early days we were very much like
tweedledum and tweedledee we went everywhere together like Siamese twins almostjoined at
the hip so I think that was the strength that I bought but Ben was the same. . [S]

The desire to control their own lives also became more strongly articulated,
particularly in the areas of decision making, which allows exibility and external
nance. Roger & Ben's retrospective quote indicate that the ability to control
becomes more difcult as the company grows and that aspect will be covered in the
section on survival and growth (section 7.i.iii.)

PJ: So do youfeel thatyou have more or less control over the business?
Tim: I think we generallyfeel more in control over everything, we're less unsure ofourselves with

clients and tend to be more in the driving seat. The only thing dicult to control is the amount
oftime we put into the business, we never stop working...... I think this might change when we
gear into the nextphase which is actively pro-active. At the beginning as I am doing now I've
got otherpeople working on other projects outside the business but I am controlling them.....

PJ: That is a different thing isn 't it?
Tim: That's the way I see the whole thing moving not by employing large numbers ofpeople so we

can change direction by working with extemal people at the drop ofa hat to satisfy the needs
ofsomebody. [S]

Hilary: Yes I think we 're more in control, more organised, more planning, I think we understandfar
more the nature ofwhat we can do and what we want to do to be more selective, more
condent. and beginning to understand exactly what we want and what we are prepared to
do. I think we have been quite immature in a way, leaving ourselves too much option, we are
now actually looking at opportunities. [S]

Matt: Wejust took this decision about 2 years ago that we would rather close down than continue in
that way _

Kelly: Wejust kept on a couple ofthe people to help make andpack, and we paid o'the bank loan -
we will never borrow money again in our lives. They were in the position to tell us what to do
and we never want to be in that position again. It took us a long time but we didn 't care and
now we run the business as we want

PJ: And did being in partnership help during all this rather diicult time?
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Matt:

Kit:

Giles:

Joy:

Mike:

Chris:

John:

PJ:
Ben:

Roger:
Ben:

Geof'

Colin:

Oh my godyes, you have to understand that what our work is and how we work, who we are,
it 's not being in business, we don 't see it like that, wejust knew that the way we were going
was not rightfor us. But you have to understand that it is ours and nobody else's, and because
it's nobody else's they're never going to care about it as much as we do. To us it's everything.
. [J]

But I think I'm more ofan organiser because I'm less condent about my abilities being sorted
out. I think Giles operates on a day-to-day basis more intuitively than I do, probably more
condent about his intuitive ability, able to sort out any situation and Ifeel that I have to get
organísed because only by being organísed can I sort things out and stay in control...._.
Yes, where I think...whatß' interesting since we got bigger, where Kit and I had this sort of
dialogue that went on, which, ofcourse, the more you work with somebody, on the strength of
the partnership you have to have dialogue... ..you also have to know because we have to
understand the direction, `fwe're deviating...then you tell each other, because Kit is rightyou
have to take charge. [J]

I can 't think ofanything I would less like to do to be perfectlyfrank than build a company
having worked in them I am not sure there is any great dierence at a senior level in
somebody else 's as to running your own but so I have never been a drivingforcefor that and
maybe because ofthat me not wanting that it has kept us just ourselves and we use associates
as and when but in a very loose sort ofway but we limit the growth and the size ofthe
business and its ours. Ipersonally now don 't think, I enjoy what we do and how the business
operates at the moment and I think Mike now does. [S]

I look at our business I look at the contracts that we are working on now, the new contracts
coming along, money that we bank our reserves iyou like and iwe, I mean we have got a
decent cushion we have got a far better cushion than most people in employment with two
months three months notice or whatever, so that's afeeling that I have now, denitely being in
control ofmy own destiny, being in control of now being secure in the business ofwhat
work we take and what work we don't take. We can actually chose. So we take it all. _ [S]

One thing we 've never wanted is to be beholden to otherpeople, whether it 's the banks, too
big clients or whatever. That's whatfreaked me out about the Japanese situation, they seemed
to be wanting to take over, they even came in one day and started trying to move thefurniture
around and ordering new equipment.......
We soon put a stop to that, I mean it 's nice to have a retainer and all that but, though we
didn 't actually say very much, looking back we both resisted in our own inimical ways and the
result is that we 've got them where we want them now. . [J]

And do you both feel more or less in control of the business?
Well, both more and less actually because before in the growing stages, that is notjust being

`ppant, but before you had that direct control that resultedfrom your immediate
responsibilityfor bringing to the marketplace whatever it was you had to develop.....
Well indeed Istill do....
Well, me too up to a point, but it is a decreasing, we hope, percentage ofthe total or will
become so the control, the answer is the control will become more indirect I think that would
be correct to say. Indirect in as much as we would be asking people to produce the
conferences, the reports, rather than doing it ourselves but during the initial stages that
control was total and that's how we wanted it. [J] _

We could, in some ways. almost do with being more structured but as I explained, the
diiculty, I think, in terms ofhow we go a a foursome. ........ have already commented to
Penny that three is infinitely more complex than two andfour is infinitely more complex than
three so iwe did want to form some informal ........... we would have to get moreformal and
we couldn 't laissez-faire and yet actually be totally in control as we are at the moment.
I think that's one ofthe attractions, certainlyfrom my perspective, in terms ofthe current
arrangement [with external associates] in the sense that we are mutually independent as the
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three trading entities, but Geo'and I are not mutually independent and we do share revenue
and therefore Geo's lot is tied up in minefor better or worse, but we are independent ofboth
Roger and Andrew, so that iwe decide we don't want to do a great deal ofwork they don't
suer and vice versa. [J]

There is also a new area of common concem about control linked with money. It is
a common occurrence in small entrepreneurial start-ups, and one experienced by
many entrepreneurs, whose ability to ° get by on a shoestring' is oen central to their
success stories, when there is a tendency not to take risks and be cautious particularly
with money. (All couples here own their companies y/y.) However,
Venkataraman, Van de Ven, Buckeye & Hudson (1990), when identifying this
tendency, also point out that it often leads to the downfall of the company due to
getting into tight coupled transactions which lead to interdependencies and further
leveraging. This concem with money is also linked to agency theory which argues that
the lower the level of ownership, the greater the tendencies to consume resources for
personal use and conversely the greater the ownership, the smaller the consumption
(Jensen & Meckling 1976). That the couples interviewed are aware of this
phenomenon is well illustrated, though sometimes through a joint aversion as with
Matt & Kelly [A] or sometimes relating to one partner rather than the other as with
Mike & Joy [A].

Matt: and the right price for the right thing. We're so cautious it's unbelievable. Because
we 've been bitten; because we've owed money to the bank we never want to be in that
situation ever, ever, ever again.

Kelly: I think you have to pay attention to it the whole time. I don 't think you can thinkyou have
cracked it. You have to think that sooner or later you're going to have to tighten your belt,
and it does go in those kind ofways, you definitely see that. And when it goes back then well
you are pleased because you think that will compensate youfor any unforeseen thing. . [J]

Ben: Well yes, I think it isfar more resilient now than it was, it was quite hard because you are
faced with diicult questions and uncertainties and the reason why, I mean the reason why the
business has grown or been able to grow is that we set out to be veyfrugal in our demands
on it so we didn 't ty to run the company like some kind ofslush fund, we were always very
careful to retain as much as we could in the company so that we could grow, this adverse,
aversion, to being in hock to other people and banks so it was quite diicult then [S]

Roger: That's a problem you seefor a small company in that you are always watching the money and
the thought ofbringing in people andpayingve hundred, no a thousandpounds a day is the
going rate, isjust out ofthe question. [S]

Joy: He is definitely the entrepreneurial one and I wouldn 't hesitate to say that. Ever since I have
know him he has always had ideasfor businesses and fanything I suspect I have held him
back. He is a risk taker, I'm not a risk taker and the idea ofgetting vastly in debt to the
bank....._ So I think in the past I have held him back but maybe that was no bad thing [S]

Mike: When I started on my own, I because I had studied up I was the nominated company secretary
and Joy was the other director and she was nominally thefinance director and we'd agreed
that I wouldn 't take any seriousfinancial decisions without her say so. This has continued and
while sometimes I want to explore something new, likefor instance bankruptcy hall, it is
generally Joy who is the voice ofsweet reason and while I sometimes getfrustrated with her
being so risk adverse, it 's generally right in the long run . [S]

PJ: And at the beginning iI understand correctly you didn 't take an oice together, you kept
separate.
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Geof' No, we went low overhead, which in a way we've remained, because these days you don't need
it, the world has changed. But I'm conservative in a way, we've always run
it on a fairly tight rein, there's always money in the bank since we started. . [S]

Colin: Geosaid that when he was alone he'd set up this system book-keeping and I saidfine/ OK,
let's do it. He's got a very simple system which is paper based andpencil driven and hejust
gets on with it......... It 's very simple, very low overhead which is the best way in a small outt
like ours. [S]

The intrinsic needs of satisfaction and stimulation rather than extrinsic needs of
money and fame were also still articulated. A new aspect of Stimulation, that of
creating a environment in which to learn and experiment also starts to appear.
Wegner, Giuliano & Hertel (1985) in their work on cognitive interdependence in close
relationships, talk about what they call transactive memory', the process ofbuilding
shared thinking processes entailing as they say, not only the transfer of knowledge,
but the construction of a knowledge-acquiring, knowledge-holding, and krowledge-
using system that is greater than the sum of its individual member systems? (p.256) In
the early days of a relationship as each member of the dyad becomes cognisant of the
background, abilities, behaviours etc. of the other, so the dyad°s transactive memory
grow as a whole and, what the couples here describe as a period of learning, starts to
take place. As Wegner, Giuliano & Hertel (1985) say, couples typically begin in a
relationship by revealing infonnation about themselves to each other; starting with
fairly mundane surface information, they move on to disclose more private knowledge
of themselves. And, when they are trading knowledge of their life goals, personality
traits, emotional investments, or other personal qualities, they are also building the
differentiation of their transactive memory. Each fact about the self that is revealed to
the other lends the other a sense of one°s expertise and experience? (p.265) They go
onto discuss differentiating of roles within the relationship as a extreme example of
differentiated transactive memory and this will be revisited in Chapter 6.

Hilary: Well, we have really expanded and we are changing all the time. When I look back to two
years ago and who were our competitors, people like A and J well, that's just not true
anymore. I don't think I could really say who our competitors are, we seemed to have carved
out a nichefor ourselves ...I think it was a learning time, I didn 't see it as starting
something new fI would have done I would have been prepared Ifelt it was a very very
gentle continuation so that was why one did it we did it withoutfear, well I say I did it without
fear, I can 't speakfor Tim, but it was a logical progression so it was like two, there must be
an analog/ here, two things going on their own path and thenjust melting together or
something moving quitefast and inexorably. Ifelt it was reasonably seamless move I'm not
very clear about [S]

Tim: I would describe thefirstfew years as a rebirth, a new cycle, taking expertise acquired and
lessons learned each time and building it into something new. I think before that wefelt that a
conscious decision to expand might baclçre, you know, the company getting larger and us
losing theavour ofwhat we were doing. Wefeel we're constantly leaming, as soon as the
first rush ofromance as far as the work went we wereoundering around. I'd liken it to being
dumped on a desert island with a teaspoon and a ball ofstring and being asked what do you
make ofthis...... [S]

Matt: But we haven 't got time to do that, all the boring stu we're too busy to ty to work out how
we work on all the ideas. Things don 'tjust come like that, you know, it's quite hard work.

PJ: So is there someone who does practical things like invoicingfor you or do you do all that?
Kelly: We have an accountant who comes in every Friday and deals with all thatfor us. Then I work

with it as well. But our main activity is developing our ideas . [J]
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PJ:
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Mandy:

Chris .'

John :

Ben:

Roger:

I think to add to that we've never really thought ofwhat we do as business unlíke a lot of
people going into partnership together. It's a way ofdoing work and ofproviding a service
but ultimately it's about being successful. The kind ofsuccess that we want is to produce
projects that wefeel satised with....
Yes, we keep on about quality but that 's ultimately what it 's all about, being proud ofwhat
goes out and has our name on [J]

[Workingfor a large corporation] Ifelt that the ideas that I had weren 't being givenfull rein.
Now I workfor myselfeither I am in control of those or the companies that I workfor as a
consultant in fact value those ideas better as an external agent than they did an internal
agent. [S]

But it sounds that overall you are very happy that you decided to start the business?
Yes I think we are and I think it all worked very much betterfor the pair ofus than either ofus
would necessarily have anticipated, we actually get a real buzz out ofdoing it and that has
been the real sort ofpositive point out ofthe whole thing which has been a nice side of it......_
[s].

It was a big learning curve.........
I was 23, she was 21 and we had done a 6 months pattern cutting course and everything we
learnt, we practised on our clients, it was expensive......
It wasn 't condence, it was blind, stupid, balls, we didn 't know what we were getting into, it
came as a shock and halfto discover we might have to have someone who knew about money.
It was like...........it took us 9-I 0 months to cotton on to thefact that we had charged enough
so that we made money, so we could eat [J]

We 've had to a lot of what I call, growing up. We 've started to take advice, not all good as its
turns out viz. our tax problems, but we had derent people in to help us do the books that sort
ofthing
Yes, the sort ofthing that quitefrankly neither ofus are good at but also it takes us awayfrom
our main aim, that oftuming out really good work, developing some really bright ideas. And
the computer side ofthings has really revolutionised what we do, the way we think. [J]

I don 't think there is anything I would change about the way in which the company was
started up because I think it was a natural learningprocess that was very helpful I think we
have learnt an awful lot not only about the way in which we can make this work, I still don 't
think we know halfofwhat we ought to know but it actually enabled us to learn and that's the
most important, it was structured in such a way that it wasn 't destructive or counter
productive, stresses and strains about dealing with the unknown which it was very much the
case in the early days, it was good it was informative. [S]

Yes I would have to say that I think certainly initially thefirst couple ofyears which went very
well andyou were goingfrom a static start as it were andyou were in thatrst sort of
excitingfirst yearfirst two years and everything was going well andpeople coming aboard
and to some extentyou were learning about what you were doing but that was very satisjying
and one ofthe other things I am sort ofaware ofI think it is a very common sort ofexperience
that thefirst year or two when you experience a lot ofgrowth the excitement and satisfaction
spur you to put in a lot oftime and effort and energy andyou get this very sort ofdynamic
first year or two where you are putting in long hours and everything seems to be paying o'
and everything is new and wonderful and the products are new, the process ofmanaging
people, growing the company, dealing with all the issues, it is allfirst time round, it is new, it
is very challenging so it is very hard work but it is ofthe kind ofgrat/ing type so the stresses
are more a kind ofstimulating than a debilitating kind iyou like[S]

The desire to use perceived skills to develop a gap in the market has also continued.
As a direct result of the benet of having two people to stimulate ideas mutually, all
the couples started to develop into new directions fairly quickly into the start of their
organisations. Some have come about through the single mechanism of the couple
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while others, like Roger & Ben, Colin & Geoff, and Hilary & Tim have introduced
other people into the equation. This phenomenon also conrms Shapero & Sokol*s
research (1982) into the detenninants of new business success, where they dene
*pull* start companies which are started for positive reasons and *push* start
companies, which are started in response to negative events such as job loss, and as
such, have a less positive atmosphere in which to expand. All the case were *pull*
starts as opposed to a *push* starts, even Geoff & Colin who had been thinking about
going on their own for some time, and therefore continued in that direction. While
research as to whether *pulled* companies are more successful than *pushed*
companies is inconclusive as yet (Cooper & Gascon 1992), the indications from this
study would tend to argue that the *opportunistic* rms, such as the case studies here,
which demonstrate greater market awareness and creativity, have a greater chance of
success and that those *pushed* companies may have conversely a much lower
survival rate.

Matt:

Kelly:

Hilary:

Tim:

Hilary:

Tim:

Roger:

Ben:

That's one ofthe things why we are going to work in a new way, with the idea ofthis shop and
this space and that we can introduce something every month. Iwe want to do that, or maybe
it never gets anything introduced, it always stays the same.
I think our relationship is ready to go, ........_ it's ironed out a lot of its creases and I think it
has battled its way through, and I think that is brilliant. [J]

Well, as you know, we have spent the last two years developing this new Project thatfor the
purposes ofthis interview we still can 't say a lot about; I remember the last interview we had
just started talking to Cs and it was even more hush-hush.
The Project has actually become our calling cardfor other clients; its taking us into new
product areas like plastics when we were in textiles. It's actually changed the whole direction
ofthe business and it's enabled us to move on from what we were doing into a whole new
field. What 's great is that it 's really is the end result ofbringing both our skills into play ana'
developing something new
We've used V [Professor at Ashridgej, as you know, to guide us through the minefield of
negotiation for the new Project but quitefrankly, we have leamt so much from him, our need
for him has lessened. We 've also had to work with Patent Agents and lawyers and a great deal
oftime and money has been spent with them.
Well, we work with a colour physicist and a polymer chemist on the new Project, we wouldn 't
have needed that before. [J]

But what I am saying is again fyou are looking at the issue oftwo partner companies
probably, well, it depends on the business, but iyou started o'like we did where it was very
much a communal responsibility where both partners were involved in all things like the
parental development and then children begin to as it were take on discrete areas of
responsibilityfor parts ofthe business, you create a potentialproblem at least in as much as
neither partner can have the same degree of insight into what is happening and certainly
control over what is happening as maybe in the case when you are an equal participant
in that process
But having said that there are mechanisms which will not, well, you will never turn the clock
back to what we were doing because this is a different business, but there are mechanisms
whereby a lot ofthese, I mean what Ian is describing is relativeßl trivial, relatively trivial, on
the more important substantive issue ofwhat we do and what we don 't do there are
mechanisms ofsort offorumsfor us to resolve that and new product meetings which are
beginning to work. They have been a long time coming but they do work and I think that has
been quite a useful growing experience really because other people are involved, it is notjust
Ian and I sitting down opposite a table and arguing the toss, I mean, there is, it is a collective
and that is one ofthe reasons why we have introduced it because otherwise the business
would never have a chance ofdeveloping and that was as it were instilled in otherpeople in
the way that we think it is best to go along. [J]
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Joy: I suppose that it interestingly enough the one that the new book is an which is training
analysis and training evaluation but particularly training evaluation I suddenbt developed
into very much an area ofmy own and a lot ofwork had come and is coming out ofthat which
is very much and I think Mike would accept is an area that wouldn 't have developed without
me being in the business at all. [S]

Mike: Not now I don 't see it as my business, I would have done, well I didfor thefirstyear, maybe
two years that Joyjoined me in the business, and really that's quite understandable because
we were still working on my clients on my business but over the last couple ofyears I think
since Joy has very special skills we have moved into areas that I would not have moved into
and I think Joy mentioned earlier when we were talking about the book her unique skills that
has helped in evaluation and training and now it is unlikely that I would have moved into that
particular area. And that is one where Joy has a unique blend ofskills and that has opened
another door and that in particular has really made it 'our' business [S]

PJ: So why didyou feel the need to bring these two [new associates]in, I mean, didyoufeel that
the partnership was running out ofsteam, or what was the drive?

Colin: I wouldn 'tposition us as the partnership running out ofsteam in terms ofa partnership but it
was a sort ofgrowingfeeling that it was more attractive to do our own work with people that
we respected, our own work in terms ofdirect contact with the client, with people that we
respected, with people that we could work with very easily, working as sub-contractors leaves
and unpleasant taste in the mouth but you're always managing a distance between yourself
and the client, yourselfand the other contractors andyou're working with people thatperhaps
you don't rate very highly. Therefore iwe could bring people in that we did rate very highly
it might stimulate us professionally and enable us, perhaps, to do more direct work because
we would be a larger, critical mass, particularly when the initial one wasjust getting in
someone

Geof' I would go along with that [J]

Kit: Ofcourse, the more work you have on, the less chance you have to nurture and to pick up,
understand the people who work with you.... in a way, I think it's actually very diicult to
grow. I think that Ind when you talk aboutpartnershps, I've never... ..the bigger the
practice, obvioush/ the better the work that we 're getting in, we're now getting some ofthe
major work in this country. But, for me the whole process ofwork is actuallyfalling, and
unfortunately, being a pessimist, I do not like what we do because we never reach where we
should reach, so it's never howfar we've got to somewhere it's howfar short we'vefallen

Giles: Kitß be more positive about things, I'm never going to change, Kit will tend to go forward
whereas I'm defending but having said that, despite the diiculties ofmanaging a larger
practice, we are working in areas and in size ofproject we couldn 't have done on our own
[1]

Chris: We 've denitely got into new things together. I think I mentioned computers well they 've
revolutionised what we do. We can produce books now instead ofleaets and we are actually
going intojointpublishing venture with other companies which we could never have
envisaged

John: Chris is definitely the one who got us into that side ofthe business but, with due modesty, I
think I 've contributed. It 's sometimes an advantage to be computer illiterate to start because
you ask them to do things someone who do what they were doing would even ty and when
they work, you 've actually created something new. . [J]

Reputation in their chosen market sector and peer recognition becomes more
important as the business becomes more established and therefore is looking either to
expand into new markets or to increase market share.

Kelly: We 've travelled a bit now so we understand more, a few ofthe things that money can buy.
You don't understand the other side ofl`fe. We understand that now...
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Matt:
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PJ:
John:

Chris:
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PJ:
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Mandy:

Kit:

Giles:

You know, we've been to Japan
We did think how did that start over there and then we realised that they must know us.

[tk really odd, it's unbelievable, because you do start to think that some people are interested
in what we do and how we do it. That sort ofpanic sets in, and then we think that's good, who
would want to know......_. _ [J]

Are we well known? Well, that 's diicult, we certainly have a reputation among the people
that know us
For what?
Oh good work, on time, reliable, all the things we want to standfor. But asfor being well
known, I really don 't know how to answer that
I think we said before that it wasn 't ourprime aim in life but having said that we have got a
certain reputation, I 've been asked to teach at one ofthe main art colleges as a visiting
professor, things like that, it 's actually quite important I suppose, I think we both realise that
there 's no point in hidingyour light under a bushel iyou 're in business, you know, the best
kept secret in the west.... [J]

We get an increasing amount ofpress and publicity through our clients. I suppose one of
things we are good at, well I am in particular, is networking, introducing one client to
another, beingpart ofvarious professional bodies, acting as an external examiner, teaching
at the Royal College, that kind ofthing
It 's very much her bag, but it 's wonderful she does it, to see her work a tradefair, I 'mfull of
admiration and, on a business level, it certainly works. We have built up a reputation and
have many more clients, many more prestigious clients and we have experienced a reversal
ofroles with them: now it is us which drive the projects not them. [J]

I think I am able to build up good relationships with clients, Mike is good at that as well I
think it is a strength, being a consultant it is one ofthe things you have got to be able to do. A
lot ofmy clients although it is a business relationship it is more than that it is they are people
that will ring me up not on a consultancy basis butjust chat to me about things that are
happening. . [S]

[when I started the business on my ownjsuddenly there was no business there and I had not
been suiciently business aware to keep the marketing eort going at the same time as I was
working up the business. So I was back to square one. One ofthejoys ofworking with Joy is
that we can get a chemistry going with clients, inot both ofus, then certainly one and that
way your marketing is almost donefor you as the word gets around...... [S]

What are the qualities that your company standfor
Great clothes, servicefor our clients and a great environment to work and sell our clothes in
Quality, service and style. They come to us by word ofmouth, on the grapevine that is the only
way we get clients. The business has grown and grown every year but we 're not in the big
league yet

We have to share, initially we both went into clients...we spent a lot of time together with
clients, and now, just because ofthe sheer amount ofwork and time constraints, Giles will
look after one client and I will look after another. We'll both attend key meetings occasionally
It's dicult that, because also the perception from a client you're the partner working on it,
one ofus will be sitting at the table and be very much involved in it, you're not the client, the
client automatically assumes that you're the partner working on it, so again, its all quite
divisive, these things, everybody's trying to put Kit in one corner, me in another, what does he
do best... and it doesn 't always work like that, but I don't think we 'll ever be able to change
that. We're dierentpersonalities but at the end ofthe day it is the sum ofthe piece. I don 't
know ifthat's whatyou're trying to get at, what that spark is...what ignites? All that I know is
that the practice is growing, the word is out [J]
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Colin: I couldn 't have made a success of it, because I didn 't have the contacts. We sort ofsat down
on a park bench the day we were made redundant and took the view - OK we 'll give it a go
not by trying to get end clients but by trying to work through other consultancies to add value
to their services etc. I didn 't have the contacts and in therstyear Geocarried me, very
much so. I have an emotional andnancial debt to repay and wefound that the relationship
was working very well. I had someone to turn to in terms of issues, comments and_felt much
more secure as there was two ofus bobbing about in this rather uncertain ocean

Geof' Yes, itproved to be a brilliant decision in a way because I think iwe'd gone out and tried to
say "well what do other consultants do, they do workfor other companies and ifwe'd gone
out there and done that we'd havefolded but by picking ooutts that I knew, I could see
which clients Colin wouldt in with by picking o'people who wefelt wouldfit in - it gave us
regular long term business, month in, month out, invoices, income.... now we are at the point
that we have a certain reputation we can spread our wings a bit, that 's why we 're brínging in
these other people. [J]

Roger: [our client list] hasjust grown really. Well, sorry again the proviso would be that although
the type ofproduct, event and report has remained the same we have entered new customer
segments..... So the organisation prole has remained the same in its largely the Financial
Times thousand, majorpublic sector bodies but the individual customers within
the organisation now comefrom a wider range offunctional areas with different
responsibilities.

Ben: It is possible with the growth ofthe business that we will be able to take advantage of
more opportunities than we could in the past because it is providing we have achieved the
profit that we want and then we have more cash to develop these things, and in the past it has
notjust been people, the scarcity ofpeople, that has prevented us from doing this, it is just
that we haven 't had the money. We put a lot ofmoney irto developing the reports business
and we should be seeing more ofthat coming back. We 've got the market profile now we can
actually start to exploit it. [J]

In summary, the intentions of the couples have been translated into reality in the
rst years of their businesses: all the previously identied aims are still important and
there are some minor variations such as the concem for economy which have come
into play. It will be shown that different mutual aims between the respondent couples
may be a predictor of different organisation structure and difference in organisational
outcome. This is because in dyadic organisations, commonality drives business
strategy: when there is a divergence in common intentions so there is disagreement
over the direction of the business. The ndings therefore can be grouped a follows,
with all partners citing control as their major aim in starting their businesswhether in
terms of destiny of the company or personal control over their lives; even some of the
secondary aims such as stimulation and quality can also be grouped under the wider
heading of control as the expression of that intention demonstrates the importance of
that element within their lifestyle. It is intended to build up this chart as the values and
the interests of the couples are dened. (Figure 5.k)

Case Co-Preneurs Main Intentions Values Interests

'¤

1; Mike & Joy Control, lifestyle
2; Tim & Hilary Control, stimulation

; Reger & Ben Control, wealth, reputation
Giles & Kit Control, quality, stimulation
Matt & Kelly Control, way of life
Gegff& Colin Control, stimulation
Jehn & Chris Control, stimulation
Mandy & Gill W Control, lifestyle

OO\!O\\lI-hb)

2ä>âä>>

Figure 5.k Co-preneurs main intentions in starting their organisation
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5.iii.Common values

In order to create a rounded picture of the couples° intentions in starting the company,
it is also necessary to look at what might be tenned as two subsets of intentionality,
that of common values and common interests. As dened by the dyadic marriageâ
contract, the values are the metaphysical or abstract expression of the dyadic context
which denes the culture of the organisation, whereas the interests are the physical
expression which denes the sector or products the organisation will concentrate on.
In interviewing the couples, it became evident that the initial recognition of qualities
in the partner were deeply rooted in shared values and moral stances. Values
recognition is one of the most commonly understood reasons for intimate
relationships. As Reis (1985) says, citing numerous prior references, the types of
partners one chooses reects one°s values and ideals.' (p.22l) It has already been seen
how important the emotional elements were a important factor in the choice of
partner, and this is strongly reinforced by the couples' statements on the values which
were meaningful to them.

5.iii.i. Common values: choice of partner, decision to found and continuing
organisation
The research maps illustrates the layers of analysis of choice ofpartner within the
decision to found, and also the continuing relationship, as it is difcult to isolate the
temporal phases in this case due to overlap. (Figure 5.1 and m)

Research element Layers of Analysis Research element Layers ofAnalysis

Decision to found Organisation Stan-upCONTEXT CONTEXT

SETTING Choice of Partner SE'I'l`lNG Continuing relationship

HISTORY

SITUATED Identication of
ACTIVITY Common values

Intrinsic
-honesty

SELF -reciprocityExtrinsic
~ excellent quality
°exclusivity

TORY

-±

HS

SITUATED
ACTIVITY

SELF

Demonstration of
Common values

Intrinsic
~ honesty° reciprocity of effort
Extrinsic
~ excellent quality° exclusivity

Figures 5.l and m The context ofcommonality: initial and continuing values

As has been previously stated, there has been long debate within social psychology as
to whether role relationships are fundamentally different from intimate relationships:
this is important within the context of this research as, has been seen from the ndings
on intentions, these dyadic business relationships, whether stemming from affective or
work situations, while having elements ofboth the role and the intimate type of '
relationship, are primarily intimate relationships. Another example of this type of
debate is within equity theory, the theory which deals with those elements in social
psychology concemed with justice in interpersonal relationships, and social exchange
theory, where recent research argues that it is equally important in the both kinds of
relationships (Hateld, Traupmann, Sprecher, Utne & Hay 1985). This debate is
extremely important within the denition of the couples,' values asthey are
fundamentally emotional in context and thus it can be argued that the demonstration
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of values as a linking pin of the relationship is thus a reinforcement of the essential
intimacy of these relationships. The sharing of a comnon set of values was cited
many times by the participants as a prerequisite for working together and later, as the
dening factor for overcoming other relational difculties. These values are used as a
framework or set of ground rules which are fmdamental both to the relationship and
the business and seem to be one of the major recognition factors: many respondents
actually used the phrase a common set of values'.

Ben

Roger

Tim

Hilary

Kelly:

Matt:

Giles;

Kit:

John:

Chris;

Gill:

Mandy:
Gill:

Colin:
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I think it is very important to have a common set ofvalues. Ione partner was obsessed with
jetting out in five years and the other one wasjust lookingfor a satisjying life style and a
reasonable living I think you would have problems. [S]

I think we share a common set ofvalues When it is only two ofyou I think it is very important
that either explicitly, but more implicitly, you have to have this common set ofvalues
otherwise you willfindyourselfcoming into conict on a daily basis just about the way things
are done. [S]

We don 't even think about whether we have the same principles, the same philosophy, it 's just
there, it 's so obvious, we don 't need to articulate it. [S]

Ofcourse we have the same values, it 's why we got together in thefirst place....ourpersonal
and our business relationship is one and the same so there 's no question ofthere ever being
any divergence. [S[

It has always been the most important thingfor us to work in a way which we want, we don 't
care what other people do, we have our own rules, and they 're really strict, we wouldn 't .ever
want to do anything in business we wouldn 't do in our own lives.
I don 't know how to explain it, it 's what we are is what we do, we don 't have to spell it out to
each other [J]

Yes, we have tried to... build up a sort ofethos, which comesfrom us, its a way ofseeing the
world, moral vocabulary......
I think moral vocabulary is a good way to describe it [J]

Part of the recognition ofthe other was what I suppose you would call a common set of
values, a way oflooking at the world, _which I don 't think we have ever actually said, 'these
are our rules, this is the way we do things
Yes, I think it comes from shared experiences, I don 't mean shared together, but common
experiences which have given us our way oflooking at the world [J]

....and I think it was understanding each other and basically developing our own roles within
the business, understanding that we both have strongpoints but derent ones, and I might
not agree with everything Mandy does but at the end ofthe day what she is doingfor the good
ofthe business and the reason that this business is moving along is because ofher. And she
disagrees with the things I do and it 's the same, do you see...
....that's right
And rather than criticising each other, becoming more tolerant ofeach other, in the end we
have the same values, the same reason to be here

Yes, we'd shared a common past in a number ofrespects, we 'd worked together, first bits of
consulting, thefirst elements ofbeing a consultant, so therefore there was a shared
understanding ofwhat a consultant's assignment ought to be, a shared understanding ofhow
one deals with clients, what it is to be a consultant, what it is to deliver value, ethically, what
it is to maintain commitment, a sort of call it the way we operate together...



Geo": ...was common., a sort ofshared value
Colin: Yes, I mean fyou want to use a cultural bind, in as much as the whole concept ofconsulting

at a values, process level, it was shared. [J]

Mike: ......ofcourse we share values. That 's part ofdeciding to get married notjust starting a
business together [S]

Joy: Fundamentally, our values are the same that's why in the long run, whatever the ups and
downs, we come to an equitable decision, we respect each other [S]

Particular values are also quoted as being importance. For instance, the aspects of
trust and honesty are extremely important: this conrns the tenets of social network
theory within organisations (e.g. Granovetter 1985). Matt & Kelly cite honesty as
being ofprime importance, and in fact, demonstrated this recently with a precedence-
making court case against a world-famous designer for stealing their ideas, which they
won. Roger cites a sense of humour, interestingly, along with John & Chris the only
explicit mention, though personal observation suggests that this was a common value
amongst all couples as there was plenty of incidences ofjoking and mutual laughter
during the interviews. `

Matt: because we have always operated in a totally honest way
Kelly: Yes [J]

PJ: I know you had started a business before, had Roger?
Ben: No, so he had to trust me. [S]

Roger: We both feel very strongly about what we would call selsh or oice conict which
sometimes arise orpolitics, I think we are very like minded in that sense we won 't standfor it
so when it is only two ofyou I think it is very important that either explicitly it can be done but
more implicitly you have to have this common set ofvalues otherwise you willndyourself
coming into conict on a daily basis just about the way things are done. I think thatprobably
extends values to you have to get on so a common sense ofhumour more than anything
probably in point offact the ability of the one to make the other one laugh is actually quite
important. [S]

Hilary: Yes, and we both knew that we had to come up with the goods and, even iwe work in
different ways, we absolutely trust each to deliver. [S]

Giles: ....this partnership, to begin with we propped each other up, you have to have this trust in
each other, you also have to know because we have to understand the direction, iwe're
deviating...then you tell each other. [J]

Joy: .one ofthe marvellous things about Mike is that he's a great challenger he always says
he can to it, don 't worry about it, you can do it, you can do it better than mostpeople and in
that sense he has always brought that confidence to workfor both ofus [S]

John: One ofthe great sustainingfeatures ofa partnership is that there is someone else there to
bounce things ofandyou let them get on with things andyou know that even ithey cock
things up, you 'll be there to pick up the pieces and vice versa and they did it allfor the right
reasons anyway, so youjust shrug your shoulders and get on with the next

thing...Chris:One ofthe great things about being together is having a laugh, you know, that moment of the
day when you are absolutely knackered and it 's all too much, andyou start to laugh and it 's
probably not even funny really, but we can be weeping with laughter......_ [J]
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Boszormenyi-Nagi (1979), again talking from the family therapy perspective,
describes the trust concept as follows: genuine tnstwothiness cannot be imposed by
either forcible oppression or by manipulative skill. It has to be deserved or merited on
the basis of a multilateral input or investment of all the partners. The balance of
relational faimess depends on a relatively symmetrical investment of trust in caring
mutuality' (pp. 247-248). This seems to be the case with all the couples who were
studied, and this theme of caring mutuality leads to the discussion of the need for
reciprocity in the relationship and the themes ofjustice and equality. To return to the
framework of the marriage contract, Sager (1976) suggests .....what must be
emphasised above all is the reciprocal aspect to the contract: what each partner
expects to give and what he expects to receive from his spouse in exchange are
crucial.' (pp.4-5) The whole area of social equity theory and social exchange theory
is very relevant to this thesis: hypotheses suggest that the more equitable relationships
are, the more compatible they will be and the longer they will last (Hateld, '
Traupmami, Sprecher, Utne & Hay 1985). The comparison with the ve stages and
crisis points of the intimate relationship indicated by them with that of the
organisational life- cycle model of Greiner (1972 ) shows some similarity of
emotional elements(Figure 5.n). While the crisis points of the life-cycle are somewhat
different, as are the reciprocal growth processes, there is a similarity in the way that
the accrual of experience engenders a stage change. The rst phase in each cycle is
particularly relevant to the case studies as these are the stages that the couple and the
organisation are going through. This dual model will be referred to in Chapter 7.

_ _ PHASE l PHASE 2 PHASE 3 PHASE 4 PHASE 5Organsatonal
Life Cyølß Thwfy . crisis of 2. crisis of s. crisis rrf 4. crisis rrf s. crisis of
(Aer LEADERSHIP AUTONOMY CONTROL RED TAPE 7 7 Ü' 7 7
Greiner
1972) l. Growth through 2. Growth through 3. Growth through 4. Growth through 5. Growth throughCREATIVITY DIRECTION DELEGATION COORDINATION COLLABORATION

Social E uity l. Crisis of 2. Crisis of 3. Crisis of 4. Crisis of 5. Crisis of Ä±Theory q INTIMACY COMPATIBILITY rNEQu'rAB1Ln'Y CHANGE COMMITMENT
(Aef Hateld l. Growth through 2. Growth through 3. Growth through 4. Growth through 5. Growth throughTrau mann, E UITABILITY CONTENTMENT RESOLVING TRUST REESTABLISHMENTP
Sprecher, Utne FE UITY
& Hay 1935) DATNcr STEADY COMMITMENT MARMAGE uzsoLU1'oN/

ossoLUToN

Figure 5.n Comparison ofOrganisational and Intimate Relation Life-cycles

Equally important is the articulation of reciprocal effort and support in the way of
working. Sager (1976) also states that ' . . .it is most important to realise that, while
each spouse may be aware of his own needs and wishes on some level of awareness,
he does not usually realise that his attempts to full the partners needs are based on
the covert assumption that his own wishes will thereby be fullled.' (pp.4-5)
Affective couples articulate this differently from work associates as their support
continues into outside work life but are absolutely in agreement with it being essential
to be equal within the partnership. All partners talk about equality but Mike & Joy are
particularly interesting a they come from a single impetus start-up and their equality
has been thus anived at slowly rather than as a automatic assumption from the start.

Joy: I think once I became established as actually bringing something to the business that was
derentfrom what Mike was bringing and I think Mike saw thefact that the two ofus
together in fact that the whole was much greater than the part. I suppose it is a two way thing
really it made mefeel more confident about my role in the business and so I relaxed and
probably was less pushy and aggressive about my role, I relaxed into it and therefore he was
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Mike:

Ben:

Roger:

Hilary:

Tim:

John:

Chris:

Gill:

Mandy:

Colin:

able to relax as well so I would say now that our working relationship is pretty sound. It isn 't
often now that we havefurious disagreements and we do have disagreements about the way to
approach things but we will resolve them. It may be resolved in the sense that we decide to do
what Mike wants or what I want. We decidefairly early on OK that the person will lead with
that and go with his/her view ofit and it doesn 't leave any badfeeling about it at all. I think
we respect each other very much nowfor what we bring to the business and our own
particular skills and attributes and I think once you have got that respect and it isrmly there
then I think everything elsefalls into place, even iyou have disagreement [S]

.........we do have someferocious arguments but common interest is at the heart, I think we
have the ability now to see that those arguments are really based on a common objective, it is
not the arguments that one would have with somebody, you know who doesn 't have ones
interests at heart, I think that's the point that we both recognise however horrible the other
person is that however stupid the argument there is a common interest [S]

Yes well we were, we own the company down the middle and I think it isfair to say that we
have laboured equally in the vineyard rightfrom the start [S]

We are in total agreement that we would neverfind someone [who would work as we do] but
saying it I think we continualbº don 't believe that such a person would be easy tond someone
with all the criteria which include sharing all the counter values and everything else that Ben
and I share as well as being able to do thejob and taking equal strain [S]

INo, not really. We're still equalpartners. I don t think we could have done it iwe hadn 't been
married. All the stepsforward have been an extension ofourjoint skills andfor each step we
have supported each other. Thefact that we can work together over the weekends, in one way
means we never stop.
Yes, it's an emotional roller coaster but we couldn 't have survived without the other. [J]

The business has always been straight down the middle. I know there 's all sorts of theory
about one person having a greater share so that ifa decision has to be made, there 's always
one person who can take that step, but it doesn 't work like that
Yes, I can 't really think of an occasion when we 've fundamentally disagreed about the big
things, the direction of the business, little things OK, but that's just day to day frustrations,
even fwe don 't talk much about it all in the open, I can 't ever remember going home sort of
seething with resentment that what we are doing is not what I want to do. [J]

....._ we both have to reassure each other that we are working equally. So for instance, I get in
earlier so I work a longer week, but I take a longer holiday and before I go away I 'm
checking that it 's OK with you. It 's only recently with Adelaide being born that we are out of
here at a reasonable hour. But we 've always been equal with money, equal with
time.......equalwith responsibility, equal with emotion but I think that why it works so brilliantly,
I 've heard ofpartnerships where it 's not equal, and that 's just notfair and someone gets more
say, and that 's just not on.

At a practical level it's just about having someone there as a sounding board, someone to,
sometimes, guide, give encouragement. Even at more remote level when Geo'and I are
working together, you're not alone, its actually quite comforting in the sense that there's
someone there willing to share his fortunes with mine, in therstyear, year [When I wasn 't
contributing much jgiving it up in halfand thinking, well, I own two-thirds ofthis! So, that is
actually quite positive - I hate to use a friend' psychological security but there is something
that creates a lot ofuncertainty, barren periods, you're always looking through months but
you haven 't got a days work bookedfor what may be ten days over nine months. In a sense
it's that I've got someone else to rely on [S]
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Geof' We basically work as a team, it's the two heads are better than one in this game, and we
structure it, we divide it up and we come back together in order to make our
recommendations, how you're going to present it and how do we go from there, then we do it
either one person or both, and then we bill and we share everything down the middle.

Kit: That's it, I think the other thing, it's inevitable, and that's needed iwe're each looking after a
project, the other one comes in and shakes it all up. It does come back to this trust at the end
ofthe day, no matter how much he doesn 'tput his oar in, then you have to respect thefact, in
reecting on things, you have to come back and say "he said it, he means it, he's not doing it
for any other reason than he believes there's another way and iyou don't hold onto that - i.
you didn 'tfeel that or I didn 'tfeel that, then ultimately I shouldjust set up my practice and he
should set up his. No matter how much we're at odds, it's that respect again. Ithat's not
there, ultimately, as long as we believe ourpartnership is worth... is a good cause, then that's
ne but as soon as that stops Kit will be o"going plodding his path and we should call it a
day

Giles: But we 've never reached thatpoint, and I don 't see why we should, I suppose that's the true
meaning ofpartnership, understanding that we both have a passion, an equal passion for
what we do and want to achieve

The extinsic set of values have been covered in part in section 5.ii. on the intentions
of the couples, particularly those ofquality and the special nature of the work. There
is also a expression of concern about the value of quality as representing the
integrity of the relationship rather than as a specic aim or product of the association.
There is also intimations of the expression ofwhat Clark (1985) calls responsiveness'
in her denition of intimate behaviour with the partners acting as a quality control.

Roger: I won 't let go until Ifeel it is ofsuicient quality, so across the company in general, and
specifically in products, I tend to be constantly sort ofacting upon things and in an ongoing
way trying to intervene, tone tune, check that's OKjust to, to use a metaphor sort of the
juggler who has a plate ofbest china sitting on the end ofa I5 bamboo poles, run up and
down the line, I sort of I am always concerned, give the stick a waggle and make sure it is
going round.and round still . In my case.....I tend towards perfectionism, I am not a
perfectionist but I tend to kind of I like to keep sort ofteething away at something. [S]

Ben: ....we are the corner delicatessen and they are the supermarkets that are slinging it out, we
can 't really prove this, we haven 't done any research, but we think that our approach ofbeing
a small player andfocus on premium quality, premium priced, high standardproduct quality-
generated, high customer satisfaction is what stood us in good stead, whereas although the
competition we are talking about are basicallyfactories iyou like they are conference
factories, Ifeel we both act to ensure that quality is assured [J]

Joy: We are very different sort ofpeople in terms ofour approach to work. I am very detailed and
I always say one ofmy greatest drawbacks is that I am a perfectionist and I don't know when
to stop being a perfectionist, I don't draw the line. Mike isn 't, to Mike 80 per cent is fine and
that derence between 80 and 100 per cent can actually, iyou are a perfectionist, cause
quite a lot ofstress and heartache and we had already come across this in dealing with other
things in our lives so I was aware ofthat very basic difference Would we in some way be
able to work together, maybe I have dealt with my perfectionism and Mike was somehow able
to come partly towards me in moving upfrom his 80 per cent ofit a bitfurther up. [S]

Mike: I am very practical, I am very pragmatic, I am relatively unappable and I will when pressed
I will go for a 75% option. Now that helps me stay unappable because you are not goingfor
perfection that is both a strength and a weakness. Joy is very much a perfectionist which once
again is a strength and a weakness. It is a strength in terms ofquality ofproduct that we
develop and it is a weakness in terms ofiyou have got a lot ofbusiness a lot ofwork a lot of
things to do then I can find it very irritating to be held to perfection when I believe 75% will
suice but again I think we 've worked that out and the quality ofour product is always at a
very high standard [S]
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PJ:
Kit:
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Kit:

Matt:

Kelly.

Chris.â

PJ:
John:

But then, on our day-to-day the way that the relationship actually interweaves is actually
quite complex, and we do this thing ofchanging roles, devil 's advocate role....
Consciously?
...devil' advocate role, Ijustplay.....
Consciously.
IGiles goes all practical on a project I will go all romantic or ty to ........ and Giles will do
exactly the opposite to me. But it's a very powerful way oftesting the project. [J]

Yeah, well, that [getting into heavy discussionsjis probably the best thing because at least you
can be passionate about it still. 1' it was 'Oh, all right then, you do what you want to do ', it's
always about what I want to do, what we want to do, it's always about the actual design part
of it.
I think that because it is a proper relationship, it's bound to crop up. What we 're passionate
about is producing what we want in the way we want it, the essence ofus, the best we can do

I don 't think that either ofus have ever thought 'thatpiece ofwork he 's done is lousy' or iwe
have we have a subtle way ofsuggesting an idea ofmaking it better. I 'm just trying to think of
an occasion...... well, I remember really struggling with somethingfor [ABC] and I think I
knew in my heart ofhearts it wasn 't that good but we had a mass ofwork on and I didn 't want
to distract John but I think Ifound a way to leave it around or something knowing that he
wouldfind a way to say something constructive and he madejust a simple comment something
like have you tried it in negative and suddenbl I saw the solution.....
Does that strike a chord?
Yes, again it 's not explicit, I thinkyou know us well enough to know that neither ofus are very
good at spending hours discussing things, maybe a good thing I don 't know, but, yes, I think I
can say that I can 't remember a time when something went out of the studio and I thought 'oh
god, we can 't send that out' so we do have a sort ofautomatic check and balance thing

In summary, the values of the partners, whether initially in the choice of person,
during the founding period or later during the growth of the business, have been a
extremely important element in the development of the relationship. All couples .
demonstrated the need for a common set of values in order to provide the 'rules of
engagement' but these were not a imposed set of rules but were rather a extension
of those factors which initially attracted the individuals one to another. Thus it is the
couple who mould the culture, and when the aims and values are highly pincipled, so
the climate for the business will also be so and decisions will be made according to
these rules. These rules were common not only between partners but also across all
case studies with minor Variations. The value set will be looked at again in the
ndings on organisational survival to verify whether they enabled couples to
overcome difculties either by using them to underpin a way ofworking through
problems together or by recall as to what had initially brought the couples togetherin
the rst place. (Figure 5.0)

Case Cu-Preneurs

*

l:
2:

oo\lO\U-I>w

Mike & Joy
Tim & Hilary
Roger & Ben
Giles & Kit
Matt & Kelly
Geoff & Colin
John & Chris
Mandy & Gill

åáå>ää>>

Control, lifestyle Trust, equality, quality
Control, stimulation Trust, support, quality
Control, wealth, reputation Trust, humour, quality
Control, quality, stimulation Respect, equality, quality
Control, way of life
Control, stimulation
Control, stimulation
Control, lifestyle

Trust, equality, quality
Trust, equality, quality
Trust, humour, quality

Main Intentíons Values Interests

Trust, equality, quality
Figure 5.0 Co-preneurs ' main value sets
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5.iii. Common interests

The common interests of the partners are also a sub-set of their common intentions.
Interests are used here in the extemal context of the relationship, or as described in the
dyadic marriage' contract as the physical context, whether according to industry or
product or whether in a social or familial context, as opposed to the common values
which are the intemal or metaphysical context of the relationship.

5.iii.i. Common interests: choice of partner and decision to found
The identication of the common interests occurs rst within the context of choice of
partner and decision to found and then later on, those interests play a part in the
ongoing relationship. (Figure 5.p and q

Reseamh element Lallefs Of Analysis Research element Layers of Analysis

Decision to foundCONTEXT

SETTING Choice of Partner

SITUATED Identification ofHISTORY ACTIVITY Common interests

Internal
' industry

SELF ° product
Extrinsic
° social

CONTEXT

SETTING

1-USTORY SITUATED
ACTIVITY

SELF

Organisation Start-up

IPContinuing relationsh

Demonstration of
Common interests
Internal
° industry° product
Extrinsic
° social
-family- family

Figure 5.p and q. Ihe context ofcommonal`ty: initial and ongoing interests

The initial choice involves seeking out people with like interests in either or both the
eld of activity which will constitute the core competencies of the organisation or
other social interests. While it is evident that married couples have a common familial
interest and thus need the industry link in order to start the business, what is
interesting is that the work couples also seem to need the double interest of social or
familial activities. For instance, all work associates initially cite friendship as one of
the main drivers of getting together. As Reis (1985) states, 'research. . ..supports the
relevance of shared activity preferences for the choice of spouses or close friendsf
(p.22l) He continues that research, 'indicates that activity-related aims can be fullled
more readily when couples share a social enviromnent.' (p.226)

Roger: I think iyour relationship with your partner is on afriend's basis, which ours was as well as
the obvious work connection, sometimes that can be díicult later on. We still do we go to
concerts and stubut compared to the early days when we spent time in my kitchen discussing
life and the universe [S]

PJ: Didyou like one another as well?
Ben: Oh yes. I would say so. We have both been sort ofbuddies with sort ofcomplimentary tastes

and so on. So yes, we share some common interests, we go out to concerts... [S]

Kit: Yes. To start with it was obviously more than just the work, I had worked with other people
before and I couldn 't describe those relationship asfriendship
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Giles:

John _'

Chris:

Mandy:

Inevitably, there has to be something that ignites the spark, it was obviously respectfor each
other 's work and a passionate interest in the arts but beyond that, there was something else
which made us want to spend time together which we certainly do now......... [laughs]

I think we said that we originalb met socially and it could have stayed at that, I think we
would still be seeing one another, going outfor a drink, dinner, those sorts ofthings
Yes, I don 't think we would have lost that, thefriendship was denitely part ofthe reason to
start to work together.

No, the way I remember it is, the day we started working together, we startedplaying
together, everything, I came out with you andyour mates, we werejust inseparablefrom that

day...However,as the business relationship progresses, the 'iendship seems to change in
nature, going from warm to tepid. This will be explored further in Chapter 7 in the
light of the effect of convergent and divergent behaviour on the survival of the
organisation.

Roger:

Ben:

PJ:
Kit:
Giles:

P.l:
Kit:
Giles:

John:

Chris:

Well one ofthe practical problems is increasingly it becomes difficult to criticise your partner.
I think iyour relationship with yourpartner is on a friend's basis andyou arefriends acting
on that level and the guy you know has failed to do something important or he
has discountedyour advice and gone ahead and done something or he has done something in
a way youfeel is maladroit or he should have askedyou it is diicult iyou are both mates on
the one hand and company directors and colleagues on the other, ihe has done something in
your area iI was really in charge ofmarketing and Ben had done something which Ifeel is
stupid or he should have asked me about it Ifeel I should be entitled to say Ben that is stupid
don't do it again but at the same moment ihe is afriend it is quite dicult to do. Unless you
manage to work through these sort ofthings it may well be in fact a realproblem... but I
think the result ofit all has been perhaps slightly sadly, not without a certain regret, that I
nd myselfsometimes, well basically, just seeking outfewer social activities.

........_yes surprisingly, speakingfor myselfI haven 't grown sick ofthe sight ofhim, so from
my point ofview it is quite, yes, quite interesting. I think the relationship is very good, I
suppose ithe business has not run a reasonably promising course, I don't know what strains
that would have imposed, whether we would have both beenjust goodiends, I don't know
because that would have raised questions whether it would have been dierent really
radically dierent opinions as to what was or might have been but it hasn 't been like that

So do you see each other out ofwork, or is there a division?
There isn 't much time...
We used to more, we don 't quite as much, especially when you usually leave the oice
between nine and ten in the evenings...
But I mean, didyou in the earlier days...you know, family get togethers...etc. ?
Wejust see so much ofeach other....
We don't socialise very much at all with anybody at the moment...(laughter)It'd be interesting
you know,... let's get back a little - we set up the practice when we were...well, myrst
daughter was born, we were working across the road then...I suppose we saw more ofeach
other then

Funnily enough, having said that, we don 't see that much ofeach other out ofwork now. I
suppose it 's to do with changingfamily circumstances, new babies, new partners but I think
it 's also due to thefact that we see so much ofeach other all the time... ..
We said it was like marriage, and we see probably more ofeach other than we do our
respective other halves, but the marriage analogy stops there, it 's increasingly good that we
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have separate existence 's, can get away to charge our batteries. I 've never said that to you
before....

John: Yes, but I entirely agree

Even within the non-sexual affective relationship ofMatt & Kelly, there are also
changes from the original pattem of totally mutual existence.

Matt:
Kelly:
Matt:
PJ:
Matt:

Kelly:

Matt:

Kelly

Matt:

.........you have to realise that this is notjust a business relationship or notjust a friendship
..well we don 't really do that now....

Yeah but until about three years ago, we did.
So what was that like?
Fantastic to begin with; because all we did was talk about work, but it came to a point where
all we ever did was talk about work, all ofthe time.
So it wentfrom really constructive to really destructive. I mean towards the end it got
destructivefairly quickly, not that it had been destructivefor years.
At the time we had so many people here, we had no space at home; there were always people,
the phone was there, there were people there.
.....suddenly you've got to know what otherpeople are doing and really truthlly and selfishly
we were only really preparedfor what we took with us. That's the way we were
thinking. So therefore iyou had niggly things at work due to other people coming into the
place, you're like, you know So we did need our own space and we've got older as
well, we 've turned thirty which is quite a landmark age, and I think wejust thought we can 't
go on like thisforever, we can 't have this fantastic yet strained relationshipforever.
I think it was really scary, our decision to start not living together, but it was probably the
best thing we ever did because as soon as we did that we did have space.

There are even intimations in the sexual affective relationships that having space to be
on one's own is necessary or that the activities in the business are now less shared so
that a separate identity is maintained. This is a important concept in social
psychology, what Reis (1985) calls Interdependence of Two Selves', and does not
indicate incompatibility but rather a acknowledgement, or a deep recognition ofwhat
is necessary to keep the relationship compatible, which is one of the attributes of a
close, or strong, intimate tie.

PJ:

Tim:

PJ:
Tim:

PJ:
Tim:

During thatfirst two years, do you thinkyour relationship with Hilary changed during that
time?
Yes. We got an awful lot closer. I don 't think we would have got into each other's trousers as
much as we have done iwe had both had separatejobs but we wouldn 't have seen each other
long enough to have been able to sort it out, all the personal complexities though some new
ones did aríse....
And do you thinkyour business relationship improved as well?
Our business andpersonal relationship is one and the same. I don 't think I would have
survived iI had been married to somebody else but there is no way that I would have
started that in thefirstplace
Why is that?
Emotionally I don 't think I would want a partner that volatile but, funnily enough, living
separately I don 't think it would have worked and working together but not living together it
wouldn 't have worked. So it is this odd situation and out ofthree orfour options, living
together and working together is the only one that works. The corollary is that when we leave
the studio, we are still together and we have very little opportunity to bejust oneself I'd love
to know what life would be like iI could be one person in a job and one person at home.
Working and living together, you can 't ever pull the wool over the otherperson 's eyes.....
sometimes, I long tond out

As Knudson (1985) states, °marriage begins when two individuals, each with a
separate denition of reality, attempt to develop a new, shared consensually validâ
denition of each other, the relationship between them, and the place of their
relationship in the broader network of relationships in which they live." (p.233) It
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would seem that the price of living mutually in both work and social time can be very
high which is why there is a attempt to nd space. This will be further investigated
in the section on division of roles (Chapter 6)

All couples have per se a common interest in their sector or industry, though as with
Tim & Hilary [A] and Chris & John [W], their initial specialisation was
complementary rather than exact. There are no examples here of couples who started
together because, for example, one had business skills but knew nothing about the
sector and the other partner had the sector experience. That this commonality of
business experience has potential pitfalls will be explored in Chapter 6 on
complementarity. It was however, a prime motivation in starting the business together
and as such is important.

5.v. Summag

As Reis (1985) states, Two closely related partners may inuence each other
substantially, resulting in complex pattems of interdependence at the behavioural,
affective, and cognitive levels.' (p.226) This has been demonstrated here by all the
couples concemed. The element of cormnonality, whether in intentions, values or
interests is a important concept in the building of intimate relations. By researching
longitudinally, it was possible to gain insights into the development of the relationship
over time, and thus to understand how that commonality served as the basis for
growing the organisation in the direction that both partners desired. It can be seen that
that commonality, while being desirable, and indeed fundamental, to the initial choice
ofpartner, has potential pitfalls if the certain elements of commonality, such as forced
proximity or like work experience, are not dealt with as part of the developing
relationship. This will form the basis of the next chapter.

It has been previously suggested that the relationship between the couples is a
intimate one, which in itself renders the dyadic start-up unique by the emotional
motivation for start-up. These ndings on commonality reinforce that view. It will be
argued in the next chapter that as the organisation grows so the context develops into
one ofwork where the intimate relationship is less apposite and that this can cause
tensions.

Figure 5.r indicates the smnmary of the connnon intentions, values and interests
which are relatively common across all case studies. There are however small
differences between partners which may surface later and thus play a part in the
differential development of the organisation. This will be investigated in Chapter 7.

Case Co-Preneurs Type Main Itentiøns Values Interests
1:
2:

0O\lO\LI-P~*-»J

Mike & Joy
Tim & Hilary
Roger & Ben
Giles & Kit
Matt & Kelly
Geoff & Colin
John & Chris
Mandy & Gill

å2>â2>>

W

Control, lifestyle Trust, equality, quality
Control, stimulation Trust, support, quality
Control, wealth, reputation Trust, humour, quality
Control, quality, stimulation Respect, equality, quality
Control, way of life Trust, equality, quality
Control, stimulation Trust, equality, quality
Control, stimulation Trust, humour, quality
Control, lifestyle Trust, equality, quality

Sector, family
Sector, family
Sector, jazz
Sector, family
Sector, family
Sector
Sector, iends
Sector; family

Figure 5.r Co-preneurs main intentions, values and interests



Figure 5.s thus summarises the rst building block of the dyadic relationship model,
showing the sequential elements of commonality over time with their associated
functions, as have been described here.

Contínuing
Relationship

Norming
Relationship

Decision to
found

Choice of
Partner

Meeting

5.s Commonality as a factor in the dyadic relationship model

This chapter therefore has two aims in parallel: rstly, to begin to answer the rst
research question, whether the individual intentions, values and interests of the
prospective partners inuences the type oforganisation founded, and secondly, by
doing so, to demonstrate which elements of commonality are fundamental to the
building of the eventual model. The indications are that individual intentions, values
and interests are in effect what is common between the couples and thus forms
initially the basis for being together. This commonality then makes the start-up of the
organisation easier by providing some basic ground rules within which to operate.
Finally, there are indications that later on in the growth of the organisation, reference,
either conscious or unconscious, to what is common between the couple can smooth
out the rough patches and is instrtunental in dening business strategy.

The rst part of the theory of dyadic organisational survival thus states that the
common intentions, values and interests of the dyad contribute to organisational
survival by providing the basis for a equitable, compatible relationship which
underpins the strategy, culture and behaviour of the growing organisation.

However, commonality is not sufcient to ensure the continuation of the relationship
and the business, and indeed may prove to be a difculty if it is the only element of
compatibility which is present. As Chapter 6 will demonstrate, the element of
complementarity is of great importance as the relationship matures.
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6. ITINERARY 2: COMPLEMENTARITY

6.i. Introduction
As has been shown, commonality is the necessary element which brings the partners
together in the rst place, provides the set of common ground rules, and helps smooth
differences which begin to surface later in the relationship and organisation. The
second corner stone of the dyadic relationships studied is complementarity, whether of
skills, roles or behaviours. As has been previously stated, the elements of
commonality are particularly important early in the relationship, while it seems that
the elements of complementarity come into play at organisational start-up and as the
organisation starts to develop. To reiterate Timmons (1979), founding partners may be
initially tied together by friendship or working association plus a enthusiasm for the
new project and that this may not be sufcient to_ carry the organisation beyond its
initial phase due to the existence of similar rather than complementary experience
and capabilities among founding partnersf (p202)

Complementarity has here been studied at the level of the individual within the
relationship, focusing on what is internal or extemal and negative or positive to the
relationship.(Figure 6.a) Complementarity seems to be the key to what Ickes (1985)
calls the integrative nctioning of the relationship'; the common elements
previously identied tended to be within the emotional domain, and it will be shown
how important the complementary elements are within the activity-based domain or
functions. Recalling the dyadic marriage' contract (see Figure 5.d), the
complementary elements cover the areas ofhow the couple are going to achieve the
cornmonly desired outcome (skills), working in what ways together (roles) and by
reacting to each other in what way (behaviours).

Research element Layers of Analysis

What is
Complementary
between individuals

SETTING Relationship
Identication of

STORY SITUATED ' SWS
Acrvrv 'f°1°S

'behaviours
What is
'intemal

SELF 'extemal
What is
'negative
'positive

CONTEXT

Figure 6.a Complementarity research framework

The aim of this chapter is to answer the second research question, whether there is a
specic combination of complementary skills and behaviours which predicates both
the decision to found and also the roles the partners assume in the organisation which
thus ensures the continuation of the relationship, and secondly, by doing so, to
demonstrate which elements of complementarity are fundamental to the building of
the eventual model. _
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6.ií. Complementary skills

The identication of complementary skills is the rst step in dening the relationship
as something more than that based on either some innate recognition of common
ground, or what has been, up until the decision to found, a purely affective
partnership. The analysis of the complementary skills covers thus the stages
encompassing the decision to found, and the start-up of the organisation through the
rst years when the structures are being put in place which will shape the
organisation: as the organisation develops, and new skills are required so either the
partners acquire new skills or help, whether intemal or extemal, is taken on. Initially,
the skills focused on are thus those which each partner brings to the relationship and
which may, or may not, fonn part of the decision to found and secondly, those which
will enable the relationship, and thus the organisation, to continue. The analysis
framework demonstrates the main areas of investigation. (Figure 6.b)

Research element Layers of Analysis Research element Layers of Analysis

CONTEXT Organistiøn Start-UP CONTEXT Organisation Now

SETTING Continuing relationship SETTING Continuing relationship

Identication of
convergent or divergent
skills

lntemal

Identication ofHISTORY SITUATED _
Complementary skllsACTIVITY HISTORY SITUATED

ACTIVITY

Personal
SELF ° One brings~ Other brings

SELF
Content skills
Management skill

Extemal
S

Acquired
Employed

Figure 6.b Context ofComplementarity: skills

As previously stated, research indicates that the identication of complementary
attributes of individuals within patnerships seems to be key towards the
understanding ofwhich team-founded Ventures survive. As Bird (1989) says'....we
would expect the most effective entrepreneurial teams to include complementary
skills, as well as differences in experience, style, resource networks, and so forth.Â°
(p.222-223) echoing the complementarity theory of Winch on lasting couples (1958)
developed within marital relations research. While agreeing with the basic tenet of
complementarity theory, Knudson, (1985) states, a recurring criticism has been that
no rationale has ever been provided for stating which needs will be complementary.
On the face of it, it is implausible that all couples in a large group study will evidence
complementarity on exactly the same needs'(p.245) What has been developed,
however, is the suggestion that different complementarity needs exists dependent on
the developmental stage of the relationship.(e.g. Loevinger 1976 and Kegan 1982, on
development of the self).This is a important point here as the partners at the start of
their working relationship were unable to articulate their complementary needs (there
is only a awareness, or in some cases perhaps the hope, that the other person is
bringing something else to the party that will add value), while as the organisation
develops, so the complementary needs become both more explicit and more congruent
with the stage of development.
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There is thus a typical sequence of events in the assessment of complimentary skill
needs which develops over time and as the relationship and the organisation change.
Mandy & Gill are a good example of this sequence: their initial decision to get
together was fairly haphazard, based on a recognition of the fact that they seemed to
get on well together. The decision to found is based on the tenuous footing that they
are both bringing some different skill, albeit not well dened, to the party. '

PJ:
Gill:
Mandy:
Gill:
Mandy

Gill:
Mandy
Gill:
Mandy

So, why didyou start a business together, you saidyou didn 't know each other that well?
Well, maybe we had bigger, grander ideas [laughter]
As I said, Gill was the chicest thing I had ever seen in my life....
Andyou had more clients than I had, you knew more people
And what happened, was you helped mefinish Rosie 's jacket, thatrst day, you came in the
car to help me deliver it, OK, that was therst time she had come round to my house, and she
justjoined in and it was like....what! oh we 've got something here and it was almost the next
week, she came round to the house and we played, we had a bit offun... ._
....... We had no
idea...Yes,we did [laughter]
I had this vague idea I wanted to do collections
Over coee, back at John Lewis, Gill announced she wanted to do collections, I wanted to do
private clients and ........that 's where we 've ended up, doing collections private clients.
Because that's what we want [laughter]. [J]

The next stage came as a result ofworking closely together and involved developing
an understanding ofwhat exactly the other person could do. They go through a stage
of doing the same things out of necessity before settling down to what one might call
a 'preference pattern' ofworking

Mandy: Yes, but it started quite intensebf, the thing I remember about it, is that one day wejust started

Gill:

Mandy:
PJ:
Gill:

work together, that was it... ..that was the last time we ever sorted it
It was quite amazing, that two people, we didn 't know each other, we knew nothing about
each other.....
...and wejust sort ofstarted working together, whoomph ..
Do you dierent things?
Yes, now we do, but not when we started, wejust did everything and anything like you have
to, but then I realised that Mandy couldpattern cut at twice the speed and in her own way,
much better than I could, and things like that, and after that it went very quickly, Ipreferred
handnishing, you preferred machining, you saw more clients... .. [J] q

The next stage developed that preference pattem° into a more fonnal arrangement in
which the actual roles become more dened, not necessarily in the original fonnat
and here two clear distinctions emerge, between content' skills, which tend to be the
ones which triggered the decision to found, and *business* skills, which are the skills
which become needs as gaps in competencies become evident.

Mandy:
Gill:
Mandy:
PJ:
Mandy:
Gill:

No, it 's a very clear division now... ..
Mandy does finance, systems, technical
And Gill does clients, style, design, fabrics....
And does that work well?
Yeah
It 's great that we both enjoy what we do, I 'd hate the other not to like what she does. And I
know that I can 't do most ofwhat Mandy does, or would want to do it, and vice versa. At the
beginning we both did everything but now we 've got to the point that ione person walked out
we wouldn 't continue because the other one couldn 't do what the other one does. [J]

As the business grew so did the necessity for more structure, and it was necessary to
take on more people, again a typical occurrence, which in itself can lead to problems.
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Gill: About two years ago, when we got those otherpeople in....._.
Mandy: What had happened was, we had always worked together and very gradually we started to

move apart, our roles in the business were more defined, we weren 't talking any more, we
didn 't like each other very much, and we were disagreeing about everything........_

Gill: I think, we were expanding very quickly
Mandy: ....and learning a lot oflessons along the way... ..my attitude had been that we are going

to hire the bestpeople that we can find to workfor us and we were going to curtsey to them. I
they said that was the way it was done well, that was the way it was done: we are talking
aboutfinance andproduction here, my areas. And they were the most heavyweights we could
have dreamed ofemploying and we went yes sir, no sir, and then realised that it was possible
to disagree with them and they didn 't appreciate it and I had to understand that no matter
experienced they were, I had to understand that 'I disagreed with them, I was the boss, I had
to take responsibilityfor their actions, ithey made a mistake, I hadn 't even bothered to
investigate the decisions they were making, so it was myfault, I was blind. They made some
hairy mistakes, both of them, and Igrew up a lot and Ifired them. [J]

The nal stage of the sequence is in reaction to the previous changes and tends to take
the fom of a clarication of the business as a whole, both in terns of stncture and
strategy.

Gill: ....and I think it was understanding each other and basically developing our own roles within
the business, understanding that we both have strongpoints but different ones, and I might
not agree with everything Mandy does but at the end ofthe day what she is doingfor the good
ofthe business and the reason that this business is moving along is because ofher. And she
disagrees with the things I do and it 's the same, do you

see...Mandy:.that 's right
Gill: I think we went through a stage where we brought someone in to run the business, there were

three people, it was very diicult, whereas now, we don 't have that, we know at the end ofthe
day it 's just the two ofus that are important and no-one is going to do anything that
jeopardises our relationship, in the past the people that have come in have pulled us one way
and another and we 've leamt that .........It 's a very dierent business now, it 's a much
happier business, there were a lot oftensions, there was an 'us and them' situation which they
imposed, and we would go into the workroom and there would be sniping and now, we hope,
they come to us with a problem. [J]

This typical sequence during the organisation's growth can be schematised as in
Figure 6.c. .

Decision to Found Start-up Growing Organisation Now
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3/4 Stage 5

Figure 6. c. Sequential complementary skills needs assessment
leading to role denition

This same sequence is mirrored in the other case studies, albeit with a totally different
initial set of skills. For instance, Tim & Hilary, as a affective couple, knew each
other well but the circumstance of starting a business together called into play new
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skills that they couldn't supply themselves and they took the route of extemal
consultants.

Stage l
PJ: Can you remember whatyour reasons were stated and unstatedfor starting the business?

Atrst we were both workingfreelance and in complementary areas... ..It actually
happened by íncremental bits ofwork: I was doing shops separatebl at the beginning. We got
them started and Hilary helped me on some bits and then I helped her when she set up on her
own. I helped her with some things and gradually we thought we could actually make more
money doing something together [S]

Stage 2 -
Tim: The partnership started o'with the idea that we could service the manufacturing industry.

Hilary had the skills asfar as colour was concerned- she would not have been able to do it on
her own as Iprovided the technical know-how and the implementation skills. We ended up as
we have done since where she makes the initial moves and I then take it overfinding new
solutions or new ways ofmaking it work.

Hilary: I have always taken the role ofthefrontman and Iget things moving and Tim has tended to go
into the works, thefactory behind me though this very much depends now on the type ofclient
we have- we increasingly make trps apart though atfirst we did almost everything together.

Stage 3
PJ: Are there any morefomal roles that you have taken, for instance in the managing ofthe

business?
Tim: I handle all the paper work. She does all the telephone communication and her own workfor

clients and when it comes to doing the actualproposal it might be us working together but I
do the actual writing...

PJ: Who deals with the bank?
Tim: I do as well...... General business, all the admin..... What I like to do is take o"her as much of

the crap as possible because I think I do it quicker, less messing about and I am concerned
that all that shouldn 't take time. [J]

Stage 4 -
Hilary: as we've had new clients and new needs, we 've taken on an assistant
PJ: So Caroline represents your only help?
Tim: No, we work with specialistsfrom the outside on an ad hoc basis......., we work with a colour

physicist and a polymer chemist on the new Project, we wouldn 't have needed that before.
PJ: And what about business expertise?
Hilary: We've used V [Professor at Ashridgej, as you know, to guide us through the minefield of

negotiation for the new Project but quitefrankly, we have learnt so much from him, `our need
for him has lessened. We've also had to work with Patent Agents and lawyers and a great deal
of time and money has been spent with them. [J]

Stage 5
Hilary: At the start we had no money to employ people and then you come to that stage where you

still can 't abrd them but you need them to do all the things you can 't do, well don 't have
time to do as well, but what 's happened is we also have leamedfrom all ofthem and we have
actually got to a point where we 've learnt so much, where we are absolutely clear about what
we want to do, where we want to go and how much help we need to do it. Quite a turnaround.
[J]

John & Chris came to the realisation quite soon in their working relationship that
although their skills were complementary in terms of the actual content of their work
(design), they were too similar in other aspects to make running the business a
pleasure, and, like Tim & Hilay, went the route of extemal consultants. As both case
studies have opted to stay essentially a skills based, two person unit, it could be
argued that having employees on a pennanent basis creates a imbalance which is
certainly demonstrated here.
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Stage l
John: I suppose you could say that I brought the drawing skills and Chris brought the layout skills
PJ: V And didyou know who was good at doing what?
Chris: Yes, we 'd both seen each other 's porblio and recognised that we could both do dierent

things better than the other, which was obviously useful. [J]

Stage 2
John: To start with it worked really well, we both sort ofmucked in and got the work done. I tended

to do the drawingy bits, but ithere was a need to do something else, Ijust got down to doing
it. '

Chris: Actually, looking back it worked at the start as well as it ever has done..... we didn 't have that
many clients and so we had time to get it right, what really started to make things diicult was
when we actually started to operate and we suddenly realised that were things like ínvoices
and accounts which someone had to do or we would die ofstarvation. [J]

Stage 3
Chris: Initially we tried doing everything ourselves, so that iI took responsibilityfor ajob and was

the one to work on it mainly then I would be responsiblefor ínvoicing, getting the money in, it
was chaos i ~

John: Yes, we were meant to fill things in in books and ofcourse sometimes we did, and sometimes
we didn 't, so we sort ofdivvied things up, I sort oftook over selling to clients and Chris tried
to sort out the admin. chaos. [J]

Stage 4 -
John: Eventually, we took on some help, both with the design side and the admin. We had a

bookkeeper cum secretary who was horrfied by the mess shefound
Chris: She was wonderful in all sorts ofways but the problem is when you have two guys working on

a 24 hour basis and there 's this person who takes an hourfor lunch and goes o'atfive. It
was like having an alien living with us. [J]

Stage 5
PJ: So have you sorted out the early chaos?
John: We 're on our way there, we use external people now as and when we need them. The tax thing

really knocked the stuing out ofus for a long while, but I suppose, looking back, that
situation had been building upfor some time. I hate to say that we were incompetent but
looking back neither ofus either had the skills or, perhaps more importantly, we didn 't realise
we needed

them...Chris:I wished we 'd had the money to get a decent accountant earlier, I wish we 'd saved all that
creative energy which should have been going on our clients instead ofwhich we wasted it on
bloody worrying about how to run the business, but anyway we 're still here. [J]

There is thus starting to emerge a clear picture of the division between the contentÂ
°

skills, which are part of the decision to found, and the *business* skills, which only
come in to play later on in the relationship. Even the most business savvy° of the
couples, Roger & Ben, experienced problems in making the transition from Stages 1-2
onwards: note.Roger*s awareness that commonality has potential problems.

Stage 1 '
Roger: Well I think we both brought kind ofproduct development strengths; I think we both had this

sort offairly deep understanding ofthis type of I call it product generically, i'you like so one
ofus knew the product and one ofus knew the line ofbusiness. I think in the long run that
proved to be, it had its drawbacks as well as its strengths, but it meant in the early days when
most ofyour success is getting the product into the marketplace, I meant there were two ofus
to do it and it also meant that we would have a veryfruitful discussion so the product would
be refined andpruned through a process ofdiscussion. We spent a lot oftime in the early
days working together on the same product which is something which has changed
subsequently so the early days we were very much like tweedledum and tweedledee we went
everywhere together like Siamese twíns almostjoined at the hip [S]
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Stage 2
Roger: I think once again I alwaysfelt that I had a slightairfor the marketing activities and Ifound

therefore that I tended to gravitate towards those and increasingly spend more time being
involved in that area and managing the people. Ben continued to be involved I think that what
happened was that we would each own a number ofproducts- conferences reports or
whatever it was- and in principle we would therefore be responsiblefor the marketing but
increasingly as we have grown I've, fyou like, taken a board level responsibilityfor the
marketingfunction......._. I think it is important though that you have complimentay skills. I
think iyou are good at some ofthe same things otherwise you are too dierent again this is
all very contingent because I mean, in maybe other types ofbusiness, you can split things up
much more easily I think into manufacturing, distribution something else, but certainly in this
type ofbusiness I thinkyou need quite a lot ofcomplementary as both overlapping but also
complementary skills. I think that is the most useful thing in a way ofhaving two people
working together, they can bring something else as well asjust being there. [S]

Stage 3
Roger: In terms ofother things I don 't think that I am as good a manager, whatever that means, as I

would like to be and I think we now are beginning to understand what the skill ofmanagement
in the round is but I think in some respect this also applies to Ben. I should be carel here
because management covers a wide range ofactivities I think one ofthe major conclusions I
have drawn is that when you are talking about the growth ofthe company as opposed to the
start ofthe company especially having to transform your own rolefrom doers
to managers and I think more than anything else that quality is the single thing which
inhibited further growth, iyou like, the more rapid growth ofour company. Analogically it
is very diicult to give up micro managing and to give up the doing so in the
first couple ofyears Ben and I were actively researching, writing, editing, desktop publishing
the reports, and to compensate we researched them, we had agreed the speakers, we wrote the
brochure copy and we wrote sales copy. [S]

Stage 4
Roger: ...and when you get to a certain size andyour mode ofactivity has expandedyou can 't

do it all yourself; it is all about bringing in people who have the skills or to whom you can
pass on the skills andyou are into coaching and managing but making that transition has
been very dicult and I think it has been diicultfor several reasons and I think it has been
diicult because I think we didn 't take enough advice early enough about making that
transition explicit......_. I don 't think we havefinished the process ofredening the nature of
the role between ourselves [S]

Stage 5
Roger: I think there was, a kind of we didn 't understand the sorts ofchanges that you have to make

to movefrom being a 6/7 person company to being a I5 person company or halfa million to a
million and a halfand I suspect the same is true about goingfrom where we are today to
doubling our size, that another major transformation in the nature ofactivity so as the
company grew I thinkpersonally I began to worry about my deficiencies in the area of
management I thinkpartly we understand what management means in general andperhaps
more particularly in the context ofmy company: I knew whatpeople did unlike ICI but I did
have the understanding given that I would still be doing some ofthe doing, how tofill the rest
ofmy time to add value to the company... ..we are doing some work to understand better
what Ben 's and our strengths are and do some psychologicalproling to understand that and~ both also understand our relative strengths and weaknesses and the way we interact we the
aim ofmapping that against, iyou like the sorts ofrole, we expect to have increasingly over
the next year or two and identifying mismatches and inecessary identiøing what special
development needs to take place to help us to do that thing. [J]

Roger makes a point which is true for all the couples when he differentiates between
the difculties of transitioning from doing' to managing. This is a point which will
be returned to further in the discussion of roles and also in Chapter 7 in the discussion
of the survival of the organisations and the possibility of cycling between the roles.
While the initial content or *doing* skills are sector dependent and therefore difcult
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to dene as a generic, complementary needs wish list' for business stat-ups, the
business or *managing* skills are the same across the wide variety of sectors and it is
thus possible to dene them broadly, albeit their emphasis changes according to
company size and type. These generic skills form the basis of the formal roles which
are either allocated or assmned within the organisations, and using Timmon's
description(1977) ofmanagerial processes, it is possible to design a generic model of
skills, roles, and associated tasks which can be used to compare the presence or
absence of complementary business skills, and the eventual effectiveness of roles.
(Figure 6.d) There is never a question of the couples not being aware that those skills
are necessary as the organisation grows but rather whether they have the ability to
ll them

Professional
Manager
Proven Skills & expertise
Can establish goals
Can direct and motivate

Attributes and Self-condent
Decisive

Characteristics competitive
Thinking about next job
Cautious risk taker

Personal

Oriented to org.anisation's
values, status and rewards
More routine work pattern
Security builds up
Less riskyRole and
Management skills crucial
Maintenance & efciency

Figure 6.d Managerial Skills, Roles and Tasks (after Timmons 1978)

job demands

For instance, Giles & Kit are typical of the mixture of employment and self-leaming
which often occurs in business start-up in the way that they managed to develop or
acquire the managerial skills indicated in the above model.

Stage l
Giles: ..we were different characters in the way in which we approached the work, neither ofus

have that, the business sense, we both came in from a creative background though we tried to
be more business like, I suppose both ofus carried the vision ofwhere we are going, its the
nuts and bolts side we 're not so hot

at...Kit:But I think I was more ofan organiser because I was less condent about my abilities being
sorted out. I think Giles operates on a day-to-day basis more intuitiveb/ than I do, probably
more condent about his intuitive ability, able to sort out any situation and Ifeel that I have
to get organised because only by being organised can I sort things out. And I think I
generalise more than Giles, he pushes the strength out ofyou, I have a tendency to look at the
broadpicture ofthings and I escapefrom the background things such as detail. [J]

Stage 2
Giles: I think it'sfaír to say thatfor therst eight or nine years things worked well and I think you

can do... providing you have a small team when you build and designing... you can only go so
far but I thinkyou can do itfairly well. You have a handle on everything that's going on, the
cost, you know when you're spending money and when you're not........and we 'd never had
that problem, that came overnight, straight away we realised when our current manager came
here, we chatted upstairs, Kit and I and in therst instance we said we hear good things
about the way you work, and he started to talk about all the things you have to do to run a
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proper business, including being the tough guy. I think it was the worst thing about Kit and I
was that we lacked that..... . [J]

Stage 3
Giles: .........we are different things at dierent times, but mostprobably....we do play dierent

roles...what tends to happen, for example, I'm either the partner looking after the budgets, we
have our own quotes. Although we mightformulate a project conceptually together we tend
to, 'fit's one ofKit's project, or he has the type ofcontact that will develop to get it, I would
enter into design sessions, both sometimes, out of..it's not necessaríly character but you will
be devils ' advocate because you know you have to upend things so we both play that role. But
we denitely have developed a more dened way ofworking. [J]

Stage 4
Giles: The organisation side ofthings isn 't particularly strong... we've had to have otherpeople

come on board to do things and ofcourse, the more that happens the more you have to
prompt, the more you tend to rely on them so I think I certainly entered this partnership
without any great... Although having run my own show I'd never worked in a bigger office but
Kit has. Whereas I've always been workingfor myself And that's what I think Kit brought to
the practice - the knowledge about a big practice. I was based on a solitary existence. But
you're not notedforyou managerial skills either, we 've both had to learn a lot......... [J]

Stage 5
Kit: Obviously, as we've grown in size, we've more than doubled in size over the last year and a

half: we've had to operate more like a business because although we have large amounts of
money coming in and out, that is the secondary thing. We 've been forced to get our act
together and our associate partner deals with business plans, projecting ahead and all those
very necessary things

Giles: We 've both had to develop more people management skills. We both...yes, we like hiring, but
we 're not so keen on firing. Actually that's about the worst thing we have to do Of
course, the more work you have on, the less chance you have to nurture and to pick up,
understand.... in a way, I think it's actually very diícult to grow. I think that Ind when you
talk aboutpartnerships, I've never... ..the bigger the practice, obviousb the better the work
that we're getting in, we're now getting some ofthe major work in this country but to actually
grow is incredibly diicult as it gets more complex to manage. [J]

However, as seen with Tim & Hilary and John & Chris, there are couples who, while
following the sane sequence of stages, consciously decide that growing the company
into a large organisation does not t in with their intentions. These couples, ofwhich
Matt & Kelly are typical, still need to have business skills but in a simplied fonn.
Stage l
Matt: I used to dress Kellyfor parties and she started to do the printsfor my clothes and basically

wejust did everything together.
Kelly: Yes, I did the prints for his degree show..... . [J]

Stage 2
Kelly: ...and one shop took the whole lot so we had to rush home to make some more and then they

sold out and we had to keep on making and, thank god, my mum helped out by lending us
some money and giving us their old car and suddenly we both had to give up ourjobs and we
started selling to otherpeople and David Jones at the Hackney Fashion Centre helped us and
suddenly we were up and running

Matt: It was amazing really, I suppose it was quite exciting but itjust seemed to have a life ofits
own and itjust took over and we had to start doing things we had never done before. [J]

Stage 3
Matt: We decided that we better divide things up a bit so we have an accountant who comes in

every Friday and deals with all thatfor us. Then Kelly works with it as well.
Kelly: Yes, I suppose you could say that I started to do the more practical stuf but the rest ofit, the

hardpart, the creative part we still do together. [J]
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Stage 4
Matt: Soon after that, wefound this place with two other people and we had to getpeople to help

pack, then to make the clothes and then the others weren 't doing too well and we decided to
take on the whole building because we were really busy at the time, and we were working like
crazy, that was aboutfour years ago

PJ: Didyou enjoy that period?
Kelly: Looking back, no not really because somehow we were out ofcontrol. Yes, it was great to be

suddenbº doing well, but we never really saw the rewards, and we wereforced to get on the '
treadmill oftwo collections a year and then we had to borrow moneyfrom the bank in order
to fulfil the orders and then people didn 't pay and itjust got out ofhand ..wejust couldn 't
cope with everything. [J] Â«

Stage 5
Matt: Wejust took this decision about 2 years ago that we would rather close down than continue in

that way
Kelly: Wejust kept on a couple ofthe people to help make andpack, and we paid othe bank loan -

we will never borrow money again in our lives. They were in the position to tell us what to do
and we never want to be in that position again. It took us a long time but we didn 't care and
now we run the business as we want. .. We did it really wrong and were completely
reluctant bosses. We did the whole thing where you're so completely relaxed that you're so
completely on the same level you don 't look at us as a boss and it does get abused, I must
admit, and that is really disappointing. [J]

Geoff & Colin are another example of a couple who consciously makes the decision
not to expand in the conventional sense. Instead, in Colins words, they decide to set
up a post-modemist' organisation by working with another two consultants on a
loosely dened basis, but it is evident om the quotes that the lack of structure and
clear roles is causing problems.

Stage 1
Colin: No, the idea was initially a case oflet's.... survival is not quite the right word, but what we

wanted to do was make a living. This was not a good time to do anything much so it was
we're in business together because it's much easier". Geois a sociable person in the sense
that he needs someone, he's commented on that recently, he needs someone to work with and
to share things with because he's not a loner. I'm more the loner but I knew that I couldn 't
succeed on my own so it was good... he valued some ofthe things that I had, he rated my
intellect and my abilities as a consultant and therefore, was very keen to work with me. We
decided to operate in that way and take itom there, but ofcourse, Geo'being a consultant
for eighteen years, knew a lot ofotherpeople and other contacts whereas I didn't, the only
one's I had contacts with were the ones that hadjust gone bankrupt! So wejust sort ofkicked
f Off [s] _

Stage 2
Colin: The logicalowfrom the strategy we initially adopted was that we'd have to play multiple

roles which suited me and suited Geof We rened it as we went along but there was a clear
sense ofwhere we shouldposition ourselves, depending on other consultancy, the idea was to
have complementarity with the other consultants in as much as they thought themselves to be
project management experts we'd be the strategy experts, and where they thought themselves
to be strategy experts we would be the project management experts. [S]

Stage 3
PJ: So have you ever had any specific roles orformal structure that you've worked with him?
Colin: No, not particularly, the only clear division oflabour is that Geo' looks after the

administration - he does the invoicing, he does our accounts.
PJ: Has he always done that?
Colin: He volunteered, I sensed that he wanted to do it. I have complete trust in him so I saidne,

OK, do it. It's something I don 'tparticularly want to do so isomeone volunteers I'm hardly
going to turn around and say "no, let's argue about it/ " The thing is that we don 't have much
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else to divide up into roles, we both sell, Geoffmore than me to start with because he had the
connections, now its evened up. [S]

Stage 4
Colin: The way I rationalise it now is that we were really not worried about creating an entity as CG

Associates that had it's own life, it's own existence, that it wasjust a vehiclefor Geoffand I to
do what we wanted to andfor me, that's become a cornerstone ofhow, looking at the
business, it is there to facilitate, not to constrain, the whole concept ofgiving CG Associates
it's own identity, culture and all that was abhorrent. But Istill have a tension with that in as
much as I can rationalise it, but I'd like, perhaps, to grow it, to do something with it. There's
a conict... . [S]

Stage 5
PJ: So now you are four, however loosely coupled or double-coupled or whatever you are, is

there a sense that this is perhaps... you have explained that it couldpotentially be more
difficult relationshipforpeople because it's more complex, is there a sense that there may be
a bigger role in managing the situation that someone has to assume?

Colin: I've been desperate not to let it get to thatpoint, I keepjoking to people about this post-
modemist consulting organisation, as a sort ofsignal that something is new, as well as trying
to define what post-modemism is. The intention is not to manage 'manage'...... - trying to
keep theformality down to an absolute minimum and ithere is value to be had, in terms of
drawing some people in on assignments or development it will happen, and fit doesn 't
happen, then that'sfine as well. Again, it ties into the moreformal structures that then tighten
the coupling, creating mutualpressures, mutual demands and I suspect it will not, unless it's
then taken on as a 'serious business' business it won 'tourish, so I suspect that I might be
fighting a losing battle, one ofthe guys, Phil, he's positioning us, him and myself he's saying,
'you're the strategy boss, what I do is managing development ', and that's aspiration to
management, he has to pigeonhole us, or we perceive him as having to pigeonhole us, and he
said that, and both Geoand I had an emotional gut reaction - "uuurghh, no! not what we're
about, we do all sorts ofderent things! ". [J]

In summary, all the couples demonstrated complementary 'content' skills as a major
factor in the decision to found. However, as the business grew, the need for
complementary *business* skills grew too, and the recognition of this has created
problems which have been more or less satisfactorily sorted out, either by one partner
acquiring those skills or outside people being brought in to provide the missing skills.
Which skills are needed, from a generic model of management skills, to what extent
and how they are fullled is dependent on the intentions of the couple towards the
growth of their business. The stage model of complementary growth indicates that the
recognition of these skill gaps, and the resultant need to create a more fonnal structure
is one of the major reasons for role allocation and this is the subject of the next
section.

6.iíi. Complementary roles

It has been shown therefore that role allocation develops both from the needs of the
business and the availability of the skills to full those needs. There are sets of roles
which are intemal to the business, and which can be divided broadly into doing and
managing roles, and there are also extemal roles, where each couple plays different
parts, though rarely so explicitly, in their out-of-work life. The framework for this
analysis is shown in gure 6.e.

The division of tasks within specic roles takes place, as we have seen, early on in the
relationship with a automatic division of the tasks usually based on 'preference
patterns', such as Mandy becoming the maker/machinist and Gill becoming the
nisher/hand sewer. This then develops, as the business starts to grow, into a more
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formal division of roles, sometimes through preference and sometimes imposed, and
these roles are divided into content and business roles.

Research element Layers of Analysis

CONTEXT Organisation Start-up

SETTING Continuíng relationship

HISTORY

Identication of
Complementary roles
Intemal
~ leaders

SELF ° doer
Extemal
~ intimate
° associate

SITUATED
ACTIVITY

Research element

HISTORY

Layers ofAnalysis

CONTEXT

SETTING

SITUATED
ACTIVITY

SELF

Organisation Now

Continuing relationship

Identification of
convergent or divergent
roles
Intemal
' leaders
~ doer
External
~ intimate
° associate

Figure 6.e The Context ofComplementarity: Roles

I would suggest that the desire for formalisation comes from the couples need to
impose order on a situation which is potentially out of control, coming as it does at the
point when the type ofworking relationship/organisation is usually entering a period
of either growth or change which necessitates different skills, particularly with regard
to business expertise. This suggestion embraces both aspects of the analysis
framework: the difculty in cycling between doing and managing, and the problems
ofputting a intimate relationship under the strain ofbecoming a working relationship
and thus operating on two levels simultaneously. It corresponds to Greiner°s 'crisis of
leadership° or stage 1 of his organisational life cycle model (1972), which is solved by
delegation, and Hateld et al's crisis of intimacy' which is solved by equability,
exactly as in these cases. This is epitomised by Roger°s description ofa early period
of the business when the original fiendship between he and Ben was under threat, and
the business was growing fast.

Roger: I would guess there is a kind ofinevitability about this unless I think it may well be dierent
for individuals, it may well be possible with two people, it may depend on how close the
friendship was in thefirstplace you can work through this andyou get satisfaction on two
levels ......... one minute you can say what a complete tosspot you are and the next minute you
can say 'are you coming roundfor a drink' sort of thing. I think it would be dicult even
with the best offriends, there might well be, Ijust haven 't an answer to that, I don 't know
whether in other companies it is derent when people come together asfriends, iyou like,
then thefriendship goes completely. It may well be something to do with ourfailure as a
company to identijy management roles inítially, clearly I think there is something there which
Ifeel we need to work on which is a hangoverfrom the past when we were both involved in
everything and we both felt we could, had a right as it were, not to be criticised about
whatever it was that we were doing whereas the situation where the roles have been split up
and apportioned and therefore in each case one ofthe directors was acknowledged to be, i
you like, responsible, the expert or at least responsible and had therefore a legitimate right to
criticise the other, it may be easier and maybe we are sueringfrom this sort ofgrey overlap
like who is responsiblefor this and that may increase some ofthe misunderstanding where
one ofus thinks he should have asked me or I know better than him or whatever...._.

Levinger & Rands (1985), in their work on marital and intimate relationships, suggest
that complementary role division is essential both at a macro level, in order to make
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for smooth running, but also at a micro level, where it affects communication, mutual
inuence, and the nature and frequency of disagreement. As they say, 'at times, a
given role arrangement will facilitate interaction, rendering smooth the partner's
progress towards mutual goals. At other times, the same arrangement will impair
interaction, especially if the partners are locked into inexible pattems or if they fail
to meet their responsibilities? (p.323) In the case studies, role denition is therefore
used initially as a response to uncertainty in order to facilitate interaction, and the
subsequent redenition of roles as a response to conict or problems in order to meet
responsibilities more effectively, and as a result ofnot achieving the appropriate role
structure initially. (The question of@ the initial role structure is sometimes
inappropriate will be covered in section 6.iii.i, as will the specic business roles
allocated) This can be illustrated by adding another layer, that of functional response
to a emotional situation, to the previously developed sequential role denition
model. (Figure 6.t)

Decision t Found Start-up Growing Organisation Now
stage 1 stage 2 stage 3/4 Stage 5

excitement uncertainty making sense friction clarication

Figure 6.fEmotional Response to sequential role denition

The content' or °doing skills, and therefore the equivalent roles, are taken for
granted and are thus automatically allocated to the appropriate person, and there is
little evidence that there is any conict arising from this. Thus, at the heart ofboth the
periods of uncertainty and the friction is the need to acquire business' or *managing*
skills. (A word of caution needs to be intejected here as none of the couples studied,
by chance, were couples made up of one person with business expertise and one with
content expertise: there may be in these cases a different bias, though one could argue
that, while the skills gap may be smaller, a similar dividing-up of roles would be
needed for the organisation to both function well and ultimately survive.) This can be
validated by all couples, albeit some within the context of a faulty allocation of roles
between themselves, and some within the context of a faulty allocation of roles to
employees. There is also a difference in skills needs between size of company, as the
locus of control becomes important. (cf. Matt & Kelly's decision to stop the growth].
The case ofMandy & Gill, typical of the larger company, has already been cited:
although the role division was explicit at stage two and three, the allocation of those
roles was faulty, culminating in stage four in the ring of the imported managers. The
result of stage ve is almost as if they had come fll circle, but this time with greater
knowledge and experience: the clarication of roles in their case took the route of
acquiring new skills in order to keep control of the business.

Stage 5
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Gill:

Mandy:

Mandy:

I think we went through a stage ,where we brought someone in to run the business, there were
three people, it was very dicult, whereas now, we don 't have that, we know at the end ofthe
day it 'sjust the two ofus that are important and no-one is going to do anything that
jeopardíses our relationship, in the past the people that have come in have pulled us one way
and another .......
........In and out, up and down, though strangely I think it has gone back to when we started. I
think now it has gone back to how itfirst was, completely derent human beings who have
huge amounts in common [J]

........ well, until last year I didn 't know how to read a balance sheet... and now I do, and
what I have learnt, what I have understood is that the amount of investment is incredibly low
for the size ofbusiness that we have grown, so even iwe are not rolling in it, we know that
we have actually got a sound business. A really cheap investment! That's the sort ofthing I
thought I couldn 't do before but now I can, and it 's much better that I do it rather than some
top-notchnancial guy who got up our noses. [J]

The other businesses, Roger & Ben and Giles & Kit, which have developed into
multi-employers have similar experiences though they have both opted for the outside
expetise route in order to manage the business better albeit in different ways, and in
Roger & Ben's case, to provide facilitation on their, at times, conicting roles.

Stage 3
Roger Well there has been a significant change as I mentioned earlier whereas we were sort of

Siamese twins. I think at least two years ago we recognised that we couldn 't it wasjust not
time but skill eective so we split up the business into certain areas. We did it initially in
terms ofproducts, Ben would be responsiblefor a certain product and Iwould be and then to
some extent we also moved towards that in relation to management processes. So I think that
I am nominally responsiblefor Marketing and Ben is nominally responsibleforfinancial
reporting and budgeting and Ben seems to be basically involved in things like oices and
property like moving the oice and equipment and basically wejust get on with it......... I
suspect though that we haven 't done this suiciently rigorously and there is still a hangover in
the sense it can be a strength in a way because havingfor the situation where I operate
entirely on my own in marketingproduct whatever but I suspect we haven 't actually claried
the role. [S]

Stage 5
Ben .-

PJ:
Roger:

PJ:
Ben :
Roger:
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..we had a non-executive chairman and he still is the only non-executive person we
have; we have no other, his role has been evolving but it is essentially the same....before he
was helping us t set up management systems that are now in place and those have largely
been put in place so latterly he has been helping us to dene our own roles better and develop
ourselves into those roles which is something that is currently underway, so he stillfulfils the
samefundamental role in a Board context acting as another pair ofeyes and ears in the
business and questioning things and helping us to resolve problems.
You say you have more people. How many people now do you have?
Including ourselves we have 21 full time equivalents. There are others in the company who
are part- time members ofstaf part- time Iibrarian, part-time systems manager...
And outside help, do you havefreelance, that kind ofthing, consultants?
On a project basis we do but not on a standard basis other than the two people.......
I mean I think the basic way, basically we have developedproducts and services, hasn 't really
changed, except we ty to get otherpeople to do it and we try to manage them..... The general
issue we are encountering which is as you goom being a small to large company
increasingly, even iyou are the owner orjoint owner, you haven 't got the same degree of
control, you can 't letpeople in to be conference directors or exhibitions directors or
marketing directors and be constantly undermining them, constantly wanting to do it your
way even iyou don 't always agree and that's I think in a sense that is what is diicultfor
owner-manager-directors, it is knowing how often do you actuallyjust bite your teeth, at what
point do you feelyou should intervene, what point is the quality of the product going to suer,
how much rope do you give someone to make the mistake and learn and in that context the
personality ofinput is very important. Iyou are the sort ofperson who controls then that is



`
extremely dicult, iyou are not then it is much easier, the result is to be position in between,
I think [J]

Stage 5
PJ: So do youfindyourselfdoing less doing...and more managing?
Giles: No, I don't think more managing, we worked that out, we 're not terribly good at it, we decided

that it was important to focus where we are adding real value......., so apartfrom the creative
side, I think that the critical thing is, as with any.... it's the relationship with clients, that's
probably where we spend more time....with clients than a lot ofpartnerships do.

PJ: So fyou don 't manage, who does?
Kit: I think we mentioned our MD, he takes a load offour shoulders now. Giles is right, our time is

spent with clients, we have to share now, initially we both went into clients...we spent a lot of
time together with clients, and now, just because ofthe sheer amount ofwork and time
constraints, Giles will look after one client and I will look after another. From thatpoint of
view, we have very clearly defined roles.

Giles: It's diicult that, because also the perception from a client you're the partner working on it,
one ofus will be sitting at the table and be very much involved in it, you're not the client, the
client automatically assumes that you're the partner working on it, so again, it's all quite
divisive, these things, everybody's trying to put Kit in one corner, me in another, what does he
do best... and it doesn 't always work like that, but I don 't think we'll ever be able to change
that. We 're dierentpersonalities but at the end ofthe day it is the sum ofthe piece.

Tim & Hilary, however, as a example of a business which stayed small, were
similarly quite clear in what the roles were and who did them but did not feel the need
to put a fonnal structure in place at the point where the business was. However, they
both recognised that if the next stage was expansion, then a different structure and
way ofworking would be needed.

Stage 3
Tim We have no kind offormal structures at all. We did ty it but it doesn 't work because

everything is so sort ofexible......I have thought I would like it and it would help iit was a
bit moreformal because I think itputs an order of importance on things because otherwise i
you let the whole thing run its inevitably thefirst thing you think about or the most worrisome
thing it tends not to be the most urgent or the most critical.

Hilary We have never allotted ourselves specific roles, itjust happened, though we do all the things
we have to do to run the business e'ectivebº, like money management, marketing etc. There
have never been anyformal structures at all, or times when we sat down regularly, meetings
where we actually sat down and discussed things. We have thought ofhaving a moreformal
structure like having a meeting once a week to actually go through stuf yes we say, let's have
a breakfast meeting to go through but we are doing that constantly and I think that is
interesting about the kind ofrelationship we have. [J]

Stage 5
Tim: I would describe it[where we are now] as a rebirth, a new cycle, taking expertise acquired

and lessons learned each time and building it into something new. Wefeel we're constantly
learning. I think before that wefelt that a conscious decision to expand might baclg'ire, you
know, the company getting larger and us losing theavour ofwhat we were doing.

Hilary: I think that's right; we thought about it, we even started by taking on a secretary, but
somehow we didn 't dare, it seemed like temptingfate.

Tim: Even now, we hold back in our thinking. I mean we could make two separate businesses, a
sort ofexponential explosion but we hesitate, I think we realise that the next step could make
something else that we don 't necessarily want.

PJ: Is it that movefrom having to manage a business rather than be the 'doers' that scares you?
Hilary: It's partly that: I mean we 've thought ofsub-contracting the colour business and

concentrating on the product development side but we are really not sure which direction to
go, it would mean hassles in having to spend time managing it. I think we both realise that the
one thing we don 't want is to stop what we 're good at, which is the creative bit, so we 're in
the age-old dilemma ofhow to expand when people wantjust Tim & I
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Similarly, Matt & Kelly have worked through the times when the relationship and the
organisation were dysfunctional because of the dysnctional roles.

Stage 5
Kelly: Yes, and I think relationships can go wrong when you get disappointed in the other one

because ofsomething they've done. But I don't think there have been any big examples ofthat
and any problems we 've had we've both been really keen to work them out anyway. I think
people look at somebody and say, you know, 'I really hate the way they do that', and that's
how it crumbles andfalls and there is no interest in maíntaining it, there has to be an element
ofthat. We've probably worked our way through that rather than just let it crumble. Our
relationship has gone through so many different ways to be maintained and now I really
believe we are ready to go because the rubbish has been cleared up, which has taken, as it
would in any relationship, it has taken years to do. There is no real disappointment that
either ofus could bring that we wouldn 't be prepared to patch up because we both know there
is so much worthwhile.

Matt: It's never been about that. The problem we would have is that we would have to introduce
that thirdperson to be that business person, who would actually know and want to structure it
to make a lot ofmoney. And ultimately we're incredibly selsh people in that we will work
and talk and go through it until to bring in a thirdperson would almost stie it, you know,
we've had that, we've hadpeople that have come and it's like Maybe iwe met the right
person it would be good, it would be good to have someone to take thatpressure ojf to come
in and say 'you can make money doing this, X Y Z You know iyou license this or that out
you can double that or make another bob out ofwhat we do. 'But we haven 't got time to do
that, we're too busy to ty to work out how we work on all the ideas.

Joy & Mike have always maintained separate roles, mainly due to the way that the
business was started.

Joy: Yes I think it does and we move into areas that one ofus will have some strength in and
therefore one will see opportunitiesfor the other so that's where it allfeeds oitselfand what
has been to have a combination I think ofwell between the two ofus we have got a very
strong combination ofskills. I think that's what it is, each one ofus on his own is missing
some and once you've got that range itjust opens so many more doors makes you so much
moreexible...........I think I acknowledge that Mike was the drivingforce to set it up and i
the chips were really, really down on a disagreement about thefuture direction ofthe
business as long as I didn 't think it was actually disastrous I would accept that his view should
prevail because as I say I think I see it more, its more his business than our business. I
suppose partly in my heart ofhearts I still do think that but it's pretty deep down and I think it
only comes to the surface every now and again and I even hesitate to say it now actually I
think it is now very much jointly our business

PJ: You don't think there is any residue ofany kind ofmale/female in that, rather than to do with
competencíes?

Joy: No, no to be honest it has never been an issue between us at all I can honestly say I think Mike
in that sense has no hang ups about that and so I think ithere is any residue about one above
the other purely relates to thefact that he set it up in thefirstplace. And also possibly
because he is the one that has that strategic vision, he is the business man

Therefore, whatever the size of the business, the need for a more fonnal structure and
management roles as dened in gure 6.d was required to a greater or lesser extent
dependent on the size and type ofbusiness. For instance, it is evident that
organisations with few employees need little people management and that the
nancial management processes are less complex. In contrast, smaller companies tend
to be more dependent on their own skills and therefore acquire personal management
expertise which is sometimes wider in span that their counterparts in larger
organisations.
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The effect of the organisational growth on extemal roles is also important, as it has a
impact on the relationship as a whole. For instance, Mandy & Gill still have a best
friend/condante exchange of roles which provides support, but this has changed from
their original relationship of °p1aymates° to one which doesn't impinge on their
private lives.

Stage l
Mandy: the way I remember it is, the day we started working together, we startedplaying

together, everything, I came out with you andyour mates, we werejust inseparablefrom that
day........ [J]

Stage 5
Gill:
Mandy
Gill:
Mandy:
Gill:

Mandy:
Gill:

Mandy

What 's strange is that we never talk to one another
It 's rather awful
We 're probably bestiends
We are....
But we never talk, it was only the other dayfor instance that we were with a client and I
started talking about my holiday in Thailand and Mandy said, 'I haven 't.......
heard a thing about it'

...and I realised I'd never spoken about it. Our relationship revolves talking about work
and nothing else
Put it this way, fthe shit hits thefanfor me, there 's one person, well my husband and Gill,
she 's the person I talk to, call on but we don 't talk about our private lives [J]

It can be argued that a emotional content of the working relationship is high, so the
need to escape° for the non-affective partners grows. This can be seen in the other
non-affective case studies where the element of support remains crucial, but the need
for extemal socialising lessens.

PJ:
Kit:
Giles:

Kit:
Giles:

Colin:

So do you see each other out ofwork, or is there a division?
There isn 't much time...
We used to more, we don 't quite as much, especially when you usually leave the ojffice
between nine and ten in the evenings...
Wejust see so much ofeach other....
We don 't socialíse very much at all with anybody at the moment...(laughter)It'd be interesting
you know,... let's get back a little - we set up the practice when we were...well, myfirst
daughter was born, we were working across the road then...I suppose we saw more ofeach
other then but having said that, there 's no need to see each other out ofthe oice, we actually
have our social time here in a way in that rthere 's a personal problem, we sort it out here,
we 've said it 's like a marriage, and it is, we support each other [J]

[Our relationshipjwas tight enough to provide support, both emotional and workwise in terms
ofgenerating more work, but loose enough so thatpeople were not mutually dependent and
therefore had this over sense ofresponsibility..........that gives peoplefreedom without them
feeling isolated or alone, without afriend in the world. [J]

Even the affective couples have complementary external roles, albeit a extension of
their marital or quasi-marital relationship, as illustrated by Tim & Hilary and Joy &
Mike, where both demonstrate a increased emotional commitment..

PJ:
Hilary.
PJ:
Tim:
Hilary:

And what about yourpersonal relationship? How has that changed?
It's stronger than ever....
Wouldyou say the same Tim?
Yes, it's an emotional roller coaster but we couldn 't have survived without the other.
We 're sometimes depressed together.........and we talk about and support each other through
it. And sometimes one is depressed and not the other and so we're very supportive ofeach
other. I mean I'm the more neurotic one and Tim just assumes the supportíve role or Tim gets
his head entirely into creating something new so I organise life so that it goes on..... [J]
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Joy: Looking back at those early stages [when Mike was on his own] I suspect I wasn 't as
supportive personally as I could have been because I was in a very demandingjob myselfand
it was very hard to find time to support each other at times like that [S]

Mike: We have someferocious argumentsfrom time to time but, at the same time now we are
working together, I know that we both have the same interests at heart, and that the reason
that we 're arguing is that we want the bestfor the business and therefore the bestfor the
other. I think we support each other basícally through thick and thin, each providing the other
with whatever is needed at the time. Funnily enough, I think we are in some ways far more in
tune emot'onalbº as a result ofworking together. [S]

In summary, complementary content' skills drive the decision to found, and the need
for complementary 'business' skills drives the acquisition of those skills, either by the
partners or externally. The growth pattem therefore predicates the type of skill needs
exactly as Loevinger's (1976) and Kegan°s (1982) models of life stage growth
predicts. The decision to acquire those skills or not is thus the rst differentiator and
predictor of eventual size ofbusiness. However, the allocation of roles tends to take
place at two stages, those of initial allocation and subsequent clarication. This
demonstrates that there problems at the original allocation. The question is therefore
why the couples made mistakes in their initial allocation of roles. This is one of the
most complex of the interactions between the partners and is called proj ection and
will be dealt with in the next section.

6.iii.i Projectíon of roles as a factor in the dyadic relationship
Projection is the phenomena by which one person recognises some commonality of
personal aspect in another person and therefore projects his or her own needs on to the
other person. Hodgson, Levinson & Zaleznik (1965) suggest that the result of
projection is oen conict, which arises through distortion of individual perceptions
and emotions leading to rivalry, avoidance, tension and ultimately a power struggle.
This research has found that projection does indeed take place and results in rstly, a
inappropriate allocation of roles, and secondly, as a result of the role allocation, in
potentially relationship-threatening behaviour which would ultimately have the affect
of terminating the organisation if unresolved. This section deals with the inappropriate
allocation of roles.

Using the Managerial/Leadership Perception Tool (MLPC) developed for the
questionnaire, couples were asked about the perception of themselves on a 1-6 Likert
scale on opposite concepts and then about the perception of their partner using the
same concepts and scale in order to measure projection. This approaches the
phenomena ofprojection from a simple perspective while Secord & Backman (1965)
have developed a in-depth model which has some similar aims based on a elaborate
calculus ofbehavioural stability and change and which has similar research
components:
0 a aspect of the person's self-concept
0 the person's perceptions of the person's own behaviour related to that aspect of the

self-concept
0 the person's perception of relevant aspects of the other

In their model, the person seeks to achieve congruency: in other words, for each
person's self-perception to be the same as the other's perception of that person and
vice versa. Secord & Backman suggest that stable relations result from congruency as
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individuals tend to develop positive feelings towards each other, and thus lends
empirical support to the conception ofa intimate dyadic relationship as a mutual
identity-conrming

dialogue.Asthe MLPC was only administered once to each couple, it unfortunately only
represents a snapshot of a situation at a given point in time, rather than a comparison
of the couples responses at different stages of the relationship and organisation which
would have resulted from multiple administration. However, three couples responded
after ve years in business, three after eight years and two aer twelve years together,
and all responses illustrate the same similarity/disparity of self and other perception
which ultimately led to projection both in roles and behaviour. There is some disparity
in all opposing concepts but a few are used here as examples.

There are two ways that the projection takes place: rstly, when there is disparity of
perception of the other which reects that person's self-perception; and secondly,
when there is no disparity between self-perception and other°s perception and still
inappropriate role allocation takes place in contra-indication of the ndings. For
instance, some of the opposing concepts related directly to the nancial role. The rst
example is the opposing concepts of cautious and experimental: it can be argued that
a business with a experimental nance director would be at risk, while the reverse
would be a better t. If one takes the example ofBen and Roger, it can be seen that
Roger scores himself 4, and thus inclined towards cautious, while Ben scores himself
2, and thus inclined to be experimental. Their perceptions of each other differ, but not
to a extreme: Ben thinks Roger is 6/ultra-cautious, while Roger scores Ben as
marginally more experimental than cautious. On the basis of this, it would seem
obvious that Roger should become the nance director. (Figure 6.g)

However, this is not the case at all, and as can be seen, the allocation of the nance
role to Ben becomes a contentious point. (Note even the different way of talking of
the partners, Ben rather muddled, Roger precise)

Stage 3
Ben: ........So I am hilariously, I am notionally in charge offinances
PJ: Oh that is interesting..... [laughter]
Ben: I have the responsibilityfor seeing that is done in fact now we havejust got to the stage when

I used to do all the budgeting andplanning by myselfand by and large it hasn 't been bad, it's
not been, it hasn 't certainly, not perfect and there has been lots ofanomalies but it has sort of
seen us through to now, I 'm quite surprised.

Stage 4
Roger: ...... he is a classic, you know, sort ofmuddled man and his desk ever since I've know him, his

desk ends up covered in heaps ofpaper and it'sfantastically irritatingfor everyone else. I'm
more a clear desk kind ofperson, and various secretaries ty and I've got at him, we have
joked about it but that is the way he is, he can function occupying 1 0 by 6 inches surrounded
by paper and he can set to work, actually I don't think he is at all good at time management or
at all good atplanning. .....He is not a planner and he is not a deliverer to plan, he is not
'where are we on schedule, what's the next stage', that's just not Ben, so one ofmy roles is
constantly checking that Ben is aware ofthe next milestone. The board meeting he wouldn 't
produce actualfiguresfor it, well until recently, he had it all in his head andprior to each
board meeting you go in the oíce at halfpast nine and he is busily rehashing the sales
figures and updating the budgetfor the month. He is not the sort ofperson who thinks 'next
Monday board meeting, I really must knuckle down tonight and do thefigures, I know I'm
going to be out Friday etc. ', that kind ofthing
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Stage 5
Ben: It has got too complicated now and one ofthe people the sta' is a part-time management

accountant/finance director small business-type, there has been a sort ofre-division. One of
the things we have recognised, iyou like, is that the sorts ofroles we expect to'have
increasingly over the nextyear or two mat change and we have started identiáng mismatches
and _fnecessary identifying what special development needs to take place to help us to do that
thing. T
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Figure 6.g MLPC: Cautious/Experimental comparison

The sane is true when the opposing concepts of numerical and spatial are looked at
for Ben and Roger. However, some people do get it right as Mandy (responsible for
nance, scoring 6) and Joy(responsible for nance, scoring 6) demonstrate (Figure
6.h) V _

NUMEFIICAL/SPATIAL
WHAT EAcH PE=soN THNKs OF THEMSELVES WHAT Exc-I PERsoN THINKS OF THE OTHER
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There are various possibilities as to why is this the case as projection can take place
for a number of reasons. For instance, as has previously been suggested, the initial
allocation of roles takes place at a fairly early time in the working relationship and it
is perhaps a attempt on the side of one partner to compensate for any feelings of
inadequacy by offering to do the inappropriate role or conversely, the other partner
compensating for feelings of superiority by offering the inappropriate role. Secord &
Backman suggest ve categories ofwhat they call congruency restoring processes of
which the rst is perhaps most in evidence here.

1. Cognitive restructuring where one person misperceives the other's behaviour in
order to achieve congruency with his or hers self-concept

2. Selective evaluation where one person demonstrates that they value more the
congruent interpersonal system components and devalue the non-congruent

3. Selective interaction where a person only puts themselves in situations where
congruency is likely to occur

4. Evocation of congruent responses where a specific teclmique is developed in order
to achieve congruency

5. Congnency by comparison where when one person confronts the other person
with incongruency, the effect is minimised by attributing the traits to others.

Alternatively, Knudson (1985) suggests that as within a intimate relationship not all
complementary needs can be met, thus only the most important ones will be
congruent. He however states, 'we can currently say virtually nothing with condence
about which aspects of the self it will important to conrm in which situations in
order to promote compatibility. (p.238) If one sums all the actual differences
between self-perception and other°s perception, and expresses them as a percentage of
the whole potential differences, it can be seen that on average there was a 75%
similarity which tends to validate Knudson°s point. However, there are still important
individual Variations with the most congruent scoring 85% similarity (Geoff & Colin,
gure 6.i) and the least congruent scoring 61% similarity (Mandy & Gill, gure 6.j).
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Geoff & Colin are the least emotionally involved of all the couples studied in that they
do not share ofce premises, oen do not work together to full a client project, have
never socialised and may only have telephone rather than face-to-face contact for
several weeks or months. It could be argued that of all the respondents their scoring
was therefore the most objective and the similarity is remarkable. For instance, Colin,
who describes himself as the high octane' partner and who is potentially more
emotional, has a slightly more extreme perception of Geoff in 31% of the concepts
(+1 or +2), agrees exactly 38% of the time (0) and takes a marginally less extreme
view (-1) 21% of the time. Geoff, who describes himself as cautious', is even more
accurate, and as would be expected has a higher percentage less extreme than more
extreme, having a 45% total agreement (0), a 20% slightly more extreme view (+1or
+2), and a slightly less extreme view 35% of the time(-l or -2).

As this survey is not attempting to demonstrate any real statistical signicance from
the analysis, any generalisation would be dangerous. However, in its use as a
comparator between one couple and another or between partners in opposing
concepts, the evidence is valid and tentative conclusions can thus be drawn, thus
suggesting that this is a 'uitful avenue for further research.

From Geoff & Co1in's scores, it would seem that perhaps the key to the different
results is the closeness of the couple and it would thus seem likely that the affective
couples would score less congruently than the work couples. However, the average
congruency of the affective couples is 77%, and the work couples is 76%, which on
one hand validates the argument that, in effect, this dyadic relationship can be termed
as intimate, but on the other demonstrates that the hypothesis is unlikely.
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The question therefore can be posed as to why then is there a disparity between the
highest congruent (Geoff & Colin) and the lowest congruent (Mandy & Gill). Both are
work associates but there is a difference of gender so is possible that is the answer,
though as there is only one female/female couple this is difcult to validate. However,
the indications are that this is also not the case: if the average is taken of all female
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respondents irrespective ofpartner the congruency score is 70%, while the male
congruency score is 77%, a small difference, but removing the two extreme scores of
Geoff & Colin and Mandy & Gill renders both male and female congruency scores as
75%. The answer would seem to lie elsewhere.

The difference between Mandy & Gill is quite marked in some concepts but little in
others. The major difference in congruency is a a result ofMandy's responses which
tend to the extreme: 35% of her self- perception scoring is either 1 or 6, compared
with the next highest persons' scores of 13% (Matt) and 12% (Ben), while on the
other°s perception rating she again has the highest extreme score with 24%, followed
yet again by next highest Matt (19%) and Ben (14%). Unlike Geoff & Colin there is
little similarity between the way the couple scores and it seems therefore that this is
also a tool which allows the researcher to identify those respondents which take a
more extreme, or it could be argued a more emotional attitude to life in general.

If one analyses what Mandy, Matt and Ben say, and compares them to the other
respondents there is a marked difference in type of language, content and manner of
expression and also a recognition from the partners that this is the case. For instancez-

Mandy: the day I knew we were partners was the day Iphonedyou up at 4 o 'clock in the morning
and said' come over and take over the sewing ofthis jacket because I can 't do it anymore'
andyou came over and did it, no, you came over and held my hand......

Gill: No, I took over andfinished it, and we went together and delivered it to the client at I 0
o 'clock in the moming

Matt: I think it was really scary, our decision to start not living together it was probably the best
thing we ever did because as soon as we did that we did have space you know the sort ofthing
every morning there would be someone to wash your things, you could wake each other up,
you could go in the car and travel into work together, you come andpick me up, we go and
have lunch together, we go out together I mean it is a bit like, Oh my

God,Ben:Roger was more ofa cautious type, not a selfish sort ofslimy pessimistic individual or a
killjoy, he was farfar more cautious, sort of 'we must be careful or we should look into it' in
thefirst year we turned over :E240 grand and he was, 'I can 't aord to do this etc. 'and that's
all typical ofthe way which he was much more cautious than I was........

This element of emotionality within the relationship is therefore important in the
context ofprojection. It is also important in suggesting that within couples there may
be a more emotional and a more rational partner. Thus, when asking questions as to
whether a dyad is a successl model of entrepreneurial start-up and continuation, not
only is one looking at potential cycling between different styles of leadership, but also
at a cycling between rational and emotional, at appropriate times for the successful
dyad, and inappropriately for those less successful. This point will be retumed to in
the discussion of organisational life stages (Chapter 7), but that extremes exist in all
couples is amply illustrated within the MLPC. ~

For instance, there are other extreme examples ofprojection in the comparison of
appropiateness of roles. Ifwe take the role of marketing and sales for which the
concepts of listener/talker and verbal/visual are relevant, there is relatively good
congruency about the way people perceive each other and themselves. (Figures 6.k
and 1)
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Figure 6.l MLPC: Verbal/Visual comparison

It could however be argued that the skills associated with sales would be talker and
verbal and yet the initial role allocation does not indicate this: for instance, Gill( self-
perception: high scoring listener 5, high scoring visual 2; other's perception: highest
scoring listener 6, highest scoring visual 1), Chris (self-perception: highest scoring
listener 6, high scoring visual 2; other's perception: medium scoring listener 4, high
scoring verbal 5), and Geoff (self-perception: highest scoring listener 6, high scoring
visual 2; other°s perception: high scoring listener 5, medium scoring visual 3).
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The same strange allocation of roles also happens in the realm of administration: it
should be more likely that the person in charge of administration would score highly
on the transactional scale while the avowed strategists, such as Mike & Colin should
score highly on the transfonnational role, but this is not the case. (Figure 6.m)

For instance, Tim is a classic case ofwrongly attributed administration role
(2/transfomational) and Hilary also acknowledges this, both when talking about it
and when attributing a identical score to him on the MLPC.

Tim: I handle all the paper work, she does all the telephone communication and her own workfor
clients and when it comes to doing the actualproposal it might be us working together but I
do the actual writing, general business, all the admin, Ideal with the bank. What I like to do
is take o'her as much ofthe crap as possible because I think I do it quicker, less messing
about and I am concemed that all that shouldn 't take time, I let it build up for a bit and do it
all together [S]

Hilary: Tim does the management ofit in terms ofthe admin stuf Yes, that kind ofjust happened
because he could work the computer, absolutely true. He took on the computer but can 't work
the'idge, the washing machine or the car radio, it is kind ofajoke but not entirely because
Tim does take care ofthat which surprised me I guess but he does, he has always done the
bills too but doesn 't do them at home, quite strange. [S]

The rationale is emotionally based even though he also provides a rational view: he
wants to save her time for doing things that he assesses she prefers doing and perhaps
this is a indication as to why the projection happens even within affective couples
who should know one another well. The rationale could be based therefore on the
perception not of the ability of the other person but of their estimate of their
enjoyment of the role. As Clark (1985) suggests intimate relationships are
characterised by member's obligations and, usually, by their desire to be emotionally
responsive to each other's needs'(p. 121) and she reinforces this by suggesting that this
special responsibility goes beyond the level of responsibility felt for any other person.
She also suggests that taking the other person°s perspective may contribute to
maintaining compatibility. Generally, this seems to be the case amongst the
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respondents, with the exception of the two extremes of the less-emotionally involved
couple and the highly emotional individuals. Recalling from Chapter 5, Wegner,
Giuliano & Herte1's (1985) theory of differentiated transactive memory, which is the
dyadic memory which is built as opposed to the individual°s memory which is prior,
intimate couples often see t to organise themselves into differentiated roles in order
to selectively and efciently use their increasing awareness of the other's preferences.
As Berscheid (1985) suggests, one has to recognise that the emotional events that
bubble and swirl along the surface of turbulent relationships have their origin in the
infrastructure of the relationship, the pattems of causal intercomections between the
activities of the partners' (p.l49). In summary, the possibility ofproj ection being the
unconscious result of emotional responsiveness is proposed but it is only put forward
as a hypothesis at this point. The study ofbehavioural projection in section 6.iv.i.
looks at this and validates the suggestion .

6.iv. Complementary behaviours

The study of complementary behaviours completes the analysis of complementary
needs in the case studies. As with complementary skills and roles, the analysis took
place within the framework of the continuing relationship and organisational start-up
and looks at those behaviours which are positive, and thus contribute to the well-being
of the relationship, and those which are negative, which are therefore threatening to
both the relationship and the survival of the organisation. (Figure 6.n)

Research element Layers ofAnalysis Research element Layers ofAnalysis

CONTEXT Organisation Start-up CONTEXT Organisation Now

SETTING Continuing relationship SETTING Continuing relationship

HISTORY

HISTORY

:±:::f°:,:°.::°fAcrvrv 1°. t Acrvrv . g .behavours dvergent bahavours
Positive
~ friendly

SELF ° supportive
Negative _~ adversarial

SELF

Positive
° iendly
° supportive
Negative
° adversarial

° opposite ~ opposite' projected ° projected
Figure 6.n I7e context ofcomplementarity: behaviours

Positive complementarity ofbehaviour has already been touched on in section 6.iii. on
complementary roles where the concept of support and friendly behaviour was
discussed. Reciprocity has also been covered when looking at the commonality of
values with regard to trust and mutual support. In addition, a the relationships grew
iritially, even without fonnal allocation, partners tended to fall into infonnal
supportive roles, such as 'ne-tuner', ' devils advocate°, scurrier-around', catcher-
upper', 'non-worrier*, the mouth', the grafter and so on, and the behaviour
associated with these roles started to become part of the pattem of the working
relationship. There is little or no evidence ofnegative behaviour as the start of the
working relationship. I would suggest that this need for reinforcing behaviour in the
early part of the relationship is driven partly by the need for arriving at consensual
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decisions when starting a business together, partly as a necessary Validation that the
initial choice to start was correct, and partly because one of the reasons for starting the
business together was their mutual liking. Reis (1985) talks about the 'operation of
ego-defensive needs' inuencing harmony in the ongoing interaction, by which he
means that each person within the dyad needs to simultaneously serve as self and as
stimulus for the other. As he says, if the threat produced by one exceeds the other's
capacity to cope, then tension and a lack of satisfaction are likely to result.' (p.227) As
all partners demonstrated a initial dyadic commonality of intention, the existence of
tension early on should be rare and this was indeed the case. Hilary & Tim are a
example which is typical of all responses.

Stage 2
Hilary ...._. iwe were in two separate rooms doing it we couldn 't have put the two things together

and got what we got, we don 't do separate projects, we work on the same project and make
them more which I think is important.......you can bounce ideas ofeach other and use the
other to make sure you are on the right track. It gives you condence, and having more
condence then you can gofor better clients. For me, it is a true partnership: the sum ofus
two isfar greater than one plus one. [S]

Tim It's a constant egging on.....it's not two like-mindedpeople going down the same track, ít's
totally complementary. We 've developed this code ofbehaviour where we automatically
reinforce each other's weaknesses andyou would never achieve that without working so
closely together.. [S]

This honeymoon° stage is typical of relationships. A popular formula which is much
used in business consulting, and which can be summarised» into four stages (Figure
6.0), illustrates this initial stage, with the stonning and norming phases being typical
of the subsequent stage. The question is why the relationship has to go through these
stages and what triggers the passage between stages.
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Figure 6.0 Thefour stages of team development

As the organisation grew, either in age or size, negative behaviour thus starts to be
reported. Having been so involved with all the aspects ofwhat was common in the
relationship at the start, the fresh stress of the relationship may be attributed to some
lack of real understanding of each other's complementarity and of its value in
providing potential synergy. However, following stressful periods, all couples A
aticulated both a understanding of the value of complementarity even when it was
irritating and was thus a potential source of conict, and also a recognition that the
resulting conict needs to be worked through. Roger & Ben are typical.

Ben There has never been any real falling out on the way on my side. I think the irritation that
arises or has arisen in the past because we are very dierent and go about things derently.
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Roger

It was quite hard to, I suppose to, accept that was the way that person worked and that the
results in the end might be entirely satísfactory, there was an element ofthat whereas now I
think all the experience not being all that bad there is now an acceptance there are some
aspects that will not change on either side. I would say it was more tolerantfrom thatpoint of
view. [S] .

It's a bit like a marriage, yes we probably spend more time together than a married couple i
you add up the hours. Yes, there are irritatíons andyou know your expectations but over time
I suppose my assessment that they have been ironed out to some extent, we know not to go too
far in one direction to sort ofactively irritate the otherperson. But having said that it doesn 't
mean to say there isn 't anyerce discussion. But it is very interesting because ourjudgement,
and I think the temperament issue aside thejudgement, has always been pretty similar I think
that in a way is what makes it work because I think iI consistently came to derent
conclusions to Ben aboutpeople, about everything, I don 't think it would work. He might
come at itfrom a different way and he might have derent reasonsfor reaching the
decision.......but interestingly the subject is coming back onto the agenda, in fact we have a
board meeting tomorrow at which our extemal chairman willpresent a paper on his ideas on
the roles ofthe two directors, our value, it is more the concept oflooking at what we can
bring to the company individually, what we should be doing rather than how we relate to each
other but myfeeling is that iwe are going to double the turnover again in the next three years
we will have to be much more clear about what individually we are doing, what we are
responsiblefor, how we work together and how we value it. [S]

A number of opposing behaviours were articulated as were indications that some of
those behaviours were initating. All partners however were able to articulate this
initation to each other and thus to deal with the problem to a greater or lesser extent
depending on the magnitude: it is to be assumed that this is the test of longevity. The
following are some of the juxtapositions ofbehaviour which were articulated but none
were felt to be ultimately threatening to the organisation suggesting that the initial
common ties were strong enough to cope with some behavioural conict:_ 'organisedÂ

°

v 'disordered', 'long-term' v 'short-tem1°, 'cautious° v 'high risk', 'analytic' v
'instinctive', 'amenable' v .'stubbom', 'exible' v 'tenacious'. Ovet expression may
be reason for avoidance ofconict: behaviour exchange therapy is a concept within
maniage guidance (Follette & Jacobsen 1985) which seeks to replace negative
behaviour by replacing it with positive behaviour and part of that therapy involves the
articulation of what is pleasing and what is not. For instance, Mandy & Gill are very
open about their initation as are Joy and Hilary.

Mandy
Gill:

Mandy
Gill:
PJ:
Mandy

Gill:
Mandy:
Gill:

Mandy:

Joy:

1 64

How many times have we hadphysicals?
We haven 't had a physicalfor eight years [laughter] actually we 've in twelve years had two
majorfallings out......She 's the volatile one and I am the calm one
And when she getsfreaked out, I get really worríed
You take the bull by the horns and really gofor it, and I am the one who pulls you back
And what does she do that really irritates you?
What used to piss me o' a lot about you is that you never made your bloody mind up. I have
made my mind up before the question has been asked and Gill would want to sit on itfor what
felt like a month and I used to get so pissed of but she 's improved, it 's only a couple ofdays
It 's true, I do sit on things
It really used to piss me o'and I told her that but it 's much quicker these days
It 's because I am a pefectioníst and I am always lookingfor the ultimate, whereas Mandy
will want to see something there even iit not the ultimate
Sometimes I convínce myself it is the ultimatejust to get it out ofthe way. But now, I 've got so
much respect, that when she does make her mind up, it iiultimate, it igpefect, it 's no longer
an irritation we arejust derent people.

It isn 't often now that we havefurious disagreements like we used to and we do have
disagreements about the way to approach things but we will resolve them. It may be resolved



in the sense that we decide to do what Mike wants or what I want. We decidefairly early on
OK that the person will lead with that and go with his her view ofit and it doesn 't leave any
badfeeling about it at all. I think we respect each other very much nowfor what we bring to
the business and our own particular skills and attributes and I think once you have got that
respect and it is firmly there then I think everything elsefalls into place, iyou have
disagreement. It is really disagreements between colleagues thatyou would get in any sort of
business about how to do something. How to approach it and at the end ofa disagreement
nothing is damaged by it. In the earlier stages ofthe business we would have disagreements
that merged into unpleasant disagreements and that was stressful as well it merged into
personal relationships. Sofunnily enough I think ourpersonal relationship has been
strengthened out of it, it has actually gone hand in hand and it is actually quite nice working
together. When we had separate corporate lives which were very hectic and very busy (a) we
see more ofeach other but (b) I think we are both much more sympathetic to each other 's way
ofbeing and working. [S]

Hilary: One might have a stronger opinion than the other so he backs down depends on the thing I
wouldn 't say one or other or us comes to mind not only ofus constantlyforcing the other to
back down or being stronger Ifeel thatpart ofour strength together is that we are very strong
but in diferent ways and mutual and that is a very importantpart ofthat so we will always
listen to each other and disagreements we have tend to be short and sweet, not carrying on
the next day. I think we agree about the big issues about work and iwe don 't we always
discuss them A

In some cases, such as Mandy & Gill, external facilitation was called upon as has `
already been seen with Roger & Ben..

Mandy: Actually, there was a period, it took Freda, who 's our major right handperson, oldfriend and
all that, to actually get in a management consultantfrom outside to see ihe could sort me
and her out and he was very sensible, and he said, 'my grandson could run the business better
than you two: stopfighting, start moving together' and that was it really

PJ: When was that?
Gill: About two years ago, when we got those other people in
Mandy: What had happened was, we had always worked together and very gradually we started to

move apart, our roles in the business were more defined, we weren 't talking any more, we
didn 't like each other very much, and we were disagreeing about everything. And Freda, just
couldn 't stand it so she got this guy in and he basically said, Mandy, Gill has got a sensible
view point stop putting her down all the time and said exactly the same to Gill, and it worked
and we got straight back together

The trigger for the change between what has previously been seen as positive
behaviour and is now interpreted as negative is probably a reaction to increasing
knowledge of the other and possibly also a reaction to the overly common begimings.
However, there exist empirically proven theories of interpersonal behaviour based on
the circumplex model (e.g. Kiesler 1983) which has as its premise that the dyads
interpersonal behaviour is complementary and compatible if they are both reciprocal
on what is temed the dominance-submission dimension, and also correspondent (the
same) on the love-hate dimension. For instance, a typically complementary
relationship would show correspondent behaviour such as co-operation and reciprocal
behaviour such a leadership/obedience. It could be that what we are seeing here is
that while there is correspondent co-operative behaviour, the concomitant reciprocal
behaviour is not present, and instead there is correspondent dominance behaviour as
both try to lead, which in a equal business partnership may well be the case. Good
examples of this is Joy describing what she felt when she came into the business
started by Mike, which is typical of Stage 3 and 4 in the dual start-up a shown by
Roger & Ben
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Joy: I asked myselfwhether we would in some way be able to work together ....._ We are both also
quite strongpersonalities I would have said and we both like our own way... and therefore I
had this concem that both ofus would have a very strong desire to get what we thought was
the right thing in and that we would be at each other hammer and tongs over it..... ._ it would
be interesting to see what Mike says about me coming into the business. I think he was
slightly ambivalent about it. Ifelt at that stage that I was, maybe because again I wasn 't
going, I wouldn 't havefound it easy to take a sort ofsecondary position, I did actually ty
quite hard, I think hefelt how could she possibly come in and want to be an equal at this
point, I've been running it shes not really done a lot. And I think he had a sort ofconcern
about who was really going to be running the business at thatpoint. I suppose thatprobably
thefirst year was not an easy yearfrom thatpoint ofview. Ifelt that I was pushing to get
more and more into the business and Ifelt he had a slight resistance to it... ..Sometimes I
would say that Ifelt I think that one ofthe ways I would remember it would be that sometimes
Ifelt that] could actually do something, go in and do a particularjob and he would be
saying, 'Ah ha I'm not sure you are quite readyfor that. ' And that was how Iperceived it. I
mean looking back he may have been right, it is very hard to make thatjudgement, I thought I
was readyfor it, we sort ofedgedforward in derent ways. I mean I won some and I lost
some along the way. But I think it took thatfirst year to almostprove myself' during that
year I was very much picking up his clients, clients that he had established and I was coming
in on the back ofthat relationship ana' I think my role in the business improved enormously
when I developed my own areas and my own clients. I don 't think there is now any doubt that
we, that we arefully equal partners.

Roger: ...._. the problem is that Ind most sort of irritating is actually ßhaving to get things done
as I said earlier.......I think there is two reasons, actually I think it is pragmatic, I think one is
this look in changing behaviour: I think a lot ofchanges we need to make are behavioural
changes. I think the directors, the management thing, the whole business ofhow do you do it
and secondh, I think most ofthe time you are running you are running up against time
constraints actually which result in exhaustion, iyou have got a small company with key
people all running themselves ragged, the amount oftime they have available to making
change happen is very limited. It's not like a large company where you have got the same
problems but I think the chiefexecutive can cope with life, functions set up, change teams
working at it all the time. I am aware ofthe problems but Ben ana' I we don't need that; it is a
pure kind ofconundrum, iyou like, because we are well versed in management theory and
ourproblems are dealing with the practical restraints ofmaking it happen given limited time

PJ: You have obviously recognised this as you have brought in this executive non executive
chairman?

Roger: Well I think we recognised that our management was a bit ofa shambles but I think he admits
that he hasn 't made the kind ofimpact that I think he expected on the companyfor reasons
that we are not entirely clear about it either and it is mainly to do with behaviour changes. I
think changing Ben's behaviour has been more diicult than changing minefor some reason.

. I think I am readierfor change, it's hard to describe it, and I thinkpossibly one ofBen's great
strengths is his stability, he is a very stable person, I think, but he is very much set in his ways,
he is notexible, he does things his way, So to some extent I am not at all sure
whether Ben could be a successful company manager in the kind ofclassic company who
would have nothing to do with products, iyou like, it may well be that Ben 3 greatest value
added will be up to his knees in product issues and iso then we are going to have to carve a
rolefor him and maximise his value added in that kind ofmanner. It would be betterfor the
company iBen were a better quote 'manager'. This sounds very critical....

Shaver & Hazan (1985) develop the circumplex theory further by giving it the added
dimension ofpersonal need satisfaction, which we have seen is at the heart of these
relationships in the ndings on common intentions. They argue that interpersonal
circumplex exists at multiple levels, not only what is °publicly communicated° (the
behavioural level), but also what is privately perceived' (the personal needs
satisfaction level), and that when the two levels are not perfectly congruent,
incompatibility results. That this happens with the case studies is demonstrated by the
MLPC tool where the pivately perceived' is not always the same a the public
communication.
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We have already seen that there has been projection ofbehaviour which led to initial
faulty allocation of roles. I would suggest that, in addition to the possible reasons
already put forward, the faulty allocation of roles was another trigger which started
the period of so-perceived negative behaviour. Using the circumplex model, if the
dominance-submission axis is wrongly attributed or the resultant behaviour is
correspondent rather than reciprocal, then incompatibility is sure to result. If, in
addition there are personal needs which are not being satised, the incompatibility
may be seriously threatening to the continuance of the relationship.

Thus if one uses the MLPC for behavioural and needs assessment rather than for role
allocation purposes, when the projection was hypothesised to take place out of
consideration for the other's emotional needs, it could be that the perception of the
other is the other side of the coin and is in fact a private statement of theirE
personal emotional needs.

Ifwe take the example of the authority/persuasion axis (gure 6.p), which has
elements of the dominance/submission circumplex axis, we can see that there is
diversity in self-perception and the other's perception. For example, Roger & Ben are
reversed, Ben scoring himself 6/ highly extreme authority while Roger scored him as
1/ highly extreme persuasion. If therefore Roger expects Ben to behave in persuasive
manner, which we have already seen he does from the quote about what irritated lim,
and Ben thinks that he is, and should be, behaving in a autocratic manner, we can see
that there would be irritation. Conversely, Ben's perception ofRoger is very similar to
Roger's self-perception, and as we have seen, he feels less irritation than Roger does.
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Figure 6.p MLPC: Authority/Persuasion comparison

As a second example, the same can be seen of the logical/imaginative continuum
(Figure 6.q)
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Figure 6.q MLPC: Transformational/transactíonal comparison

Mandy, for instance, self-scores herself as l/highly extreme imaginative and Gill
scores Mandy as 5/extreme logical, while Gill sees herself as 5/extreme imaginative
and Mandy scores her at 3/mildly logical. Refering back to their irritation over
decision making, it can be seen that the complementary satisfaction of needs is
potentially problematic, and yet the couple have now worked through the problem.

Wegner, Giuliano & Hertel (1985), in their work on transcriptive memory already
referred to, state, we believe that the potential for transcriptive memory makes
intimacy among hmnan beings possible, allowing them to develop a fonn of
interdependence with each other that is both lasting and continually in ux. The
immediate implications of this idea are twofold: First, a dysfunctional or incompletely
operative transactive memory in a relationship should portend the breakdown of
closeness; Second, many of the personal difculties that accompany the dissolution of
an intimate dyad should be traceable to the absence of transactive memory°. (p.27l) It
could therefore be that the period ofnegative behaviour , which if it continues would
lead to dissolution of the partnership, is a period of ux within the acquisition of
transcriptive memory when both partners are exing their individual muscles after a
period of relatively tranquil cormnonality, and which, as both partners are strong
personalities, leads to experimentation of roles before achieving the best t' to which
we have seen Charles Handy (1976) refer.

6.iv. Complementarity as a factor in the dvadic relationship model

In summary, the process of achieving complementary roles through successful
allocation according to complementary skill, and dening acceptable complementary
behaviours appears to be extremely difcult. It is the period which covers this process
when the partnership is in danger ofbreaking up due to seeming incompatibility. This
concurs with the previously mentioned data of the majority ofpartnerships breaking
up within ve years. The process is exacerbated by complex emotional needs issues
which result in projection which itself results in inappropriate allocation of roles
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which in itself exacerbates the negative behaviour which is typical of this period
which is itself driven by personal satisfaction needs. (Figure 6.r)
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Figure 6.r The Complementarity Sequence

The glue' which seems to bind them together, and enable then to overcome the
difculties, is commonality, as we have seen in the previous chapter, commonality of
intentions, interests and values, as is demonstrated here by Roger.

Roger: I think we share a common set ofvalues, I think I never having managedpeople in the past I
havefound it dicult to do it as well as I would like to do it and I think by extension the sort
ofdisciplines ofmanagement, ofvery good management, I think are diicult to understand
reallyfrom trivial things like time management to things like understanding common
management processes, budgeting, project management and so on. I stillfeel that I need the
strength my skills ofdoing brought, I think the important thing though is that by the way
finishing this point I think Ben has similar problems in some ofthose areas. The important
thing iyou are looking at management processes I think the thing when there are two ofyou
thefundamental things is to have some kind ofcommon values which result in an agreement
about a way ofdoing things

The second research question, whether there is a specic combination of
complementary skills and behaviours which predicates both the decision to found and
also the roles the partners assume in the organisation which thus ensures the
continuation of the relationship, thus has a complex answer. In the start the
complementary skills are skills of doing, and these are necessary to the decision to
found but these are sector specic rather than generic. The skills of managing are the
ones which predicate the roles each partner play and these are generic but can be
distributed differently according to skills. Each couple recognised the same generic
management skill necessities but fllled them in a different way, employing
outsiders to full those needs which were outside their competencies, or shaping the
business so that the needs became less important. It was found that the incorrect
allocation of roles can lead to non-complementary or negative behaviours and thus the
conclusion is that the correct allocation of roles covering all aspects ofmanagement is
crucial to the continuation of the relationship and thus of the organisation.

The second aim of demonstrating which elements of complementarity are
fundamental to the building of the eventual model are shown as follows (Figure 6.s) It
can be seen that the effects of complementarity overlap with the effects of
commonality which results in proj ection.
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Figure 6.s Complementarity as a factor in the dyadic relationship model

The second part of the theory of dyadic organisational survival thus states that if the l
dyad has complementary skills and behaviours, this will contribute to organisational i
survival by enabling the couple to identify appropriate complementary roles and thus
formulate a appropriate business structure.

Commonality and complementarity thus represent the rst two building blocks of the
proposed model. It is however necessary to understand both these elements within the
context of the changing organisation which is the subject of Chapter 7.



7. ITINERARY 3: ORGANISATION

7.i Introduction
This chapter aims to answer the third research question, whether the continuing
dyadic relationship fulls the leadership/management needs of a changing
organisation thus contributing to its survival. In order to do this, the organisation
through time is analysed and linked with the changing relationship in order to provide
the macro view of the research. (It should be reiterated here that this research did not
set out to analyse the effect of the extemal context of the organisation.) Firstly, the
different variables of the different organisations are compared to each other in order to
ascertain whether there are differential elements in dyadic as opposed to other
organisational start-ups. Next, the ndings on the complementay attributes are used
as a basis to understand both where the different organisations are in their life cycles
and also, whether being two has facilitated the various organisational crises. Thirdly,
all the ndings are linked in order to suggest that dyadic start-up represents a new
type of entrepreneurship. And nally, all the above are summarised in order to show
how they t within the dyadic model. The ndings are situated within the ndings
map below (Figure 7.a)

Research element' Layers of Analysis

CONTEXT Organisational
survival

SETTING

HISTORY

Demonstration of
contribution of
commonality and
complementarity

SITUATED
ACTIVITY

SELF Cycling of roles

Figure 7.a The Context ofSurvival

¶.ii. Organisational context

The organisations researched all started within the years 1987-1991 which were the
nal years of the entrepreneurial Thatcher administration. However, the stock market
crash happened in 1987 and for most of the start-up and early years of the
organisations, the U was in recession or semi-recession.

Case Study 1' Mike & Joy Married Training Consutants 1989
Case Study 2
Case Study 3
Case Study 4
Case Study 5
Case Study 6
Case Study 7
Case Studv 8

Tim & Hilary
Roger & Ben
Giles & Kit
Matt & Kelly
Geoff & Colin
Jolm & Chris
Mandv & Gill

Married
Work Associates
Work Associates
College Friends
Work Associates
Work Associates
Social Friends

Material and Design Consultants
Publishers
Architects
Fashion Designers
Management Consultants
Graphic Artists
Fashion Designers

1987
1988
1987
1988
1991
1990
1987

Co-Preneurs Status Business Sector

Year1 7 1



The recession seems to have hardly touched the respondents: only Tim & Hilary
reported being badly affected by it.

PJ: How do you remember thoserstfew years?
Hilary: Very difficult, because I don 't remember them as being a period oftime although I suppose

they were .Ifwe take itfrom the time when we had the studio times were dicult. I'd say
times were diicult up until now because the recession kicked in for us aboutfour years ago
now and we werejust, I always remember thatpeople said it would take at least three years to
get a business going, we werejust about to get quite a few projects going, one big one in
particular and the recession came and that was cancelled because ofthe climate and that was
the one that would have really set us up so consequently it became not doing badly with some
work and always about to make it and the recession so that was the seven years [interview
1994] [S]

Roger & Ben mention it in passing as do Geoff & Colin, but both within the context
of it having passed them by.

Ben: Oh, it [getting started] was quite, it was really quite stimulating it was quite exciting because
there was so much going on, sort oftaking of nothing that we did went wrong so it was very
nice we now know that might have been, some things we made some decisions rather late
on that we should have made earlier and better but apartfrom that it wasjolly, you know,
jolly good stuf it was even despite recession thefact that it was there, it was a shock to the
system it didn 't stop us movingforward [S]

Geo? Yes, because we were in the depths ofthe recession, itproved to be a brilliant decision in a
way because I think ifwe'd gone out and tried to say "well what do other consultants do, they
do workfor other companies" and iwe 'd gone out there and done that we 'd havefolded but
by picking ooutts that I knew, we did really well. [S]

There is the possibility that the sectors in which each company was operating were
recession proof, being highly specialised. For instance, Kit & Giles were architects, a
sector which was extremely badly hit by the recession, but their specialised sector was
in museum and art-related buildings, which rstly, have a long gestation period so
funding is allocated years before, and secondly, are prestigious so tend to be
safeguarded. Tim & Hilary may have been badly affected because their work was
highly linked to manufacturing, which experienced difñcult times, or it could be that
their expectations of growth were not met, so they translated this into the effect of the
recession.

It is probable also that being two contributed to being, if not recession-proof, at least
recession-hardy. It has been demonstrated that a partnership, ifworking well, is
supportive and stimulating. All partners have also talked about the benets ofbeing
able to bounce ideas of each other and ofbeing able to make decisions based on
discussion and having a devil°s advocate' approach. All businesses were in the
potential high growth phase immediately after the initial start-up when oen
enthusiasm is the major reason for success, and it is probable that being two brought a
more reasoned and planned approach.

In addition, the low-cost nature of set-up also contributed to all the businesses
surviving this difcult economic period. Figure 7.b shows the type of nancing used
by the businesses during start-up. It is remarkable both from the fact that only 5% of
all nancing was from the banks, but also that the businesses have grown
considerably from very small beginnings: last month, Roger & Ben's tumover reached
over 56m for the rst time and they are in take-over talks.
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Figure 7.b Start-up Financing

The point of low nancing costs is important: it enables companies to ride out
recessions, and it allows the partners to keep control, both by not owing money but
also by not having to dilute share ownership. (All companies started y/y and
remain so) Since the companies started up, the majority have remained adamant in
staying outside the bank's reaches, as exemplied by Roger & Ben, and this decision
has also generated a careful attitude to money.

Ben: I mean the reason why the business has grown or been able to grow is that we set out to be
veryfrugal in our demands on it so we didn 't ty to run the company like some kind ofslush
nd, we were always very careful to retain as much as we could in the company so that we
could grow, this adverse, aversion, to being in hock to other people and banks so it was quite
diicult then because although, then again retrospectively, yes, it worked out very well

Others who had recourse to banks have tended to do so in extremis, like Matt & Kelly
who, as has already been seen, were forced into borrowing money for rapid
expansion, and Mandy & Gill and John & Chris, who borrowed money as a result of
lack of nancial planning oen typical of small companies.

Mandy: ...it came as a shock and half to discover we might have to have someone who knew
about money. It was like... .....it took us 9-1 0 months to cotton on to thefact that we had to
charge enough so that we made money, so we could eat

Gill: We 've lurchedfromnancialproblems to financial problems depending on the time ofthe
year, .........And we still don 't planfor the crises, they still creep up on us so we 've never got
a contingency plan. We started with a sewing machine andfive hundredpounds. And iwe
had known anything about business we would have gone to the bank manager with a plan and
askedfor f amount.

Chris: I can 't believe how hopeless we were with moneyfor two people that seem to manage their
own a'airs pretty well. I know we had large capital outlay with the new

computers...John:.....and then we got screwed by the tax authorities which didn 't help
Chris: And quitefrankly, there are times when as the VATcomes roundyet again and then we pay

the taxes and then, and then, we seem to lurchom bankruptcy to riches in a constant cycle.
You asked me why I had written ts and starts ', well, that 's the reason why, actually I agree
with John, the business has actually been nicely incrementalom a turnover point ofview..

All businesses started small and developed gradually according to the respondents
(Figure 7.c), even that of Chris & John (for whose response see above). The gradual
progression may be typical of dyadic businesses with theirmixture of emotional and
rational responses from the partners, and it seems to have allowed all the businesses to
build a rrn footing for the future. As we have seen, it gave the partners time to learn,
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to concentrate on delivering quality to their clients, and to iron out organisational
difculties which started to arise a the business grew older.
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Figure 7.c Rate ofStart-up

All businesses have grown i both number of employees and tumover, though some
like Matt & Kelly have deliberately limited their growth in line with their original
intentions. (Figures 7.d and e)
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Figure 7.d Increase in number ofpeople employed
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Figure 7.e Increase in Turnover

The tumover of the companies, which has also grown steadily, demonstrates the
difference between these companies, however small, and the mom n'pop
entrepreneurial start-ups. All companies, though started for the intrinsic reasons
shown in the ndings, nevertheless understand the need for growth. Indeed, the need
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for stimulation, which was one of the drivers of starting the companies, predicate a
demonstration of growth through tumover.

The type of growth of the companies can be divided into two groups: those for whom
growth comes primarily from company growth (size and tumover), and those for
whom growth comes from primarily personal growth (control and ideas). There are
inevitably overlaps between the two as we has seen from the intentionality ndings
but the fonn of the company indicates which intentions were strongest. For instance,
as we can see in Figure 7.f, Roger & Ben, Giles & Kit and Mandy & Gill t the rst
model (all over 10 employees and .Elm turnover), while Tim & Hilary, Mike & Joy,
Colin & Geoff, Matt & Kelly and Jolm & Chris t the second (all under 5 employees
and ;E500k tumover).
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Figure 7.f Dierence between companies ' growth

This picture is coloured by the fact that all the second group have chosen to use
extemal collaborators as opposed to employees, but that in itself is a indication of
their primary intentions. It is possible that there are couples with smaller organisations
who have aspired to grow a bigger company and failed to do so, but the indications
are that this is not the case. Growth in those companies is aimed to be achieved out of
differentiated services which can accrue more income rather than increased size of
company. Tim & Hilary are a good example, expanding into areas of royalty
payments rather than fees.

Hilary: No. We haven 't achieved that much especially in terms ofthe business developing but the idea
ofdeveloping, getting bigger could only happen iwe work together......... I wouldn 't want our
relationship to change, I mean our working relationship as well because that is very much the core of
how wefeel changing or how we might move on or develop, dicult to say because we are at a point
when we don't know what is going to happen but we are preparedfor something derent to happen
and think that it very well might essential to that to anything changing that what we are talking about
is based on what L do and the attraction is that we can make more moneyfrom it

The question is whether there is a fundamental difference in the rst group's founding
characteristics to the second group's. The rst group are all single sex, two both male
and one both female, whereas there is a mixture of affective and single sex couples in
the second group. However, there are many recorded incidences of married couples
and single sex couples ofboth genders who have built multi-million pound
companies, and the same for smaller successful companies, so it would seem that this
is not in itself a differentiator, though there is little empirical research to support this1
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indication or not. It is thus suggested that gender has little bearing on the outcome of
dyadic entrepreneurial units. The age factor does not seem to play a part either: every
couple is of a similar age within the partnership except for Colin & Geoff, (small
companies), and Roger & Ben, (larger companies). The younger couples such as Matt
& Kelly and Mandy & Gill who both started their companies in their early twenties,
again represent one of each types of companies, as to two of the older couples, Chris
& John and Giles & Kit. This would also seem to demonstrate that familial situation is
not a major factor either.

There is also no indication that all the sixteen respondents demonstrate particularly
strong entrepreneurial characteristics (Figure 7.g) Again using the MLPC, there is a
mixture ofwhat is illustrated as the successful entrepreneurial characteristics. For
instance, Gill & Mandy score 5 and 1 respectively on the laissez-faire/persistent
continuum as they also do on the independent/team axis. Other couples have equally
disparate scorings and there is no one prole which one can point to as being typical
of the successful entrepreneur. (Figure 7.h) For instance, within the couples there is
not one exceptionally entrepreneurial person and one not. However, taking the couple
together there is evidence ofmost of the typologised characteristics. It can therefore
be argued that not only are there complementary skills and behaviours which drive
complementary roles, but this complementarity stems from the fact that the two
people are fundamentally complementary personalities. It has been previously
demonstrated that the couples have a combination ofmore emotional/more rational
characteristics, and this would indicate that this is one reason that the couples decided
to found businesses together rather than apart. When asked if they could have started
the business that exists today on their own, een out of the sixteen respondents
immediately answered negatively, and the sixteenth modied his response later in the
interview, demonstrating clearly that these are not what is considered to be ' typical
entrepreneurs ° .

Successful
Entrepreneur
Personal Drive
Persistent

Personal Strong Character
Competitive
Independent

Characteristics Takes educated risks
Builder
Has realistic goals
Ethics

Attríbutes and

Own values/standards
Hard work
Sacrice
Business comes rst

Role and Knows the business
j°b demands Team Builder

Long hours initially
Five to ten years to
build business
Innovation & creativity

Figure 7.g Entrepreneuríal Characteristícs (after Timmons et al 1977)
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Figure 7.h MPLCpartnerproles

There are varying types of start-up within the case studies Which can be classied as
follows: situation driven - both partners nd themselves in a situation and go for it
together (Roger & Ben, Giles & Kit, Mandy & Gill); seamless transition - both
partners carry on together what they were doing separately, (Tim & Hilary, Matt &
Kelly, Geoff & Colin, Chris & John) ; and single person impetus - one person has
the idea and the other person joins in (Mike & Joy). The only Variation which seemed
to make a difference to the way the working partner was chosen was the single person
impetus start-up within a affective relationship (Mike & Joy): this could ahnost be
classied a a classic lead entrepreneurial start-up and thus outside the remit for this
research, but it is included as the organisation did not take on its continuing form until
the entrance of the second partner. None of these Variations seem to be specically
linked to different outcomes except those to were opportunity driven -the pull model.
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There is the assumption that the three larger companies are in fact more successful
than the others, but this is not in fact the case, or is not perceived to be the case by the
respondents.(Figure 7.i) When asked to measure their success along a continuum of
thriving through to just surviving, the majority felt that their companies were at least
doing satisfactorily, the only one considering themselves not to be so doing so was for
nancial reasons, having been ned for non-payment of tax, and when pressed
further, even they admitted to being doing well.

Chris: You 're right, we 're actually doing extremely well, income 's up, the clients are staying, in fact
we 're working harder than everjust to keep up with the work that keeps coming our way

John: But we are still struggling along, notpaying ourselves our afortune, and sometimes it seems,
well oh what's the point, so that 's why Iput 'just surviving'
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Figure 7.i Respondents ' perception ofhow company was doing

The same is true ofTim & Hilary and Mandy & Gill who scored themselves a no
more than satisfactory. The perception demonstrates a pessimism driven by recent
circumstances, in Tim & Hilary's case a unsuccessful negotiation to sell the rights of
a invention, and in Mandy & Gill's case a recent chat to the bank manager.

Tim: Iwe had thought when we started that we would be working with the international list of
clients that we have now, swanning around the world in business class, doing work that we
would never have dreamed ofdoing both in the quality and type......_

Hilary: Yes, you 're right, you 're right, compared to the people who we used to be in competition with,
it 's like night and day, but, but we still haven 't signed the big one, the one we thought was
going to make ourfortune, that would make ourfuture easier

PJ: My external perception i that you are doing incredibly well, new showroom, tpped to make
the royal wedding dress... ..

Gill: Yes, you 're right, we 've come a long wayfrom those days ofjust the two ofus sewing in a
garret,

but...Mandy:It 's the money that gets us down, we know we 're doing really incredibly well, but that bloody
bank manager, it always happens a couple oftimes a year.......

The reasons for the differing perceptions are clearly demonstrated in the analysis of
the reasons which respondents gave for the perceived state of their business. (Figure
7.j) It can be seen that those who perceive their business to be thriving put this success
down to personal or doing° activities which relate to their sector, the total (clients,
personal ability, creativity) equalling 56% of the reasons. I the group with
perceptions of less satisfactory status, the concerns lie with the elements of managing
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or skills outside their sector, the total ofwhich ( i.e. nancial management, people
management etc.) is 51%. This conrms the anxieties surfaced during the latter part of
the organisational state when there was confusion over the ability to manage which
are still continuing.
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Figure 7.j Respåndents ' reasonsfor state of company

In smmary, it can be seen that the different variables of the different organisations
have little effect on the outcome of the dyadic relationship. There is however a
differential element in a dyadic as opposed to any other organisational start-ups which
is that it is the combination of the two people involved which is responsible for the
'success' of the organisation. However, there is no one dyadic entrepreneurial model
in terms of criteria of individual participants. There is a phenomenon which occurs
when two people with similar outlooks on life, similar values and with similar sector
experience, though with complementary personalities, happen to nd each other at the
oppotune moment and start a business together. As has been previously been stated,
it is the ñnding of the other person which is the stimulus for the business, not the
other way round. I would argue that the reason for survival is precisely because they
are two, a particular two in each case, who between them supply what is necessary for
the organisation to continue.

7.iii. Organisational life cycles

In order to introduce this section, it would be useful to recall and expand on both the
fundamental premises of life stage schools of management, and also the varying
stages that the companies went through at different times. This is so the life cycles of
the various organisations can be compared, and a opinion given as to whether their
crisis of leadership had been reached and successfully dealt with and whether the
dyadic relationship had contributed to that success and how.

The basic tenet of the life stage theorists (Greiner 1972 et al, previously quoted) is that
organisations develop in distinct stages, each one precipitated by a crisis. There is
agreement amongst subscribers to Greiner's model that while these phases may not
proceed in strict sequence, or may repeat themselves, each phase is distinctive and is
marked by a transitional period or crisis. The successful growth of the organisation
depends on the recognition of the crisis and its solution. The consensus is that the
major period when the organisation is most at risk occurs between the rst two phases
when, for instance, the personality of the entrepreneur and the need for professional
management may be in conict. There are echoes here of the punctuated equilibrium
theory which presupposes crisis as a trigger for change. Given the statistics for new
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nn mortality it can be assumed that a organisation which survives this crisis has
increased its likelihood of long term survival.

A central theme in Greiner (1972) is that the type ofperson who can create a
organisation is different in many respects from the type that can manage it at
subsequent stages of growth. As he says, in the birth stage ofa organisation, the
emphasis is on creating both a product and a market.........and creative activities are
essential for the company to get off the ground. As the company grows larger......the
founders nd themselves burdened by management responsibilities.' (p.98) However,
as Smith & Miner (1983) suggest, this does not mean a ownership change
necessarily but it does require a shift in control' (p.325), and Rubenson & Gupta's
model (1996) reinforce this.

As Olson (1987) says, In general, it appears that although it is not essential for a
entrepreneurial small business to employ people with highly developed management
skills...in the start-up phase, these talents are much more important during the rapid
expansion of growth phase (p.7),......new businesses that begin very successfully must
address a new set of concems in order to remain successful.°(p.9) The potential crisis
of entrepreneur/professional management is adjudged to be the major stumbling block
to organisational survival: indeed most organisations apparently don't survive to
experience any other form of crisis. As Daily & Dalton (1992 )connn this, ..rm
survival may be contingent upon the successful transition from entrepreneurial to
professional management'. (p.28)

As we have seen, that crisis @ occur in all the companies researched, though not all
the couples recognised it as such. In the larger companies where the crisis is more
obvious and clear cut as greater resources are involved, Roger & Ben, who were the
most articulate about the problem, resorted to external facilitation in order to resolve
their roles; Giles & Kit decided that their energies were better placed in the creative
function and recruited a MD; Mandy & Gill also recruited extemal senior people but
later reversed the decision and acquired the skills themselves. In the smaller
companies, the crisis is less explicit and yet around the 5-8 year mark, there was, as in
the larger companies, a fundamental change of direction which necessitated either a
different management style or the recognition that by not assuming the management
functions, they were limiting the growth of their businesses. For instance, Matt &
Kelly experienced a management crisis with the rapid expansion of their business and
consciously decided that that route was not for them and changed to a less commercial
direction; Tim & Hilary decided to expand through diversication, necessitating both
extemal collaboration and internal clarication of their roles; John & Chris and Mike
& Joy both decided to diversify and change location around this time which involved
a different way oforganising the business; and Colin & Geoff, in their continuing
attempt at avoiding the necessity ofmanaging, decided to expand their horizons by
forming a loose association with other consultants which actually resulted in some
managerial tension.

There has been much discussion as to what triggers this crisis but no clear consensus.
For instance, Flamholz (1990) and Steimnetz (1969) suggest that it is size which is the
indicator: Flamholz, $10m, and Steimnetz, around 30 employees and $750,000 in
assets is the point of change. Miller & Friesen (1988) dene the stages as birth = a
rm less than 10 years old with a informal structure dominated by founder /manager
and growth = sales growth greater than 15%, with a functional organised structure and
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early formalisation ofpolicies. Kazanjian (1988 p.258) states, The determinants of a
rm's position in a particular stage of growth and the factors which precipitate that
shift are at best implied'. Using this as a basis, he attempted a theory building exercise
using case studies which concluded that stages are not tight, discrete passages but are
uid, overlapping from time to time. He suggests that the solution to the crisis could
take two directions: either pro-active pre-organisational recognition and planning or
reactive solutions such as a injection of funds, change of structure, change of
personnel, new partners, new projects and products, training, new systems and outside
consultants.

Terpstra and Olson (1993) reinforces this position in their study ofInc. 500 nns
where they found that the major problems experienced during entrepreneurial start-up
were signiñcantly different from those experienced during a later growth stage (which
varied between 5 and 15 years later). They suggest that problems of obtaining external
nancing, of sales and marketing and ofproduct development, all decreased
signiñcantly during the later period, while intemal nancial management, operations
management and general and human resource management increased considerably in
importance. Throughout all the studies there is the central idea that companies need
different managerial styles as they grow so that the entrepreneur must either undergo a
style change or be replaced, but again the concept of team management is rarely, if
ever, mentioned a a solution..

In addition, some of these models suggest that each stage of development is associated
with a unique set of problems. Kuratko and Hodgetts (1989) suggest that marketing
and nancial problems are characteristic of start-up while the growth stage is
associated with problems related to organisational design and general management
issues. Kazanjian (1988), in his study of 100 rms in various stages of growth,
identied 18 types ofproblem ofwhich some, such as sales and marketing and
strategic positioning were commonly important at all stages, while some, such as
extemal relations (nancial resources and backing) were more dominant at start up
and some, such as organisational systems (including administration, nancial systems,
structure and information systems) were more dominant at growth stage and beyond.
All the studies indicate the need for exible and expert leadership.

Researchers such as Pfeiffer & Salancik (1978), Cummings (1988) and Kalleberg &
Leicht (1991) have suggested that those organisations which survive best are those
that best adapt to t the opportunities and threats of their enviromnents, and which are
particularly dependent on 'the leaders' psychological traits, experience, and skills
needed to accomplish the entrepreneurial and managerial tasks necessary for
organizational survival and growth.' (Kalleberg & Leicht 1991 pl38). A exible
organisation is needed which is able to take all the strategic decisions necessary to
cope with the changes which can vary between nancial exigencies, employment
policy, re-location, and new clients, to cite a few.

All the couples in the case studies were asked about where they felt they were in terms
of life stage but it proved difcult to elicit comparable answers: each person's
perception of life stage and growth was different. However, I made a attempt to
judge whenl felt a crisis in the organisation had arisen using different criteria; from
personal observation of the three factors which Rubenson & Gupta (1996) suggest
presage change of leader (size, tumover and product proliferation); other observable
factors such as location change; also from the interview responses, such things as
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acquisition of clients, and employment policy. In some cases it was relatively simple
as with Mandy & Gill who were very specic when and what their crisis was, whereas
with others such as Colin & Geoff, it was necessary to probe deeper. In all cases, I
judge there to have been a period of change, as perhaps crisis is too strong a word, at
between the 5-8 year mark, which involved a change in the strategy or direction that
the company was going in. At the same time, either as a response to that change or as
a driver of change itself, there was either a change in roles, a change in stafng or
collaboration, or a change in location. This corresponds to Stinchcombe's argument
(1965 p. 148-149) that new organisations. _ ..generally involve new roles, which have
to be learned [and] the process of inventing new roles, the detennination of their
mutual relations.......so as to get maximum performance, have high costs in time,
worry, conict, and temporary inefciency'.

Case Study 1
Case Study 2
Case Study 3
Case Study 4
Case Study 5
Case Study 6
Case Study 7

Mike & Joy
Tim & Hilary
Roger & Ben
Giles & Kit
Matt & Kelly
Geoff & Coli
John & Chris

12
ll
12
ll
8
9

Year 6
Year 7
Year 8
Year 5
Year 6
Year 6
Year 6

Change of strategy, location
Change of strategy, roles, collaborators
Change of size, roles, staffmg
Change of size, roles, new MD
Change of strategy, roles
Change of strategy, roles, collaborators
Change of location

Case Study 3 Mandy & Gill 12 Year 3 Change of size, roles, staffmgCoPreneursl N0. oiyears Change Year Reasons/Responses

10

Reference has already been made to the honeymoon' period which characterised the
rst years. As Fichnan & Levinthal (1991) describe it, 'if a honeymoon period is
dened as the period of time the relationship is relatively shielded from negative
outcomes, then stronger commitments imply a longer honeymoon period (p.446),
which seems to be the case here, no real crisis occurring until after the previously
suggested peak mortality years (up until year ve) Dening the process during the
honeymoon period as 'the development of relationship-specic assets or accrual of
social capital', they suggest that the larger the asset investment of the relationship,
the lower, what they term as, the hazard rate' of organisation mortality will be. This
is amply demonstrated by all the case studies, who by ensuring that their stock of
common and complementary elements is satisfactory, are thus less susceptible to
potential organisational dissolution. Again as Fichman & Levinthal (1991) state, if
relationships become less vulnerable over time to threats to their survival, then
variations in the initial endowments with which these relationships begin may have
profound implications for the ultimate pattem of survival.' (p.463)

Thus, it would appear that the social capital of the couples studied was of sufcient
importance to overcome what Stinchcombe (1965) calls the liability of newness. The
question therefore is why this honeymoon period comes to a end. It has already been
suggested that some of the negative behaviours which start to manifest themselves are
due to projection and mis-allocation of roles, in other words relationship related
stimuli. There is however no clear cut organisational trigger for this change such as
amount of tumover or number of employees, as demonstrated by the lack of
difference in timing between the smaller and the larger companies. What is clear is
that there is a destabilising organisational factor in all cases, such as a new client or
new location, which precipitates a tension between the couples which in itself
precipitates more change, or vice-versa: it is not clear whether it is the period of
tension itselfwhich is the changed circumstance. For instance Mandy & Gill were
expanding rapidly and were in divided locations. They had described their irritation
with each other, and only when pressed, did they relate it to extemal factors
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PJ: And was that a time[when things were going badly between you] when external things were
happening to distractyou?

Gill: I think, we were expanding very quickly, there was a lot of
tensions...Mandy:Also we have now moved into bigger premises which helped........
Gill: we had Mandy one side ofthe river producing things and me the other designing and

selling them, and we say we don 't talk now, we never even saw each other then, and there 'd
be a client waitingfor afitting and someone would be haring across the bridge with the
sleeve still not in. It was a nightmare...._.

In Tim & Hilarys case, the trigger was product diversication, code name The
Project'. This resulted in having to work in new ways with different people.

Tim: The Project has actually become our calling cardfor other clients; it's taking us into new
product areas like plastics when we were in textiles. It's actually changed the whole direction
ofthe business and it's enabled us to move on from what we were doing into a whole new
field.

Hilary: The upside is that we potentially can make some money, the downside is the incredible strain
it 's putting on our resources, Tim and my time has always been stretched, but now at the end
ofeach week we 're always totally stressed out, we 're having to deal with lawyers, patent
people, hire new advisors, it 's great but ghastly at the same time.........

Whatever the trigger, it became evident that a clarication of roles and direction was
needed in order to cope with this change, and all respondents went through this
period, albeit in different ways. Recalling Greiners stage model, Hateld et al°s
model of social equity, and overlaying them on the complementary skill model
suggested in Chapter 6, result in a illustration ofhow the tension manifests itself
(Figure 7.k.)

11iSß°11 Decision to Found Start-up Growing Organisation Now3° Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3/4 Stage 5
* ~

,Process

excitement uncertainty making sense change clarifícation
Stage Theory crisis of leadership
=,quiy Theory crisis of intimacy

Figure 7.k Sequential business stages leading to role clarication

The crisis of intimacy has been demonstrated by the increasingly irritating behaviour
between couples when the struggle of coping with their intimate relationship within
the work enviromnent, or as Fichman & Levinthal (1991) call it, the microfoundation
for a macrosociology' (p.465), becomes increasingly aught. The crisis of leadership
is as a result of that crisis of intimacy when the organisational implications of the
breakdown in the relationship become evident. However, as Levinger & Rand (1985)
suggest, if two partners' outcome preferences correspond in most domains, and if
they are skilled in co-ordinating their mutual plans and behaviours, it is likely that
they can facilitate each other's goalward movement' (p.3 14) One of the ways that
they can facilitate the period of difculty is by imposing stncture, both in the
relationship and the organisation. It has been shown that all couples reorganised the
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°space' in their relationships, and we have seen a greater fonnalisation of roles and
activities with, for instance, Giles & Kit taking on a managing director and Mandy &
Gill making sure that they have support in place in case of time out of the business.

That imposition of structure, as has been previously shown, often uncovers the need
for different skills, ofwhich management skills are the most evident. The previously
cited management skills are shown here in combination with the previously cited
entrepreneurial skills. (Figure 7.1) Remembering the lack ofprole-matching between
the respondents and the entrepreneurial characteristics, there is a similar mismatch
between the respondents and the managerial characteristics. However, and this is the
crucial point, when the partners are investigated a a dyad rather than as individuals,
there is a relatively full complement of both sets of characteristics within each dyad.
(Reference MPLCP previously illustrated)

Successful
Entrepreneur

Professional
Manager

Personal

Attributes and

Characteristics

Personal Drive
Persistent
Strong Character
Competitive
Independent
Takes educated risks
Builder
Has realistic goals
Ethics

Proven Skills & expertise
Can establish goals
Can direct and motivate
Self-condent
Decisive
Competitive
Thinking about next job
Cautious risk taker

Role and
job demands

Own values/standards
Hard work
Sacriñce
Business comes rst
Knows the business
Team Builder
Long hours initially
Five to Ten years to
build the business
Innovation & creativíty

Oriented to organisation's
values, status and rewards
More routine work pattem
Security builds up
Less risky
Management skills crucial
Maintenance & efciency
oriented

Fígure 7.l Entrepreneurial and Professional Managementproles

All couples agree that being two has helped them to achieve the position that they are
in today and that being two has helped them to facilitate through crises. This conforms
to Slevin & Covin's idea (1990) about cycling through different modes and styles to
match different circumstances. There are two levels of cycling which became evident
with the couples studied: rstly, the cycling between transactional, day-to-day,
pragmatic management which is necessary to keep the business on a even keel, and
transfonnational, longer tenn, visionary management which is necessary to grow the
company, the balance changing between the two types according to the organisational
situation; secondly, the related level of cycling between rational, reactive behaviour
and emotional, proactive behaviour according to the organisational circumstance.

It became apparent that all couples achieved both kinds of cycling relatively
seamlessly during the early years of the business, with little overt realisation of its
existence. Later, when problems started to occur, the need ofmore overt cycling
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started to emerge. Roger & Ben are a good example of how the realisation of the
necessity of this has come about in the later stages.

Roger: ....one ofthe things that our non exec chairrnan in fact got us to work through and recognise
was that in order to grow the business successfully, it was necessaryfor us to bring in
basically a group ofpeople who would take over many ofthe responsibilities which Ben and I
had been solely responsiblefor, particularly in the area ofproduct development. But also in
internal servicefunction areas, so there has been a quite conscious recognition ofthisfact
which has meant that we have brought in and are continuing to bring in people who are much
more qualified, who are both older and more experienced and who are on much higher
salaries than was the case two years ago and that we have actually in terms ofour
management processes, we have now established a sort ofmanagement group iyou like of
about halfa dozen people which includes Ben and myselfbut include basically the conference
director, the reports manager, the marketing director or manager, oice services
manager/director and an exhibition manager and increasingly these people are operating at a
level which requires devolved responsibilityfrom David and myself And in fact at the o
moment one ofthe issues that is very much on our personal agenda is the change that is
required in terms ofour own roles and our management styles and the extent to which we are
going to be successful at working with people at that level, it can eectively changefrom
being very much more hands on iyou like in terms ofhands on the operational
responsibilities to being much more hands offand delegating that back to the management
group andfunctioning much more as a director fyou like in terms ofmanaging the
performance rather than managing the operations. S0 that willforce Ben & I to focus on
what ourfunctions are now and to make sure that whoever is best at a particular management
skill is the one who does it.

PJ: Do you understand the terms transactíonal and transformational management?
Ben: Absolutely, you 've got it, it 's notfor nothing we write about business, we have to move

between modes and we have to get out ofthis habit ofdoing the same thing....I think we have
both realised that that way madness lies........._

All the other couples are equally aware of 'cycling', albeit not so articulate in
management speak', as for instance Chris & John.

PJ: Are you aware that there are times when John takes the lead and vice-versa?
Chris: I don 't know, it 's not as straighorward as that, well, actually it does happen but we don 't

say to each other, 'this is your bit, you 're good at that, you do that', it 's just automatic
PJ: Can you give me an example?
John: Yes, I recognise that that happens, when we needed to sort out the tax thing and we were both

on our knees, you arejust the more practical one andyou took over though you were asfed
up as I was and it wasn 't that we weren 't in agreement about it butyoujust did it and it was
fantastic [J]

It has already been demonstrated that the couples tend to have a emotional/rational
mix and the second layer of cycling, that of between rational and emotional modes is
also illustrated.

Hilary: Yes very much I think both ofusfeel we wouldn 't be where we are now without the other, even
though we 're such differentpeople, and it wouldn 't be two halves making a whole I mean
separately we have to be together, iwe were in two separate rooms doing it we couldn 't have
put the two things together and got what we got, we don 't do separate projects, we work on
the same project and make them more which I think is important [S]

Joy: Yes, together we became a more powerful business unit because we have that wider diversion
I think itjust sort ofwidens both ofus more, it broadens and expands and challenges
individually in a way that iit were individuals that wouldn 't have happened I think that's
what it is .........we move into areas that one ofus will have some strength in and therefore
one will see opportunities for the other so that's where it allfeeds oitselfand what has been
to have a combination I think ofwell between the two ofus we have got a very strong
combination...._. I think that's what it is, each one ofus on his own is missing something and
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PJ:
Mandy:
Gill:

PJ:

Kelly:
Matt:
PJ:
Matt:
Kelly:

Geof'
Colin:

Geof'

Giles:

Kit:

Ben:

PJ:

Ben:

Roger:

1 86

once you've got that range itjust opens so many more doors makes you so much moreexible,
able to cope. [S]

It sounds a bit like a marriage
Very similar
Yes, and when one ofus is underpressure, one ofus is low and tired, the other one steps in
[J]

It soundsfascinating whatyou are describing, and, can Ijust play it back to you what I am
hearing, after the intense period ofdoing everything together, now you are getting to the point
where you can be three things: you can be two individuals andyou can be together. Yes?
Yes, and that is quite a lovely place to be.
To want to go on together.
When did that start to happen?
A couple ofyears ago?
Yes, and I think relationships can go wrong when you get disappointed in the other one
because ofsomething they've done. But I don 't think there have been any big examples ofthat
and any problems we've had we 've both been really keen to work them out anyway. [J]

We basically work as a team, it's the two heads are better than one syndrome.......
Geo'carried me, very much so, in thefirst year. I have an emotional andfinancial debt to
repay and wefound that the relationship was working very well. I had someone to turn to in
terms of issues, comments andfelt much more secure as there was two ofus bobbing about in
this rather uncertain ocean, since then the roles have changed as the business has changed,
sometimes one is doing more, sometimes the other
There will be a watershed when Colin gets his PhD, I think it's been very convenientfor him,
this, it has eectivelynanced him through his PhD. [J]

YI think one thing we haven t talked about is this idea ofourselves, the opposite side ofthe
coin, the ying/yang that we do all the time. There's a little bit ofKit and his ego and my ego,
he has an ego and I certainly have.....
I agree... it is a balancing thing between the ego thing and the shared thing. It works because
there is the balance, because iyou didn 't have the ego thing, there is the worry oflosing one's
identity, iyou naturallyfeel that the other one is trying to take over. But we don 't, and
presumably that's why it works. [J]

Yes I think the straín looking round and seeing people run their own businesses basically on
their own is bloody tough actually going through those certainly when you are starting up. I
think the pressures on individuals are much, much, more challenging, I mean challenging in
different ways when you have got to reconcile two opinions but certainly sharing the load, I
thinkfor most people I think would infinitely, given that they had compatible partners, makes
like a huge amount more possible.......But what I certainly would say it's a great, Ifound
despite the problems, that great strength ofthis is almost at any turn you don 't have to rely
entirely on your own judgement .........._
Is what I am hearing you say that it's not so much that the sum ofthe parts is greater, the sum
ofthe parts ofdierent?
I think it is greater as well, I would say that the reason overall that it works I mean iyou like
the ultimate test is do you want to go away and do this is on your own and the answer is no I
don't want to go away and do this on my own I want to do it under the prevailing conditions.
[S]

I don ' think I would have started on my own, no for all I have said, we couldn 't have done it
without the other, we 've had to sort some things out but one ofthe reasons we 've actually
been able to sort them out is that we are two, one can take overfrom the other......._ Maybe
things would not have got where we are without putting so much eort in, I don't know on
principle rather than decision there are many decisions we have taken, people we have



appointedfor example have turned out to be the wrong appointment and so forth, but I mean,
I it is interesting because I think there is a big dangerfor owner-directors ofcompanies,
whether you are on your own or with a partner, I think there is the danger that you can just
absorb the whole ofyour life really and I think there was a period when probably I was
putting too much in both emotionally and in terms oftime iyou like and] think in retrospect
given my time again I would try to do it derently. Hopefully I wouldfind my way to do it
just as well by other means but I think the danger is you just don 't know when to stop, you
don't know when to turn it o......._. [J]

In summary, all companies investigated had been through a change point equivalent to
the rst phase of Greiners model (1972) of organisational life cycles and Hateld et
al's model(1985) of social equity.. They had all survived these crises by different
methods but, it is argued, because of the large investment of social capital' from the
start, were in a good position to facilitate their way out of crisis. This they did by
imposing structures in both their relationship and organisations, and operating within
a cycling format' both structurally and emotionally. Although strictly outside the
research fonnat, I contacted all couples or got news of them through a third party,
shortly before the handing in of the thesis, and found that all the companies are
thriving and had also retained the original fty/fty framework. Roger & Ben°s
problems had become quite serious for a time with one partner taking a enforced
period of rest, before resuming the joint leadership, and the reasons for this will be
looked at in Chapter 8.

7.iv. Entrepreneurialtypology

As already indicated, while reading the entrepreneurial literature, I became
particularly interested into the different typologies which were proposed:
entrepreneurial research as a whole seem to attract list making with, for instance,
Timmons, Smollen & Dingee's nine role and job demands, McCle1land°s set of six
attributes (1987), Timmons' fteeen behaviours (1985), Slevin & Covins three
dimensions of entrepreneurial style, or Chell, Haworth & Brearley (1991) nine traits.
The different typologies which had been developed around the subject were of interest
because they were always predicated upon a lead entrepreneur and thus a dyadic start-
up inevitable called them all into question as this research has demonstrated. Recently,
the work ofKunkel (1998) has brought together some of the previous typologies by
subsuming them under the banner ofa entrepreneurial activity typology, which
encompasses the context, the intentions and the behaviour. It is useful to recall his
nine categories:
1. Corporate Tumaround
2. Intrepreneuring
3. Business Tumaround
4. Product/Process Development
5. Need Driven Independent New Venture
6.Technology Driven Independent New Venture
7. Income Substitution New Venture
8. Income Supplementing New Venture
9. Hobby/ Lifestyle New Venture

I tried hard to fit in the companies that I had researched into this typology: categories
1 to 4 are completely outside the context of the respondents being at large corporation
level; category 5 was primarily concemed with market opportunities; category 6 was
not relevant as technology did not play a major part in any of the companies; category
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7, the mom°n pops, were essentially low-growth; category 8 was part-time. The
nearest category was 9 with its intrinsic aims, but even that denition was essentially
for non-prot making businesses. It was not clear exactly where these dyadic start-ups
tted in and it occurred to me that perhaps they constituted a new category which
does not t the classic entrepreneurial fom.

We have seen that individually this is the case as none of the respondents t the
classic single entrepreneurial model: some are in Smith's tenns opportunistic' (Ben),
some crasman' (Matt), some both (Hilary); some are in Chell et al's terms agents
of change' (Ben), some are not (Roger); some are in Timmons et al's terms
persistent' (Mandy), some are not (Gill); some have in Slevin & Covin°s tenns
proactiveness' (Mike), some not (John). In addition, they appear to have the means to
be both entrepreneurial and professional managers, if the initial conditions are right,
thus overcoming the crisis of leadership which is the downfall of so many start-ups.
They are also unique in that the strong relationship at the centre is essentially a
intimate relationship, albeit within a working enviromnent, which drives the
company's aims, strategy and stncture and thus introduces a particular culture not
usually present in the workplace. Above all, their companies come into being because
they come together, not because a opportunity presents itselfwhich necessitates the
one person seeking out the other.

I would therefore suggest that there is a tenth category, the Dyadic New Venture,
which has the following criteria:
0 a for-prot organisation
0 precipitated by the couple°s meeting rather than any extemal need
0 driven by aims, values and interests common to the couple
0 surviving due to complementary skills and behaviours

I had no intention of challenging accepted entrepreneurial typology theories when
starting this piece of research, but the ndings have led me towards that direction.
Interestingly enough, Layder (1993) calls attention to the fact that grounded theory is
ideally placed to generate typologies but that, Glaser and Strauss make very little of
the notion of typology building as a aid to the evolution of grounded theory.° (p.l39)
This research can therefore only serve as a starting point for further research into
whether in fact a dyadic start-up is a phenomenon distinct from the nom^alÂ°
entrepreneurial Venture, but indications are that this is the case

7.v. The Organisation as a factor in the dyadic relationship model

Recalling the marriage contract (Figure 5.d), the surviving organisation is the result of
successfully adhering to it. The design of the organisation is predicated by the
common intentions, values and interests and the implementation of that design is
achieved by the complementarity of the dyad. The common factor in all the case
studies is that their organisations have survived although the format and type of
businesses are very different. The people themselves are also very different and
cannot be compared as types one to another. However, the combination of the two
people results in a unit which can successfully full the contract.

In snnmary, the variables between organisations such as type of start-up or nancing
do not seem to have much impact on the success or otherwise of the companies. There
are however two models of growth, (one which results in larger companies, the other
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in smaller) which are a result of the couple's initial intentions. All respondents,
whatever the growth rate of the company, felt that their business was successful and
that being two had contributed to that.

All companies had been through some fonn of change or crisis, at approximately the
same point, which was the result of, or caused by, tensions in the organisation. All
couples worked through those tensions by °cycling' roles and behaviours which were
more appropriate to the stage of the organisation, in particular managing/doing and
rational/emotional, which resulted in a clarity of structure and strategy. The survival
of the organisation thus depended on successl cycling and this is demonstrated in
Figure 7.m in the next stage of the model building.
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Figure 7.m Cycling as afactor in the dyadic relationship model

The third part of the theory of dyadic organisational survival thus states that
organisational survival will result when mutual understanding is achieved ofwhat
roles and behaviours are appropriate in different situations, thus enabling the couple
to cycle between them as appropriate.
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8. REVIEWING THE JOURNEY: BUILDING THE MODEL

8.i Introduction

The penultimate chapter pulls together all the ndings in order to nalise the theory
and model of dyadic leadership as a continuous element of organisational survival. It
summarises the previous chapters and suggests what convergent or divergent elements
within the dyadic relationship result in either convergent or divergent organisations,
and relates those factors to Weick°s model of common/divergent aims/means. These
ndings are then used as a basis for recommendations for potential and existing
partnerships. Finally, the resultant conclusions are condensed into the theory and
model of dyadic organisational survival.

8.íi. Convergent and divergent relatíonships and organisations

It has been shown that the companies featured in the case studies have survived their
initial crisis, and some suggestions have been put forward as to the reasons why they
have endured. Statistics suggest, as has been previously reported, that many
companies do not survive this rst stage of growth, and in particular, many
partnerships do not last. Theory suggests that the reason why the companies do not
survive is because the typical entrepreneurial founder is not able to make the
transition from start-up to professionally managed company, and the reason why the
patnerships do not survive is that they are made up of the wrong partners. Variables
in the partners' background have already been looked at in the light of their initial
coming together, their decision to found and how their companies grew. It was seen
that compatibility was derived from corrnnon aims, values and interests, all ofwhich
stemmed from similar cultural backgrounds, and that tensions arose out of non-
complementary behaviour, lack of skills or mis-allocation of roles, none ofwhich
correlated to any background variations. It was suggested that these tensions were
inevitable in a intimate relationship operating in the workplace and that it was above
all the initial common intentions of the couples which maintained the ultimate
stability of the organisation even when there were these periods of change and
tension. The only background Variation which seems to affect the way that the
company develops is age of partner, and that is because it can potentially alter the
original intentions of the couples.

It is a truism to state that as companies grow so the partners age in parallel, but this is
a fact which is not at the foreont of the partners' minds at the time of start-up.
However, as organisations grow, so the life stage of the partners changes, and
therefore so potentially do the intentions, as different circurnstances become
important. This can cause the relationship to diverge if the partners do not maintain a
common vision. For the couples who started together in their early twenties like Kelly
& Matt, there was a sense of evolution and recognition that change was inevitable,
but it was still important that they had a common goal and stayed together.

Kelly: So we did need our own space and we've got older as well, we've turned thirty which is
quite a landmark age, and I think wejust thought we can 't go on like thisforever, we can 't
have this fantastic yet strained relationship forever.........

Matt: But you have to understand that it is ours and nobody else's, and because it's nobody else's
they're never going to care about it as much as we do. To us it's everything. Well, at the
moment to us it's everything, in a couple ofyears time, who knows, it might have changed, we
may have made it and we won 't need to do it.
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PJ: Do you think that is likely?
Matt: No I don 't think so, I think it willprobably move into a different phase....
Kelly: I don 't think it will be as recognisable as this: I think it will go in a way that we would never

have expected it. I think there will be dierent kinds ofbranches, more interesting. And I
think that, I don't know, maybe in twenty years time there is going to be something that is
mine and something that is yours as part of it.

Another couple of twenty year olds when they started together, Mandy & Gill's life
stage change involves husbands and children and a re-division of labour and prioríties,
but again, still a super-ordinate common goal.

Mandy: Having had the baby, I 've put myfoot down, andyou 've putyourfoot down as well
Gill: Thank goodness, when we started we worked 7 days a week, at leastfour days a week till

midnight, you can 't keep on working that way, there are only so many years you can do that...
Mandy: Yes, now I want to see my daughter. We managed tot our husbands in round the side when

we working that hard but we don 't want to do itfor ever, we 've done itfor nine, ten, years...
PJ: So can you see the business going on and on?
Mandy: Yes, iwe can get this thing sorted ofI can walk out of the businessfor the week and it doesn 't

fall out ofbed, like I had to when I had my daughter
Gill: A little over a week, nearly two in fact [laughter]
Mandy: Yes, iwe can do the samefor Gill, so that she can go away on holiday or something without

there being a major catastrophe, when we get to that stage, which will be about the end ofthis
year, we can think ofexpanding properly, so both ofus could be out ofthe business and it
doesn 'tfall over, and then, God knows

Gill; Because really the business is just the two ofus, so really wejust have a name, and no-one is
going to want to take over the business without the two ofus, so iwe want to move it on , we
have to change......But we do see it as a long term thing, we 're not about to justjack it in and
start something else

Couples such as Giles & Kit , Tim & Hilary, John & Chris and Mike & Joy who
started their businesses when in their thirties or later and who have familial stability,
show little reexive change as the businesses, and they, get older. However, for other
couples such as Colin & Geoff and Roger & Ben, these life stage changes are
exacerbated by a difference in age, which again they have recognised and worked
through.

Colin: No it was purely a work relationship that we had when we started. He lives in Bedford, he's
significantly older than I fteen years older than I he was a partner, I was ajunior
consultant. There wasn 't the camaraderie there was with otherpeople, my peers, with whom I
socialise to this day... .. There's a conict...it'sjust that iyou are going t grow something,
by denition it needs to take its own identity and therefore it cannot be the vehiclefor one's
own selfactualisation, but there is a tensionoating around there within me. Geois less
worried about it, because he's 52-53 at the moment, he's keen not to work until he's seventy or
something like that, and his son is about to go to university, his daughter hasfinished
university, so he's winding down, though he's still working very hard he doesn 't have any
grand ambitions. So there isn 't the tension in terms ofwhere we take this organisation, part
ofme says it's where I want to go rather than the organisation" and Geois quite relaxed
that he's happy doing the things that he enjoys doing, he's earning more money than he ever
has andfor him things are OK.

Roger: Ben is older than I am by several years and has much morefamily commitments; he is
the breadwinner, he has 2 children, bigger mortgage. I live in a completely dierent situation,
good salary no children this house probably cost about halfBen 's house, quite small
mortgage, even ridiculously small mortgage, so it is quite clear that iyou arejust looking at
thefinancial side ofthe situation that Ben and Ipotentially after very dierent results; it is
becoming a small issue, not an issue, but it has arisen in one or two occasions more recently
as we are both now somewhat older and have to start buying things like company pensions, it
is quite clear that Ben needs more money now, more revenue out ofthe company year on year
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than I do. I am having more trouble spending it at the moment but I would be more interested
in putting it all awayfor the time when I am 50. But it has never really been a problem I don 't
think, well it has been a problem, I think Ben, ianything I have been slightly conservative on
a director's salary and Ben has suered as a result in the early years but God bless his soul he
has never really held it against me. Although I can see I think this probably reects both ofus
not being suiciently organisednancialbl in setting up the company I suspect and, I said on
the questionnaire, I think that initialbº Ben did this for notnancial reasons, he did it much
morefor intrinsic satisfaction -curiosity, change ofapproach in terms ofbeing ajournalist,
fresh challenges and so forth. So that again is another area where I think it is very important
to have a common set ofvalues. Ione partner was obsessed withjetting out in five years and
the other one wasjust lookingfor a satis/ing life style and a reasonable living I think you
would have problems

Of all the couples interviewed, only Roger & Ben was exhibiting distress at the nal
intervention and their organisation, while remaining highly successl, has been under
some tension. Looking back on the interviews, it is easy to track the growing
disenchantment, particularly on Roger's side with what he perceived as Ben's
iritating style ofmanagement, and the increasing awareness that the age difference
was starting to matter. Roger & Bens differences in style ofworking and in the
disparity of age and similarity of abilities led to personal problems. Roger has
taken recently a long period of leave and they are currently looking at ways ofmaking
the business more self-sustaining; Ben, because he wants to retire and take some
money out of the business; Roger, because he is looking forward to when he will run
the business on his own; or perhaps they will both sell the business and do something
completely different. The disparity between intentions was not obvious at the time of
starting the business, though the realisation that this could cause problems soon came
about and outside help in the form of a part-time chairman was brought in to facilitate
the process. The current situation is now one of re-negotiated equilibrium back on a
convergent path, and the company is consistently still growing at more than 10% a
year. In all cases, therefore, convergent behaviour was achieved by the maintenance of
common intentions.

Divergent outcomes can also come from divergent behaviour as we have seen. For
instance, if the desire for control is fundamental to both partners, it is possible that as
the business starts to grow that this will become a issue if one partner demonstrates a
greater need for control. Reconciling differences such as this is one of the main
reasons that partnerships survive, as even the best regulated couples, as we have seen,
fall out from time to time. Couples deal with these differences with different strategies
such as projection, reciprocity and more behavioural °therapies° such as confrontation
as has been demonstrated in the ndings. One of the strategies that both affective and
work-related couples use is to start to dene personal space: some of this is done
through dening roles so that the activities in the business are now less shared and a
separate identity is maintained. This happens particularly with the larger companies
such a that belonging to Roger & Ben.

Roger And even today that's true actually because there it is too informal at the beginning you don't
want anyformality at all you want it all you don't need it because everyone can see what is
going on, it's really transparent, andyou haven 't got enough people and enough delegation
and when you get to about 10 people you do begin to need the process, the planning, _
performance reviews, project management, andpeople planning, recruitment, lookingfor new
management and so you need to have those, you need to know who owns them, and be
responsible and in our case, I think the problem was that we didn 't really clarijfy who owned
the processes, and what we were in practice doing, whether we were going to have weekly
meetings or monthly meetings..........you need to be able to manage your time and the critical
thing is ownershp, you need to know who is responsiblefor this at the end ofthe day who is
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actually driving the vehicle, is it Ben, is it me, is it the marketing manager so I think that is
quite important.

It also happens with the smaller companies, particularly those rn by affective
couples, though in a less structured way.

Hilary No, not really, it 's just we both know what we do best and so whoever has the expertise, that 's who
does thejob.

Tim Well, I obviousbf do the technical bits and Hilary does the marketing bits...
Hilary And I do the organising and thinking ahead as that's what I am good at.
PJ: And how do you divide your time spent working with clients?
Tim Again, that all depends. We still see clients together, particularly at the beginning ofa relationship

but obviously, iit 's talking to a bunch ofchemists then I 'll go.
Hilary Andfor instance at the weekends, Tim might go to the oice to do some technical kind ofthing

and I might stay at home catching up on the magazines and reading which we need to do to
stay on top ofthings.

The need for personal space is also dened by the work-associated couples seeing less
of each other out ofwork as we have already seen. It is probable that this separation is
a appropriate way of coping with the stresses ofmaintaining a intimate relationship
within a working environment. This is a important concept in social psychology,
what Reis (1985) calls Interdependence of Two Selves', and does not indicate
incompatibility but rather a acknowledgement, or a deep recognition, ofwhat is
necessary to keep the relationship compatible, which is one of the attributes of a close,
or strong, intimate tie. As Berger et al (Berger & Kelner 1964, Berger & Luckmann
1966) argue, the principal means by which the individual's world view is sustained
are the presence, the actions, and particularly the speech of signicant others. As
Knudson (1985) connns, 'neither spouse unilaterally denes the relationship.
Rather, each spouse's proffered denition remains contingent upon connnation by
the response of the other. (p.23 5) Compatibility is thus changeable rather than xed,
being dependent on the ongoing negotiation of the interactants' relationship, as
demonstrated by Secord & Blackman (1965) Weick validates this approach in his
work on organisations, (1979 p.90), The structure that detennines how a
organisation acts and how it appears is the same structure that is established by regular
pattems of interlocked behaviour. '

Swensen (1973) proposes the following process: °Ordinan`ly in a interaction, .......
the attitude and behaviour of each towards the other changes. This change is generally
in the direction of consensual Validation. That is, each corrects the view the other has
ofhim, until, assuming the relationship becomes intimate, each develops a view of the
other that is in reasonable hannony with the other°s view ofhimself. (P.44) He goes
on to dene two levels of interaction, that of content, which refers to the explicit
information conveyed, and that of relationship, the metacommunication which
actually denes the self in relation to the other person. As Knudson says (p.236),
with each party to a interaction attempting to dene the relationship in tenns of
these multilevel perceptions of self and other, one assumes that the various messages
must be in reasonable agreement with one another in order for the interaction to
continue smoothly'. Thus the development and maintenance of interpersonal relations
are characterised by recurrent interaction sequences which conrm the self-perception
of the other and vice versa. The reason therefore for the convergent behaviour
demonstrated by all the couples is that they have recognised and worked through their
problems together. It was notable in all joint interviews that there was little or no fear
or embarrassment about voicing critical opinions: Mandy & Gill are a good example.
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PJ: And what does she do that really irritates you?
Gill: She smokes a lot......... [laughter] I 've just stopped and I hate going into the kitchen and

finding herpuffíng away
Mandy: ...and I hate you coming in the kitchen andfinding me there when I 've gonefor a quietpu'

[laughter]
Gill: .but at least she keeps to the kitchen, and at least I know where to find her ifl want a

good chat.
Mandy: What used to piss me o' a lot about you is that you never made your bloody mind up.
Gill: You 're right, I'used to takefor ever [laughter]

From my personal experience, whenever investigations are made into companies in
order to understand the root problems, the major issue which surfaces is generally lack
of communication. Communication was never raised as a negative issue amongst any
of the couples, except as a outcome ofwhen thing's were going badly, but it is
implied throughout as being one of the major attributes of a successful partnership.
Matt & Kelly and Tim & Hilary are good examples.

Matt: It is good to have somebody there who you can experience a new colour with, and have them
there so they can experience that same thing. It's having someone there to prove it happened.
[J]

Hilary: We're sometimes depressed together in which case Tim smokes too much and drinks too much
and I smoke too much and drink too much! And we talk about and support each other
through it. Ana' sometimes one is depressed and not the other and so we're very supportive of
each other. I mean I'm the more neurotic one and Tim just assumes the supportive role or Tim
gets his head entirebl into creating something new so I organise life so that it goes on.....[S]

It seems therefore that the underlying reason for relationships to diverge, and therefore
for the organisations to do likewise, is as a result of non-common intentions which in
tum drive negative behaviour such as non-communication ; either non-common from
the start, which Would suggest a early break down in the partnership, or diverging
from common due to life circumstances, wlich generally happens later in the
relationship, particularly with younger partners or with those with disparity of age.
We have seen that the ndings conrm that the choice ofbusiness partner seems to be
idiosyncratic and casual as suggested by Tinmons (1978), but I believe that it is these
intentions which trigger the partnership, and that therefore the choice of correct
partner is not as haphazard as might be assumed and occurs when this commonality is
recognised, albeit sub-consciously. It is therefore argued that, as suggested previously,
Weick's diverse ends/ common means model (1979) is inappropriate to dyadic start-
ups, involving as they do the particular combination of intimate relationship within a
working environment. In other words, the relationship has to operate in both the
emotional domain of ego survival (e.g. feelings, trust) but also the rational domain of
substantial survival (e.g. food, money). If one recalls Weick's words (p.91) that
Partners in a collective structure share space, time and energy but they need not share
visions, aspirations or intentionsf, it can be seen that this is not the case.(Figure 3.

l.Common ends > 2.Common means

4. Diverse means 4 3. Diverse ends

Figure 3.i An Alternative Model ofGroup Development
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In summary, recalling the concept of the marriage contract, the partnership is
successful if the implementation of the relationship aims, and the resultant
organisation, is canied out according to the original design or intention. As Sager
(1976) states, 'When signicant aspects of the contract cannot be fullled, as is
inevitable, and especially, when these lie beyond his own awareness, the disappointed
partner may react with rage, injury, depression or withdrawal. . . _ _ ...' (pp.4-5). For all
the reasons stated, the eight case study couples found their way to maintain
convergent relations and thus their organisations survived.

The fourth part of the dyadic organisational survival model thus states that the
organisation will be at risk if the relationship diverges due to both diverging aims and
diverging skills

8.iii. Recommendations for potential and existingpartnerships

As stated in the introduction, this thesis is aimed at three distinct audiences:
academics, who are interested in the theoretical content, researchers, who are
interested in the research process, and management practitioners, who can perhaps
draw some practical lessons from it. This section is therefore addressed at the third
group, in particular those who are considering starting a partnership or those who have
recently embarked on one. It comprises ve recommendations which are then
developed into a simple questionnaire for future dyadic entrepreneurs.

There are ve main recommendations based on the research ndings:
1. Firstly, that the intentions of the partners must be explicit and common. It has

been demonstrated that common intentions are crucial to a starting a dyadic
business which will survive. As Timmons (1979) says, °unfotunately,
entrepreneurs and investors are often embroiled in the heat of start-up before they
discover that they have conicting goals and values'. (p.202) A company which is
started by one partner who wants to make quick money and go on to something
else, and the other partner who wants to keep the company small in order to
produce quality products, will not last. These intentions include a cormnon set of
values which will provide the 'glue° for the relationship during difcult periods,
and a cormnon set of interests, either related to the business or extemally related.
In the long run, these common intentions will be the continuing basis for the
making ofbusiness strategy because they will form both the direction for the
company and also provide the ethical framework for that direction. It is therefore
recommended that a maniage contract' be drawn up, either explicitly as in a pre-
nuptial agreement, or implicitly, through the relevant conversations before stat-
up. A suggested example is included here.

2. Secondly, that both partners should demonstrate complementary behaviours.
It has been demonstrated that all the couples researched had behaviours which
enabled them to work through problems, and that when these behaviours were
non-functioning, so the relationship was under threat. A example would be that
of control: while all couples indicated that control was one of the reasons for
starting their own company, none of them demonstrated a oveniding necessity
for personal control which would have put the company at threat. Therefore a
cycling' between complementary behaviours which is a result of sensitivity to the
other partner's emotions and situation is a necessary element of the successful
partnership.
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3. Thirdly, that together the dyad must demonstrate a combination of the skills
necessary for being both a successful entrepreneur and a professional
manager. As Timmons (1979) states, 'a thorough awareness of one's
entrepreneurial and managerial strengths and weaknesses is a prerequisite for
forming a team°. (p.206) This is necessary in the years when the business starts to
expand, which from this research, seems to be around 5-8 years after start-up. It is
a difcult period as it forces most partners to move from °doing° content activities
to 'managing' activities. It is not necessary that one partner is the entrepreneur or
Visionary and that one is the manager, but that the dyad between them can full
these roles. Recalling Flamholz (1990 p.274), he describes the difference between
the roles well: ' One of these can be tenned the °macro' tasks of
leadership.......These include establishing a strategic vision for the rm,
monitoring and managing the process of organisational development, and
managing the corporate culture. The other set are 'micro' tasks. These are the
tasks of operational leadership, which include all of the day-to-day things that
must be performed to inuence people to produce the products and services that
the organisation offers to the marketplace'. The partners must recognise each
other's strengths and weaknesses and, if necessary, use collaborators or employees
to complement them.

4. Fourthly, that the couple must be flexible and equitable. The combination of
skills necessary to ensure that the business continues must be found in both people
together. As the best t° theories ofmanagement demonstrate, there will be times
when one set of skills or style will be more appropriate, and both partners must be
ready to relinquish *power* to the other when appropriate. The same is true of
exible behaviour which enable the smoother functioning of the behaviour.
Behind this exibility is the need for true equity within the relationship. This is
the case whether in rational terms such as share holding, or in emotional terms
such as balanced support. All couples researched held y/y share holdings
(which is generally not recommended in partnership manuals as being problematic
in decision making), and were therefore compelled to make decisions by equitable
means such as discussion or decision cycling'.

5. Fifthly, that the couple should engineer personal space. It has been
demonstrated that the relationship between the partners must be a intimate
relationship for the dyadic model to work well. The strain ofhaving that intimate
relationship within a working environment can be great, and as has been shown,
both affective and non-affective couples cope with this by greater role division
and clarity in the work place. However, outside the workplace, the types of
couples cope with the problem in a different way. The affective couple seems to
gravitate to doing more personal activities together as well thus resulting in a
stronger relationship as has been demonstrated here. The non-affective couple
conversely reacts by vitually ceasing contact outside the business, and potential
partners must be aware that this is the likely outcome.

These recommendations have been developed into questiornaire particularly
applicable to new start ups which draws on the ndings of the research (Figure 8.a).
The aim of the questionnaire is to help the potential partners clarify their thinking,
become explicit in their intentions in starting the organisation together, and identify
strengths and weaknesses of the potential partnership which can then be addressed. It
culminates in a marriage' contract which, it is suggested, is for both partners to sign
and keep.
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This questionnaire is designed for people who are contemplating starting a business in partnership. It has as its aim
the promotion of discussion about mutual oompatibility and appropiateness of the venture. Both potential partners
should ll out the questionnaire sepaately, and ideally, simultaneously, but in private. Please answer all questions.
There are no right and wrong answers, neither will a particular answer give assurance that your venture will be
successful. However, the answers will give you a chance to discuss some important elements in your decision to
found jointly and give some pointers for avoiding potential pitfalls.

l. Please ring one or more of the following altematives:
I want to start a business in order to.............
a) make a lot ofmoney b) retire early
d) have an easy time e) become well-known
g) take advantage of a gap in the market

2. Please ring one or more of the follovng altematives:
l value the following.................
a) working hard b) talking things over
e) making decisions quickly í) beating the competition

2. Please ring one or more of the following altematives:
My interest are in.................
a) product diversication b) niche development
4. Please ring one or more of the following altematives:
My strengths are.................
a) planning b) motivating
1 long-tenn vision g) risk taking

5. Please ring one or more of the following altematives:
I am good at.................
a) Finance b) Marketing
i Administration g) Technology

6. Please ring any of the following statements that you agree with
a) I believe in being equal partners
c) Once I have decided something, I d not change my mind
e) l think l am good at personal relationships
g) I get easily irritated and tend to hold it in
i) I am known for being rational and pragmatic

c) be able to control my own life
f be able to develop new ideas
h) to own a large company

c) honesty d) helping
h) getting rich quick I laughter

c) expansion internationally

c) listening d) completing
h) persistance I talking

c) Product Development d) HR

b) I need to have lots ofpeople round me
d) I love working on my ovim
I I accept that 80% is good enough
h) I anemotional about important things
j) I nd it difñcult to let go ofprojects

k) I am quite happy to let other people do things if they are better at it than me

When you have both ñnished the questionnaire, sit down together and go through your answers:
Q1, Q2 & Q3 You should have very similar responses. If there are major differences, you should talk them through
and analyse whether they are sufñciently diveregent to question the decision to work together.

Q4 & Q5 You should have a full complement of responses between the two of you. If you have ringed the same
responses and left the same ones unringed, you should analyse whether there is either too great a similarity of skills
or whether they are skills which can b either leamt or bought in through consultancy or employment,

Q6 You should have both ringed a, e, f k and gringed c, d g, j. If this is not the case, you should question the
suitability of working together. Ideally, one should have ringed h, and the other i, but if not, you should b aware
that you will react similarly in situations and may need to deliberately take an opposite view. If you have ringed b
and also Q1/h, there is no conict but ifnot, discuss the prospect ofbeing just two for the foreseable future.

Finally, sit together and ll out the following The dyadic amarriages contract
We ae starting the business in order to:

_ _
Signed: Our common values are:

I
Our common interests are:

We need to develop the following skills:

S'd:'gne We will play the following roles:

Our behaviour will be:

Figure 8.a Pre-dyadic start-up questionnaire
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8.iv. The theory and model of dyadic survival

As will be recalled, the aim of this piece of research was to theory build. The nal
section thus presents the theory and model of dyadic organisational survival that is
based on the ndings of the research. As the previous section was aimed at the
practitioner audience, so this section is aimed at the academic audience. Parts of the
theory and model have been presented in the conclusions of chapters 5, 6 and 7, and
this nal summary adds the elements ofdiversity, as has been argued in section 8 ii.
to the model.

The 'Three C Model, of dyadic survival (gure 8.b) thus represents three stages that
will enable a dyadic organisational start-up to be successful (the definition of success
being survival as has been previously stated). The rst two stages are overlapping and
therefore not discrete, but the third stage is usually discrete following as it does upon a
period of tension. The three stages are therefore:
1. Commonality. The stage which encompasses the meeting, choice ofpartner and

decision to found is that when a high degree in commonality is necessary. Firstly,
in having common backgrounds which enable the couple to meet; secondly, by
recognising in each other those common elements which enables the couple to c
make the choice of one another; thirdly, by having explicitly common intentions,
values and interests which drive the decision to found. In addition, later in the
organisational life, cormnonality is necessary in two further ways: fourthly, by
using these common intentions to drive strategic direction throughout the life of
the company; and hly, by providing the ethical framework and °glue which
denes the company culture

2. Complementarity. The overlapping stage which encompasses the decision to
found and the continuing relationship/organisation is when a high degree of
complementarity is needed. Firstly, in having sufciently complementary content
skills which help the couple make the decision to found; secondly, in using those
complementary skills in order to allocate roles in the initial stage of the business
when some structure starts to be needed; thirdly, in developing complementary
behaviours which enable the couple to support each other and overcome tensions
in the continuing stages of the organisation.

3. Cycling. The discrete stage which enables the couple to move from
entrepreneurial start-up mode to professionally managed organisation is when the
necessity for a clear strategy and structure is needed in parallel and when cycling
between transfonnational and transactional roles thus becomes necessary.

The theory of dyadic organisational survival thus states:
0 that the cormnon intentions, values and interests of the dyad contribute to

organisational survival by providing the basis for a equitable, compatible
relationship which underpins the strategy, culture and behaviour of the growing
organisation.

0 that if the dyad has complementary skills and behaviours, this will contribute to
organisational survival by enabling the couple to identify appropriate
complementary roles and thus forrnulate a appropriate business structure.

0 that organisational survival will result when mutual understanding is achieved of
what roles and behaviours are appropriate in different situations, thus enabling the
couple to cycle between them as appropriate.

0 that the organisation will be at isk if the relationship diverges due to both
diverging aims and diverging skills
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9. PLANNING THE NEXT JOURNEY

9.i Implications for future research

There were distractions throughout the research process whenever interesting avenues
of research presented themselves. As has been previously stated, the problem with this
piece of research was narrowing the scope rather than broadening it as would be
preferable with some other research projects. However, this was to a certain extent
inevitable given my personal preferences for irmovation and large concepts. While I
a sure that greater focus could have been achieved even within this research, the
nal result is a piece of research whichl still nd personally stimulating (even after 7
years) and which thus has a number of areas which are ripe for further research. This
research could either take the form of a spin-off in terms ofa interesting idea
spawned during the research, or, altematively, further research to establish the
substantive theory as formal. The ideas suggested here fall under the latter type.

0 Future organisational life stages in dyadic start-ups. A obvious continuation
of the current research would be into dyadic organisations who have continued
beyond the rst ten or so years, the idea being to investigate the validity of the
organisational life cycle theorists beyond the rst phase of crisis/growth. One of
the problems with this research would be the diffculty of unpicking' cause and
effect in organisations as they become increasingly complex through growth. It
would however be possible to follow the °small° companies identied here, which
have opted for small corporate growth and large personal growth, and compare
them with the *larger* companies who have opted for higher corporate growth.

0 Triggers of change in organisations. One of the most difcult areas in the
research about which to draw conclusions was that of the reasons for the end of
the 'honeymoon' period. The extant organisational theory was analysed and found
wanting, and various suggestions were made, but further research, perhaps within
the eld of relational psychology, needs to be undertaken as to why this happens
at a particular point.

0 Informal partnerships in large corporations. A possibly more attractive
proposition would be to look at partnerships within large corporations and
investigate whether some of the ndings on cycling are equally appropriate.
Casual observation has shown that there are frequently informal partnerships at
the head of large companies; sometimes the chairman/managing director
combination; often the patnershíp between managing director/nancial director;
and sometimes more unlikely combinations such commercial and HR directors
who effectively mn the business between them. This research would have the
advantage of there being more published data and a potentially larger sample
available though the problem of access might be a stumbling block.

0 Dyadic start-ups in entrepreneurial typology. Some rst thoughts are offered
here about the need for a new typology for dyadic entrepreneurial Ventures but
more in-depth research is needed to offer both a description and a set of citeria
based on empirical data. The thoughts presented here are as a logical conclusion
from the research conducted rather than research specically conducted into
dening a new typology. As stated previously, entrepreneurial research is
relatively in its infancy, and as such, offers many opportunities for many different
avenues of research: research into the dyad in the entrepreneurial context could
take many other fonns such as specic work on gender, family situation, reasons
for failure rather than success and many more.
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0 Intimate relationships within work sítuations. As the research progressed, one
of the emerging theories which was totally unexpected was that of the intimate
nature of the dyadic relationship within the entrepreneurial start-up context. All
the literature about entrepreneurs and work associates had led me to assume that
the relationships, apart perhaps from those of the affective couples, were
fundamentally instrumental relationships with all the relevant attributes such as
being task oriented. One of the pleasures of the grounded theory approach is the
way that new ideas emerge and are rened as the data gathering and analysis
develops, and as more and more evidence was extracted to show that these were
truly intimate relationships whatever their antecedents, so my interest in intimate
relationships within a work enviromnent grew. A ture avenue of research could
therefore be within this eld enabling deeper understanding ofboth the richness to
be gained from these relationships and also the problems that can occur within the
work context.

9.ii Contribution to knowledge and shortcomíngs of the research

There were four areas previously identied as being the major contributions to
knowledge of this research.
1. Pre-organisational intentionality: the value of common intent in organisational

start-up
2. Dyadic complementarity: the identication of complementary attributes,

behaviours and roles which may lead to the leadership couple as a model of
organisational sun/ival.

3. The addition to the work of entrepreneurial typology in identifying a new kind of
start-up

4. Grounded theory: to demonstrate the value of the grounded theory approach to this
kind of research.

As previously stated, this research has three main audiences, the practitioner, the
academic and the researcher. The rst three areas of contribution to knowledge, which
are of importance to the practitioner and the academic have already been covered in
depth in the previous chapters and have thus been demonstrated to have been fullled.
The third audience, the researchers, and the fourth area of contribution to knowledge
will be covered in this section.

The pleasures of carrying out research based on a grounded theory approach have
already been mentioned: the surprises of new ideas emerging, the enjoyment of in-
depth interviewing with its associated pleasure of realising that a respondent has said
something of such revelatory depth that it will inform a new avenue of coding , the
gratication when theory saturation starts to happens. I have used the image of a
joumey throughout this research as that was what this voyage of discovery became as
I discovered the delights, and the hardships, of doing research. Working within a
realist ontology and epistemology, I also had the freedom to travel by analogy on the
train or by plane, whichever was most appropriate, at times using interview
techniques, at others survey methods.

The freedom also enabled me to adapt the grounded theory principles of Glaser &
Strauss (1967) and Strauss & Corbin (1990) and, while keeping the spirit of the
Originals, to invent a simplied version ofworking which was both more in keeping
with the subject of the research and its constraints, and the realist epistemology. The
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phases of the simplied version have been explicitly reported in Chapter 4. The result
is a piece of research with some interesting ndings which contributes to knowledge
by touching on subjects not previously addressed, but also contributes to the
increasing body ofmanagement research conducted within the grounded theory
approach.

The ndings however cannot be generalised across a broad spectrum of say, all
entrepreneurs or all manied people working together, though there are elements which
may be relevant. Currently, therefore the theory of dyadic organisational survival
stays fundamentally within the substantive area. Ideally, research should be able to be
generalised, thus translating itself into formal theory and it could be argued that one of
the shortcomings of the research is that it has not yet reached that stage. (One of the
fnstrations of a PhD is the realisation that it is a apprenticeship for research and as
such is sometimes limited in its scope.) However, the application of the substantive
theory to similar dyads in other situations or, conversely, to non-dyads in
entrepreneurial situations would enable its progress towards formal theory, as has
been previously been suggested in the new areas for research.

Related shortcomings exist in relation to the sample. In some ways, I wish that I could
have expanded the sample to include, for example, more woman/woman couples or
married couples who developed large organisations, but the amount of data collected
from the eight couples was already enormous, which meant leaving out interesting
ideas and quotations in order to focus on the main ndings. In addition, I a not sure
exactly what those couples would have added other than give me a sense of security
that all bases had been covered.

There was also the problem of doing longitudinal research when one is reliant on
memory of the respondents. In one way, this was solved by interviewing two people
about the same periods and activities which gave a Validation to each other, but there
were differences in timing between the interviews which could have potentially
skewed the data. For instance, the MLPC was only conducted once with all
respondents, some completing it after seven years, some after ten and some after 12
years. Ideally, this tool would have been adninistered at least twice at regular
intervals which would have enabled comparison between couples over time and in
different phases of the business.

The problem of reporting and understanding temporality was also not completely
satisfactorily solved. As was illustrated by the Research Matrix, there was not only the
complexity of the individual, the dyad and the organisation, but also that of the
relationship over time. The research methods should probably have been modied to
enable the respondents to give their point of view at more regular intervals but
problems of access and investment of time intervened.

Finally, one of the shortcomings of the research was doing it part-time. The short
periods when I was able to devote myself full-time to the research project were
periods of intense creativity, but as the majority of the time was spent tting research
round employment, so the thesis shows the unevenness of effort. Nevertheless, the
journey has enabled me to leam vast amounts, not only about my chosen subject, but
also about the process of research, and as in all good education, has left me thirsty for
more.
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9.iii Implications for practitioners and policy makers

Carrol (1993), asking the question as to why rms differ, put forward many different
hypotheses, all ofwhich had the common factor that 'successful nns embrace a
adaptation model of organisational change'. (p.245) The dyadic nn not only has to
adapt the organisation but adapt their relationship, though it is a moot point as to
which comes rst. Bird (1989) suggests that partners within organisations need to go
through different stages and the respondents have certainly demonstrated that. They
have passed from the phase ofmutual usage, developing into mutual concem; from
fusion or the unconscious division of labour, into differentiation into explicit roles;
from living off the relationship, into living through the relationship; from resisting the
limits of the others willingness to change, to tolerating them; from negotiating
détente, to true appreciation of the other.

All couples researched have successfully negotiated this adaptation of their
relationship and thus their organisations have suvived. They have all found the
partnership to be a effectiveway of running a company, expressing their satisfaction
both with the model and with the way it has enabled them to move forward. They all
feel that being two has removed many of the strains and stresses; has enabled them to
support each other through crises; has enhanced and accelerated leaming; and has
provided a synergy enabling them to produce more and better work than they could do
on their own. They all feel that it is a highly effective model. The conclusion is that
the right couple' is a highly effective unit and the respondents bear this out.

PJ:
Hilary:

Tim:

Ben:

Roger:

Matt:

Kelly:

Mike:

Joy:

John:
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Andfinally, is it better being two?
Oh, yes, you can bounce ideas oeach other and use the other to make sure you are on the
right track. It gives you condence, and having more condence then you can gofor better
clients. For me, it is a true partnership: the sum ofus two is far greater than one plus one.
It's a constant egging on.....it's not two like-mindedpeople going down the same track, it's
totally complementary. We 've developed this code ofbehaviour where we automatically
reinforce each other's weaknesses and you would never achieve that without working so
closely together.

We 've had our problems, but doesn 't everyone in business, particularly in the kind ofclose
relationship like ours. This test is to ask, 'would I have done it dierently? ', and the answer is
'no way '...._.
We 've gonefrom tweedledum and tweedledee, through a period ofdisaection, but basically
being together makes a whole lot amount more possible. That's my view. I think that is the
most useful thing in a way ofhaving two people working together, they can bring something
else as well as just being there.

Our relationship is our business and our business is our relationship. I can 't split it up and
even think in terms ofworking on my own.
What we 're saying is that without the other, it wouldn 't exist.........

It 's the best thing we ever did doing the business together. I 've got over any initial worries I
had and I can truly say that we wouldn 't be where we are today fwe hadn 't been together
It really has enabled us to do things we wouldn 't have done on our own........

Wejoke about Mutt andJe but actually this is the only way to do it. It means you have to
share in the rewards, but, by God, you get to share the heartaches too, and I can 't tell you
how much that counts...



Chris: We wouldn 't be sitting here today, solvent, happy, havingfun, all those things, ifwe hadn 't
got together

Geof' I still think we made the right decision, sitting there on ourpark bench
Colin: Yes, it 's worked well, we 've supported each otherfinancially, emotionally, getting new clients,

looking back, I think we 've also engineered a relatively unstressful l`festyle even iwe haven 't
set the world on fire...would I do it again, absolutely yes.

Gill: Seriously, it 's the only way to start a business, not on your own, certainly not three, three
people is trouble. But we 've always been equal with money, equal with

time...Mandy:....equal with responsibility, equal with emotion but I think that why it works so brilliantly.

This has implications for people starting businesses together, but it also has
implications for venture capitalists and other finance institutions in managing the risks
of investing in start-up couples. A focus on investigating the relationship of the couple
rather than purely a focus on strategic and financial issues could radically alter
investment decisions. As will be recalled, much practitioner literature issued by these
very institutions is pessimistic in tone about partnership outcomes, but by touching on
issues such as contractual intricacies rarely addresses what would appear to be the
central issue of compatible relationships.

9.iv. Implications for Methods and Methodologies

The research undertaken has added to the body of qualitative management research
based on the tenets of grounded theory. It has implications therefore both in the
encouragement of researchers to engage in this type of research and also in the way
that classic grounded theory approach has been adapted to suit both the subject of the
research and also my personal preferences. The way grounded theory has been used
demonstrates its power as a exible approach within the realíst paradigm which can
be adapted to cope with more complex research situations such as this, with its matrix
approach to multi-layered research.

The realíst approach has also allowed the use ofmixed quantitative and qualitative
research methods which have been used in a such a way as to generate the most
appropriate data in the most appropriate manner. This has implications for perhaps
more purist approaches to research which advocate the sole use of one type of method
and look askance at approaches which are exible. In addition, it has permitted a more
exible way of reporting the ndings, encouraging on the one hand a more narrative
style based on actors dialogue and on the other on graphs and analysis stemming
from the questionnaires.

9.v. Implications for Theory

The implications for organisational theory as a result of this research are several.
Firstly, the behavioural focus demonstrates a altemative approach to building models
of organisational sustainability or survival as opposed to those based on economic or
strategic relationships. Secondly, within a macro context of interest in partnership
models, whether for example between suppliers and end users or government and
industry, the partnership model grown here has theoretical relevance at least at the
conceptual level. Thirdly, the emphasis on the importance of intent in dening the
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outcome of the relationship has implications for the emerging body of entrepreneurial
theorists working in the area ofpre-organisational intent.
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